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INFLUENCE OF THE SPACE CHAHGE OF

THE ELECTRON FLOW ON THE SPECIFIC

POWER USED FORCE ON THE TARGET

Afanasev V.I.

Institut of Radiophisics end Electronics

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 12, Acad.

Proskura Str. 310085 , Kharkov, Ukraine

Abstract

An influence of the space charge of the electron flow with

the low operating potential on the specific power used force on

the target by the constant inductian magnetic field and a

potential electron beam is investigated. The specific power in

force on the target decrease by rise of the space charge electron

flow and pa33ing across a minimum at the perveance 6-7 10"А/В*""

and then growth of the specific power is observated again.

Introduction

Electron - beam influence of the materials bringea to

heating, melting, evaporation or masured treating of the detail of

the specific superfical power use force on the target is

definited.

Other importance characteristic in force of the electron flow

action on the target is averaged out depth penetration of the

electron the specific volume power absorbed with substance object.

The specific volume power is directly proportional to density

current

and inversely proportional to the accelerate strain with the

accuracy to constants multiply [1]. Therefore, the power can be

rised in the volume substanse of the target one can only with

increasing density of the beam current.

That is why, the important advantage are the guns with the

longitudinal compression of the space charge which develops low

voltage strong current electron flow*.

The process connected with using power electron flow on the

treated materials leads to development of the steam cloud in a

zone of an interaction of the electron beam with the target. The

electron bean is losing considerable of part his power interacting

with the creating with it steam cloud.

Causes of the considerable loss of a power of the electron

flow are the processes connected with despersing of the electron

II
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beam on particles cloud, exiting of a molecules residual gas,

ionization of a molecules and atoms of steam cloud, interection of

the bean with plasma generated with it [2]. The theoretical

calculation of a beam power loss in a cloud of the steam is

complicated with multiplicity of influence a factors.

Experimental investigations show that the losses can decrease

[3] with high power of the beam. It is due to decrease of density

of the cloud in the zone of a high power of the electron flow.

The known theoretical and experimental investigations of the

specific power used force on the target concern to the electron

flows working under voltage more 10 kV.

Experimental results

The electron flow was formed with the electron gun [4] under

the operating voltage 2 kV with turning beam at the corner 80°.

The electron flow has focused with the electromagnet lens in the

zone of an influence. The beam current was raised by means of

increasing of the potential first diaphragm of the gun under the

constant value of the operating voltage of electron beam 2 kV and

of the magnetic field strength 120 mT.

Diameter of the beam was determined by means photographing of

the shine stain on the bottom a copper water-cooling crucible in

the zone influence.

Fig.l shows the dependence of a change of the specific beam

power with perveance under a constant value of the operating

voltage beam 2 kV and of a magnetic field strength 120 mT. This

dependence indicates that the specific power of the electron beam

decreases whith increasing of the perveance and pass across the

minimum under for the perveance 6 10~*А/В*'
2
, and after this it

increases.

The specific power of the electron beam in the zone influence

has determinated on a diameter imprint leaving with it on the

graphite plate with thickness of 2 ma disposed on the bottom a

copper water-cooling crucible.

Fig.2 shows the dependenceof the specific power electron

beam on the graphite with perveance under a constant value of

operating beam voltage 2 kV and of a magnetic field strength 120

*T

This dependence indicates that the specific power of the

electron flow decrease on graphite under increasing of the

perveance to 7 f0~
e
A/B

a
'* and then a new increase is observe with
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perveance of the electron Ь*ам.

к 6 8 P, 40'* A/fi¥*
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Increase of the spesific power electron beam may be due to

increasing of a compensation a space charge of the electron flow

ionised with molecules of the evaporating material and it is

connected possible with decreasing of a density of the steam cloud

in a lone high power of the electron flow too.

REFERENCES
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TRANSFER ELECTRON DEVICES ON THE BASE OF A3BS

SEMICONDUCTOR COMPAUNDS

Arkusha Yu.V., Prokhorov E.D.
310077, Ukraine, Kharkov, sq. Svoboda.4

Kharkov stale university

The actual problem of solid microwave electronics - practical mastering of mm

and submm ranges ofelectromagr.etic waves. The Gunn diodes on А* В

semiconductor new compounds which have parameters excel those of wide using

materials - GaAs and InP - that is one of the ways of resolving this problem.

The physic processes in Gunn diodes on the base of lnxGa|_xAs, InP|.xAsx,

ln|.xGaxPj.yAsy with different length of active area with homogeneous profil of its

active region in one cases and with high resistance unhomogeneous region near

cathode in other cases which work in one contour resonator were researched. For

investigation of power characteristics of such Gunn diodes was choosed two

temperature model whose fundamentei equations and method of theire solution for

GaAs were cited in [ 1 ]. The difference of this consideration consist of that as

fundamental mechnisms of scattering took into consideration such the scattering

on alloy potential. The choice of x and у values were caused by choice of compounds

parameters when Vm a x/Vmjn relation on drift velocity - electric field dependence

is greater,than Us for GaAs. Gunn diodes with active region length la-2.5/<m and

less were investigated. The impurity concentration no(x) for different length diodes

was found from relation nola = 2.4-2.5» 10 I 2cm"2. In order to strike off the

transitional presses of the definition the efficiency of diodes were realized for second

and third periodes of oscillation such as in [ 1,2 ].

1. The dependence of the efficiency on active length area for InxGa| .xAs diodes

with the dipole domaines for x-0.41 3 ] is shown on fig.l (curves 1,1' - for GaAs).

From fig.l one can sec, that efficiency of InxGa|.xAs diodes are higher, that those

of GaAs - diodes for allconsederating values of la. The reducing of active region

length of diodes leads to reduce of generation efficiency and when la "0.4 pm it

becomes equal the efficiency of GaAs diodes. The reducing of generation efficiency

are caused by shifting of transfer electron to anode (such as in GaAs) and electron

interaction with electric field becomes less effective.
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The frequency range of InxGaj _xAs diodes Af for fundamental frequency (fig. 1,

curve 2 and 2') is reduced with reducing the active area, but it slays bigger, than for

GaAs diodes for la less than 1.7 - 1.9/* m.

The generation efficiency dependence on frequency for all considerating diodes

with length la = 2.5 /*vn and gomogenios impurity concentration of active area is

* shown on fig.3. The difference between analogy dependence for GaAs is that

maximum efficiency bigger in two in comparation with eficiency of GaAs diodes

with charge layeres. The maximum efficiency is for f = 55 GHz, that is cased out by

higher values of minimum drift velocity on dependence V(E).

2. The dependence of generation efficiency on active length for lnPxAsj_x diodes

for x - 0.6 is shown on fig.2 (1 - Г - for diodes with dipol domaines, 2-2' - for diodes with

charge layeres). Reducing efficiency with length is cased by rising influence of inertion

effects and for frequency 150 GHz efficiency becomes less than it fo»; GaAs diodes,

because for the frequency higher than 150 GHz very strong the influence of electrons

relaxation times on puls and energy, which in lnPxAs|.x a few higher, than in GaAs.

The "dead" zone in homogenuos active area diodes is less, than in GaAs diodes,

that lead to bigger effective formation of charge layer.

3. Energatic characteristics of In|_xGaxPj_yAsy diodes with dipole domaines

(fig.4) and with charge layers for x=0.8 and у "0.8 and la = 25 pm were investigated. It

is shown from fig.4, that maximum efficiency of inojGao.sPcuAso.e d">des

commensurable with maximum efficiency InPo.6Aso.4 diodes. The maximum efficiency

is observed on 45 GHz frequency, because for the chosen x and у values minimum drift

velocity for In | . xGa xP|. yAs y higher, than for InPxAS|.x.The frequency range of diode

work on fundamental garmonic is wider, than its for InPxAs].x diodes.

Consequently, using of Gunn diodes from compounds InxGa|.xAs, lnPxAS|.x>

In|.xGaxP|.yAsy it is very perspective, because it can be received higher efficiency

that on GaAs diodes for different frequency as for the diodes with dipol domaines,

such for diodes with the charge layers.

1. Arkusha Yu.V.,Drogachenko AA4Prokhorov E.D. Radio engineering
and electronics,v.32,N 9,1947,1987.

2. Arkusha Yu.V^Drogachenko AA.,Prokhorov E.D. Radio engineering
and electronics,v.33,N 5,1050,1988.

3. Arkusha Yu.V4Daydchenko A.V.,Prokhorov E.D. Radio engineering and
electronics,v.36,N 7,1401.1991.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE CATHODE CONTACT.THE DOPING OF
ACTIVE AREA AND THE TEMPERATURE ON THE GENERATION BY

GUNN DIODES ON THE SECOND AND THIRD HARMONICS .

Arkusha Yu.V,Prokhorov E.D,S?nin S.I.
310077, Ukraine, Kharkov, sq. Svoboda 4

Kharkov University

The Gunn diodes job on the second and third harmonics with the
different cathode contacts, the profile of doping and temperature was
investigated with the aim of improving the generation efficiency and
widing of operating band.

The researches were made with the help of two temperature model, which
permits to take into consideration the inertion effects of redistribution of electrons
between the conduction-band valleys of the structures with of arsenic gallium and
the calculation of the structures with the larger gradietions of concentrations and
electric-fields intensity were done. The mcthodics of numerical calculations is the
anallogic with the using in [1].

The researches of Gunn diodes with the high resistance unhomogeneous area
near cathode and the homogeneous profile of doping, Gunn diodes with the
length-changed concentration of bearers in active area (ihc concentration inreases
from cathode to anode ) and Gunn diodes with metal-cathode contact with the
homogeneous profile of doping in active area with different temperatures, were
carried out. Gunn diodes were investigated, with are working in 8 mm range. So for
Gunn diodes with high resistance unhomogeneous area near cathode the length of active
area were chose 2,5 ptn, the concentration of admixtures in active area 10 cm, the
concentration of admixtures near cathode in 10 times smolier 10 cm [1]. For Gunn
diodes with the leng-changed concentration of bearers in active area, concentration of
admixtures near cathode is 10 cm, and concentration near the anode is 8* 10 cm the

length in active area la - 2,5/«m [21. For the diodes with the metal-cathode contacts

and homogeneous profile of doping the length active area is la ~ 2,5 /tin, the

concentration of admixtures in active area was chosen 8*10 cm {3].

The modelation of physics processes in pointed hightcr diodes was shout that

in all cases in diodes the domains of strength field with the characteristics are formed,

which are depended on the type of cathode contact and correlation of concentration
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10 40 60 80 tOO15 40 60

Fig. I* The dependence effective of generation and load resistance
on the fundamental (I) and the second (2) harmonies on the
frequency for Gunn diodes with the metal-cathode contact.
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near cathode and anode near unhomogeneous doping determine the size of "dead"
zone near cathode and genereiion efficiency on harmonics.

In the result of research were shown, that:
1. For ail types Gunn diodes in effective work on the main frequency, the

efficiency of generation on the second and third harmonics doesn't reach the max
meanings and vice verse, max meanings of efficiency of generation on the second
and third harmonics the efficiency of generation is small on the fundamental
harmonic. For if Gunn diode works on the fundamental harmonic, the optimal load
resistance of this circuit must be smaller than the optimal load resistance of circuit
on the second and third harmonics. In the work Gunn diode on the second and
third harmonics the optimal load resistance of the circuit must be smaller than the
optimal load resistance of circuit, turning on the fundamental harmonic (fig.1)

2. On the fundamental frequency (33-45 GHz) it is possible is to get the
generation efficiency 10-12% for diodes, with the high resistance unhomogeneous
area near cathode and metal-cathode contact, 9 % for diodes unline profile of doping
and 5% for diodes with line profile of doping.

3. On the second harmonic frequency (66-100 GHz) it is posibte to get
generation efficiency 2% for diodes with high resistance unhomogeneous area near
cathode, 1,8% for line-doped diodes, 5 % for diodes with metal-cathod contact and
4% for diodes with unlined profile doping.

4. On the third harmonic friquency (100-140 GHz) it is possible to get generation
efficiency 1% for diodes with high resistance unhomogeneous area near cathode and
unline-doped area and 0,5% for diodes with metal-cathode contact (fig2).

So, the diodes with metal-cathode contact are the best generation effiency on
the second harmonic and the third one - the diodes with high resistance
unhomogeneous area near cathode or unline-doping active area of diodes.

1. Arkusha Yu.V^Drogachenko AAJProkhorov EDJtadio engineering
and eleciromcs,v.32,N 9,1947,1987

2. Arkusha Yu.V,Popov A.M4Prokhorov EDJtadio engineering and
electronic*,v.35,N 7,1552,1990

3; Arkusha Yu.V,Drogachenko AA,Prokhorov EDJRadio engineering
andelectronics,v.: J.N 5,1098,1989
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H3T3R0JUHCTI0H САТНОШ CONTACT

UUHN DIODES-

Ju. V. Arcusha, K.D. Prokhorov, I.F. Storozhenko

JLCO77, Ukraine, Kharkov, 34. Svoboda, 4

Kharkov unlvesity.

Abstract: the purpose of thia letters is to clarify the

influence of reverse or forward biasing of isotype heterojunctlon

cathode contacts on energy and frequencies characteristics of short

Gunn diodes with n- GaAs activ layers.

The ons problem of transferred-electron oscillators is the

cathode contact. Therefore it occurred a necessity investigation

of the new type cathode contacts, that have characteristics better,

than n
+
 - n [1,2] and ш - n [3,4] contacts*

On baae two-temperature model the influence of blocking InP/

GaAs and -nti-olocking A1
Q 2
Ga

Q
 ^As/GaAs heterojunotions of diodes

to energy characteristic were researched. In the simulation prog-

ram take ia to consideration all prinoipal scattering processes

as in active diode layer such in the heterojunotion. She semiconduc-

tors parameters changed by jarap in the conduction bandgap*

In this work n:InP - n:GaAs - n
+
:GaAs etruotures with aotive-

• 8/tm and impurity oonoentratlons 1*10 ;

were considered. The gap of geterojunotlon

conduction band e^ual to electrochemical potentialjr difference of

semiconductors (»\"0,33 eV). In the condition of reverse-bias Gals

contact there is a high field due to the presence of a depleted

region. In this region the oold carriers experience a high kinetic

energy rexy quickly, that enough for them transferred to upper val-

leys of the band structure and generated the node with dipole

domains. This domain instability explalnes the high efficiency these

diodes generation (fig* I). With decreasing the active region the

influence both of inertion effeots and geterojunotion. In short dio-

des bigger part of voltage is on geterojunotlon and therefore in

active region the field for domain moving beoome low. ФЫье conditi-

ons define both the oritioal diode length - 0,6+0,7 ни (fig* Ij »nd

limit frequency 160 GHz.

The other way to remove the influenoe of "dead «one* - this la

high electrons injection to active region. The geterojunotiqn

AlgGag^^As/GftAs ma/ be used as such electron lnjeotor. It was con-

3lderated the n*:Al
0 2
Ga

0
 gAs - п.баАв - n*:0aAs structure with

region length 2,5; 1,5; 0,«

I,7«10 ; 3,1«IO
16
 cm"

3
 wei
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l'*l
InP GaAe

Ate

Fig. I. Generation efflceaoy diodes with

InP/GaAs geterojunctlon.

s Gals

о < •" * la. j*w

Fig. 2. Generation effioeacjr diodes with

Al,,
 0
G&

n
 QAS/GAA» geterojunotlon.
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active region length 2,55 I»5; I,0j*m and Impurity concentration

I«IO
Ifi
; I,7*IO

16
; 2.5.I0

16
 cm"

3
.

In this case there is a narraw (»0,08j»!n) r^plon of negative

electric field 15 kV/cn on heterojunctlon. In this region only

high energy electrons can be and part of them transverse to high

valley. As the electric field on GaAs side is low, the carriers mid-

dle energy decreases, due to the decreasing of high valley electrons

concentration. But the length of heterojunction region in side of

GaAs like to length of the electrons run and so the carriers middle

energy don't has time to decrease to value of therraodlnamlc balance

energy. So electrons have energy enough for intervalleys transferee.

This leads to Increase both generation efficiency (fig. 2) and fre-

quency limit to -100 GHz.

With decreasing sample length the generation eff^-oienoy decrea-

ses, because energetic picture near the cathode does not change

(&S
(
. - const), but the "doad zone" influence still increases* At the

active region length 0,8 Ĵ RI the generation.is not observed.

Consequently, the using in transfer electron diodes both the

blocking contacts (InP on СаЛз) and anti-blocking (Al
n
 ~Ga, QAS on

GaAs heterojunction near cathode contacts than n - в and m - n

contacts, generation efficiency at different frequencies*

1. Arlcusha Yu.V., Drogachenko A.A, Prokhorov K.D. Radio engi-

neering and electronics. 1988, v.32, U.9, p.1947*

2. Arkusha Yu.V., Drogachenko A.A., Prokhorov B.D. Radio engi-

neering and electronics, 1988, v.33, N.5, p.1050.

3. Arkusha Yu.V*, Drogachenko A.A., Prokhorov B.D. Radio engi-

neering and electronics, 1988, v.33, N.6, p.1295.

#. Arkusha Yu.V., Drogachenlco A.A., Prokhorov B.D. Radio engi-

neering and electronics. 1988, v.33, N.6. p.1336.
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The probability of the light-induced periodic structure
generation in AgHal

Babaskin A.A., Kirichok A.V.t Muhurov S.T.
Physical end Tecnirieaf Dtpartment, Kharkov Vnhtrrity

SI Kwrthato* Of., Kh+rkoe, 3W108, Obrame

Interaction between Use» radiation mad wealdy inbomogeneous light-sensitive medi-
sm ш exitoa aboorbtioa regioa is oonrideieled. Stability of weakly perturbations of
optic*! demit? is shown. Significant redoae of the spectntm vtidth of initial perturba-
tions of optical density is shown «ben laser radiation have bcin taken plsce.

Two types of light-induced periodic surface structure is known: structures,
induced by powei laser radiation on the surface of conductors and sraicondnc-
tozs and structures aie appeared in the light-sensitives media under faint laset
radiation. Piiet of them is connected with power surface wave penetration and
ate widly discussed eatiy [1,2]. Until ose class of second tipe structures axe
discussed only • structures in thin AgHal film. As it quaiitativly is shown in
[3,4] that the structures is result of interference of waveguide TE-mcdes, excited
in thin film [3,4]. In the present paper the posibuity of light-induced structures
generating in thick layer of AgHal. Investigation wa» made by solution of prob-
lem of transmited wave propagation in the weakly inhomogeneous medium and
of problem of interaction between light-seositiYe material and inhomogeneoiu
field transmitted wave of transmitted ware intensity. From Maxwells equations
the largest Fourier-component» of the transmitted and scattered waves, imme-
diately connected with incident wave:

Here *oi,io» еле wave vector components of horizontally polariied wave
which applies on the mediant interface * = 0 in the plane XZ, Ev— amplitude
of the incident wave. q> *od t-u^ — Fourier-components with t , = 0 and
* #

Interaction between laser radtatioa «ad fight - sensitive medium in exitoa ab-
sorbtioi regioa is considered. As result of resonance dipole interaction electron
envelopes of halogen iou excite and than qaickly asd spootaaeously relaxate
with high qaaatum efficiency of photolysis producU. On the initial stage, when
the photolysis products density b low, the conductivity photodectroas b taken
Into account only. In this nodd iacremeat of the instability for nodes with
space period dose to До = 1/2*о« (within tot Emit» of laser tine width) 7A = 0.
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For other*— 7 = -r\ \ Ек(ш Ja Mere a; = | ^ J B » | 6 |— dipole moment of the
transfer; Aw— width of laser fine.

Thus, laser radiation canees "photopoliehing" of any optic dennty peitorba-
tio&s, excluduig pertorbatiooe with space period CIOM to Ло. Retaioiag periodic
structure may be significant for farther evolution of the detem.

We are plased to thank Professors KukKn V.M. and Panchenco I.P. foe mefuD
discussions.
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[2] J.E.Sipe, J.E.Yoimg, J.S.Preeton, H.M. tan Drid.//Phyi.Rer.B,1983,27,N2.
[3] AgeeT L.A.^loha V.B., MOodanky V.K.//Ukram«Jty Pii. Journal (Uhaint)

1983,27,10.
{4] Ageer L.A.,Bloha V.M., Mflotlanky V.K., Аиа#Л N.// Smtfkce (P.C.M.)

1987.N12.
[5] Mis K., Jane* Т., Теорм фотографпесжого процесс». LeniaguK^l
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Transformation of the induced dissipative structure -
HF-field envelope into the short pulse in mode-located

laser
Babwkin A.A., Kirichok A.V., Muharov S.T.
Phiriai and Ttekmcal Department, Kharlun Univernty

31 KwekaUn a»., Kharkov, 310108, Wcrain*

By numerically «oluting of eemidaaric set system of luer with nonlinear absorption
the transformation of induced dissipttive structure • HF-field envelope into short poke
in the travelling wive mode-located Ueer axe considered.

la previous paper [1] it was shown bow in the case of nontaturation of am-
plification (small over-thre?holding) doiiag the changmg-отег pzocess moving
quay-stationary HF-field envelope - induce dissipative itructme arises.

The current paper represents a numerical solution of the icmiclatsic set
system of laser with nonlinear absorption and effect of nonlinear absorber on
evolution of HF-field envelope.

In the maximum ontbnrst region occur saturation of the nonlinear absorber
and pulse amplitude increases. In of effect, its width practically does not change.
For comparison, there are dted the structure and phace plane graphics in Fig.1
incases:

a) of linear and nonlinear absorbers;
b) of linear absorber only;

The complex initial absorption in case a) and initial one in case b) are equal.
The saturation of nonlinear absorber causes the pulse front atencation and
the Amplitude increasing. This leads to the modulation of saturation inversion
population. As a result, the pulse tail has been absorbed. The width of the
pulse approches minbqnnp capability. A drop io average level of inversion of
population to threshold axzestes the amplitude increasing.

We aze plated to thank Professors Kuklin V.M. and Panchenco I.P. for useM

References:

[1] Chemoisenco V.M., Vorob'yer V.U., Ivaaov ZLL, Kuklin V.M.» Mukbaror
S.T., Pancheaco I.P. Short wave packeto-pibes adsing in the acdve medium. -
Kiev, 1W8.
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THE NUMERICAL MODELLING OF THE AUTOPHASE TWT IN THE

INTENSIFICATION REGIME

Bondarenko B.N., Vorotintseva 1.1., Shishov F.L.

Simferopol State University,

Radiophyeice depatment,

4 Yaltinskaya St., Simferopol, 333036, Ukraine

ABSTRACT: On the basis of the 3D mode! of the autophaee TWT

the parameters of the slow wave structure, of the electron

beam and electrostatic field providing the fullest trapping

and stable keeping of electrons by running wave are

determined.

The perspective method to increase the efficience of the

TWT is the use of the regime oZ work with the trapping of the

electron bunch by the field of the running wave. On<* of the

examples of such regime can be the design of the TWT with some

sections, one of which is the autophaee one. The mechanism of

interaction in the autophase section of the TWT ie similar to

the process of energy change in a magnetron, therefore the

efficiency of autophaee TWT is great. But the processes taking

place in interaction with the trapped electron bunch are not

studied well enough and study of them is the actual problem.

The numeric model was developed to analyse work of the

autophase TWT in the intensification regime. The main equations

of the model are the moving equations, Poieson'e equation,

interaction equations and structure functions of microwave

field nf the alow wave structure. The electron movement

equations are solved for the 30 model. In general the equations

of mathematic model are not linear and have no analytical

«olution.

In order to calculate the space charge field the region

anaJyiied is presented ав the grid in the knots of which culon

potentialя are defined»

The electron wave intnraotion is simulated for the whole

•pace of the interaction from t he moment of appearance of the

first tMlee in it to the »tation--;ry regime.
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When the model was being developed the great attention was

paid to errors depending on parameters of discretization of

time, charge and space. By means of test programme optimum

parameters of model were achieved.

On the basis of numeric model the main characteristics of

. the autophase TWT in the intensification regime were analysed.

The basic tendencies of development of the process of the

regime with the trapping of the bunch have been found out. The

special feature of dependencies of wave and electron

efficiencies on the coordinate along the interaction section is

their oscillation character because of the oscillations of the

trapped electrons in the potential pit. When the electron bunch

ie in the hampering phase, the efficiency grows, when it's in

the accelerating phase - the efficiency decreases.

The conducted numerical analysis shows that the denree of

trapping and the efficiency of the process of the regime with

the trapping of tho bunch is reduced with the increase of the

space charge field within the electron bunch. The space charge

field distorts the form and the depth of the Potential pit and

makes it difficult to obtain the well grouped bunch and the

trapping of it.

The higher sensitivity of the trap factor, efficiency and

the enhancement to the parameters of the grouping section, in

particular to the parameter of uneynchroriity, obtained in the

analytic model is confirmed in numeral experiments. It is found

that high values of the trap factor are approximately constant

at the large enough changing (+1.5) of the parameter of

unsynchronity in the autophase section. It means keeping of the

finite character of movement in the sufficiently wide frequency

band (with the account of the phase velocity dispersion).

Slowing down of the real phase velocity of the running wave

taking place because of the electron grouping and acceler.ition

of electrons ' in tlie nluctroetatic field leads to making

velocities of the wave and the electron beam equal that secures

the high value of the trap factor.

The great meaning of the trap factor nan be received by

appropriate choice o£ primary meaning of the electrostatic

field. Dependencies of the efficiency and the enhancement en

the coordinate a Jong the autophaae eoction confirm the

existence of the optimum value* of E S f
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The problem of finding the optimum size parameters of the

slow wave structure is important for practical application. The

relation between the maximum possible microwave power and the

coordinate on which it's' observed for different values of

parameters of the beam, the slow wave structure and the

electrostatic field has been found.

The influence of the form of the static electric potential

on the main output characters of the device has been confirmed.

Calculations show that the efficiency and the output power can

be essentially increased on the linear part of the static

electric field form.

The optimum static electric and microwave fields forms for

stable keeping of the bunch and maximum efficiency have been

obtained as the results of the optimization of the autophase

section. The application of the optimized static electric

potential form allow* to get the efficiency up to 60-65% and a

gain up to 41 dB.

The influence of the electron beam parameters, the slow

down system and the static electric field on the i-rocess of

interaction was studied under the variation of their values.

Changes of these parameters are generalized in their influence

on the output characteristics of the regime with the bunch

trapping. It allows to single out the area of the dynamic

characteristics of the device under which the realized

autophase regime has a gain of 41-42 dB and the efficiency of

65-70%.
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MULTIELECTRON EFFECTS IN X-RAY EMISSION SPECTRUMS OF KULTIONIZbD
ATOMS

Borovoy N.A., Shlyanovskly V.I. Zhmudskly A.Z., Surzhko V.F.,

Department of Physics, Kiev T.Shevchenko university, Glushkov's
prosp. 6A, Kiev 252127, Ukraine

The high resolution primary and secondary Ka and La X-ray
spectrums of 3p-, 3d- and 4d- elements are Investigated with the
purpose of elucidating the mechanisms of shake-off and direct co-
llisions In KL- and LM- ionlaation of the atoms [1,21. Slowing
down of the electrons in the thick target Is taken Into account
by introducing an effective electron energy. Countroi measure-
ments are carried out for a number of elements in thick targets.
The Incident-electron energy dependence of the probability for L-
3hell lonizatlon Involving the formation of vacancies In the K-
shell differs significantly from the depedence for K-shell ionl-
zation during f?~-decay. It 1з shown that the parameter which de-
termines the probability for two-electron Kb- ionizatlon is the
energy transmitted to the atom by the Incident particle. Рог mo-
derate energies the main role In all cases of lonization la play-
ed by the shake-off mechanism.

Many-electron KL
n
 - ionization (n=1-3) la suitable phenomena

to study electron corellation3 and shake-off processes because
they агепЧ caused by Auger and Coster-Xronig processes and are
simpler for interpretation. The atatee of KL

n
 - ionlzatlon

are Initial for groups of X-ray emissive Ka-satellltes (KL
1
-

are initial states for Ka
3 4
 - satellites, KL

2
- for Ka

5
_g, KL

3
-

for Ka g_
1 3
) which are available for experimental study. That's

why the dependences of relative probabilites P
1
 (E)» ввд(Е)/в

к
(5),

Р
г
(Е) = £|Q^(E)/6 K(B) and P21(E) = eKL

2(E)/eKL(E) ( e-crosa sec-
tion of lonization) were obtained under electron lnpact with ene-
rgy range E * 5 - 100 keV. P, (E) as well as ?2(E) have maxima in
region of E * (7-10)Eg and then decrease monotonly 11 energy S
Increase £31. It Is found, that the relative probability P21 Is
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constant In all energy range.
Relative probability of KL" -ionizatlon Po has been measured

at 3 = 20 keV. The maxima of P
1
, P

2
 and the value of P

3
 паз been

compared with theoretical values, which were calculated in model
of independent shake-off.

In the case of KL -lonization is absent discrepancy between
experimental and calculated values, whereas by KL^-ionization
the discrepancy is largest (̂  500Ж). Therefore, electron corre-
lation effect increase with multiplicity of L-shell ionlzation.

The relative intensity of Ka^ - and Ka
4
 - satellites

y=I(a
3
)/I(a

4
) of 3p-element3 of Al, Si, S In pure elements and

ionic crlstals is studied near and far from the energy threshold
of la 2p - states in the case of photon generation C4]. It Is
found that near the energy threshold r decreases roughly by 20-3056
both In the pure elements and А1

2
0

3
. SiO

2
, KgS. This anomalioua

intensity effect (Al-effect) is caused by mixing of Initial stat-
ез

 1
P and ЧР for Ka

4
 and Ka

3
 lines due to Interaction between two

slow particles ejecting (is- and 2p-electrona) and atomic core.

The r Ka
3 4
 - satellites SI by electron impact with energy

E = 10 - 100 keV has been mearsured. It is found, that Y = 1,78
at В = 10 keV; the Increasing of £ leads to desreaslng of r and
r = 1,56 at E = 100 keV ( the uncertainty ду = 0,09). Consequent-
ly, the increasing of incident electron energy lntensiflcates
the

 1
P - ^P - mixing, because Al-effect is shown clear In distant

overthreshold range of energy E.
The exlurence of Al-effect by high energy of electrons bom-

barding is, apparently, direct consequence of diminishing energy,
which passed to atom, in range 1 0 - 1 0 0 keV of energy electrons
bombarding.

A 3et of equations has been deduced to calculate relative
intensities of Ma, Up, My diagramm lines as well as Mas, М/зз, Муз
satellite 11пез, corresponding to one-electron transitions in mu-
ltionizsd atoms with Initial configuration ЩК, М £ Ш , Mf

NP, И^ЫОР
(i=3-5). Such processes are taken Into account: t) vacancy migra-
tions Inside M-shcll due to Coster-Kronlg (CK) transitions M -M N
and radiative tran. ltlons M

t
- K, (t<j); a) \acancy transitions
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from L-subahella to M-subahells due to Auger-processes \ - M̂ . N
and radiative transitions L^~ M

2 3
(Iv3

3 4
) , 1^- M

4
 ( 1 ^ ) , 1*з~ Мд. 5

(Ia
1
 о) with following cascades type (•:);

 i i (
) vacancy migrations

Inside L-ahell due to CK-ргосеззеа L^- L .M , L^- L.N with sub-
sequent cascades types (O and [a).

1. Shlyanovskly V.I., Sov. Рпуз. JETP, 68(2), 263, 1969.

2. Borovoy N.A., Surehko V.F., Shlyanovskly V.I., Ukr. flz. rh.

35, 1751, 1990.

3. Borovoy N.A., Gulevlch I.V., Surzhko v.P.» Shlyanovskly V.I.,

Opt. and Spektr. 69, 1090, 1990.

4. Borovoy N.A., Vasllyev Y.O., Ernlyazov A.S., Surzhko V.P.,

Shiyanovskiy V.I., Ukr. И Й . ah., 37, 1563, 1992.
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DEVELOPMENT OF RADIO ASTRONOMY IN UKRAINE

S. Ya.Braude, Member of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,
L.N.Litvinenko, Member of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

Institute of Radio Astronomy, 4 Chervonoprapoma Str., 310002,Kharkiv, Ukraine

Radio astronomy activity in Ukraine have been initiated in the course of the first postwar
years at the Crimean Observatory of the Physical Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences.
Important observations of solar radiation have been performed then. In Kharkiv since the SOs the
investigation in the field of decameter wavelength radio astronomy has been intensively
progressing, the scientific ground for fabricating radio telescopes has been laid, a few generations
of antenna systems, i.e. phased gratings have been built. In the late 60s the world-largest radio
telescope UTR-2, i.e. Ukrainian T-shape Radiotelescope, make 2, for the 10 to 25 m wavelength
operation with the effective collecting area of 150,000 sq.m has been constructed. The use of this
radio telescope gave the opportunity to survey the decametric space radio emission for the
Northern sky, to compile a catalog of discrete radio sources, including about 10 per cent of the
new ones, i.e. those not yet registered with the other wavelengths, to investigate the peculiarities
of decametric radio emission for Sun and Jupiter, to study the characteristics of interstellar
ionized hydrogen clouds, to detect the carbon recombination lines having extremely high values
of the main quantum number (exceeding 750) in the spectrum of ionized atoms of the gaseous
interstellar medium. Over the previous decade a unique radio interferometer system with the very
long base "URAN", i.e. Ukrainian Radiotelescope Akademii Nauk (Academy of Sciences),
comprising five jointly operating radio telescopes (two near Kharkiv and by one near Poltava,
Lviv and Odessa) has been constructed. The angular resolution of about 1* available with this
system allows to investigate the thin structure of decameter wavelength radiation for the farthest
objects such as radio galaxies, quasars, etc. During recent years a considerable progress has been
made in developing the millimeter wave radio astronomy. Highly sensitive receivers have been
manufactured for measuring over a broad frequency range as well for the spectroscopy of space
radiation within the whole millimeter waveband. With the use of radio telescope RT-22 (Simeiz,
Crimea) studied are the lines of millimeter wave radio emission for some of the organic
molecules in the space gaseous clouds. The development of MRT - 1 6 radio telescope with die
16 m in dia parabolic dish intended to operate the wavelengths up to 1 mm it in progress. The
program of fundamental radio astronomy investigations at the centimeter and decimeter
wavelengths has been created and realized using the experimental instruments of Center for
Distant Space Communicatior" in Eupatoria (Crimea).
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THE COMBINED PHOTOACOUSTIC AND PHOTOELECTRIC

MICROSCOPY OF SEMICONDUCTORS

Bulakh G.I.,Burbelo R.M.,Kucherov I.Ya.,Zhabitenko M.K.

Faculty of Physics, Taras Shevchenko University, 252017

Kiev, UKRAINE

At past years the new method for substance inspection - the

photothermoacoustic one - was in continuous development. A thermal

wave in it is used as a carrier of information, which is genereted

by nodulated light. Due to both strong attenution of the thermal

wave and its dependence on modulation frequency the information on

subsurface properties of high optical absorption substances can be

obtained. In some papers the unique ability of photoacoustic mic-

roscopy has been shown to subsurface detection of various defects.

In Ref.l the use of free carrier plasma waves has also been

proposed for depth profiling of semiconductors, becouse the diffe-

rential equations for plasma and thermal waves were alike. For de-

tection of alternacing carrier concentration in that work the

dependence of optical reflectance on conductivity was used.

The processes of thermal wave photoexitation and propagation

and they for electron-hole plasma are much alike, so their simul-

taneous detection allows to obtaine complementary information. In

this paper the results of microscopic etudy of silicon structures

with simultaneous detection of alternating temperature and alter-

nating carrier concentration are presented. The alternating tempe-

rature of the sample under investigation was detected by ceramic

piezotransducer, while the alternating carrier concentration was

measured through the detection of photovoltage by capacitive elec-

trode. In the Fig.l the block-diagram of computerized photoacous-

tic and photoelectric laser-scan microscope is shown. The radia-

tion of Ar-ion laser 1 is modulated by the electrooptical modula-

tor 2. Modulation signal comas to modulator from the generator 3

through the control circuit 4. Modulated beam is focused on the

sample б with help of lenses S. The photoacoustic signal from the

piezotransducer 8 and photoelectric one from the capacitive elec-

trode 7 both com* to inputs of lock-in amplifiers 9. To obtaine
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12

Fig.l

the images a sample is scanned on x-Y-stage 10 by a step-motor

drive. The interface card 11 allows to input signals from amplifi-

ers into computer 12 and to control stage scanning. The images are

typed on the printer 13 as a half-tone copy with 10 grey levels.

In order to make clear the features of piezoelectric detec-

tion in photoacouetic microscopy the exitation of pie2otransducers

of various shapes by localized source was investigated both theo-

retically and experimentally. The investigations have shown that

in the dependences of transducer response on the point of laser

beam deposition the resonant properties take place. The investiga-

tions of capacitive photovoltage in different semiconductors with-

out any treatment of a surface have shown the considerable value

of photovoltage to be arieed due to the natural surface band ben-

ding. These results have allowed to stake an optimum design of the

microscope with combined signal detection and to choose proper

conditions of its operation.

The study of various technological defects in silicon and

silicon structures have been carried out. The photoacoustic and

photoelectric images have been obtained, which display over-poli-

shed crakes and scratches on silicon wafer* and subsurface defects

as a ••crow print1*. The topology of regions with different type of
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conductivity, as well as epitaxial "pockets" has been visualized

in silicon structures using the above mentioned microscope. The

images of ion-implanted regions and their inhomogeneity have been

also obtained in the samples passed the processes of ion implanta-

tion through a mask. It is shown that the estimation of the low-

level dose of ions implanted can be made measuring the photoacous-

tic signal in modified regions.

Fig. 2

As an example, Fig.2 shows the photoacoustic (a) and photo-

electric (b) topogrnras of silicon wafer with hidden defect of

microcrack type. The frequency of laser modulation was 78 kHz. The

area of observed region is 3,0 x 3,6 mm2. As one can see in the

topogram the minimum value of photovoltage corresponds to increa-

sed amplitude of photoacoustic signal near the defect. Increasing

of thermoelastic signal can be associated with low thermal conduc-

tivity which seems to be natural in the vicinity of a crack. Dec-

reasing of photovoltage in this case can be explained by increa-

sing of carrier recombination rate.

In conclusion, the study carried out has shown that photo-

acoustic and photoelectric microscopies allow to visualize effec-

tive lly various defects and ingoinogeneities in semiconductor stru-

ctures. That is of great interest for nondestructive diagnostics

of semiconductor materials and devices, and combination of these

two methods increases the informativeness of testing,

l. J.Opsal, A.Rosencwaigs "Thermal and Plasma Wave Depth Profiling

in Silicon", Appl. Phys. Lett., 1985, V.47 ,NS, p.498-500
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ACOUSTOEUECTRONXCS OF BOUNDED STRUCTURES

Burlil P.V., Ilyin P.P., Kucherov I.Ya., Ostrovskii I.V.,

Perga V.M.

Kiev University, Physics Faculty, Ukraine, 252601, Kiev

The general demand of radiocoieponent miniaturing is conditioned

the actuality of studies of ultrasound waves and acoustoelectronic

effects in bounded waveguides, in particulary in piezoelectric

plates. Ultrasound waves (USW) in isotropic plates are studied

sufficiently complete, but USW in anisotropic plates are studied

incompletely.

The problen of propagation of USW in plate in the most general

fora (crystal of arbitrary symmetry has piezoeffeet, conductivity

and is under external electric field) was solved. Dispersive

equation in this case may be find by solving of set of equation of

notion of elasticity and electrodynamics in quasi-static approxi-

mation in common with standart boundary conditions. All variables

are searched in form of linear combination of values like:

f-f
0
exp[ik(vt-x

3
 + 0X,)} (1)

where: v - w/k - phase velocity, u - frequency, к - wave number;

в - parameter that characterised distribution of values f across

of plate. Initial set of equations may be written as:

k,A • °
c }

where: с - e
|(|
{l + «r/c^miy + 0(0* + l)k*/«]); у - l - vjv ;

U - elastic displasements, E - electric field along x ; p and a -

density and conductivity of crystal; с , e , с - components

of elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric tensors; v
d
 and D - drift

velocity and diffusion coefficient of charge carryere; ( T ^ T . T J

- (0,0,-1); x
%
 - (-B,0,+l) under <i.j,*,k) - - (x, 2, 3).

The algebraic equation binding v and В with parameters of

plate was obtained from (2) under condition that determinant of

set of equations to take equal to zero. There is equation of the

loth power of 0. Therefore the solution for values f have

following form:

t "„5, «„
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In vacuum the electric field bound with two values of в

в - ± i (4)

where "+"for x
f
> 0; "-" tor x

f
< 0. Taking into account (3) and (4)

the dispersive equation may be written in form:

where: а,
я
 = (^„ДЛи* " W » j

) e X p ( C 1 ) c e
. .

d )

a
s» " < V

[ i r + D ( e
« ,

Л
1п"

 и
юп

/Е
эоп

 f o u n d f r o
» (

2
>* С - I»' n - l, 2, 3,..,, 10; x^ -

- (в
в
, о, -l), and r

ta
 - <-B

ft
, o, 1) when (k, n) - (1, 2, 3)

accordingly; e - dielectric constant; d- half-thickness of plate

Other five may be obtained from these by changing sign of (.

One can see from (S) that dispersion equation for USW in

anisotropic plates is highly complicated transcendent equation

(with the exeption some particular cases) and it has not

analitical solution for dependence k(w).

Let us consider some most general properties US» in anisotropio

plates. It following from (2) that USW in these plates in general

does not desintegrated on Lamb waves and shear horizontal (SH)

waves (unlike case of isotropic plates), as well as on symmetric

and antisymmetric waves. Oesintegration take place only in plates

of some crystals and with propagation of USW in certain direction

(for example in plates of crystals type б with propagation along

crystallographic axes.

USW in piezoelectric crystal plates, as bulk waves, are

accompanied by electric fields. However unlike bulk waves, USW in

plates have nonsero electric field component that perpendiculat to

wave veotor and to surfaces of plate. Moreover, when USW are

desintegrated to Lamb and SH waves these two kind of waves are not

piezoactive simultaneously. This property was used in experiment

for separate exitation and investigation of Lamb and SH waves in

piesoelectric plates.

Theoretical dependences v(u) obteined by numerical solving of

dispersion equations are in a good agreement with experimental

results obteined in plates from CdS, Bi
| a
GeO

M
 and piesoceramics.

Electron attenuation (amplification) of USW in plates was found

through approximate solving of dispersion equation. Expression for

attenuation may be written in form like for bulk waves through
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introducing of effective coefficient of electromechanical coupling

that defined as K
2
 = 2Av/v , where flv » v - v

o
, v and V

Q
 are phase

velocities with and without piezoeffect. One can see from

calculation that attenuation of USW in plates increased strongly

near critical frequencies when v -» oo. Theoretical conclusions were

confirmed toy experimental investigation of USW electron

attenuation and amplification in plates of CdS and CdSe.

The backward elastic waves (with oppositely directed phase and

group v velocities) was studied in isotropic and piezoelectric

plates. It has been shown by analysis of dispersion equations that

in plates of piezoelectric crystals the existence of backward SH

elastic waves is possible unlike the case of isotropic plates.

Example of dispersion dependences of SH waves shown on Fig.l with

using nondimensional parameters q » kd and 0 » wd(p/c )
> / 2

 (1 -

mode SA
(
, 2 - mode SS

j
in cubic crystal with K

2
« 0,35; 3 - SH nodes

when K
Z
« 0). This dependences have parts where v » <tu/dk has sign

opposited to sign of k. Acoustoelectronic interaction of backward

elastic waves was analised theoretically. It has been shown that:

a) value of electron attenuation (amplification) of this waves is

conditioned by group velocity but amplification threshold is

conditioned by phase velocity; b) acoustoelectric current signis

conditioned by phase velocity. Experimental results of investiga-

tion of exitation, propagation and acoustoelectronic interaction

of backward waves in plates are in agreement with theoretic

conclutione. For example the frequency dependence* of phase

velocity Lamb node S (1) and acoustoelectric current (2) in

Bi GeO (thickness 0,32 nm) are shown on Fig.2. Negative sign of

v means that phase velocity of backward wave directed, to «ourse

of vibrations, and this wave carried electrons in that direction.

The electric field that accompanies USW depends on boudary

conditions on plate surfaces. Therefor* by changing of boundary

condition* en on* surface of plat* (by changing of dielectric

constant, drift parameter and other*) it possible to change the

electric field near second surface. Theoretical solution showed:

near of critical frequencies under total electrical screening of

one surface of piezoelectric plate the electric field on the

second aurfas* Ьесоме few tines a* large. Theae conclution* v*r*

confined in experiment*. Th* theoretical and experimental fre-

quency dependences of increasing of electric field due to screen-
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ing of one surfase are showed on Fig.3 for mode SA of SH waves in
plate of Bij2GeOM (thickness 0,3 nun).

"t2 0,4 ^ 5 ^ q

t f te, I0-°A

Fi^f. 2

5,0 5,1 5,2 f, MHz

Fig.3 .
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THE THIN FINITE QUANTUM WELL RE-CHARGING IN SCHOTTKY

LAYER AND ELECTROPHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF STRUCTURE.

Bu'.aneva E.V., Levandovsky V.V. and Strikha V.I .

Kiev T. G. Schevchenko University.
Radi^physical Department.
Vladimirskaya. 64.
Kiev 252017. Ukraine.

Annotation. E lectr ic f i e l d in a Schottky layer causes change the
energy spectrum of rectangular quantum well CQW). This effect is
strong enough to have influence t o QW r e f i l l i n g under various
voltages, and, therefore, to electrophysical characteristics of
structure.

Here are presented results of numerical calculation of
three-layered semiconductor structure l i k e AlGaAs-GaAs-AlGaAs
which containing a th in Cwidth <100Д) f i n i t e quantum well CQVTJ.
As known, energetical spectrum of asymmetrical rectangular OV may
be obtained from solution of Schrodinger equation that lead to*
following :

cos(kL) - sln(kL) / 2 . m . . E

« 0; k = ®- :2 m E
• « 0; k = ®- : CD

k -£ • sln(kL) + cos(kL) h

к

h
 -;-

s
 j^—;

Where m* is effective mass. E.
o
 Is energy level position, L is

GW's width. U, and U
2
 are the heights of right and left walls of

QW. Presence of electric field E
w
 in QW causes shift of spectrum

that was shown in [1] using variational method, for eigenstate.
This shift was described by quadratic dependence:

Ej*
p
 = E,

o
 • Ej • С С2Э

Where С is constant depending of QW parameters: U,. U
2
. L We

have obtained a precise solution of this problem. If field within
QV is assumed to be a constant, wave function is determined as
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superposition of Airy functions A^O and Bj(© and solution of
Schrodinger equation gives:

[
^AH-ic^A.t-A) ]• [ 1-

V
B,C {• -Л)

+
в;С Ь -А) ]

.С -Л] 0 C3)

where

1 / w I
я

Roots of this one give full spectrum of QW. perturbed by electric
field. Of course, this equation is transcendental like (1) and
may be solved only numerically.
Dependences E, and E^ vs E

w
 for

QW with parameters Uj«0.3eV.
U

a
=0.4eV. L=1OOX Conly two

levels exist) computed using
(2) and (3) are presented on
Fig.1. It is clear that appro-
ximated calculations have large
enough divergence with' precise
ones for fields about l*10

7
Wm

existing in QW placed to a
Schottky layer.

Fig.l. Change of spectrum with
electric field: solid and
dashed lines correspond to
precise solution; dotted one -
to variational.

Refilling of QW is controlled by distance between quasi-
Fermi level position M

W
 {3) about QW's bottom and allowed states

g-R-T'ln [(1 сжр( CO
К 1 Л ш

where g is two-dimensional density of states. g*m*/(x*h
2
). Since

QW is placed in space charge region, и. Е„ and. thus. E. .
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are dependent of voltage V. applied to the structure. Solution of
Poisson equation with standard boundary conditions [2] allows to
link re-charging of QW with such.parameters of structure as
Schottky layer width D. potentials p, and <p

2
 of QW's left and

right sides, with V. To illustrate obtained results we present
two graphs С Fig. 2.3): D^ffV) and VAC coefficient л for over-
barrier transversal current related to its value a

Q
 when QW is

empty. To demonstrate the necessity of precise determination of
Q V s spectrum given by C3) instead of variational C2). each of
two figures contains curves corresponding to these two ways.
Since C2) can be used only for the first allowed state,
parameters of QW were choosed so that the only level exist.
On Fig.2 one can see deviation

from linearity when charge in
QW starts to be a comparable
with charge of ionized donors.

Fig. 2. Dependences ti*=i(V) for
structure with following
parameters: distance between
meta1-semi conductor interface
and QW is 100Й. L=50fl. dielec-
tric permittivities of two
layers around QW are 9.8. in QW
is _1.5. donor concentrations
in these layers are both

<p
o
=O.7eV; U

t
=0.2eV.

a
 Solid line: levels

were determined by (3). Dotted
line: levels were determined
from C D and C2).

xiO
9

U
a
=0.2eV;

0.4

The cause of a changing with V is effect of QW 'lifting*
relatively to potential *

0
-<l

0
V on contact aetal1-seuiconductor

that leads tc appearance of two barriers, f, and t
9
 affecting on

transversal currents. Coefficient a may be calculated as
derivative
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a = L. t
9
 j

0y
 VT

mii"
(5)

Flg.3. Dependences «t/eg=f(V) for
structure with parameters the
same as on Pig.2. Solid line:
levels were determined by (3).
Dotted line: levels were
determined from C D and C2).
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LOCAL AND GLOBAL SELF-STOCHASTICITY OF THE NONLINEAR

ACTIVE SEVERAL LIMIT CYCLES OSCILLATOR

Yu. D. Chaika

Department of Radiophysics, Tares Shevchenko University.

Kyiv, Ukraine 252127

1.Subject of research. The elaborately studied varieties of au-

tonomous self-stochastic systems consist of the classical linear

LC-oscillators interconnected with the nonlinear elements and ape-

riodic networks. Such, for example, are the dynamical systems of

Chuas family, the systems with inertia! nonlinearity, the system*

with inertial excitation (1,2.3). Their self-stochasticity results

from nonlinear and inertда1 interaction between movement of th«

LC-oscillator and the energy source supporting the O3ci1lations.

The subject of the reported research is a third-order

regenerative cutting-off oscillator. In the simplest case when the

cutoff is the sole nonlinearity of the oscillator its dynamics is

described by the equation:

The oscillator regenerativity is caused by the third derivative

existence, the excitation increment Л being about АбЫро ; the

sm*ll signal frequency of the self-exiting oscillations 0>гв is con-

siderably dependent of regeneration intensity,- the attractor exis-

tence is caused by cutoff action ( X ^ O ).

The regenerative-cutoff oscillator is a worthful object for the

dynamical chaos research by the following reasons: 1) the oscil-

lator regenerativity and cutoff make its dynamical chaos similar to

that of the mixing systems (of the dispersive billiard type) chaos

(41: 2) the existence of several limit cycles is possible in such

oscillators, the frequencies of oscillation being close to multi-

ple; becouse of the limit cycles separation by the regions of self-

stochasticity there exist the possibility to combine in the sane

system the properties of autonomity and period-adding (5].

2.Oscillator realizanion.Realization of the regenerative-cutoff

oscillator is fulfilled by the simple transistor network (fig.l)

where the transistor imlements functions of amplifying and inerti-
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[6]. combining the properties of rectifier, barrier and

injection nonlinearities 17). The

transistor collector current Lc is

the value in respect to which the

cutoff is carried out.In the steady-

state behaviour the tc change process

is the sequence ofinterchanging cyc-

les (fig.2) involving the intervals

I ^y/ ~ of the regenerative (active) regime

Ju -L -—I— ( lc >0 ) and tne cutoff regime

( LcsO ).The continues change of the

variable Xi-t-c *
s
 accompanied by

the discrote transformation of the

initial conditions for the sequence

of the active intervals; this

conditions ( the i
f
 , Xt values at

±1 moments) are functions-of the

variables Xz-Li, Хъ=Цл (fig. 1). for

which the discrete transformation

exist

Fig.l

On the whole the mathematical model of the oscillator under

consideretion consists of two differential systems each involving

three first order equations

X s: 4- ' I TP« ^?»•V^«^ i s 4 9 Я ' 13}

t «I

supplemented by the conditions of transition from one system to

another, corresponding to the rectifier nonlinearity action.The

forms of the functions "J"̂  ' ( X I , X * , X J ) reflect the effect of the

transistor.injection and barrier nonlInearities that manifest

themselves in the course oi cutoff and active intervals,

respectively (71.

3. Oscillator limit cycles. The several limit cycles existenco

is due to the influence of oscillator rogenerativity and rectifier

nonlinearity. The different limit cycles distinction displays in

the number of the interchanging subcycles of active and cutoff

intervals forming the limit cycle < fig.S.a illustrates a limit
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cycle by ite phase portrait onto (3Cj
f
Xi) plane).The number of the

stable points on Poincare map coinciding with discrete

transformation (3) determines the limit cycle multiplicity factor

A • The oscillation frequencies UVk < approximately equal to

correspond to the different multiplicity values.

The bifurcation factors of the

limit cycles destruction are the

oscillator elements parameters

influencing the excitation increment

value and the relation of the cutoff

duration and the small signal

period. The. limit cycles of the

different multiplicity are stable in

the range till the condition of the

invariance f " fa+Xt)dt sIsTn,
 ie

fulfilled. The last takes place in

the narrow range of the bi-

furcation parameters, the windows of

the limit cycles existence being

separated by the wide regions of the'

self-etochasticity. The maximum multiplicity factor values watched*

at full-scale experiments and at computer modelling reached

4...5.

4.Oscillator chaotic dynamics. The dynamical chaos existence is

explained qualitetively by the regeneration influence leading to

scattering of the trajectries at the slight changes of the initial

conditions of the active intervals movement (it is found that

chaos takes place at Л** Э...6). The period-doubling displays in

the narrow neighbourhood of the bifurcation diagram windows (local

stochasticity).In the chaotic regions interior the limit cycles

destruction is manifested in the arbitrary interchanges of the

different multiplicity unstable cycles ( fig.3.b illustrates this

statement by the phase portrait sketch involving two successive

unstable cycles for k m j and к = 1 >. The oscillations may be

regarded ее the chaotical 'strolling' about the limit cycles of

different multiplicity (global stochasticity). The transistor

collector current is a chaotic sequence of pulses with different

peak values, duration and interpulses intervale.

The source current 2s ев a bifurcation parameter is of particu-
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lar significance in full-scale experiments. The Is value increase

supplements tne regeneration and cutoff action by the combined ef-

fect of the transistor barrier and injection nonlinearities influ-

encing favorably on the oscillator properties as the possible sour-

ce of noise signals (7]. The

collector current power spectrum

of the oscillator (fig.4) is

localized in the range of about

1...2 octaves. its peak to

valley relations are much smaller

as compared to typical ones of

the known chaotical systems

(1.2.31. The strange attractor

fractal correlation dimension

computed by the time series of

Хч obtained by computer

modelling is about 2.7.

the regenerative

MHz

Fig.4

5.Summary. The obtained results testify that

-cutoff oscillators form tne new class of self-stochastic systems

characterized by the previously unknown properties. The chara-

cteristics of the realized transistor oscillators make it possible

to prognose their application as the colored noise sources the

necessity of which is admitted (6). The wideband noise sources may

be created on the base of the studied transistor oscillator (9).
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CHAOTICAL DYNAMICS OF THE FEEDBACK LOOPED

NONLINEAR OSCILLATOR

Yu.D.Cheike and S.V Lyeochenko
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Kyiv. Ukraine 252127

In well-known studies the phenomenon of the dynamical chaos

oscillations arising in the nonlinear oscillators (NO) driven by

harmonic or frequency modulated <FM) signals was investigated

11.2.3.4].

The originality of the system under consideration consists in

the method of NO excitation which is realized by the driving

FM-osci1lator controlled by the self-stochaistic signal obtained

from the feedback connecting the FM-oacillator input with

nonlinear oscillator.The feedback offered leads to creation of the

autonomous dynamical system having the new feature - existence of

self-excited dynamical chaos of the oscilotions.

The subject of reported research is the circuit including

feedback looped NO and FM- oscillator forming a single dynamical

system the properties of which are determined by its structure and

parameters of its elements. .A modified Duffing'в oscillator with

controlled parameters is used as the oscillating element of the

system. The parameters under the control are the small signal

resonance frequency «•>• , quality factor Q . nonlinearity

factor d. , and type of .nonlinearity which is determined toy its

exponent k .The NO mathematical model is described by the

equation

where ОС *• dimentionises coordinate ot oseilator and Г (t) is

excitation signal from the FM-osci1lator.

The two coupled Duffing'a oscilators were also used as the

feedbacked-looped nonlinear oscillating system (51.

The research was carried out on an analog model that was build

on the base of quick*-acting microchips. The used model parameters
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typical ones of radiophysics oscillatingcorresponded to the

system.

The dynamical chaos arising in the proposed system may be

qualitatively explained as the result of two fftotors

actiont

1) the positive feedback for the frequency changes of

FM-aignals exciting NO oscillator, the amplitude changes being

used as well»
2)the NO hysteresis properties dependence on the exiting

signal characteristics.

Fig.l schematicaly show» the hysteresis loops types of

nonlinear oscillator responce for two different amplitudes <?e*

of excitation signal. The transition from one hysteresis loop type

to another which correspond to the large amplitude difference of

HO responce take place for the small frequency difference. This is

the main reason of the oscillation FM-etoel»aeticity.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

In the case of feedback absence the action of the driving

signal on the NO do not result* in stochastical oecillet: in». When

the weak feedback exists, the quasipertodic or stochastic

oscillations with large 'nonuniformity of the power spectrum

dencity appear. Am the feedback factor rises the power spectrum

width increases and its grate structure is destroyed. The
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quantitative characteristics of etochavetic oscillation* are

determined by the NO and feedback elements parameters. In the case

of developed stochaetieity the proposed system power

epe. trum /Г peak to valley relations are about 3 dB. the spectrum

shape being rather rectangular { Fig.2 ).

For the system which includes two coupled nonlinear

oscilMtorb the basic properties of the chaos excitation are the

same ав depicted above but. the chaos appearance is observed for

the much smaller feedback factor.

The main results of the investigation are the nextt

1) th» power spectrum and correlation function of the

autonomous feedback looped system oscillations are similar to

those of band-pass filter under the "white noise" excitation 16];

2) the oscillation stoch&sticity manifests itself in the

chaotical changes of radio-signal envelope and momentary

frequency, the power, spectrum width being 30...40 * of the average

frequency value;

• 3)the conditions of the stochasticity existence are determined

by the structure of the dynamical system and parameters of its

elements (nonlinearity type. dissipation, feedback factor,

e.t.c). For nil practically important cases the mentioned

parameters ranges of changes are wide enough for the stohasticity

oscillations to realize.
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E L E C T R O M A G N E T I C P R O P E R T I E S
IN D I S P E R S E - I N G O M O G E N E O U S MEDIA

A.A.Chuyko, L.G.Grechko, V.V.Motrich, I.S.Cravchuk

Institute for Surface Chemistry, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,
Prospect Nauki 31, Kiev, Ukraine

The computation method for some electrodynamic parameters of Disperse-lnhomogeneous Media

(DIM) is suggested

The main problem of the electrodynamics of inhomogeneous media is to establish the

connection between the structure of a composite system and its macroscopic parameters (dielectric

permittivity ё , permeability й and conductivity a). The composite system means sosme

heterogeneous mixture two or more homogeneous phases. One may classify them as stratified

ntaterin's (SM), matrix disperse system (MDS) or statistical mixtures depending on their

component distribution. MDS is a continuous media as the matrix and some inclusions that

distributed regularly (or irregularly). Essentially that MDS' phases are unequal.

The statistical mixtures arc characterized by я disordered phase distribution. Here all phases

are equal, the shape of inclusion particles may be various such as spheres, cylinders, ellipsoids

and so on.

The first relevant theory of the effective electrodynamic parameters was developed by

Maxwcll-GarnclH. this paper has been published in 1904 and still remains one of the most cited.

The critical analysis of the first papers on the elcctrodynamic properties of inhomogeneous system

was given by Van Bcek2.

The new wave of studies in this field was mainly stimulated by the introduction of composite

materials wilh specific electrodynamic and therinophysical properties into modern technology.

In ihc first papers the computation of DIM properties used the electrostatic equations. Later

on the more general methods based Maxwell's equation in the integral form have been applied to

the problem**. We also studied the electrodynamic properties of the wide class of MID using

these methods1 0"1 4.

Our results may be formulated as follows.

The tensor of dielectric permittivity в for statistical mixtures is obtained from the closed

system of simultaneous equations:
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where *.-±,к„=(

ъл (г) is the static dielectric permittivity of the medium, ejj* is the dielectric permittivity of an

auxiliary medium (e^ 1 is determined from the condition {*„) = 0); Uf] and Ща) are regular and

singular parts of Green's function:

for the equations

In the case of isotropic two-component statistical mixture fat zero approximation ё = ё(0>, (к) = 0)

and for spherical particles give the known result8

where /," and /, are the volume fractions of the first and second phases respectively, e, and e 2

are their dielectric permittivities.
We have also obtained the closed expression for e in the case of matrix disperse systems in

the form of the group expansion6. It reduces to the following formula for spherical inclusion*

=4nJtfaI+2^2J[a,-2a,]g{r)r2<*j, (4)

where GA, is the matrix' dielectric permittivity, W is the density number of the inclusions, a, and
ot2 are the polarizabiiities for one a two spheres respectively in an external electric field; g(r) is
the radial distribution function. One may get the be known result1 from (4) in Hie electrostatic
case the first term in the right hand side (4).

The. DIM with the periodic arrangement of spherical inclusions have also been studied. Here
used the method of scattered waves known from the solid state theory (Johnson'* method15 ). It
was shown that formulas for 8 and other electrodynaniic parameters of DIM may be found
correctly only in the long wave approximation (wave length of radiation much larger than the
characteristic size of inclusions). '

The result obtained nave been used in studying some dectrodynamic processes in particular
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DIM. Thus we considered the dielectric losses in the dispersive siliceous near the frequency range

~1 MHz which connected with the proton's conductivity of absorbed water by SiO2 particles.

The character of surface electromagnetic absorbsion of DIM with metal inclusions of

different shape is considered. We studied the real and imaginary part of dielectric permittivity in

DIM with metal spheric and ellipsoid inclusions in the vicinity of the percolation transion

dielectric-metal.
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RESONANCE PHENOMENA IN LASERS AND ITS USE FOR FREQUENCY
STANDARDS, LASER SPECTROSCOPY AND GYROSCOPY

M.V.Danileiko, L.P.Yatsenko

Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
Prospect Nauki, 46, Kiev-22, 252650, Ukraine

This paper is devoted to investigation of the resonance phenomena in
gas lasers with intracavity nonlinear absorption, that curried out for the past
years in the Institute of Physics of Ukrainian Academy of Science. The main
attention is spared to physical principles of super narrow resonances in
emission of lasers and to its use for laser standards building, super high
resolution nonlinear laser spectroscopy and precisious measurements.

In first part of paper tha nonlinear resonances in ring gas lasers are
considered. These resonances have high intensity and narrow width, that can
be narrower than homogeniouse width of absorption line. The results are
presented of detailed theoretical and experimental investigations of saturated
absorption competition resonances, phase resonances of gain and absorption
and self-oscillation resonances in ring lasers. The results are also presented of
application these resonances in metrology and laser gyroscopy. Frequency
stabilized ring gas lasers "СКЛ" series developed at the Institute of Physics of
Ukrainian Academy of Science on the base of these investigations indicates a
frequency stability better than 2-10" for t=100 s and frequency
reprocjcibility 2-10-".

In the second part of communication the new method of nonlinear laser
spectroscopy, namely, intracavity frequency-modulated spectroscopy of
saturated absorption and saturated dispersion is considered. The results of
theoretical and experimental study of frequency-modulation resonances
saturated absorption and saturated dispersion in He-Ne/CH4 lasers with ring
cavity and Fabry-Perot cavity are presents. Two possible applications of this
resonances are examined: laser spectroscopy with resolution 2 IO 1 0 and
optical frequency standards with a frequency stability better than 7-10 '• for t
=100 s.
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ACHIEVEKENTS AND PROBLEMS OF SPIN-WAVE ELECTRONICS

Danilov V. V., Nechiporuk A. Yu.

Shevchenko University of Kiev,
Ukraine, 252017, Kiev, Volodumirska vul.64,

Faculty of Radiophysics

Waves of magnetic moment (or magnetostatio spin waves - MSW)
in distinction from acoustic ones possess very "flexible"
dispersion low. MSW dispersion properties can be controled by
external conditions. It is possible owing to the succeses of the
technology of yttrium iron garnet (YIG) Y

g
Fe

5
0

< L
 ferrite films on

gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) Gd^GagO^ substrate epitaxial
growth. Complex of fundamental and applied investigations in the
field of spin-wave electrodynamics and electronics was carried out
in Shevchenko University of Kiev and Kiev F lytechnical Institute
on the base of such YIG-GGG structures [13.

But it was found that 3GG paramagnetic substrate causes
noticeable influence to static and microwave properties of the
structure during decreasing the temperature. Thus, non-homogeneous
demagnetization and paramagnetic damping increasing under
tempetature decreasing to T-77 К and lower ones joint influence
leads to "disability" of YIG-GGG spin-wave structures £2,33. It
restrains investigations and alobarations of new spin-wave devices
with high-temperature superconductor elements.

In a collaboration with Simferopol University Buro "Domaine"
we suggested diamagnetic crystal of yttrium gallium garnet (YGG)
with particular calcium-magnesium-zircon» urn substitution
*YCa>3 (GaMjZr)z CGaJ^ 0<JL for substrate [43. Experimental
investigations show satisfactory properties of YIG-YGS epitaxial
strucrures at temperatures up to the temperature of liquid
nitrogen. Respectively MSW quantum amplification effeot [63 can be
realize at new level.

Effect of quantum amplification of maenetostatio vaves in
ferrite-paramagnetic structures is in the main analogous to ones
in known travelling-wave masers (TVM). Dispersion properties of
propagating wave in TVM are determined by an electrodynamio
properties of the delay structure and negative damping decrement
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created by aotive masers crystal. In examined case delay structure
function is carried out by ferrite component of multilayer system,
in which the fcGW different types are excited and propagate. In the
approximation of unchangeable MSW dispersion under condition of
MSW frequency coincidence in ferrite with that one of electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) in paramagnetic the wave net gain can
be estimated in ferrite-paramagnetic from the expression:

where CS is a frequency, V« and Ц . are group velocity and MSW
relaxation respectively, d m is a magnetic decrement, which is
equal in maximum to product of magnetic permeability resonant
value and filling factor П. • 4.

 i s t h e
 ratio of MSW energy,

penetrating into active masers crystal to all energy, propagating
in the structure. Validity of using the approximate formula (1) is
proved in accordance with the exact solution of electrodynamic
boundary problem [13.

Theoretical and experimental investigations carried out by
authors earlier have shown the net g a m in the YIG-ruby composite
structure in 1-10 GHz frequency band to be greater then that in
typical TWM. Moreover, the sizes of the refrigeration section of
device are much less in comparison with the typical TWM. We shall
consider the problems of MSW quantum amplification in monolith
epitaxial structures of YJG and YG6 with active impurities. This
crystal doped by paramagnetic ions (Cr*

+
 , for example) obtains

properties of masers crystal.

As a result of the ShrcdiRger stationary equation solution
for C r

a +
 paramagnetic ions (spin 3/2) in a crystal lattice of

garnet with spin-hamiltonian in a form ~

(& is Bore's magneton, 1s^ is spin projection operator, D-10.46
Gte, g-1.96) we determine the frequencies and conponents of the
probability matrix of energy transitions. Coincidence of MSW
frequency in YIG-Ga and EPR in YG&Cr** takes place in the whole
cm-band for backward volume MSW (MSBVW). Field and frequency
dependencies of net gam of the MSBVW fundamental mode in the
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sfcrwture YG&Cr

i +
 - YIG-6a - У6йСг

ъ +
аге shown on Fig. for T-77

К (curve 1) and T-100 К (curve 2). The first of masers crystals is
the epitaxial film substrate and the second YG&Cr**- crystal is
placed at free films surface for П. -value increasing and
according increasing of the interaction effect. Results have been
carried out apparently permit to create TWM at temperatures of
liquid nitrogen (with high temperature supercondaotor elements).

ч ь « rt
ev
lc0e
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A SPECTROMETRIC DEVICE FOR GAMMA RADIATION BASED ON THE
"SCINTILLATOR-PHOTODIODE-PREAMPLIFIER" TYPE DETECTOR

Danshin Ye.A. , Ryzhikov V.D.

Institute for Single Crystals, 60 Lenin Ave. ,310001 Kharkov,
Ukraine

A detector of gamma-radiation is reported which is
based on GsUTl) scintillators and silicon photodiodes
comprising a preamplifier with a low-noise field
transistor at the input. Energetic resolution of 6.5Я
with

 1 J
'Cs (66d keV) ind 4.64 with

 0 U
Co С 1.33 MeV) has

been obtained.

The use of photodiodes CPD) instead of photoraultipliers
CPM) in scintillation detectors of gamma-radiation offers a
number of advantages [13. In this case, however, the system
has to be equipped with a high-sensitive low-noise
preamplifier, and all elements of the system should be
carefully matched to each other.

We studied Hamamatsu silicon p-i-n photodiodes of the
types S-1790, S-3590 with the light sensitive area of
lOxlOmm

2
, used in similar devices. Technical requirements

have been developed and pilot production of 10x10 mm
2
 "Zond"

type PD's organized at the Quartz plant in Chernovtsy,
Ukraine.

For spectrometry of gamma-radiation in the energy range
from tens of keV to MeV CsICTl) scintillators are commonly
used (1]. They are highly transparent for the intrinsic
radiation, decay tine is about 1 ps, maximum of the
luminescence spectrum is 550 nm. -This ensures spectral
matching of about 554 to the sillcone photodiode.

The development of the detector included studies of
different kinds of scintlllator surface treatment and
determination of conditions ensuring maximum light
concentration and the best optical contact. The dimensions
of- the scintillators used were 10x10x10 ми

3
 and 10x10x20 mm?
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Photodiodes of the p-i-n structure provide no
amplification, and the electron-hole pairs formed by
scintillations at the p-n junction create a charge signal
which is, for CsI(Tl), of about 3.10

4
 electron-hole pairs

per 1 MeV of the gamma-particle energy consumed 12]. This
charge signal enters the input of the low-noise charge-
sensitive preamplifier and is converted into the voltage
pulse. The amplified pulse is then subject to the time
shaping with characteristic times of the order of the decay
time. The amplitude of the output pulse is proportional to
the input charge which is subject to fluctuations due to the
stochastic character of the scintillation process and the
electronic noise of the photodiode-preamplifier system. The
main elemrnt determining the signal to noise ratio of the
system is the input field transistor (FT). Among FT used for
nuclear spectrometry CKP 3036. KP 3072h, 2N4416, KP341A) the
noise was found to be the lowest with KP341A, which was used
in the specially developed preamplifier.

Using a S-3590 photodiode, we obtained energetic
resolution as shown in Fig.1. Using an experimental "Zond"
photodiode, energetic resolution was 10ft for * Cs and 7'/,
for ^Co.

References
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PECULIARITIES OF ELECTRON PROPERTIES IN LAYER SEMICONDUCTORS

Demklv T.M., Fetsuyh I.M., Gaily P.V., Loboyko V.S.,
Nenchuk T.M., Pavlishenko B.M., Savchln V.P., Shuwar R.Ya.,

Stakhlra J.M., Tovstyuk N.K.

L'viv State University, L
f
vlv, University St., 1

Experimental investigations of structure and electronic
properties In layer semiconductors A

3
B

6
 are proposed. Phonon and

electron system peculiarities caused by correlation disordering are
studied theoretically.

Self-consistent consideration of electron-phonon system with
tight binding and phonon system with coirespondlng bending energy
was made. Analyses of obtained nonJineary equations shows the
realization of correlate disordering and associater layers creation
in layer semiconductors. Nonlinear waves corresponding to the
collective electron-phonon excitations In continuum approximation
are founded. Nonlinear interaction caused by both longitudinal and
transverse displacements results in wave type phonon density
fluctuation, so called second sound. Its vanishing conditioned on
disordering is studied In three-dimensional anisotropic systems.
Because of the logarithmic divergence of the quantum correction in
the limit 0%«l we define a cutoff frequency fl such that phonon
diffusion D(w,O)=O. This value О serves to define q or a
characteristic length t(w)

4(w) = l(u>) expI(wVw)(1-5.U(«
g
/«)

2
)],

where 1(<I>) - classical characteristic length, u>
2
 - frequency

across the layer, ы
ш
={%/2)^ w

D
 - Debay frequency.

As It is shown considering both elastic scattering and
Interaction anharmonism results on the appearance of additional
characteristic length £<w)>l(w) with Its maximum at frequency
nearly 4ш

г
.

Disordering across the layers Is confirmed by X-ray scattering
anlsotropy and nonllneary Initial part of deformation curve
at pressing across the layers In GaSe, InSe, In

4
Se

3
. Such

disordering explalnes electronic structure peculiarities showing in
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additional quasilocallzed states at the bottom of the conduction
zone. Last one are showed In nonlinearity of VA-characterlstlc,
conductivity anisotropy, structural peculiarities of absorption
edge, exponential dependence of Hall-mobility from temperature,
fine structure of plezophotoreslstive effect spectrums.

For the semiconductors so as InSe, GaSe etc. the Jumping
mechanism of charge transferlng above the states was founded.
Static conductivity of In

4
Se

3
 In the low temperature region

Investigations show varying of diagonal components conductivity
tensor according Kott rule 1 ш л. Т~

1 / л
, that Is usual for charge

transferlng with variable Jump length above localised states. Such
results were observed at temperatures below 170-200 K. Conductivity
of layer crystals in variable electric field has general form
о -v w

D
 ( в = О.77- 0.83 for pure crystals) characteristic of charge

transfer Jumping mechanism.

Threedlmerization kinetic tensors, developing in anisotropy
reducing and vanishing of the field dependences peculiarities, is
caused by pressure up to 10° N/m

a
 across the layers of undoped

otruotural pure crystals.
Chance of metals intercalation of 1п

д
Бе

3
 directly growing by

Chokhralskiy method is arranged. Particulary for crystals I n
4

S e

3

intercalated by copper lattice constant a line increasing and line
shift of absorption edge in approachment of growth wave length with
increasing of copper concentration were observed.

Pelerls structural phase transition and charge density waves
in layer semiconductors were studied. In commensurate case order
parameter. A(x), explicitly related to the displacement, defines
the gap in electron spectrum. It was founded in continuum
approximation from Bogolyubov-de-Ghen equations subscribed for
Frelllch hamlltonian. It is shown that bending vibrations existence
and nonlinear electron-phonon Interaction destroy Peierls phase
transition in the case of only homogeneous dlmeriaation.

Adsorption ability of In
4
Se

3
, InSe, GaSe cleaved surface to

the gases N
2
,0

2
,C0

g
,C0,0H by Auger Electron Spectroscopy method

was investigated. For this crystals low adporption activity to N
2
,

wet ateam (OH groups) and 0
g
 Is peculiar. Of Importance that

crystal!) of Indium selenides are adsorption active selectivly to
CO, by the way In

4
Se

3
 much more than InSe. In,Se

3
 cleaved surface

are much strong selectivly adsorption active to CO, till to its
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partial pressures 10~
9
 Tor. In the case of InSe unslgnlfleant

adsorption CO at partial pressures more than 10"
4
 10~

3
 Tor, but

higher than for GaSe Is observed. Molecule CO adsorption
accompained by catalytic action results In their decomposition,
that Is confirmed by oxygen absent on the cleaved eurfaces of

' crystals In
4
Se

3
, InSe, GaSe. Small amount of 0 adsorbant on the

exposed to air pressure surfaces Is examined. In this case CO
adsorption at chemosorption carbone layer has place. Selenium atoms
are primary places for CO adsorption as chemosorption 0 on In

4
Se

3

klnetlks shows. Obtained results confirm high selective adsorption
activity I

n

4

S e

3
 crystals developing Its catalye properties

concerning to molecule GO decomposition with growing carbon layer.

Processes of films formed by thermal oxidation on the cleaved
surface of In

4
Se

3
 were Investigated. Catodoluminescent method was

used for the films phase composition establishing. In the thermal
oxidation process at the In

4
Se

3
 surface the layer Is created, its

composltione is defined by mixed phases
 1 п

г
0

3

 т
&

 l R
a

S e
3 *

Oxidation of In
4
Se

3
 crystals Is held like initial oxidation layer

exists on the surface. Line growth of oxidation depth takes place
at small oxidation times, on the contrary to parabolic dependence
at long oxidation time. From these experimental results constants
of linear and parabolic velocities of oxidation films growth were
founded. Such constants determine oxidation reaction at the In

4
Se

3

surface and oxygen diffusion process across oxited film layers
correspondingly. Activation energy of such processes were defined.
Thickness dependence of refractive Index pointed out phase
Inhomogeneous of films.

Optical, electric and photoelectric properties of amorphous
and crystalline films of crystals of indium selenides were studied.
Processes of phase and structural transitions in such compounds are
investigated. It has been established, that the phase compositions
of the films obtained by thermal crystallizations of the amorphous
films of InSe and In

4
Se

3
 composition depends on the thickness. The

InSe films of Шскпевв up to 0,4 urn and In
4
Se

3
 films of thickness

up to 0,3 urn are crystallised In InSe rhombohedral lattice. In the
InSe layers thicker than 0*6 urn the . In

4
Se

3
 crystalline phase

clusters are created beside the InSe phase and the In
4
Se

3
 films

thicker than 0,5 urn are crystallized in In
4
Se

3
 phase. The features

of phase transitions and crystal phases formation In Indium
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£j<?lenide films of various thickness have been analyzed within the
.limits of the phase equilibrium and nucllatlona of new phases
clusters In condensed systems theory and on the ground of the
experimental date.

Piezophotoreslstlve effect theory was worked out In
semiconductors. It was shown that In space homogeneous
photoezcltatlon conditions recombination mechanism Is prominent
mechanism of this effect. Semiconductor with two recombination
levels and any trapping centre structures with simple and two
subband structure bands was Investigated. Spectra sensitivity,
frequency and temperature characteristics of this effect were
analysed. Bonds of pieaophotosensltive spectra of some layer
semiconductors with structure peculiarities of this materials were
established.

Physical principles of producing of functional electronic
devices with using of layer semiconductors were examined.
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THE ANISOTROPY OF THE IN-PLANE DISPERSION RELATIONS
OF THE LIGHT- AND HEAVY-HOLE SUBBANDS OF GaAs-Ga^Al/s

QUANTUM WELL

V.L. Denisenko

Sumy Institute for Physics and Technology,
Rimsky-Korsakov Street 2, Sumy 244007. Ukraine

Abstract. The in-plane dispersion relations of the valence sub-
bands of GaAs-Ga

n
 Al As quantum well are calculated within the

envelope function approximation. The anisotropy related with the
difference between the Luttinger parameters и

г
 and i

3
 is taken

into account consistently, the constant-energy contours in the
•*

k
r
k plane are built, the envelope wave functions and their k

x
-

dependences for the heavy and light holes are calculated.
In the present paper, we shall only consider systems with large

spin-orbit interactions. This is true for GaAs-Ga
1
 ̂Al^As. For se-

miconductors with spin-orbit splitting much larger than the hole
confinement energies, the split-off states may be ignored.

Ga Al As
1-Х N

-L/2

GaAs Ga, Al As
1-Х X

Fig.l
L/2

We show in Fig. 1 the valence band edge profile of GaAs-
Ga

w
Al

K
As quantum well. Throughout the paper, the z axis is taken

to be along the growth direction of the quantum well.
Neglecting the inversion-asymmetry splitting, the valence band

Hamiltonian takes the form

(1)
c*

b*

0

с

0

-b*

b
0

*„
c*

0

-b

I

* . .

3/1

-t/a

t/t

-Э/1
Ml

first derived by Luttinger Ш for bulk materials. In (1) there is
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•X*)- - Л

(2)

* ' - - - • » (3)

(4)

(5)

In (2)-(5). p
t
- -th d/az, k

x
= Ck

K
, k

y
) is bidiaensional wave

vector. V Cz) is the algebraic energy shift of the Г
а
 edge in the

6a
tax
Al

K
As with respect to 6aAs. m

0
 is the free electron mss. On

the right of C D ю,-value (the z projection of the total angular
Momentum of the hole} is indicated. Although in the following we
shall discuss heavy hole or light hole dispersion relations, the
notion of heavy hole character С as well as of light hole one) at

finite к of a given suboand has little physical meaning, for the
+ •*

b- and c-terms very effectively mix the k
A
=C eigenstates.

The envelope function of an approximate scheme is written as (2)

t «Чк
А 1

/S
(в)

where the summations over n and m have been restricted to the bound

states of the wells at k̂ -C (21.r
A
*(x,y) is bidimenslonal position

vector and <
a
(2)

t
#
ii
Cz) are the heavy and light hole eigenfunctions

at k
x
«C, respectively.

The valence barrier height V
#
 has been taken «фм! to -ISOmeV

( i.e., about 40 percent of the total bandgap difference between
GaAs and Ga

#
 / 1 , ,As)(2].The » parameters in the barrier material

Ga^/l^As are assumed to be the same as those in OaAs well as
long as the penitratlon of quantum-well-state wave functions into
the barrier is sufficiently small. For the Luttlnger parameters of
GaAs we adopt values of t* 6.83, »,« 2.1, 1Д2.0 €31.

Then, the Xf (.kj eigenvalues are obUined vis a numerical dia-
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Fia.2. In-pl«w dispersion Fig.3. Thf oonsUuit «мгшг
relations of valence subbands contours of the HK, subbuid
The dashed lines correspond to the axial approximation.

•K/tt

•to»» M A I

versus г
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gonalization of this 2(n+m)x2Cn+m) Hermitian matrix by the Jacobi
•f

method [4] for eve-y value of k
A
=(k^cos9, k^sine), where в denotes

an .̂ngle between the vector Jc
A
 and the x axis. Flat band conditions

lead to twofold degeneracy of eigenenergies CKramers degeneracy).
Using the axial approximation [2} for r 's, that amounts to

replace i
z
 and i

3
 in С4) by their arithmetic average С2г

г
+3т

э
)/ 5,

one can then obtain the isbtropic in-plane dispersion relations.

We show in Fig. 2 the calculated in-plane dispersion relations
of the valence subbands of GaAs-Ga

0 ?
A1

O 3
As quantum well of

thickness L = 15nm. The dashed lines are the subband dispersions
obtained in the axial approximation.

We present in Fig.3 the constant energy contours of the HH,
subband. HH{= -10.5meV, HH*=-12.85meV and HH^-H.7meV, in the
к

к
к

у
 plane for L-lOnm. The dashed lines correspond to the axial

approximation. It is seen that the anisotropy increases with the
hole energy increasing.

In Fig. 4 for two various directions the normalized probability
density iifL.

|Z
 (proportional to the charge density) as a function

of z is shown for a 15nm GaAs-Ga
0 1
Hl

0 3
As quantum well at k

x
=0

and 1.0 (in units of nlO'cm"
1
).' The various envelope-function

components are labeled by the m, values in the figure. The dashed
lines in Fig.4 correspond to the total-over-ю, probability density
as a function of z.

In summary, the in-plane dispersion relations of the valence
subbands are highly nonparabolic and in particular some valence
subbands have negative zone center effective masses. According to
our calculations, the anisotropy related with the difference
between the Luttinger parameters v

3
 and ?, should be taken into

account. We find also that the electronic valence-band structure
is very complicated due to strong mixing of the heavy- and
light-hole states away from k

A
=0 in any direction.
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MULTICHANNEL AND TURNING BARREL - SHAPED

OPEN RESONATORS IN MICROWAVE

Dercach V.N. and Vertly A.A.

Institute of Radlophyalcs and Electronics,
Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine,
12 Ac Proskura st.

f
 Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine

Phone 44-85-94, Fax (0572)- 441-105

In this report the results of the theoretical analysis and
experimental study of the multichannel and turning Barrel-Shaped
Open Resonators (BOR) with large values of relation
2aJ\ » 1 and r/a » 1 , where a and г are equatorial and meridi-
onal radii, \ Is the operating wavelength are discussed.
Multichannel BOR with low density of mode spectrum and mechanical
turning of resonant frequency may be used In practice for the
plasma diagnostic and nondestructive testing. Multichannel
BOR's were made by method of galvanic growing with copper and
mechanically (Flg.1). They contained two and four channels.

i Coupling elements In every
I channel are made as a set
|of narrow slots ( 0,05*2
mm ) placed In the plane
of the equatorial cross-
sec tins. All experiments
were made In two- and
tour - millimeter wave

* region. Distances between

Flg.1 slots are different In
different channels. Spectral and energetical characteristics of
two and four channel BOR's were measured. The experimental resul-
ts and theoretical data are agreed. The result has shown that In
a general case In the BOR with dimensions Zo/K » 1 and r/a » 1
dense modes spectrum was 8-10 modes per 1 GHs. In a multichannel
BOR at the given spacing between slots definite sets of modes
from a general spectrum are excited along each of the channel.
Flg.2 shows the mode spectrum of the four- channel BOR for each
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L.li. ,i, . ,, 11
LJL

channel. The density of
spectra Is considerably
lover that Is 8-10
modes per 1 GHs. Here the
high quality of oscllla-
tlols Q«3*to

4
 . There are

"wisperlng gallery" type
oscillations TJimpq In
spctrum with a field
concentrated near tae ref-
lecting surface < m-m,,^ ,
p«1) and oscillations TMropq

| . p«ij and oscillations тмгар

......ii. iU Л J.I with a small slse of lnte-
^^^ ^ ^^^ ^ъл^лл Ллл л^Л 4UB?tfeft

ЩШ 9^ ШШ ШШ Wr f*T n№ rfWBV * ^•^••*e*.J J««* rt ^>> „ . . ч <|

Flg.2

rnal caustics C
m
 as well.

Modes without the Internal
caustics ( C

m
«Q, m«0.

p-p
m a x

) are discovered. They have an axial symaetrlc spatial
struoture. Intensity of the E

z
 component of the field is very

high In centre of BOR. The structure of the TMopq modes Is appro-
ximated by the following product to a sufficient accuracy

where J
Q
(gr) Is the Beaael's function, f(e) is the Gaussian

function. In Plg.3 examples of distributions Eg of the -
electromagnetic field component In the equatorial erdss- section
of the BOR are given. They are obtained using the method of

Flg.3
Visualisation. Sometimes it le necesjary to rebuilding BOR
resonant frequency by mechanically turning. For this purpose we
have used a special construction BOR with a transverse Blot.
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Presence of the slots give rise a significant mode selection
In the spectra of the BOR. The quality factor of modes remains
previous one. Turning BOR has been carried out by means mechanic-
al deformation of the hoop in the limits of the metal elasticity.
In this case change of the resonant frequency is of 1 GHs near
the operating frequency equal to 76 GHs.

ms

SA2

Fig.4
Frequency change for some modes as a function of radii a by

mechanical turning BOR Is shewn 1л Pig.4. curve number 1 is theo
retlcal data, 2,3,4 are experimental data.

The results obtalnedwere used for designing sensitive tran-
sformes for nondestructive testing devices based on the BOR. Thi-
ckness gauge for measuring paper sheet thickne&s and moisture
meters for powdery and gas substances were designed.
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ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

Derkach V.N. and Vertly A.A.

Institute of Radlophyslcs and Electronics,
Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine,
12 Ac.Proskura St., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine
Phone 44-85-94. Fax 7-(0572)-441-105

The paper presents the results of theoretical analysis and
experimental study of the processes of spatial filtration of the
millimeter wave range electromagnetic fields using the
properties of the resonant rields and discrete representation of
spatial signals.

The Fourier method of analysis and reconstruction of the
amplitude and phase structure of spatially limited wave beams
has been developed based on discrete transformation of a spatial
signal by means of the system of orthonormllzed functions
11,23. A multlmode two-mirror open resonator (OR) with the
distributed coupling has been used аз an orthogonal spatial
filter that performs the Fourier transformation. Natural
oscillations of the OR are orthogonal and described by Laguerre-
Gausslan and Hermltlan-Gausslan functions to a sufficient
approximation.

The crux of the method Is as follows: a radiated field
U(r,<p ), to be more exact, its amplitude-phase distribution in
the given plane of analysis (in this case such plane is the
plane of an input reflector) is represented as a set of
elementary fields, the latter being the elgen modes <J>

lp
(r,<p)

of the resonator. To put It in another way, U(r ,<p ) can be
presented as a sum of the series

) * ^ l
c
lpl

 ex
P<

1(
Pip>

IP

in terms of <J>
lD
(r.<p) functions with the complex coefficients.
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the module |Ci_| and phase ф^
с
 of which are determined from the

experimentally measured values of the amplitude and phase of the

resonance transfer factors of OR on every TEMj^ mode. C
l D
 and

(J)i_ characterize the coefficients of transformation of the field

under investigation into the given mode and are the coefficients

of Fourier expansion of the field function in orthogonal set of

functions ф
1 г )
 . Natural oscillations (modes) of OR are given as

the limited wave beams and can be described to a sufficient

approximation by Hermitian-Gauasian functions ^(xJI^Cy)

exp£-(z2+y2)} in rectangular coordinate system and Laguerre-
Gaussian functions L~(2r2)exp{-r2}cos(l(p) in cylindrical
coordinate system. Availability of complete information -complex
expansion coefficient and analytic form of basic functions
enables us to reconstruct a spatial structure of the wave beam
In the form of two-dimensional bright-field ordigital .nages.

It is an analysis of distorted wave beams and limited
spatially modulated fields that is of interest from the
practical viewpoint. Under the real conditions in OR with a
spherical mirror operating in 2 mm wavelength range with the
high quality of oscillations Q=104 a set of transverse modes,
10-13 in number, with the radial Indices p=0-12 and l«0 is
excited. The estimates show that a root-mean-square error of
approximation of a decreasing harmonic function limited by 13
expansion terms is not more that 10% under the change of a
spatial frequency in the range IW3-6 and a misalignment
parameter of beams u>=0.4 - 3.

The considered method of analysis of a spatial structure of
fields is realised In the schemes of direct and holographic
radiovislon in the 2 mm wavelength range using the optical way
of forming radiolmage.

Spectral-correlation methods of processing were applied to
the results of measurement according to the direct radiovislon
scheme which allowed to extract characteristic features of the
objects under investigation and perform their identification.

The method is remarkable for: a discrete form of tlie
obtained results, simplicity of automatization, the absence of
coordinate scanning, ample oppotunitles of the analysis. The
possibilities of application of barrel-shaped open resonators in
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the modified Fourier method for measuring the distribution
function of plasma electron component concentration along the
coordinate axes are considered. On the basis of the developed
method the designs of a number of advanced EHF devices are
proposed for radiolocation, direction finding and scatterometry.

1 .A.A.Vertiy, V.N.Derkach, V.F.Shestopalov. Investigation of
quasi-optical resonators using the method of spatial spectra.-
Izv.Vuzov.-RadiofiziXa.-1963, vol.26,N19.-P.1120-1125.
2.A.A.Vertiy, V.N.Derkach, V.F.Shestopalov. Fourier analysis of
spatial field structure In quasloptlcs.-Kharkov, 1964.-Preprint
IRE AN Ukralne.-N 245.-4Tp.
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PHYSICAL BACKGRAUNDS OF ANISOTROPY IN POLYCRYSTALS

Dnieprenko V.N. and Divinsky S.V.

Institute for Metal Physics. Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

36 Vernadsky etr.. Kiev - 142, 252680. Ukraine

Anisotropy of polycrystalline properties is determined by

texturs, or by distribution of structure components on orientations.

Thus, the general analytic presentation of the texture is to be

known to predict the properties. Up to now. adequate averaging can

be carried out only in two limiting cases» namely for single

crystals and for random distributions of grafsn on orientations.

The only numerical method» which is based on series expansions

of experimental pole figures, has been derived for calculation of

the anisotropy of polycrystalline aggregates with texture .

Nevertheless, this technique can not be used for prediction

purposes, since one can not handle a quantitative composition of

textures in such an approach* '

In general case the textures are known to be multi-component

ones. In our approach the spread of each such a component is

described in a'local coordinate system which is * related with the

texture axis of this component . In this coordinate system the

spread of the component'takes peculiarly simple form :

}•
r\

wher» ».,a,,a_ are the spread parameters, A is the normalisation
h Ш 9

factor, r..j',|}', are the Bulerian angles. Thus, the orientation of a

grain is now characterised (i) by position of the local coordinate

system with respect to the external coordinate system of the sampiw

and (11) by orientation of the grain about this local coordinate

systea, i.e. Ъу Гу»Г
2
'*а «ngles. In this approach the wide range ox

textures, which are formed under various types of deformation

(plane, axial or others) .was adequately simulated.

'Component composition of rolling textures in different Cu-Zr.

alloys were determined !>y a comparison of the model orientation

distribution functions with experimental ones and. so. tfc» copper-

brass" texture transition observed ex»eri»entaLly was describee.
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сев Fip.1.

7i\& volurae fraction of the <110}<112> component is clearly seen

to be approximately constant at this transition, whereas the volume

fractions of the <112)<111> and <110}<001> components are sharply

V,
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" "^—n
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l

Zn, >.

Fig.l. The component composition of rolling textures in dependence
on Zn concentration in Cu-Zn alloys

i

changed (in opposite directions). New feature, in comparison with

qualitative results-of previous investigations, is that the volume

fraction of the <110><001> component in brass texture occured to be

r.uvprisingly lerge owing to more smaller fraction of (110><112>.

The found component composition of copper texture turns out to

to be in a well .agreement with results of earlier electron-

microccopical investigations of dislocation substructures . Pointed

data attest that different components of structure (and,

respectively, lof texture) appear due to action of different

mechanisms of dislocation glide. Kevertheless, type of the

dislocation glide in some components has been not unambiguously

determined in .

Therefore, the numerical simulation of development of

crystallographic anisotropy under plastic deformation was carried

out tc solve those problems. The dislocation . glide on both

octahaJral planes and cubic ones was taken into account. The model,

which is essentially intermediate between the Taylor and Sachs ones.

VM.K USGJ. It was found that the <110)<112> component is developed as

A result of action of slip systems of the <lil)<110> type, and the

{ll")<lil> ,ono doss•as a result of alternative action of systems of

the (111X1K>> and <001)<110> types, see Fig.2. This is in a well

with the experimental data of orientations of dislocation
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Bubgralns presented in and this allows to interpret the ambi*uiti<

(111) ; (100)
fig.2. Model pole figures for rolled copper. The grain orientation*

are marked by symbols in dependence on deformation mechanisms:
• - action of only (lll}<110> slip eystemc
• - alternatiove action of <lll)<110> and <001><110>

which have bean remained after experimental investigation. This

results allows not only- to confirm the experimental data About

existence of the cubic glide in copper (FCC metal of medium.stacking

fault energy) but also to prove the key role of this clip in the

plastic deformation processss.

Explanation of elastic modulus defect observed experimentally

in copper at low-temperature annealing gives one more corroboration

for presence of the cubic glide. In this case the idea about that

different mechanisms of formation of separate texture components

should result in different properties of these partials was used. It

was found that dislocation oscillations in 4th* {100} and <111>

planes give different additions in anisotropy of elastic properties.

The anisotropies of the Young modulus for main texture components of

rolled copper are shown in Fig.3. Thus, the annealing behaviour of

the Young modulus was convincingly described in frames of assumption

about different properties of the texture components in rolled

copper. This difference ascends from their different dislocation

structures.•

It was simultaneously shown that on* can not neglect the direct

contribution of change of concentration of point defects in this

defect of the elastic modulus. Their redistribution under annealing

results in increment of concentration of points of dislocation

fixing and so in decrease of the dislocation contribution to the
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Fig.3. The ar.isotropy of the Young modulus for (110)<112> (
<112><111> ( ), and their eumm ( )

>,

The anisotropy of elastic properties for separate texture

component» was determined by

~ 2

whero *re t h e directional cosines, c]]j, n, *re elastic

constants in the crystallographic coordinate system (single crystal

values), &h are the Eulerian angles of a grain in the external

coordinate «syeten. . ' • .
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WIDE-BAND FREQUENCY-RESPONSE CONVERSION OF

SIGNALS AND IMAGES IN NONLINEAR CRYSTALS

Dolinchuk S.G., Zadorozhnii V.I., Kornienko N.E.

Kiev University, Department of Physics,

Vladimirtskaya, 64, Kiev-17, 252601, UKRAINE

A specific, noncritical on angle and frequency of converting ra-

diation vectorial phase matching have been discovered for the

three-wave parametric processes that allow to be carried out the

wide-band frequency-response conversion of images.

The conversion of electromagnetic radiation from one spectral

range to the other on the grounds of nonlinear optics methods in

nonlinear crystals, which possess a significant dispersion, makes

hard lemands of frequencies and the spreading directions of the in-

teracted waves. Typical values for the spectral bandwidths of the

phase matching (PM) are Sv.l-IQ sm , and the angular ones (<5p) a're

up to ten angular minutes at the sum and difference frequency gene-

ration и - и ± и ( ш and a» is the pump and signal angular fre-
P Р а р в

quency, respectively). For practical purpose it is necessary to

keep the information about both spectral and space-angle distribu-

tions of the converting radiation. It ie known that the wide-band

conversion of signals may be realized under group matching condi-

tions,
1
' when equality of the group velocities V

r
= V

e
 ie needed in

- » - » - •

addition to usual PM conditions к = к ± к in a collinear case at
p p »

the narrow-band pump. The realization of the group PM in optical

parametric oscillator (OPO) enables to generate light continuum.
3

Other possibilities for the wide-band conversion of signals consist

in using a cylindrical focusing of waves ID , or a dispersive ele-
p > "

«ient to turn each spectral component ы
#
 in the direction of suitab-

le PM. The use of the vectorial interaction enabled to scan the

group PM region. For the conversion of images usually is used the

scheme of the tangential vectorial PM
5
 with the near and far object

disposition. The scheme with the near object disposition allows to

convert images of voluntetrical objects and it makes less hard de-

mands to divergence and nonmonochromaticity of the radiation and to

nonlinear crystal quality. However» conditions of the tangential PM

are carried out In a narrow frequency band, and the dipperоion of
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the PM дв/дХ not always can be compensated by means of a dispersive

element. The use of strong focusing leads to a large reduce conver-

sion efficiency on account of the small part radiation being con-

verged under PM conditions.

We have investigated the possibilities to realize the vectorial

group PM conditions (VCPM), which allow to obtain the simultaneous

wide-band and wide-angle conversion of signals and images. We shall

demonstrate this possibility by examples of uniaxial crystals. As a

pump wavelength X is fixed and the pump wave angle is e with res-
P г

pect to optic axis in nonlinear crystal, the PM conditions on the

X and в * в - e coordinate plane ( в is the nor.monochromatic
ft в р в

signal wave angle ) arc executed on the oval closed curves, that is

illustrated on Fig.lb for a LiJO
3
 crystal under oo -»e interaction.

The scheme of the wave interaction is shown on Fig.la. The tangen-

tial PM conditions execute in the vicinity of extreme left and

right points on the closed curves, where dp/dX^ -» в. The frequency

wideband PM execute in the vicinity of upper and lower extreme

points. The geometrical size of PM curves falls with decreasing в

sad tightens ( ав в » в ) into a point, where the group and tan-

gential PM curves are intersected ( "the center" of PM curves) on a

specified e . for each nonlinear crystal and interaction type in

it. The noncritical on frequency and angle conversion conditions,

which enable the wide-band and wide-angle conversion of signals and

ijragee to be realised simultaneously, are executed in the vicinity

of this point. The VCPM conditions in the analytical form write as

the set of equations
sin* dk

V « V < cos* ->.

where • « 9
a
 - *

r
/

 e

r
i *

 a n
 wave angle of the central frequency com-

ponent of the converted -radiation. The physical senu* of the first

equation in the set i» to conpenaat* for the group velocity mio-

tnstch on account of the interaction g«oaetry and crystal animotro-

py. The effective spectral 6« and angular *p width of PM ы»т found

by (Mvandiny the wave mismatch Дк • k
r
coe(#

r
- 0

p
) - k

a
cos* - к in

the power series of frequency Aw • »
g
- «

e o
 and angular &f* 9 -*

o

Mismatch

г г

лк * в, aw + в
2
 (Д«> • fi Д*« л» • jr, Де • у

г
 (Де) .
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where the expansion terms are expressed in terms of the geometrical

factors, group velocities and theirs derivatives with respect to

frequencies and angles, «
a ( )
 and p

0
 is the central signal frequency

and signal wave angle in the crystal, respectively. The results of

calculation of 6v=8u>/2nc and Sip are shown on Fig.lc. With mismatc-

hing from an exact VGPM Sv increases first together with simulta-

neous decreasing the conversion efficiency by ы and forming doub-

le-humped spectral characteristics, and next sharply decreases,

being approach to the narrow-band converse width. In an analogous

way <5(p increases at the optimal mismatch from "the center" of PM

curves.

The software package WIDEBAND las been developed to compute a

frequency-angular spectrum structure of the nonlinear-optic conver-

ter and it was used to investigate the conversion characteristics

in a line of nonlinear crystals with conversion range of 0,3- 20 /tin

(LiJO,., LiNbO.., AgGaS,, AgGaSe,, Нд«а,8
д
 and others ). It is shown,

that the use of VGPM make it possible со scan the wideband converse

region with changing on angle v>. by changing a pump frequency it is

possible to realize the wide-band conversion of images near "the

center" of PM curves in the set in advance spectral band. The use

of converters with long by 6 -10 mm enables to reach a band of con-

version up to 3.7 jim around 11 /ш. A further study of this Methods

enables to create CPO with a narrow generated band, when a wideband

pump is used, and it allows us to have prospects for creating of

apecti Jineters, which allow to register the wide-band spectra of th*

fast processes.
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THE KHI GENERATION OP MICROELECTRONIC SILICON-ON-INSULATOR

SENSORS WITH RECRYSTALLIZED POLYSILICON LAYERS

Druzhinin A.A., Maryamova I.I., Lavitska E.N., Pankov Y.K.

Polytechnical Institute.S.Bendery str.,12, Lviv,290646, Ukraine

Laser recrystallization of poly-Si layers used to create
mechanical sensors is described. The piezoresistive properties of
recrystallized poly-Si layers were inveatigated theoretically and
experimentally for Impurity concentrations 10

1 7
... 10

2 1
 cm"

3
 in the

wide temperature range. The topology and performance of designed
piezoreaistive sensora are presented.

The uae of poly-Si 1ауегя on Insulated substrates makes it
possible to create microelectronic sensors, particularly,
piezoresistive mechanical sensors, having some advantages In
comparison with recent зепяогз based on monocrystalline silicon.

The Initial structures for sensors fabrication were poly- Si
layers 0.5 um in thickness being deposited by (LPCYD-method) at
625°C on thermally oxidiztd (100) p-type Si wafers. The oxide
thickness was varied In the range 0.5... 1.0 urn. Doping cf poly-Si
layers was carried out by ion Implantation. In our case boron doped
poly-Si was annealed by CW IAG-laser Irradiation (A.=1.06 ura, power
10-20 W) by means of wafer scanning by laser beam focused to
100+150 ил. circular spot Ш . The 100 mm - diameter Si wafers were
exposed to stationary heating at 500+600°C. To provide optimal
temperature gradients In laser Irradiation zone the combination of
antlreflectlve capping layers S10

2
 and S1

3
N

4
 was used.

Poly-Si layers with capping SiO
g
 layer» after laser

reorystallizatlon contain narrow elongated crystallites with
maximum size up to 100 urn, forming shevron-like structure of grain
boundaries. To localize defects (the grain boundaries) &t selected
parts of the poly-Sl layer a system ox antlreflectlve capping
layers In form of S1

3
N

A
 strips on the continuous S10

a
 layer was

used. As a result of the temperature fields modification at the
region of crystallization front the poly-Si grains turn Into narrow
elongated (of about 500 urn ж 30 urn) monocrystalline (100) areas
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with preferential <1Q0> azimuthal crystallographic orientation with
the boundaries >mder the antireflective S1

3
N

A
 strips. Hence, the

structure of recrystallized polysillcon layers Is determined by the
laser treatment conditions and by other technological eapeclalltles
of the layers. Optimization of these conditions 'gives the
possibility to fabricate different microelectronic sensors. •

The piezoresistive properties of laser-recrystallized polysl-
licon tain films were investigated theoretically and experimentally
for different dopant concentrations and temperature ranges. The
influence of potential barrier height at the grain boundaries on
the resistivity and piuzoresistance was estimated. It was shown
that it Is substantial for relatively low dopant dencities {Jf <*
10

1 7
...5x10

1 a
 cnf

3
 for p-type) when electrical conductivities

through the grain and through the grain boundary are of the same
order. At high dopant densities {Jf > 1 0

1 9
 cm"

3
) the contribution of

barrier into the poly-Si piezoresistar.ee should be neglected.
The model was used with uniformly distributed in the film

Impurity but the carriers are trapped at the grain boundaries
causing the appearance of depletion regions lr. the grains near
their boundaries 12,31. Conductance through the grain boundary is
supposed to be due to the thermal emission combined with carriers
diffusion. The applied programs were developed to calculate the
characteristics of potential barrier: it's height V

fct
 maximal field

at the grain boundary c
b
 arid width of the depletion region w.

Temperature dependence of the potential barrier height was
taken into account according to the relation 7ь~7ьо(1+тТ). Maximal
electrical field at the grain boundary is determined by

1/2

2 N к Т
eь e kT

- 1 + exp(-q V
h
 / (D

where e is dielectric constant of silicon; q - electron charge; N -
concentration of electrically active Impurities.

The temperature and concentration dependences of €b have been
calculated. It was shown that maximal field at the grain boundary
has a strong temperature dependence at relatively low Impurity
concentrations. Its variation appears to be lour order In the
temperature range 150...600 К for K

b
«1x10

1 8
 cm"

3
. The temperature

dependence of t
b
 decreases with 2^ and becomes negligible at 1^ *
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1x10
1 9
 cm"

3
. The c

b
 va N

b
 dependence becomes weaker with

tempera ture. At sufficiently high te.Tiperatures, . when the
exponential terra in eq.(1) becomes less than first component, c

b

increases with N
b
.

Because laser crystallization causes strongly textured
structure of poly-Si layer it was proposed to calculate the
piezoresistance coefficients by their weighting for dominant grata
directions; the barriers influence should be introduced as a
disturbance by consistent fitting of piezoresistance coefficients
taking into account one, two or more barriera respectively.

For experimental study the samples were fabricated with the
photolythography-formed poly-Si strain gauges. The relative change
of resistance ue strain dependences wers measured for n- and p-type
poly-Si strain gauges with different Impurity concentrations. The
experimentally obtained averaged longitudinal strain g"~Jge factors
G-аге presented in the Table. One can see from the table, that G

b

of the samples being studied Increases from 22 to 55 with carriers
density decreasing from 10

2 1
 to iO

t T
 си"

3
 [13. The elastcrebistance

constants m
t
. of poly-Si layers were estimated In first approach

for isotropic саза and are presented at the table also.

Table

Conductivity,
carrier concentra-
tion, cm"

3

Gauge
factor

I i |
JElastoreaia- Temperature coefflc.

tance coef. TOR,
deg-

1

TOG,

P-type,
P-type,
p-type,
n-type.

1 0 "
Ю 1 8

1 0 г о

1 0 2 1

55 и
42 D
26 П

-22 П

a 4 4 = 27.5
B44 * 2 1

B44 " 1 3

Bn1 «-55

+2
+1
+1

—
.3x10-*
.1x1CT3

.2,1 ГГ3

-1
-1

—
.6х11Г3

.6x10" 3

••х 1 С"Л

The processes used for fabricating poly-SI sensors are based
on the processes developed for microelectronics applications. The
main stages of poly-Si pie^oresiativs sensors fabrication could be
presented as such sumxarizad technology sequence: preparation -of
Initial SOI-structures; laser recrystallizatlon of poly-SI;
oxidation; photolithography. Including two-side one; forming of
poly-Sl strain gauge pattern; fabrication of the spring element -
silicon diaphragm; Si-эlice-scribing to obtain sensors' chips.
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Tc choose and optimize the parameters, geometrical dimensions
end topolrgy of the polysillcon sensors a mathematical model was
developed and an application package was created. The topology and
simplified design of poly-Si pressure sensor's are shown in Pig.
The 2 mm x 2 nun area diaphragm 20+40 ura thick wa3 fabricated by
anisotropic etching of the Si substrate in KOH water solution. The
pressure range wa3 adjusted by the thickness of the diaphragm. The
longitudinal axes of poly-Si strain gauges 1-4 were aligned In
[110] direction corresponding to the laser scanning direction. The
strain gauges 1-4 were connected Into a fully active Wheatstone
bridge and poly-Si resistor 5 was used for thermal compensation.

The main performances of the developed piezorealstive pressure"
sensors are: presaure ranges from 0+0.4 to 0+100 bar; full-scale
output 80+120 mV; pressure sensitivity 10+25 mV/(V«oar);temperature
coefficient of sensitivity less than -0.05 %/°G; operating tempera-
ture range -60...+300°0.

The developed piezoresistive pressure sensors with laser-
rocrystalllzed poly-Si layers due to their miniature size, high
sensitivity, the wide temperature operating range, high resonant
frequency and optimal metrological parameters are suitable for ap-
plication in different branches of Industry, science and medicine.
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THE MILLIMETRE - WAVE SEMICONDUCTOR OSCILLATORS WITH
ELECTRONIC FREQUENCY GLIDING

Dyadchenko A.V., Zolotaryov E.S.,
Mishnyov AA, Polyansky N.E., Prokhorov E.D.

Kharkov State University, Svoboda sq., 4, Kharkov, Ukraine, 310077

The waveguide construction of EHF (Extrevely High Frequency) -
oscillators with broadening (to 6 GHz) electronic frequency gliding
range is elaborated and constructed. The output of EHF (0.6..Д8
mW) using the second and third frequency harmonics is realised.

The development and creation of semiconductor EHF-oscillators with

electronic frequency gliding arc the promising scientific and technological problems.

In particular, for microwave medical therapeutics the comparatively powerful (

0.5...5 mW) oscillators are needed. Howeever, the latter need in: i) rather wide frequency

gliding range ( Af s ± 5 GHz ), ii) gliding characteristics close to linear, iii) output

EH F-power weak dependence on frequency. It should be noted, that if the active element

operates at its fundamental mode of oscillation the productions such of wide electronic

frequency gliding range is met with a number of principle difficulties [ 1 ]. Howeever, if

frequency gliding is realised at the fundamental mode of oscillation, and output

EHF-powcr is made at frequency harmonics it is possible to increase Af to n times

approximately, where n is the number of frequency harmonics output. As a result the

output and efficiency of oscillation are sufficiently decreased [ 2 ].

Varactors (VI)) having high speed frequency gliding, minima! both in size and weight

and low o|)erating ixnver are used in EHF-oscillators for electronic frequency gliding [ 3 ].

The construction of semiconductor diode EHF-oscillators is very complicated.

This is connected with the fact that in this range both the generator diode and a part

of its body and the arrangement in the guide cavity behave like the system with

distributed parameters. That is why when even a qualitative analysis is carried out it

is impossible to separate the oscillator into two independent parts: diode and external

EHF-circuit. In practice the designing and manufacturing EHF-oscillators bore an

empirical, often intuitive nature in most cases and is based on "base" construction.

Improvement as a basic one, the waveguide construction characterized by

comparatively small power loss is used in presented EHF-oscillator. The main

problem is the correct choice VD placing in the circuit. For that purpose it necessary
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to have total loss resistance in the place of generator diode - Gunn diode ( GD ) -

not greater than short-circuit-stable negative resistance and that the circuit operating

stability was not disturbed in the frequency range. In the construction of EHF-

oscilLtor presented this conditions are realised at VD capacitance connection, when

it is placed in the same waveguide resonator as GD. GD and VD parallel connection

are used. The truncated "active" resonator permits to decrease its wave resistance

that is accompanied by proportiona. increase of influence on oscillator frequency.

Since the basic part of EHF-power is stored near the GD for effective frequency

gliding strong communication between GD and VD is necessary. That was realized

by longitudinal GD and VD placing in the "active" resonator at A/2 distance, where Я is

a guide wavelength.

The construction of Gunn diode El IF-oscillaior with frequency gliding by

varactor is presented. The selection of load EHF-power in such oscillator is realized

at the second frequency harmonics (S2...58 GHz).

The oscillation was made in as a brass silvered module of 21x23x23 mm3

dimension .The working part is two crossed restangular waveguides at right angle.

One of them ("active") of truncated waveguide having size 1.3x5.2 mm2,the other

("output") is of standard size 1.8x3.6 mm2. In addition, the part of one narrow side,

"output" waveguide is the comtinuation of the other wide side "active" waveguide.

Both resonators are supplied by short-circuited pistons, moved by microscrews and

used for the tuning of both resonators. Both Gunn diode and the varactor arc placed

in the middle of the wide side of "active" resonator and they arc connected through

a blocking capacitor, soldered on the VD body by strip of communication. The strip

of communication is made of the golden foil and has aligning elements making

possible to choose optomal communication between GD, VD and "active" resonator.

The driving of "output" resonator, adjusted at the second frequency harmonics is

realised by the exciter which passes through the centre of "output" waveguide wide

side. As an axciter a thin wire is used through VD bias is supplied. GD and VD bias

are realised through blocking RC-filters. Additional oscillator tuning is made by

dielectric pin matching that permits to change a little the depth of dip GD into

"active" resonator.

The oscillator described is manufactured on unbody GD having low reactive

parameters at El IF and serial VD type ЗА632Л. GaAs Gunn diodes were developed

•.nid produced at semiconductor and vacuum electronics department of Kharkov
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state university. This GD has the threshold voltage 1.5...2 V, operating current

0.6...0.8 A and operating voltage UQD = 4...5 V.

Output EHF-power P2 v.s. operating voltage UQD w ' t n back voltage on VD

U V D " 11 V fixed is shown in Fig.l.

1.0

ae

0.6

ss 4.0 4.5

Fig.l shows that P 2 reaches the values 0.6...0.8 mW and its overfall in the

operating voltage range on GD doesn't exceed 3 dB.
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The frequency of output EHK-signal (j v s - back voltage on VD Uyo with

operating voltage on CD \Jcn = 5 V fixed is shown in Fig.2.

A. GHz
BO

S3

ss

iO 2Q 30 АО tf
yj>t

Fig.2 shows that range electronic frequency gliding of output EHF-signal Afj is

about 6 GHz in the frequency range S2...58 GHz with the steepness of frequency

gliding about 120 MGz/V.

Suui oscillarois may be successfully applied in different fields; they are

especially effective in microwave medical therapeutics.

l.Tsarapkin D.P.Gunn diodes UHF-oscillators.M.(1982).

2.Prokhorov E.D.,Polyansky N.E.,Beletsky N.I.,Drogachenko АЛ. Radio
engineering and electronics.V.24,1232,(1979).

ЗЛ aranenko V.P.,Kotserzhinsk'-' BA.,Tkachenko LA.,Machussky
E.A.Izvestiya vuzov SSSR, Radioelectronika,V-19,5)1976).
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STUDY OP PLASHLAMP-PUMPED DYE LASERS

Dzubenko M.I., Kaslov V.V.. Naumenko I.G.,
Pellpenko V.P.. Shevchenko V.V.

Institute of Radlophyslcs and Elektronlcs,
Ukraine Academy of Selena. Ac. Proskura str.12,
Kharkov. Э10085. Ukraine. Phone 448-369.

Pax (0572)-441-105.

Reasearch and realization of the optical coherent so-
urse with hlsh perfomance for the sciences, the technics
and the medicine are the aid of this uork. In this case
It was necessary to solve a number of Independent complex
problems.

1. Realtzatton of effective PUMP systems. Electrical,
spectral and energetic perfomances of sorles of lamp-pump-
ed systems, operating on conditions of powerful1 non-sta-
tionary dlsharges of microsecond duration have been Inves-
tigated. It has been obtained the quantitative relations
for main electrical and spectral perfonances of lamp radi-
ation. On this base the new computer method for effective
lamp-pumped systems with defined spectral and energetic
perfomances has been worked out.

2.Ensuring hl*h direction and monochromatic radiation
perfomances. The number factors effected on forming of di-
rectivity diagram and radiation spectrum of dye laser have
been Investigated. It has been determinated that the comp-
lex structure and the evolution of space-angular and spec-
tral perfomanses of laser radiation were bound up with the
exlstanse of the different type of high quality trajecto-
ries. The demands for laser resonator elements. Including
active medlume, which provide high directivity and mono-
chromatlsm of radiation have been formulated.

Э.Overlap of visible range. The laser characteristics
for the majority of the we11known dyes were Investigated
In the effective laser systems, that have been specially
designed. The series of new class of organic compounds ha-
ve been studied furthermore. It was proposed a number of
the new dyes, that permitted to have the powerfu.l laser
radiation in the visible spectral range.

CONCLUSION» It has been worked out and designed the
series of effective flashlamp-pumped dye lasers with the
next characteristics» operating range - 440 .»• 660 nmi
radiant energy - 0.1 .-• 10 Jj pulse repetition rate -
0.1 ... 10 Hzi beam divergence - apromaxirately S mrd*
efficiency - to I X.
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USE OP ELECTRON-PROBE X-RAY SPECTROMETRY METHOD

FOR INORGANIC MATERIALS ANALYSIS

Ekeperiandova L.P., Blank Л.В,

Institute for Single Crystals of Acad. Soi. of Ukraine, 60 Lenin

Av., Kharkov, 3100C1, Ukraine

Shov/n are the potentials of local electron-probe microanalysis

for the investigation of the behaviour of main and doping com-

ponents while making HTSC ceramic materials and growing techni-

cal single crystals.

Almost all modern analysis methods are based on physical prin-

ciples. Especially this concerns nondestructive qualitative or

quantitative composition control for solids. Nowadays local com-

position analysis is performed by means of a number of instrumen-

tal methods including electron-probe, proton-probe, ion-probe,

laaer-microprobe and Auger spectrometry. The most commonly used

method is electron-probe X-ray microanalysis in combination with

scanning electron microscopy.

In HTSC ceramics optical and scintillation single crystals

nondestructive investigation of the behaviour of main components

and doping additions is carried out using the electron-probe

X-ray microanalyzer MAR-3.

As is known, a deviation from stoiohiometrio composition af-

feots the current and resistive characteristics of HTSC* We have

developed stoiohiometry control techniques for yttrium-barium

cuprate (1-2-3) end bismuth (2-2-2-3) HTSC ceramic materials, as

well as the procedures for the determination of mioroinhomogenei-

ties in the said substances. In the course of our investigation*

тэ have estimated the grain si^e tor the 1-2-3 ceramics obtained

by the method of solid phase synthesis; the effeot of doping ad-

ditions is studied, too. For instance, the introduction of silver

into the yttrium HTSC leads to the inoreaee of the size of both

the oeremles' grains (from 5 to 15/m) and metallic silver cong-

lomerates localizing along the grain boundaries and within inter-

grahular space (from 15 to 50^4m). Silver ia found to exert a

stabilizing effeot on the degradation of yttrium-barium cuprate
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/ 1 / . Аз shown by X-ray fluorescent analysis /2/, the growth of"
s c i n t i l l a t i o n CdV/O, single crystals by the Czochralski method i s
accompanied by a noticeable segregation of Cd and V/ along ingots*
This has been attr ibuted to the fact that cadmium oxide (having
a high vapour e la s t ic i ty) evaporates from the melt during growth

. process owing to the excessive content of th i s compound in the
raw material* The said effect may be also caused by the thermal
dissociation of stoichiometric cadmium tungstate which gives r i se
to the formation of TO- phase, "he results of electron-probe n i c -
roanalysis presented in the Figure confirm the va l id i ty of the
above-' assumptions. Revealed against the background of vast s t o i -
chiometric areas on the cross-sections of the single сryetale are
10-50/4m regions containing e i ther only Cd or only W. In other
words, a local drop of the excessive phase takes piece.

maaa %\

1
 | с length.mm

Figure. Distribution of Cd and W determined by electron-probe
scanning along the diameter of single crystals CdWO..

The effect of microrelief on the results of the n'oroanalysis

is studied in the process of the determination of tellurium in

zinc selenide single crystals. For the samples treated by Grin-

dine (the relative standard deviation S
y
 > 0,25) the contribution

of errors caused by surface microirregularities considerably ex-

ceeds the one for the polished samples (S
r
 > 0*1). Therefore all

the investigated crystals are to be polished prior to carrying

out the measurements.

We have studied the behaviour of doping additions (in contents

amounting to 0.1-1 mass, й) in the crystal growth process (the

scanning step is 0.01-0.1 nun). In scintillation zinc selenide

crystals grown in a compression furnace by the Bridgman method

the radial segregation of tellurium ia praotically absent» In op-

tical corundum whiskers obtained by the Stepanov method a noti-

ceable distribution of ohromium is observed along the crystal

diameter. The coefficient of the distribution of europium along
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along ingots is close to 1 for scintillation gadolinium silicate

single crystals grown by the Czochralski method.

The reliability of the conclusions about the investigated mic-

ro in.'.опю gene i ties depends on the level of instrumental errors. In

this connection the problem of estimating the said errors has

been considered in detail. Presented in the Table are the metro-

logies.
1
 characteristics of the developed component determination

techniques for HTSC and technical crystals (here C
Q
 is the inter-

val of the determined contents, C^ is the lower boundary of these

contents, n is the number of experiments, S is the relative

standard deviation).

Table

Kicroanalysis techniques for inorganic materials

Determined
elements

Y:3a:Cu (stoioh.
coef.); grain
size, yum;
Y,Ba,Cu-Ag
(тазэ.%)
Microinhomogene-
ity
Bi:Sr:Ca:Gu
(stoich.coef.);*
grain size, мт;
3i,Sr,Ca,Cu

Cd:W (stolen,
coef.)
Cr (mass. $}

Ku (mass. %J

Те (тавв.%)

Object of
analysis

Ceramics
1-2-3.
1-2-3/Ag

Ceramics
1-2-3

Ceramics
2-2-2-3

CdW>4 sing-
l e crystal

single crys-
tal

single crys-
tal
ZnSelTe;
single orya-
tal

Metroloeical

V*
Y: 6-15
Ba:35-60
Cu:25-40
Agfl.O-20

Cu:25-40

Bi : 35^-45
Sr:15-20
Ca:5-10
Cu:15-25

Cdi20-50
W: 30-70

0.05-0.25

О.25-Г.О

0.3-1.5

n

20
20
20
20

20

25
25
25
25

15

15

15

15

characteristics
a r c l ' *

0.02
0.05
0.02
0.1

0.02

0.03
0.05
0.06
0.05

0.03
0.03

0.17 0.0Э

0.10 0.25

0.13 0.09

Conclusions

1. The techniques art developed for local nondestructive component

determination in HTSC material* and technical crystals.

2J The metrologioal characteristic» of the developed microanaly-

sle procedures яге eatlmated.

3<| The surface morphology and ohemical cospositlon of HTSC cera-
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io materials are investigated*
. Studied is the segregation of main and doping oomponente in

the process of crystal growth.
F
U-i
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POLARIZATION AND ELECTKET PROPERTIES OF POLYMER FERROELECTRICS

Fedosov S.N. and Sergeeva A.E.

Odessa Technological Institute, ul.Sverdlova 112, Odessa»

270039, Ukraine

Polymer ferroelectrlcs such as polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF)

and its co-polymers receive considerable attention because of

their high piezoelectric fi-2] and pyroelectric activity whose

origin is not fully understood. Our comprehensive study of pola-

rization build-up and elactret properties of PVDP proved that the

particular behavior of polymer ferroelectrics is not only due to

a high level of remanent polarization j*»5] • It is shown that in-

jected and trapped charges aluo play ar\ impcrtant role.

The study was performed on the 25-j»m thick uniaxially stret-

ched PVTM? film composed of amorphous and crystalline (Fora 1)

phases In nearly equal volume fractions. An aluminium electrode

was deposited on one surface of the sample by a thermal evapora-

tion in vacuum. The other face was subjected to a negative corona

discharge initiated by a pointed tungsten electrode stressed at a

potential of 14-20 kV while the metallized surface was grounded,

A vibrating control grid was placed over the sample.

The electret potential was recorded continuously in one expe-

riment while the charging current was automatically maintained

constant [б] . In the other mode, either thermostimulated or iso-

thermal charging was performed at different but constant potenti-

als. The I-V characteristics were obtained from isochronous (I5min)

values of the poling current while the grid voltage was increased

in successive steps. Absorption currents were also Measured in

these experiments. Depolarization processes were studied by the TSD

method in open-circuit and sho^t-oireuit configurations [7] . Iso-

thermal and thermostimulated decay of the electret potential was

also investigated.

The main features of the experimental curves are as follows*

1. Three stages of the poling process are distinctly seen at

the potentials iae curves during the constant-current charging

wiuh the steep rise of the 'electret potential at the first and the

third stages and a.plateau formed at the second stage*

2. There are regions with negative slopes at the I-V curves
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and at the thermostimulated polarization curves.

}. The anomalously high stability of the electret potential

is observed with increasing of its initial value. At the same

time, absorption currents drop drastically when the poling pro-

cess is at its height.

4. Depolarization current forms a broad 'non-classical' peak

v/ith a maximum at about 65°C in the short-circuit mode v;hile the

current inversion takes place in the open-circuit experiments.

5. Infra-low frequency current oscillations and Barkhausen's

pulses are detected in the samples if the poling process is not

completed.

All the above mentioned features were explained in the fra-

mes of a phenomenological model assuming the multiple trapping of

injected charge carriers at the localized states formed during

the switching of polarization in crystallites. Considering the

ferroelectric, nature of the samples, the polarization-field depe-

ndence must be non-linear. The field does not exceed its coercive

value everywhere in the sample at the first stage of the poling

process. Strong polarization nucleates near the grounded electro-

de at the onset of the second stage. The boundary between the po-

larized and non-polarized areas advances the injecting surface

with time similarly to the propagation of domain walls in a con-

ventional ferroelectric* Since a polarization component of the

charging current does not contribute to the electret potential

the value of the latter is almost constant at -the second stage and

the plateau is formed*

The negative slopes at the I-V and TSP curves as well as in-

croased stability of the electret potential are caused by a decre-

ase in effective conductivity which is influenced by the balance

between the dolocaliaed (free) charge carriers (intrinsic and in-

jected in the bulk) and the trapped charges* It is quite probable

that additional deep trapping of carriers accompanies the build-up

of polarization. The new traps are located at the crystallite bo-

undaries where favourable conditions are created due to the large-

scale fluctuations of potential caused by alignment of permanent

dipoles in the crystallites [в] • She new electret state is rather

stable since accumulated space chargv provides at least partial

compensation of the local depolarization field. If the compensation

Is not completed, the electrical instability is observed In the
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fora of the current oscillations or Barkhausen's pulses.
Comparing thermostimulated depolarization currents in open-

circuit and snort-circuit modes we concluded that the conventional
theory of polar electreta [9*10] must not be neglected while exa-
mining behavior of ferroelectric polymers. Interpretation of the-
experimental data in the frames of the electret theory makes it
possible not only to prove importance of the injected charge or
the homocharge in retention of a strong residual polarization, but
also to evaluate the main parameters of relaxation processes such
as activation energies» characteristic frequencies and time cons-
tants. At the same time» the phenomenological model of polariza-
tion build-up provided a method for evaluation of a coercive field,
a saturated polarization and a mobility of injected charge carri-
ers by the curve fitting technique.

In general) the more or less universal approach developed in
this work can be extended to examine space charge and polarization
phenomena in other materials containing a ferroelectric component
such as piezo-ceramics and polymer-ferroelectric composites.

1. G.M.Sessler (ed.)> Electrets, Springer» Berlin» 1986.
2. R.Gerhard-Multhaupt, IEBS Trans.Electr.Insul.» 22 (198?) 531.
3. R.Gerhard-Multhaupt, Ferroelectrics, 75 (1987) 385.
4. Y.Wada and B.Hayakawa, Ferroelectrics, 52 (1981) 115.
5. M.G.Broadhurst and G.I.Davis» Ferroelectrics, 32 (1981) 177.
6. J....Giacometti and J.S.Campos, Hev.Sci.Inetrum.,61 (1990) 1143.
7. J. van Turnhout, Thermally Stimulated Discharge of Polymer

Electrets, Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1995*
8. li.Womes» E.Bihler and W.Eiaenmenger, IEEE Trans.Electr.Insul.,

24 (1989) 461.
9. W.F.G.Swann. J.Franklin Institute, 255 (1953) 513.
10. B.Gross» Froc. 5th International Symposium on Blectrets, .

Heidelbtrg» 1985, p.9.
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THE INVESTIGATION OF SELF-HATCHING SYSTEM ANTENIU-FLASUA

Filonenko E.G.,Gryaznova I1.A.,&hashurin I.P.
Taras Ehevchenko Kiev University

The aim of the present paper is to show that the effect of
antenna self-matching with a transmission line is due to the re-
sonance absorption of the microwave power in the inhomogeneous
plasma in the region flst1u(of the local plasma resonance - LPR)
and to the density profile deformation related to is.

One of the most important problems of the electromagnetic
field interaction with plaema i6 the determination of maximum
radiation absorption conditions by plasma.Usually,an increase of
the microwave power absorption in a weakly inho&ogeneous plasma
is related to the field strengthening of an incident wave in the
plasma resonance region and deformation of the density profile.
Similar effects can be observed in a number of cases of the aio-
rowave antenna operation in the plasma environment,that are of
practical importance. It was detected our experiments performed
with a monopole antenna that when a self-maintained microwave
discharge lights around it,the antenna matching with supplying
transmission lxne is improved sharply (to EWR -I.I-I.J) and
practically all power applied is absorbed by plasma of the
microwave discharge.

Experimental investigations were made in a circular aper-
ture antenna which is an open end of the coaxial line with a
crosa-sectin of 2b/£asX6am/6.95mn to be dipped into a weakly
magnetised (^-0.3) "phone" plaema created by the dc discharge
in argon at 10"*' im Eg.

The measurements were carried out at 2*46 GHz frequency
that ensured a value of the collision parameter ~ < 0.01.
The plaema density R t (r,z) and the microwave field E a (r,s)

distribution in the antenna
environment was nwas'.ired by
the moving coaxial probe.
The ratio of the power P

0-5| 1 Lr*^\ 1 \ emitted into plasma to the
power Po supplied to the an-
tenna depending on the

W8.I TC, "I*01*" *la"

A

Л
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density £*ь (Fig.I).

When the plasma density is—£->>>I a microwave power absorbed
by plasma (curve 2) exceeds remarkably the design value obtained
fox a homogeneous plasma (curve 2), This effect can be explained
as follows.When tbe antenna operates in the plasma environment,
the transition layer is formed near its surface,consisting of a
plass.. layer with reduced density as a result of the departure
of the charged particles from a homogeneous plasma on the surfa-
ce o£ antenna and on ion layer determined by the antenna negati-
ve potential with respect to plasma. The presence of the transi-
tion layer may essentially increase the electromagnetic energy
absorption emitted by the antenna into plasma. This effect is
observed when an electron density in the surrounding homogeneous
plasma exceeds a critical one and,therefore,the plasma dielect-
ric permittivity in the transition layer passes zero[l](LEK re-
gion) ,which leads to the resonance absorption of the microwave
power in this region. The experimental dependence (curve 2) is
in qualitatively good agreement with the measured one for the
case of the transition layer with linearly increasing electron

density. If W,at z self-maintained microwave dis-
charge lights in the antenna environment. The discharge lighting
(Fig.I,dotted line) is accompanied by the antenna-plasma self-
matching. The matching is independent of the phone plasma and ie
retained at ttph= О (curve 5).The improvement of the antenna
matching seem* to be determined by a change of plasma density

«hen microwave discharges lights.The dependences of R
t
(r,z) and

Е
2
(г,в) for the case when the antenna is at the floating poten-

tial with <i power of microwave signal of the order of a few mi-

iwc LttS are

... y

show in

r/,
1

ft?
//
r

•
V
w

v«

v

Pig.2,^

i »o ю о со ao t.w«

39 20 I» 0 «0 iO
Fig.J
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It it, obvious that the microwave fields of an aperture antenna
are determined basically by the "near" zone and are concentrated
in the region of inhomogeneous plasma layer. Similar dependence
on the case of burning microwave discharge (fc.pW=O) ie depicted
in Figs.4,5.

T

On the ocis of the microwave discharge,plasma acquires a ne-
gative potential of about 100-200 V depending on the applied aic-
rowave power.A center antenna electrode obtains approximately
the same values.Plasma density in the microwave is always higher
than ftcy. A maximum plasma density decreased on the amount of
power supplied to the antenna and when H e approaches (J-^Oft^
a matching deteriorates and the discharge becomes din. She mic-
rowave field distribution in the antenna environment (Fig.5) has
a minimum on the antenna axis,that appears to be related to the
inhomogeneous distribution of the electron density.

To explain the antenna-plasma matching effeot we calculated
a reflection coefficient for a circular aperture antenna dipped
into axially inhomogeneous plasma.Since the condition £a*&WltkTe
is realized in the experiments with self-eaintaine * microwave
discharge one must suppose a steepness increase of the electron
density profile in the point environment H-Klty..
The result of the measurement for the case depicted in Tig. * is
shown in Table I. The reflection coefficient values have been
calculated for the linear distribution of electron density
(Fig.6,curve I) and linear distribution in the presence of the
ion layer the thickness of which corresponded to the experimen-
tal one (2). The rest of the dependences (3)-(6) were formed aa
followst the density Is distributed! linearly with increased
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steepness In the region LPB and parabolically in the other re-

gions, the two distributions beeing sewn smoothly.

Table I

A.
Я

I.
2.

5.

5.
6.

5,50
5-55
8. J8

10.06
10.90
II. 17

!г\
0.602
0.395
0.J48
0.072
0.095
0.126 /J

7

Fig.6 ~'"""

As it is appearent from Table I,there la some optimum value in

the change of density in the LPK region for a given case provi-

ding a complete antenna-plat>ma matching. With the change of the

inhomogeneous plasma layer parameters the optimal profile of

density varies ль well. One may conclude that in the burning

regime of the microwave discharge the electron density and the

microwave field distribution is set in the antenna environment

providing the antenna self-matching with plasma environment.

In this sense, a microwave discharge turns out to be a self-orga-

nising system ensuring the optimal conditions for self-sustained*

From the practical point of view,the effect described ie of

Interest when there is need to provide a maximum power efficien-

cy Into the formed plasma of miorowave discharge*

Т.Т.А.Гряэнова,Е.Г.Фыоненко,И.П.Шащурин,*Т^ 59,2 (1969)
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CHARACTERISTIC PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ZnSe(Te)-
A NEW MATERIAL FOR "SCINTILLATOR-PHOTODIODE" DETECTORS

L.P.Gal'chinetskli. V.D.Ryzhikov, Yu.N.Dmitriev

.Institute for Single Crystals, 60 Lenin Ave., 310001 Kharkov

Ukraine

The nature of the "red" (620-640rm) luminescence
of the crystals ZnSe(Te) is studied in relationship
with complex Intrinsic defects involving tellurium.
High radiation stability of these crystals is related
to local lattice distortions in the vicinity of the
isovalent dopant atom, as well as to low free path
length of the dynamic crowdion in comparison with the
Instability zone radius.

In the ltst years luminescent crystals of tellurium-
doped ztncum selenide crystals arise great attention in
connection with the possibility of compact solid-state
detectors of ionizing radiations being produced basing on
them. The most interesting from this point of view is the
"red" luminescence region (620-640 nm) of these crystals
because of its vicinity to the spectral photosensitivity
maximum of the silicon photodiodes (specLral matching factor
is about 0.9).

We have carried out studies of the nature of "red"
luminescence centers in ZnSe(Te) crystals. It is established
that the source of intense radiation in the region of 620-
640 nm are the distributed donor-acceptor complexes (DAC)
(1). Among those, the most important contribution to the
intrinsic emission is made by the triple associate
*

V
Zn *

 T e
Se *

 Zn
i*>

 w n e r e t n e
 P*rt °f

 a n
 acceptor is played

by the close pair V
2 n
 • T e ^ , while the interstitial zincum

is a donor. Such an associate is formed when zincum selenide
is doped by Isovalent Te

S e
 and subsequently is thermally

treated in the atmosphere of zincum vapor.

ZnSe(Te) crystals are characterized by high
luminescence intensity in the spectral region of 620-640 nm
practically no afterglow (lees than 0.05% after 3 ms>.
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fast response (in the best samples rise tine not
more than several microseconds), relatively high
transparency (attenuation factor less than 0.1 си"

1
)

together with high thermal stability (no degradation under
heating up to 400°C) and high radiation strength (no change
in principal parameters under gamma-irradiation up to
10

7
 Rad).

Thermal stability of ZnSe(Te) crystals is due,
primarily, to the fact that the donor-acceptor complexes
(DAC), being the centers of luminescence in the "red" range,
are stable at least up to 500-600°C. which is
thermodynamically proven and experimentally confirmed (21.

High radiation strength of this material is also
related to DAC. We have shown (31 that introducing Te

S e
 into

the anion sublattice of ZnSe gives rise to local distortions
and elastic stresses in the lattice. In this case
formation of the excess V

Z n
 is thermodinamically preferable,

with concentration of these c^
n
 is proportional to the Teg

e

content:
c
Zn *

 (1
 '

 e
ZnTe

 e
ZnSe '

 C
S

When c|| » 1 10"
2
 (a typical valie). с = 10"

5
, which

is by several orders more than concentration of the
intrinsic defects. This is in agreement with ГЭ1, namely,
when the effective charge of the isovalent dopant is less
than that of the atom substituted (the Te

S e
 case), increase

should be observed in Vg
n
 equilibrium concentrations. In the

opposite case (0^) concentration of interstitial cations
Zn

t
 should follow.

Local lattice distortions and excess concentration
of V

Z n
 lead to smaller path lengths of the dynamic

crowdions, which naturally leads to high radialion strength
of the crystals.

References.
l.V.D.Ryzhikov, V.Gavryushin, A.Kazlauskas at al., J.Lumi-
nescence, 52., 71 (1ЬЭ2).

2.L.P.Cal'chinetskil. Yu.N.Dmitriev, V.D.Ryzhikov at al.,
5uv.Izv.AN SSSR, Ser.Neorg. Mater. 25., 1632 (1989).

3.Yu.N.Dfflitriev, V.D.Ryzhikov. Sov.Atomnaya Energiya, Id.
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THREE- AND FOUIU'HOTON ION1SAT1ON OP YTTERBIUM ATOM

A.I.GotnonaJ, I.F.Zapesochny

Institute of Electron physics. Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
Unlveraltetska 21, Uzhgorod, 294016, Ukraine

The process of three- and four-photon lonlsatlon of ytterbium
atom by pulsed tunable laser radiation has been studied experimen-
tally within 560-620 rim wavelength range. The maxima агэ observed
In the wavelength dependence of Yb

+
 Ion yield whose origin Is re-

lated to the excitation of bound and autolonlslng states of ytter-
bium atom.

Recently, there lias been great Interest In the study of alka-
line-earth atoms multlphoton lonlsatlon. It has been stimulated by
early work of Suran* who had found that the presence of two s-
electrons on the alkaline-earth atoms outer shell essentially com-
plicated the character of laser radiation Interaction with those
atoms In comparison with alkali atoms. Studies of multlphoton lo-
nlsatlon process for rare-earth atoms are of considerable Interest
since these atoms also possess two s-electrona on their outer
shell, but the presence of the 4f-subshell differ then from alka-
line-earth atoms. Here we report on the results on the three- and
four-plioton lonlsatlon of ytterbium atom.

General Idea of experiment was the following'. A beam of Yb
atoms was crossed at right angle by linearly polarised pulsed tu-
nable dye laser radiation. Ions produced were extracted from Inte-
raction region by a constant electric field along the direction
normal to both beams, separated with respect to mass and charge In
a tlse-of-fllght mass-spectrometer and directed onto the cathode
of electron multiplier. The experiment was carried out with laser
field strength In the Interaction region of~5-10* Y/om.

The spectrum of Yb
+
lona was recorded aa a function of laser

wavelength. As la seen from the figure, the dependence Tb
+
(\) Is

characterised by a number of maxim. Maximum A is an outstanding
among them. Its amplitude la by order of Magnitude greater than
other maxima amplitudes and its bandwidth ie oomparable with, laser
bandwidth. B-J maxim hare cooparatlTely amll amplitudes and
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their bandwldtiis la dozen tines «rider than laser bandwidth. Ytter-
bium atom spectrum analysis

3
'

4
 shows that A. < 59i.B nm wavelength

range corresponds to three-photon lonlsatlon, while X > 594,8 nm
wavelength range corresponds to four-photon lonlsatlon.

580 590 600

Wavelength dependence of Yb
+
 Ion yield.

610 \(nm)

Consider a possible
Identified the maximum
two-photon transition,
three-photon excitation
ration. The table shows
In this case.

Interpretation of observed maxima. We have
A as belonging to the 6s

2 f
S

Q
 - 6s7s

 1
S

Q

As for B-J maxima, they might result from
of high-lying states of the бэпр-conf lgu-
the possible states which might be excited

Maximum

В

0

D

2

Excited state

6.18^(1/2.3/2,?

6s18p
3/2
(1/2,3/2)°

6s17p
3/z
(1/2,3/2)J

6816^2(1/2,3^)?

Haxlmum

r
G

В

J

Excited state

e*e»O
O8i DDa«} \1/Z , 3/2 ) *

6ei4p
3/
.

2
(f/2.a^)J

6e12p
3/2
(1/2,3/2)?

6.125^(1/2.3^)?
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It should be noted that, according to data
3
'

4
, a large number

of states of the 6snp-conflguration (n=12-48) lie within the ware-
length range under study. However, we hare observed no maxima re-
sulting from the most of these states excitation. This intends
that these maxima could not to be related to the three-photon
excitation of only high-lying ytterbium atom bound states. Sri-
dently, four-photon excitation of етеп autolonlslng states also
occurs In this case. However, due to the lack of the data on these
states one has no possibility to specify those excited states.
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EVOLUTION OF X-RAY SCATTERING BY DISLOCATION-DOPED

STRUCTURES IN IHIHMOAGF.ING.

Gorid'ko N.Ya.. Novikov N.N., Teselko P.A.

Kiev Тзгаа Shevchenko University, Glushkova str., 6.

Gettering of doped atoms by dislocations in thermoageing,

perhaps, is the part of future technologies of production of

semiconductors devices. That is why investigation of

peculiarities of proceed of this process is one of actual

scientific problem, for solving one we chose dislocationless Si

monocryatals n-type conductivity. Dislocations were put in from

scratch by four-support crook with double removal in 3tart

(initial) position. The stabilised pressure was applied to the

sample during its heating up to the proper temperature.

First of all the changes of the most probable path (L) and

relative number (AN/N) of dislocations, which are assumed to be

shifted from their initial positions, were experimentally studied

as s function of the dislocations density p. From the dependences

obtained we can see that at p>2*10* snr
z
 the influence of

fiislocatin interaction on I and AN/N takes р1эсе as з result of

this the ratio of (AN/N) increases. The dependence (AN/N) and (I)

on aging time t
a
 were investigated. At first aging proceed a

little slope occurs and (AN/N) slightly depends upon t
a
, and then

the plot start to decrease rapidly. At the same tine unraonotonous

change of the dependence L on t
a
 takes place. The plots obtained

the give us possibility to conclude about enough complicated

processes of coagulation of the doped atoms with the

progressively greater doped centers occurs closely to the

dislocations in aging. The obtained data is analyzed from this

point of view.

This hypothesis is confirmed by detail researehe of x-rays

scattering on crystals with freshputting dislocations in aging

ones with single-, double- and triplecrystalline x-ray

spectrometers. It was shown that under the dislocation aging the

relaxation of internal strain took place and data obtained on x-

rays scattering are close to those fro» dislocationless samples.

The curve width becoaes more narrow, the peak intensity

increases, integral intensity of scattering decreases. The

results obtained were discussed in accordenceing with modern

theory.
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MODELLING OF RADIATION AND DIFFRACTION
PROCESSES OF ELECTRO-MAGNETIC WAVES.

Yiotor G. Grigorovich

Drogobioh Teachers Training Colledge named

after Ivan Franko

293720, I.Frankrt Street, 24, Drogobich, Ukraine

The models have been constructed for the investigation

of phenomena of the electro-magnetic waves radiation from

any non-resonance closed surface of the Liapunov kind

through the non-homogeneous layer. They have been aleo

constructed for the diffraction of these waves in the looal

non-homogeneous medium with the perfeot-oonductive inclusion

limited by the same surfaoe.

Suppose all non-homogeneities are placed inside the

domain тйв .

Spreading of monochromatic electro-magnetic waves in

the free-source medium is descripted by means of Maxwell

equations which being in the plane case (when the inclusion

is any cross-sectionad cilinder) at the TM polarization

(E={0,0,ub Н={Н
г
,Н

ф
,О)) lead to the elliptic equation in

the unknown u in the external region to the inolusion.

This equation can be reduced to the Helmholtz one

Au + k
o
* n(M) u « 0 (1)

in the external region to the cilinder the oroes-seotion of

whioh is the oircle: r=a (а<6). The function n(M)

characterizes non-homogeneity of the medium,

n(M)| н 1 ,

n(M) is the sufficiently smooth function in order to exclude

reflection from the surface r>d as well as to exolude it

in the non-homogeneous layer a<r<6 .

The diffraction problem can be reduoed to the radiation

one by calculation of the direct wave value at the r*a

surfaoe. The equality of the tangential component E £ of
the entire electro-magnetic field to zero at the bound of
the perfect-conductive body leads to the condition
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where uo is the tangential component of the eleotric field
of the refracted direct wave in the non-homogeneous layer.

The tangential component of the reflected wave u(H)
from the surfaoe r*a is consistent with the radiation
condition

J£ u « o(-^] . r—» . (3)

As follows from the point sources method [1] the
solution of equation

Au + ko* u « 0 , ггв <4)

and its first derivatives [2] in the homogeneous medium

region oan be appoximated with any precision by the sum:

u«(M) - E о ф 0 0 « E c <|)<M.?
V
) (5)

™ v=i
 v

 v=i
 v v

where functions фСМ.Ру) are fundamental solutions of

equation (4) and points P
y
 , v=1,2,... are set in the

region r«Z and they are selected in accordance to this

method.

The algorithm of the solution of the radiation problem

is the next one.

The radiation problem solution is approximated by the

finite sum (5) in the region z%0 where the medium is the

homogeneous one,- in the same way it is done by the point

sources method.

To approximate the solution in the non-homogeneous

region <Kr<6 let us oonetruot the prolongation ot each

function <]>
V
(M) of point sources P

y
 (v«1,2,...) Into the

non-homogeneous layer by the Oauohy problem solution

n (U) V
v

(6)

As follows from the point sources method, the functions
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у
(М) , V=1,?.,... make the complete system within the

raetrio X. (rfc6) at the homogeneous domain. Suppose the

Cauchy problem is solved. When the system {
v

v
|

v=:
i g ie

the complete one within the metric J?
s
(r*a) then the

radiation problem is reduced to the minimization of the

square-lav/ functional; the latter is the square of the norm

of the difference batween both the condition on the internal

bound of the non-homogeneous layer and the linear

combination of the same finite number of the Cauchy problem

solutions.

To found this algorithm the next statements are proved:

1. There exists euch a boundary condition of the

Helmholtr, equation boundary-value problem that the solution

of the problem approximates the Cauohy data of the same

equation problem with any precision. The supposition is made

that the Cauchy problem solution exists.

2. When these boundary conditions make the complete

system within the metric JC
e
(r*o) then corresponding

solutions make the complete system within the metric

ж

To solve the Cauchy problem reducing algorithm to the

Volterra integral equations system is ohosen. The system is

solved by the iteration method.

At the ТЕ polarization (^{Ер.Е^.О}, H={O,O,u}) the

boundary condition is

where u
o
 is the first derivative of the tangential

component of the magnetio field of the refraoted direot wave

in the non-homogeneous layer a<r<6 .

. The problem (1),(7).(3) oan be reduced to the

minimisation of the functional analogous to the received one

from the problem (1),(2),(3). Here u(U) is the tangential

oonponent of the mtgnetio field of the reflected wave from

the surfaoe r«O .

. In the three-dimensional о м е as wall aa in the

two-dinenitional one the radiation problem oan be reduoed to

the Helmhoits equation boundary-value one:
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ДЕ + к
о
* п(М) В = О (8)

in the external region to the sphere r=a . The boundary

oonditlon is
r"* **i "*

=-% (9)
r=a

where u
o
 (for the diffraction problem) is the tangential

component of the electric field of the refracted direot

waves in the non-homogeneous layer a<r<6 .

The radiation condition is

£ | • i К E = ofl] . r — • (10)k
o

The problem (8), (9).(10) ie the veotor one. This leads

to the increase of the equation quantity couplings and it

increases dimensions of the systems. This problem is solved

in the same way the problem (1),(2),(3) is done*

Thus the point eouroes and antenna potentials -methods

are spread for local non-homogeneous media.

The proposed method allows to make the same

investigations of diffraction and radiation of electro-

magnetic waves for the variety of problems. Its advantage is

that of easy algorithmization. These algorithms are realized

as the application programs packet. The numeric results are

obtained.

1. Kupradze V.D. Potential Methods In Elasticity Theory

(Fizmatgiz, Mosoow, 1963)

/Купрадзе В.Д. Методы потенциала в теории упругости
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2. Kravtsov V.V., Senatorov Р.К., Jurn. vyoh. matem. i mat.

flzilci. 2, 306 (1985)

/Кравцов В.В., Сенаторов П.Х., 1урн. выч. матем. м мат.
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NONLINEAR SCATTERING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES BV

SEMICONDUCTOR COMPONENTS WITH DEFECTS

Grimalsky V.V., Koshevaya S.V., Tsubin V.A.

Taras Shevchenko University, 2526О1, Kiev - 17, Ukraine

The results of numerical simulation of nonlinear scattering of
microwaves by targets that include the semiconductor components
are presented. Relatively small concentrations of defects in
neai—contact regions lead to essential changes of second
harmonic of scattered electromagnetic wave.

The defects of crystalline grating change the static and

dynamic properties of semiconductor contacts which arm utilized

in electronic* *'* . The simplest point defects can be donor or

acceptor centers, the extensive defects (dislocations,

boundaries of grains) *re accumulators of charge. Fo - simple

p-n Junction or Schottky barrier contact the influence of

defects may be characterized as follow*.» the ЪлгПтг capacity

decreases, the dependence of current from voltage becomes more

smooth *** . For the practice the estimation*» of generation of

defects in semiconductor devices »re of great interest when

different types of radiation (i.e. gamma, Roentgen rays or

particle beams) influence on them. In present communication it

is shown that the phenomenon of nanline»r scattering of

electromagnetic waves by targets with semiconductor components

is sensitive tool for indicating of defects in neai—contact

region, because the amplitude of response at second harmonic

is determined by tbo concentration of defects. The

investigation of nonlinear scattering is also of great interest

in the case of destruction of semiconductor schemes by powerful

microwave pulse which leads to the generation of defects at the

stage foregoing the non-reversible breakdown .

The process of linear scattering of «rlectromagnetic waves

essentially depends, on the external circuits of semiconductor

scheme ' . They play the role of vibrators which have resonant

properties by the frequency of incident electromagnetic wave.

For the investigation of nonlinear scattering the. induced

current* in external conductors must be taken into account too.

The simple model of nonlinear scattering may be usedt the

compound scatter er is discomposed by the set of straight thin
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vibrators with nonlinear loads. Such model is adequate for

description of nonlinear scattering in decimetre and centimetre

bands of wave lengths. The concrete nonlinear elements may be

Гresented as point or distributed nonlinear loads.

For the analysis of process of nonlinear scattering the

nonstationary Hallen equation is treated * for current 1<ш,1>

on the surface of thin cylindrical vibrator. The equation which

determines the voltage on nonlinear element LK1> depending on

current ICT , О may be solved by the Newton method. In
о

dimensionless form the Hallen equation is presented M I

««here £l is the tangential component of electric field of

incidental electromagnetic wave along the vibrator; a, t are

the radius and the length of vibrator; z o is the dimansionless

coordinate of point of inclunion of nonlinear element. The

scale of length is I, the scale of time intervals is lУс where

с is the velocity of light in surrounding medium. The incident

electromagnetic wave is assumed to be monochromatic:

£•"• * Г sind) t.
ж О О

The scattered electric field with frequencies (j and 2G)

о о

w&s calculated under the different concentrations of defects in

near-contact region of diode structures. The dependencies of

barrier capacity and current—voltage characteristics were taken

from ref. ***. The presence of defects leads to the diminishing

of sharpness of direct branch of current-voltage

characteristics of diodes and to the increasing of backward

currant. The barrier capacity which determines the efficiency

of nonlinear scattering in major part ic diminished by iOX

under zero shift and is practically not changed under large

backward voltages» comparatively with the case of semiconductor

non-defected contacts. (It is assumed that concentration of

defects is approximately 10%-iO* cm"*
 s

 ).

The results of calculations showed that the presence of

defects in near-contact regions changed essentially the

nonlinear response at second harmonic (2bL i !•••• the

diminishing of «impliUida of second harmonic of scattered

electromagnetic waves was 20*30% comparatively with the case of
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non-defected semiconductor components. The changing of

amplitude of scattered first harmonic ((J ) мае unessential.

о

Such phenomena took place under different ratios between

wavelength of incident electromagnetic wave and the length of

vibrator (it was assumed that they were comparative) and under

different places of point of inclusion of nonlinear element in

the- vibrator. In. the case of several vibrators which were

weakly connected the main results were the same.

The numerical Modelling of nonlinear electromagnetic

scattering for the model of distributed p*-n Junctions and

Schottky contacts was realized too. The basic equations were

the system of diffusion-drift equations for electrons and holes

added with the equation for total density of current and

relation which determined the probability of population of deep

donor centers
 s

 . The results of numerical simulation in

distributed model of nonlinear contacts were in good agreement

with the model of point contacts.

The defects in near-contact region also may be generated

by means of comparatively weak external ultrasonic excitation.

Under the action rf ultrasonic wave the barrier capacity of

diodes is also changed because the doping profile of

p*-n-junction becomes smoother. The calculations of modulation

of nonlinear electromagnetic response from nonlinear contacts

were made in the case of additional ultrasonic radiation, the

degree of modulation of amplitude of second electromagnetic

harmonic was at 90% .
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Фотойон1зац1я легких атом1в в ультра-Ытенэиеиих лейэерних полях

Марко Горбач, Ун1верситет Йорк. вшдт физики та астрономи

York University. 4700 Keele St. Toronto M3J 1P3. CANADA

Розглядасться обчислення на niflcTaei часово-эалежного
ptBHRHHA lilpeaiHrera для ловешнки поодиноких aTOMie у
эови1шних полях слричинемих лейэерним пульсом.
Дискутуються актуальна лроблеми багаточастинковоТ теорп в
эвязку з намаганням описати процес кшькаразовоТ йонёэацГГ.

Проблема гкшсдшкк аюмш у мпшшншк полях, сила яких у блгаи» puiie може
перенишувагм Куломбшськс придания о лек гроши ядром, набрала за ocrajiiiix кЬ'|»ка
poKiB актуа;1М«н.1и н шижу з драмашчиим гч>энм«ком лсизсрио! гехиалагн.
ф|эиим-теоро1нкам ншкрилися нош шляхи гконяэунаннл через рознигок компк>гер!|1.
lie дозволил» перев1рн1И злаi шеи. пенннх Оагаючааиикмвих icopin. гак як
чково-эалежна »юдсл1> raprpi-Фок. принапмеише для проблем»! з двома е;юктронами.

Обчислешы слск1)»>П11иго руху в aiuMi подия при тадаиому эогиншпому
клясичиому полю лсйэср|к>г<) пулиу HiiMarat розиязания часово-залежиого гчннкпмя
Шредшгсра для елсктроиа. HatlOi паи потужи! лепэсри даимь KopoiKi пулш! и режим!
фемтосекунд i ксможлмв» нжмпаги ааиишагчшй опис. В аюмоних одинииях ис
рвняння преда авляегься як 0*1 >- ьим*рис диференшялмю ршннния з чаенншими
пох(дними у такому ннгляд» (m=c=h=l):

. r) (I)

Тут Eft) uc сруикшя. шо олисуе пульс лейзера з OCKOHIHIK> чястюю ып, лннйнон>
поляризацгею i максимальною силою поля £„. Z - це заряд аюму.

Якию вэяти та увлгу магистичне поле, ию Його лейэср нигворил (його
вшкидаеться в дтолыюму наблнжемию (I), але в сильных полях елсктрон можс
иабрйти насплькн июидкосги. шо це паближення риГжться печочним) то проблема
исмаесииегр1й. ям доэволилиб зиепшити число незаложлих зимнних.

Ми випраиювали прогрвми, ям дозволяють розвязумти (I) в таких обстаниим. Зокрсма
шкавимм виявилися реэультати в режим високих фотонних eiieprifl де вмегупае такзн.
режим стабипзшн: Осрплсння лояэер! не приводить до (мльшм млькосги RoHismuuinx
атомов, а можливо i ивммки, швидкклъ noHisMlii (ionization rate) мепшяе [1 | . Зсжрсма
UIIUBO слостергати повефнку электронного спектру енергМ коли скорпчуетьем
тривалклъ пульсу при эбережеш'л максииальнМ ттензимюсп. Ширина шпил1в у
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cncKipi (ATI peaks) rtii ubiuytться не ооерионо nponopmlliio до триналости пульсу, а

радшс понятна i лромежком часу коли т о м CIJWK 1 иино иошзусгься |2] . Ширина

шпили! cnepni понятна з цим е«|>екiIIHIIIIM часом Иотзацн через вциюшеннл

ГайзенОерга Ml Д1 > 1.

UiKaito овсориуваш piiiumi MI ж шшидкамн Jumniioi та циркулярно} поляризаци

онтла. Циркулярка поляризашя дас пнд1Г>ш шнилкосм Иошзацн шо лниина, але спектр

слсктрпнних eiieprill iipuciiiuini | 3 | . lie поиязане з HIM. uw у випадку линии**

пиляризаип поло лензера ntiuJioitxyt елекгрониу гусюту Kpisb ueiup Куломб1вськ(Я

сили. У ниладку ииркулярно по;|яризо1(!Н1ого поля гусюта кружляс довкол» ядра i

зд1Псинх;|1>ся меише ((юишних мУюрпшН елок тронами в Осзпсрсринному спектр (цебто

н П(»нзонан(1му cianii. Теж napia эгадати, що нключсния мапютичного поля приводить

до спрошення олекгромких cneKipi»: сила Лорсниа заставляв слектронну густоту

рухатися к напрям! nponarauii леизсрного поля, т о зновуж змсншуе правдоподЮн1СТЬ

додатконнх ( 1 1 [4 |

В рис. 1 подааю i iiniHiuid спек гр елок громких citeprin отрнмакого з нумсричного

розвяэання piBii. (I). Поршкякня такого спектру з експернментальним (icnye К1лька

пових noMipiH для итомового нодня) ускладиенс тим, шо в експернмент! електрони не

конче эбиракхься з ({нжалмю! плями леПэера. а переважно походять з б|льш

перифсртйхих части. Нами вибрана иисока часгота м0 » 1 (Е * 27.1 eV) ше не

реа/иэустыя експерименталыю при таких впсокнх потужностях.

Рис. 1: Спектр електришшх еиерпИ пиля noHisauii атомового водню леПзерним полем

Е„« 2 а.и.. <оо « I а.и., Г =* 48.5 Isoc.

Г

0 0 1.0 ЖЛ 3.0

Ты (аи)
4.0 «.О
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Важлмвим milамиям t проблема нелннИного оптичного сфекту- замкгть
поглинаги фогош, и Нонпуватися атом э великою правдоподЮшстю може
збуджуватися на тс щобн спонтанно (або когерентно) вмелати фоюк юлькараэово!
енергн. Цеп лрпцее reiicpauii гармошпного нипромжювання змагаггься э процессы
йошзаци. Сильно ислпилиими являються атоми гетЛ та неон, натомклъ аргон й тяжч!
благородш гали легшо Пошзуються при подйбних леПэерних потужностях.
Обсервувалися гармошки порядку 109 i бише. Бмшшсть розглянутих атомт макггь
сферичну симетр1ю; якшо ця симегртя не надто порушуеться з самого початку взасмодн,
то електронна гуаота геноруе ыжлючно гарькмнки непарнстого порядку. Силу
гармонк можна отрима i и з трапс^юрмащ! Фуре часово-залежного д1полыюго моменту

<v(r,/)l.vlV(r,0> (2)

Такс обчислешы ant iiejiinilliiy шдшшдь поодинокого атому (ансамблю агом!в;. Для
пор1вняння з скспсримсптом сл1д обчиелнти теж ефек1И nponarauii випром^нювання у
меди в непертурбагишшх обаанинах [5].

На лшетав! доси1ду з багаторазовою йон1зац1ею aTOMi» при зудареннях з тяжкими
ионами [6] ми старалися розробити моделювання таких npouecie у леИзерких полях.
Однак проблема гут нияилясться надто складн(шою. Постепенна пошзашя це
внсоко-корельоваииП процес. Коли Пои1зац(ю пшчас короткотривалого зударення
можна описати при помоч! одночастинкового оператора i устоти (модель к.ьаз1частинок),
такий пшхш непрндатшш для проблемн де шдчас скршлення пульсу лейэера маПже
ц1ла и1ль (target) атомш переходить спершу з невтралыюго в стан 1+, тод| 2+. i-т.д. Опис
таких корельованих npouecie вишгае багаточаепшково! хвнлево! фуикии. Для
двоелектронно! системи ми намагалися отримати опис постепенно! Пожзаци
скориставшися хвилевою функшею для гел1ю

V(ri,n,l)«Q(ri,lK(n.O (3)

Тут е очевидпим, шо олис Гартр-Фок (СЧ) незадовольняючий: опис збурсни! системи
одн1ею конфгурашею дае р!вночааю одно- i дворазову йожзаиш в статистичноиу
сп1ввшошен11Ю. Хвилева функиЫ (3) з даома ВЩМШНИМИ орб1талами вниагае
актисиметриза1»| не внключно почерез сшнову частику. Un приводить до неабияких
ускладиень у часово-залежних ркняннях. Анэац (3) засадничо доэволяе отримати
постепенне йон1зування (7] - однак вигладае що вфекти антисимвтризац1| треба
врахувати. Роля одного з орбгшив це Не<1$)*. який до велико» MipH екранусться Ыд
зовшшного поля мягию звязаним Не(15*>-влвктроном: зовшшинй електрои CBOIM
аыьним коливанням внтворюе елехтричне п о м я м протище полем лМмр|.

Щкавим виявляетьед висли для спектру гармошх, що отрммусгкя иа пикгпм
ензацу 0 ) : ь сильному т порушуеться симетр1я атому i еппстр мкггить у co6i не
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пльки uenapucri. алс тэж парисп гармошки, lie с спричниенс свободою двох
незалежннх орбпалш. Коли заморозит внутршшй орбггал, то парисп гармошки
зникають. Хариктеристикою гирмошчного спектру це наявнють такзв. плато: кнуе
режим гармотк де ix сила не спадае згщно з передсказанням Teopii збурвнь, а
эалишаеться сгалою (рис 2). Такс плато, яке эакшчуетьс* цильмим спадом пклл 13-oi
rapMOKiKii о гримами п скспсримспгах для багатьох благородних галв.

О 2 4 в в 10 12 14 1в 18 20

Рис. 2: Гармон1чшш спектр атом1В гелю эбуджених пульсами з прикметами Е, «0.05
а.и.. <оо » 0.125 а.и., n*20 cycles.
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PECULIARITIES OP BARRIER SHAPE AND FIELD MISSION PROM
THE STRUCTUHES WITH QUANTIZED ELECTRON SPECTRUM

Il'chenko L.G.

Institute of Surface Chemistry, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
Prospekt Naukl 31, Kiev 252028, Ukraine

Kryuchenko Yu.V., Litovchenko V.G.

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
Proapekt Naukl 45, Kler 252028, Ukraine

Abstract. The shape of the potential barrier at cathode tips
with quantized electron spectrum Is Investigated theoretically with
account for spatial dispersion effects, external field penetration
and collective Fenny-liquid Interactions in the system of filled
electron states.

Quantum size effects lead to substantial deviation of calculated
field emission characteristics from the Powler-Nordhelm law.

A wide range of thin film applications in the up-to-date
electronics determines a great Interest to the study of thin film
structures as well as other systems with lowered dimensionality.
The macroscopic characteristics (both of bulk and surface nature)
measured for the systems with lowered dimensionality (small
metallic particles, thin films, sharp tips, etc.) exhibit strong
size dependence connected with the character of confined electron
movement.

The current-field characteristics of thin metallic films and
tip cathodes with quantized electron spectrum were calculated
earlier in

 1
 in the approximation of constant bulk value of

electron potential inside the film Independent of film thickness.
It was shown that the field emission characteristics reveal
peculiarities due to confinement of the electron movement In the
a film with the electron spectrum quantisation:

A
2
q

2
 h

2

where m* la the electron effective mass. Critical ОДскпевв or the
flun waa found to be d^. « V '

a
< 3 a

0
) ~

f / a
 , «Here n

0
 le the bulk
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electron concentration in the film. For d < d
e r
 the effect of

electron spectrum space quantization becomes very important and
leads to anomalously large emission current j even at moderate and
low external electric fields P

o
(emission being about several orders

of magnitude larger in comparison to those from the bulk material)

due

or

to effective decrease
*2Z I.

in worte function. For n cm

IO'/Г,. «m/V
, 1

!O/f.
I.S

n
0

10
2

vs 1/P
0
 for metallic rilms of different thiolmesses.

cm"
3

(a) and to?
2
 cm*

3
 (b). Insert: a schematic

model for the energy levels of quasi-two-dimensional electron
system and field emission from a metallic film

As It was shown in
 2
'

3
, the potential barrier shape In

external electric field and bulk contribution in substrate-eetal
file work function are determined by the electron spectrum of the
file. In the present work on the basis of Green-function method for
asalmetric three-medium system with account for spatial dispersion
effects the shape of electrostatic potential V(x) for electrons have
been calculated both in vacuum <x>d> and Inside the film <0<x<d)
with quantised election epeotrum (i).

When the file thickness exceeds substantially the effective
Bohr radii a* - A

2
/m*e

z
 one «ay obtain following value for tbe

potential at the file-vacuum interface in the presence of external
field?o*

V(x-d) - - if!
3

N
(2)
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where N Is the number of filled electron levels which Is determined
by electron concentration n

0
 and film thickness d.

Along with else dependence of the potential barrier shape (2)
whirл must be accounted In emission current calculations for
quantized film structures, the space quantization also leads to
size dependence of electrostatic potential In the centre of the
film, this potential determining electron work function. At d » a '

V(x=d/2) = - е
г
 (N/aJd)

1
'

2
. (3)

While calculating field emission characteristics the Ferml-
llquld Interactions In electron system of filled quasl-two-dlmen3lo-
nal bands of metallic film were also accounted for In Habbard appro-
ximation. This leads to additional Increase In size dependences of
all characteristics of the size quantum films.
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CONTACT ЮУКСТЙ IN HRTMROSTHUCTOKKl BASED ON HIGH TBiPKRATURK

SUPERCONDUCTORS Y-Ba-Cu-O.

Il'chenko V.V., Kuznetsov G.V.

University of Kiev, Kiev-17, Vladlmirskaya, 64, Radlophyslcs Dept.

The influence of the precipitation temperature on the

properties of thin s'JJm heterostructures contained interfaces of

high temperature superconductors (HTSC) with semiconductor and iwtal

ban been researched. It has been showed that products o.f chemical

Interaction determined conditions OJT current tranpport through the

interface of the heterostructures Y-Ra-On-0 - Si, Y-Ba-Cu-Q - Ti.

High temperature of synthesis, complicated composition and

chemical activity of components determines processes of HTSC

Interaction with traditional semiconriuctors and metals fl-4).

Interphase Interaction are the most important for muJtylayer thin

fiJm structuree therefore it in interested to etudy affects within a

typfcaJ proceealng conditions. To reeearch in detaJ a «ingle

interphase interaction ie the песеявагу step for engineering of

different type» of diode, transistor, heterostructure, ohmlc contact

The influence oi the precipitation temperature on interaction

was etuded as well as the electrophysical characteristics lor tiro

types of lnterphane euch as Kl'SC -semiconductor (У-Ба-Cu-O film -

silicon substrate) and metal - HTSC (titanium Jayer - Y-Pa-Cu-0

film). 0,5-1,0 mkro. thikness Y-Ba-Cu-0 film та deposited or n-type

el31 con substrate (n
Q
=?.10

15
WD~

3
) by nagnetronlc ргосеяв in DC

regime. Precipitation was realised by one step regime. The

temperature of the silicon substrate was regulated within 500-800 C.

A titanium film of 0,?- 0,3 mkm. thikness was deposited on to the

Y-Ba-Cu-0 film surface by electron-Ьеаю evaporation In vacuum.

During the evaporation the substrate temperature was regulated

within 100-500 С with further exposition during 10 Bin. Ohmlc

contacts both on the film surface and preJlDlnary polished baclr eJrtt?

of wafer were formed by thermal evaporation oX Ag Jayer. Profiler

distribution of the species in the interphase area was Investigated

by Auger epectrosoopy (spectrometer JAIIP-10).

Resuites of Auger ярее trims for the Y-Ba-Cu-0 films wltb the

optimal electrical c)mr«clor1fltlc» are ehowod on ftg.3 b. we could
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У-Ва-Cu-O
11 assign three typical areas of the

species distribution with the
depth such as: outer виг/асе
layer, baelc layer of constant
consentration and intermittent

n-Si layer near substrate. The struc-
ture of basic layer corresponded
satisfactory to the stechiometric
cation composition (1:?:3). But

Flg.1. Schematic cross section the eurpluR of Ra and Си and
fabricated device shortage of У was observed Into

the outer surface layer (thlfcness
10-20 nro). The most change*» were showed into Intermittent layer on
the Interface of layer-substrate at the substrate temperature higher
then 600 С Predomlnante result of those reactions is a formation of
Ba silicate layer at the Interphase area. The thikness of the layer
increased follow the increase temperature of substrate. Due to
increase of the substrate temperature spices heterogeneouenees
distribution Increases as well as changes of the stechiometrlc
composition of the basic layer of film. At the temperature higher
then 800 C, basic layer of the constant composition can not he
formed at all due to high speed of the lnterphase interaction. At
the same time an intensity of chemical reactions between Си, У and
Si Is Insignificant. Process of formation onto Si surface can bo
performed by reactions 141: *

g + 3S1 + 30
?
 ж Y^BaCuOg + 5CuO + 3PaStO

3
 (1)

4УВа
2
,Си

3
0

6 5
 + 3S1 + 3O> - У

?
ВаСи0

5
 • tOCuO •

Originally formation ol the silicate layer obtained by high
rate of the chemical reactions and futher It has been controled by
interdiffusion proseeses of eplde*. M» the temperature Increases.
the thlhness of the elilcate layer lncreaneii to 100-200 iw.
Correlation of Ba and SI. concentration increasee and mostly
corresponds to the Ba^SlOj etrwcture. .

Chemical Interaction into interphane urea Tl and l-Ba-Cu-0 film
reveal at the temperature T

ft
>300 С An Ai^er spectrum* showed

ti л) Increase of orlg«n concentration At eubAurface layer was
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Flg.3. T-V character!вties of heteroetinctures Tl - Y-Ba-Cu-0 (a)
293 К and Tl - y-Ba-Cu-0 - n -Si (b) 293 К (1); 77 К (2).

obserwed. Ba accumulated at the Tl film interphaee as well as into

Sl-flJm area lnterphaee. as the temprature increases.. Chemical

Interaction Into Ti - Y-Ba-Cu-0 -film lnterphaee can be submit by

reactions:

5Cu0 (3)

3T10
2
 - 5CuO + 3BeT10

3
 (4)

Formation of Ba silicate at the inner border of film and Ba tltanate

the outer interphaee leads to redistribution of spicles along all

tblknees. The infringement of stechiometrical structure of the basic

layer can be accompanied decomposition of the (1:2:3) phase and

formation of intermediate oxigen phase, for example:

2CuO
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Interaction o.f Ag layer and Y-fta-Cu-0 film mostly determines by

diffusion penetration. It length is higher for Ag ineteatd Ti at the

вате T
g
 value.

Changes of the electrical parametres of the Ti - Y-Ba-Cu-0

Interface c«m be accounted by ноте typical temperature intervale

(flg.3 a). At the T_<100 С Ш в е contacts have almost symmetrical

linear T-V characteristic. Value of the contact resistance Is

10~2-t0~3Ora.cn£. wlch Is ten times more then value of Ag contacts.
At the Tfi=£00-300 С T-V characteristics become asymmetrical, similar
to the Shottry barrier rectify characteristics . Sign of rectify 1«

the equal to p-type of conductivity. Tempratue dependeuct of

eubeuface resistivity acquires semiconductor type ( increase of

resistivity by decrease of temperture >. At. the T_ = 300-500 С the

rectify effect becomes weak. I-V characteristic dependence accounts

by power dependence ( r=V", »=1,5-?,O ). with is typicalу for

current raoution through irregular dielectric layer.

The optimal regime of Y-fta-Cu-0 films fabrication is J
p
- 700 C.

In this regime resistance dependence of this films has llnnear

metta.llc type with superconrtuctivity part at the temperature T=f>0-70

K. I-V characteristics of heteroBtructurea pniduced at T -700 С яга

showed on the flg.3 b. Decrease of the temperature to the 77 К

results to a significant reducing of current in both directions.

Heteroetructures galnes significant rectify paramstrse eqva.1 to SI

wafer type. Obeervated dependences can be accounted oy the Schottby

barrier structure mode] with tunnel-opaque dleJectrlcal intermediate

l~yer. At the hJgli temperature passing of charge current through the

researched heteroetructuree determined by intermediate layer

characteristic. Influence of the Schottky barrier at low temperature

determines of the rectify characteristics. Value *
b
= 0,6 eV was

determined from C-V characteristics by evalvation of the Schottfcy

barrier height.

1.Mogro-Campero A. Supercond. Scl. Thechnol. 3. 115 (1990).

P.Suzuki Y., Kusaka Т.. Aokl A., Aoyama Т., Yotsuya Т.. Ogawa S.

Jap. Journ. of Appl. Phys. 28, 2463 (1969,
v
.

3.Vari Dus«r Т., Kumar ". Cryogenle 30, 1014 (1990).

АЛтикт А.Г., Баграитвили В.Н., Кершпш А.Н., Козаков С.А.,
Кркгвль В.Г., Холян А.Н. Поверхность, 5. 72 (7991).
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ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION, IOIIISATICN AND
DIELEOTRONIO REOOKBINATIOM OF Tl+ IONS

A.I. Imre, A.N. Gomonaj, A.I. Zapesochny,
J.E. Kontroa, O.I. Zatsarlnny

Institute of Electron Physics, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
Universitetska 21, Uzhgorod, 294016, Ukraine

Intersecting electron and ion beam method combined with
VUV-spectroscopy technique was used to investigate the energy de-
pendences of excitation, ionisation and cllelectronlc recombinati-
on cross-sections of i1l+ ions. The calculations of excitation of
the resonance 6 P1-level were carried out using two-level olose-
coupllng method as well as semi-empirical Van-Regeroorter formula-

Investigation of processes and phenomena in the Inelastic
electron-ion collisions is the fundamental source of information
on atomic system structure. Interaction mechanisms fcr these par-
ticles and processes accompanied by a change of quantum states of
particles, i.e. excitation, ionisation and recombination. Above-
mentioned processes are the fundamental collision processes occu-
rlng in astrophysical and laboratory plasmas. They define the char-
ge states and are responsible for the radiative losses. However,
many of methods used for plasma diagnostics are based on electron-
ion collision processes. In particular*, recently the heavy-Ion be-
am diagnostics, including Tl+ ion beams, has been widely used.

The main feature of the electron-ion Interaction are resonan-
ce processes related to the capture of Incident electron by an ion
followed by the formation of the autoionlslng states (AIS}. The
electron decay of AIS results In an additional population of exci-
ted Ion levels during excitation and lonlaation processes, while
the radiation decay leads to the dielectronic recombination (DR)
process. The role of resonance effects increases algntflcaptly
with the increase of atomic number due to the correlational
and relativistlc effects.

Using Intersecting electron and Ion beams together with VU7-
opectroscopy method we have studied the energy dependences of the
cross-sections for the following processes:
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Т1
+
*

ТГ" + е + hv

н 2е — > Tl + 2e + hi»
1 - excitation; 2 - electron capture and formation of AIS;
2,3 - resonance excitation; 2,4 - dielectronic recombination;
D - ioulaation with excitation.

The experiments allowed us to Investigate the following
processes:
- excitation of resonance and high-lying transitions;
- excitation of transitions from shifted terms With 6p

2
-configura-

tlon to the resonance levels;
Q 9

- excitation cf transitions from Beutler levels with 5d
7
6s

fc
6p-con-

figurations;
- resonance transitions of Tl via the ionisation of Tl

+
;

- DR on the stabilisation of 6sGp
2
 (

2
S,

 2
P,

 2
D) AIS.

We have carried out calculations of excitation cross-section
for resonance б Pj-level of Tl

+
 by tiro-state close-coupling me-

thod taking Into account the polarisation potential. A semi-empi-
rical formula of Yan-Regemorter has been used too. Results of
investigations for the most Intensive spectral lines in these
processes are plotted In Figs. 1-3.

The resonances in the excitation cross section of lntercombi-
natiou line A.190,8nm (бзбр
threshold are mainly rela-
ted to the б э б р ^ ^ Р ^ Ш .
AIS due to the Coster-Kro-
nig process*. In the case
of resonance line A.132,2nm
(бабр

 l
P^ -> 6s

2 1
S

0
) , the

main role Is played by the
Auger-decay of 5d бз^бр

2
-

AIS. Starting from the vi-
cinity of 13 eV, the addi-
tional channels of the re-
sonance level population
by the cascade transitions
from higher 5d

10
63nl

 { f 3
L

t

-> 6s
2 1
S

Q
) (see flg.1) near the

Pig.t
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5d
1 0
6p

2
(

1
D

2
,

3
Pj) and 5d

9
6s

2
6p-levels as well as from AIS both con-

verging to those levels and populating them are opened. The exci-

tation functions for these transitions provide a distinct rasonan-

oe structure even above the Tl* ionisation threshold. A broad ma-

ximum near 40-100 eV observed in all energy dependence curves is

related to the inner-shell electron excitation. Effective excita-

tion of the JLntercomblnation lines as well as that of the lines,

related to the excitation of one 5d
1
 °-electron or simultaneous ex-

citation of two 6s electrons is explained by manifestation of re-

latlviatic and correlational effects in the outer heavy thallium

ion shells.

The energy dependences of excitation cross sections for reso-

nance Tl
2 +
 lines excited in process of Tl

+
 ionisation and the to-

tal cross section for Tl
+
 ionisation by electron impact

2
 are plot-

ted In Fig. 2. The energy positions of resonance 5d
1
 6p

 2
P

and 5d
9
6s

2 2
D

3/2
-levels of Tl

2 +
 ion are presented too.

Transitions
 N

" "
2
%/2- 9

1

1/2,3/2"

from 5dt

level are the main

channel of popula-

tion of resonance
6 p P

1/2,3/2 ;.
le
~

vels in Tl .

Comparison of

the sum of excita-

tion cross secti-

ons for two reso-

nance Tl
2 +
 lines

(see dashed line

in Pig.2) with to-

15:

§10
1—4

С
и
 5t

1/3

h/г

fy»
 xX

xx
 x x

X

xxxxx ttota
Qexc.

ooooo &t26.7 nm
***** Ц155.8 nm

100 E, eV

l
2 +

300

tal ionisation cross section o
t o t a l

 shows that excited Tl£<l" ions
form the considerable part of ions produced in electron-impact
ionisation of Tl+.

The process of dlelectronlo recombination of Tl+ ion lea-
ding to the radiative stabilization of бабр2

 AIS of Tl atom into

the ground state was studied:
14 1

S n + e - кfl (6s26p) 2P?1/2,3/2
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of AIS are taken from?'
4

of
 2
S

OJ

The emission of 9 spectral lines was observed. In photoab-
sorptlon spectra? the lines with A.161.0nm, A.149.0nm and M3Q.2nm
wavelengths were observed. The energy positions and classification

where the strong configuration mixing
was pointed out.

The Ш Ш of the energy dependences of DR cross sections nea-
sured (see Fig.3) is equal to the electron energy spread (0.3eV).
The comparable magnitudes of maxima In DR cross section energy
dependences and their similar FWHM are caused by the relatively
broad electron energy spread and, consequently, by the fact that
the measured DR curves are the convolutions of real DR curves and
electron energy dist-
ributions. The values
of FWHM reported in

3

for бвбр
2
 doublet le-

vels enable us to co-
nsider that the true
DR cross sections dif-
fer considerably from
each other. The DR
cross sections are
comparable by magnitu-
de with that of Tl

+

resonance line excita-
tion (o ~ 10~

1 6
 cm

2
). Fig.3

This fact confirms the suggestion about the high probability of
the radlational decay of the 6s5p

2
-levels. The oonflguratlonal

mixing of these levels with quartet levels of the same configura-
tion may be the probable cause of such a phenomenon.
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RADIAL WAVES IN SYSTEMS WITH ANISOTROPIC BOUNDARIES
Jatsuk K.P.

Unlvercity, Freedom sq. 4, Kharkov, 310077, Ukraine
The new possibilities of such anlsotropic structures as planar

logarithmic spirals are shown: the Influence of dielectric layers
permittivity on the properties surface and space waves; the mecha-
nical and electrical operating of the radiation characteristics In
the system of coaxial coupled spirals. The problem of wave H

1 X

dispersion In round waveguide by spiral obstacle is solved also.
In the earlier publications the open spirals or spirals with

metallic screens were theoretically stadled and the surface and
space waves were discovered. But surface anisotropy of planar spi-
га1з and its opening character must determine the particularity of
wave propagation In it. The presence of dielectric layers must also
vary the properties of such structures

1
.

In our stadles we Investigated the spiral with 3-layer dielec-
tric which includes: the first layer between the spiral and the
screen, the second - the covering layer arranged above the spiral
and the third - Infinite media. We used the Integral presentation
method for the anal isles of symmetric and assymmetric waves In the
observed system.

It was established for symmetric waves:
1. In the case, when the permittivity of covering layer is

smaller then the permittivity of the infinite media, not only the
surface and space waves exlte in the system, but also complex wa-
ves.

2. If the retardation of wave velocity Is great (for u > 10,
where u Is parameter of the spiral curver r ( cp )= r<>exp( <p/u ))
the increasing of infinite media permittivity 1 to 100 causes
little variation the patterns of the field strength, some rise in
power flow and variation of the axial ratio 1,6 to 1,1.

3. If the velocity retardation is small ( u=1;2) the increase
of infinite media permittivity causes: a) the increase of the radi-
ated field amplitudes; b) renovation of pattern maximum to normal
for spiral plane; c) the narrowing of the patterns; d) axial ratio
variation 1,6 to 10; e)the exlstance of the spiral parameters and
frequency set, where the power of radiated waves becomes greater
then the power of surface wave.

4. The losses In infinite media whlth the presence of ideal
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covering layer gives rise to small Infuence on power of the surface
wave and considerable Influence on power of space wave.

The assymmetric waves In spirals were Investigated and used
for broad-band ellptlcally polarised antennas. The calculation was
made both for open spirals and spiral-screen systems

2
*

3
. In our

works*'
5
 the results of calculations and experiments for axial

coupled spirals are presented. The Integral presentation method was
also used.

The main results for coupled spirals are:
1. The two or three spirals with same signes of spiral parame-

ter u may be used for changing the patterns. In the case of dif-
ferent u one may obtain the pattern widths 10° to 150°.

2. The two spirals with opposite slgnes of u may by used for
axial ratio change In the limits 1,1 to 10 by means of axial length
variation between the spirals or Input signal phases alternation
between two spirals.

The planar logarithmic spiral, mounted In round waveguide
normal to it axis, may be used for the transformation of linearly
polarised wave H

l t
 Into circularly polarised wave. The distribution

of fields Hj
l
-wave.In round waveguide and In the planar spiral are

equal. Therefore, when wave 'B
li
 falls on the spiral, the active

region on spiral with current wich causes radiating circularly
polarised wave arises. Outside the active region the current is
small, consequently the reflection from the waveguide wall Is also
small. Therefore the finite spiral may be approximated by the Infi-
nite spiral In the approchlng model.

The problem was solved by the representation of the waves,
dispersed from the spiral. In the form of infinite sets with un-
known costants. The boundary conditions on the spiral were used in
the form of anlsotropy-gulding approach. The calculation showed
that tor A dispersed wave approach, pass coefficient 0,8 In the
bandwidth 30% was received.

The results of our calculation are in good agreement with the
experimental data.

1
 G.D.Bernard,in Eltctromagn. wave theory, Pt.2,(Pergamon Press,
1967),р.785.
2
 B.H.Ch3o,7.H.Rumsay and W.J.Welch, ВДВ Тгапа.АР-9,527(19б1)

3 V.tf.Maltsev and N.P.TUnirev, Radloelectrcn. izv.Vueov, Ш П ,
59 (1930)
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MAGNETIC FIELD SENSOR

Karpenko N.I., Panchenko V.B., Dublnko S.V.

"Domain" Design Office at Simferopol State University
Studencheskaya 12, 333610, Simferopol .

In this work a theoretical analysis of the opti-
cal lay-out of a magnetic field fiber eenscr, based on
Bi-content garnet ferrite, is given. The results of
experimental studies of the sensor are presented. The
sensor can be brought into extensive use'for measure-
ment of magnetic microfields in hard-accessed and ra-
diationally dangerous locations and agressive media.

The developed magnetic-field fiber sensor {13 based on Bi-con-
tent garnet ferrite belongs to the number of universal devices
which can transform the outer field magnitudes Into a corresponding
light flux when It Is propagating from the light source through the
light guide and the sensing element (Bi-content garnet ferrite) to
the receiver.

The device (see Pig. 1) operates as follows. The light ray from
the source 1 is put by the Input device 2 Into the light guide 3
and then comes onto the magnetooptical material (MOM) 4. The light
diffracts on the regular domain structure of МОК, and the zero-or-
der diffraction rays come through, the second portion of the light
guide 3 onto the photodetector 5. The diffraction rays of higher
orders diffuse In the light guide. When the outer magnetic field
changes from aero to the magnitude of the MOM saturation the Inten-
sity of the Incident light at the photodetector smoothly Increases.
There is an unaqulvocal relation between the magnetic field Inten-
sity and the detector output signal. The Held measurement range is
determined by the MOM saturation field.

The condition for the stripe domain structure elgenperlod of
the garnet ferrite Is given by

where А. 1з the light source wavelength,
n
 tf
 is the MOM refraction index,

Л is the lifftt guide numerical aperture.
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/

Fig. 1. Structure of the fiber eeneor
material (MOM)

based on •aeattooptieal
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The sensor operation principle ie based on the change of the

s/d ratio due to different magnetizations of the MOM domains. In
this process the light Intensity of the aero-order diffraction Is
charging according to the law given by

I
o
 -

where 1 ^ Is the Incident light Intensity at МОП,
t Is the light path length In MOV,
8 is the width of the unipolar domains,
d Is the domain structure period*
P is the MOM specific Faraday effect of MOM,
a Is the MOM specific absorbtion.

It is obvious that I
e
 depends on the a/d ratio which In Its turn is

dependent on the outer magnetic field magnitude, H
Q
. In the general

case the s(ff) dependence Is non-linear but can be approximated
properly enough, as given by

8(H) = (й
о
/2) соз(ыН),

where w = 2%/T = 2%/4ti
a
, ff_ is the saturation field.

a a

Hence, e(ff) = (d
n
/2)co8(%H/2U

a
) . (3)

Substitution of (3) Into (2) gives the гего-order intensity, I
o
, at

the MOM output as function of the field magnitude being measured:

р И) -
в
сов(5 Я) + е"̂ *} (4)

"s

The experimentally obtained dependences I(tf)
o
 (Flg.2) for the

garnet ferrites with the composition of (YBi)
3
(FeGa)

5
0

12
 and

(LuSt)
3
(PeCa)

5
O

12
 are well described by expression (4).
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6
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Flg.2. Intensity, I o , as function of outer magnetic field for MOM
with composition (YBO3<2teGa)5012

The field measurement range for the MOM composition given
above is 3 to 100 Oe.

Commercially available optical sources and detectors match
well to the epectral characteristics of the light guides aud MOM,
which provides a good potential for the application of magnetic
field sensors of this class.
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THEORY OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM

IN THE MULTIHODE TRANSMISSION LINES

KazansklJ V.B.

Kharkov State University,4 Svobody &jr. ,310077 Kharkov.The Ukraine

An electrodynamic model generalizing the systems of active and
passsive action on the fields in multlmode transmission lines is
proposed. It includes an inhomogeneous dielectric/magnetic filling
with the grate of conducting elements of arbitrary orientation. The
letter realizes spatial and model s&lection,simulates the electro-
des of nonmechanical control for the characteristics of fields.

An electrodynamic model of closed multimode transmission lines
with inhomogeneous magnetic-dielectric filling with one or several
discrete boundaries-thick periodic grates is studied. С The grate
per'od is much less than the wavelength X. , i.e. * * M l / 2 n =
= I / X. « 1 ). The grates are composed of extremely thin ideal
conducting strips of arbitrary orientation.Their planes are either
parallel or perpendicular to the waveguide walls (longitudinal and
transversal heterogeneities ).The key elements are shown in Flg.l.

Due to the small period of the grate, it is possible to iden-
tify it with an anisotropic conducting film for which the double-
sided equivalent boundary conditions like the Vajnshtein-Sivov on-
es

 i
*

2
 are valid.These conditions are obtained from the rigorous

solution of the diffraction problem on the strip grating wich di-
vides the two magnetic-dielectric half spaces U^^.e^^.ln the

local-coordinate system having the unit vectors of along it) and
perpendicular (?) to the strips and normal it

Q
 ) to their plane,

the EBC are:

+ i - и
г
 и • t-J- £ctt tiz -*г

Е
гг>

OS

Htr« и mcustHd/U - the filling parameter, H •

tf » 0.5 Cp
f
 + *i^A* 1л 1-J-* . IT * 0.5The dispersion equation for longitudinal heterogeneities is

determined in the L -wave basis by independent -gr*Ung
H
 and "die-

lectric" factors both. Its asymptotic approximation near critical
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condition permits to classify the hybrid modes strictly. The influ-
ence of the grating and the magnitodielectric filling on the in-
trinsic waveguide conditions is of competitive nature. Alongside
with the inversion of critical frequencies some peculiarities in
both phase frequency dependences and conditions of intermodal tran
sformation occur

 3
'
4
 .An increase in decoupling between adjacent

layers enables to obtain the independent transmission channels in
the waveguide *»^ .In the limited space cases the structure simu-
lates the resonance systems with synthesizible Cor controllable?
loaded quality-factor (Fig.Id) ** as well as a high-quality shiel
ded circular resonator С Fig. lc ).Both its exitation and power
output occurred through the split circles, adjacent the faces.The
experimental data (obtained by senior sci. reseacher Ivanchenko D.
D.) are in good agreement with theoretical prediction.The rarefac-
tion of the oscillation spector has been obtained.The high level
of Q-factor has been achieved owing to the "forcing out" of the
field from the lateral walls: 1800 for T E ^ and 2300 for TEQ^ .
The calculations performed by making use of perturbation method
display the possibility of increasing the spoken of Q- factor up
to 20000 by much simpler technological and design means compared
to those employed for the TH- wave resonator ' .

Integrated circuits technology permits to offer the local film
filters within the cross section of waveguide as stabilizers Сse-
lectors) of oscillation modes CFig.if.g.M.The character of the
TE

Oi
 and TH

Qt
 -waves scattering by radial diaphragm СFig.lg) and

TMQJ and TEQI by the circular diaphragm CFig. If) are qualitatively
similar under the same parameters and Ma =consi,ln case of radial
grating the retransmission factor module is mainly determined by
the characteristic impedance of feeding channals while the nodule
in the TH

On
 event approaches zero. In view of the alternative node

in frequency dependences of the characteristic impedances of TEQ^
and TK

On
-waves both the influence of the grating increases for th»

former and decreases for the latter nearing the cut off frequency.
The sign of *h* phase of transmission factor is the selective fac-
tor. Ite absolute value tends to n/Z when d/l •* 0.Fig 2 shows the
dependences of module and phase of transmission factor both vs
d/l at ha * 6C1). 12(2). 18(3), l/a»0.05. The solid line is for
TE

Ol
-vive Ш the dash line is for Tfyj one.The theoretical de-

coupling between TE
On
 and ГК

О л
 reaches 25...35 dB in power go-

ing up while n (=1,2,3) dicreases under direct losses 0.1...0.3 dB
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Both the transmission factor For the strip grating and the fac

tors of intermode transformation for alternative degenarted modes
in rectangular waveguide have been found (Fig.Ih).The degree of se
lection in amplitude and phase between the latter is same as for
symmetrical TEQ

U
 - and TM^Q -waves. The decoupling among the si-

milarmodes is of individual nature and depends on the type of ex-
citing field. By introducing an additional grating on the shady si-
de of the substratum and creating resonance conditions at a speci-
fic working frequency the wide dynamic range of decoupling between
modes is obtainable not only for intertype, but for entertype mode
features (Fig.3). As well the spoken of structure models a new type
of the waveguide-dielectric resonator with diffraction coupling.

In this way,the grating improves not only both operating and
technological characteristics of the likewise constructions but
also considerably expands their both functional and schematic abi-
lities. The grating changes the coupling between the nearbordering
layers,the loaded Q -factor of the waveguide-dielectric resonator
and the volue of cut off frequencies; it also excites and trans-
forms the wave types, succeeds in the spatia* and mode selections
both.

The fact of multiparametricity of the electrodynamlc model per-
mits to investigate nonstationary conditions as well as condit-
ions of effective nonmechanical control of scattering characteris-
tics when the strips simulate the current and current-free control
electrodes, while magnet-dielectrical filling posesses of nonlinear
properties.
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THE MECHANISM OF LASER ACTION IN GAS-DISCHARGE BI-VAPOUR LASER.

PHOTODISSOTIATIQN Blg/Bi* LASER.

Kel'man V.A., Shpenlk Yu.O., Zapeaoohny I.?.

Institute of Electron Physics of Ukrainian Acadeagr of Sciences,
Unlversltetska str. 21, Uzhgorod, 294016, Ukraine

A new mechanism of laser action (472,2 nm) in bismuth vapour,
eexcitlng by high-voltage pulse-periodical discharge, Is proposed
and argued, wLLch 1в dlsaotlatlon of Bl

2
 molecule by electron Im-

pact, following by formation of one of the Bl atom In resonance
state. Laser action on the same transition was obtained due to -
photodlssotlatlon of Big by ArF-laser.

Low-power and low efficient bismuth-vapour laser on self ter-
minating transition Ts*P

1 / 2
 - б р

3 2
] ] ^ (472,2 nm) [1] have the

the main feature that laser action oooures only In a thin region,
adjacent to the Internal wall of discharge tube (DT). The satisfied
explanation of this phenomena was not yet been reached. The sol-
ving of this problem we search on the way of determination of the
Bl2-dlners role In active media.

is the first step on this way we have solved the diffusion
equlatlons, describing relaxation of Bl and Big particles during
the Interpulse period:

1 «gj

%1 *
1 J^Bij,

**2 **

*-th boundary: nB1(R,t)>
ons after the 1-pulse:

ЙЛГрО) -

^ B i

л*
" «r2

H-P(r)] :

• •

2 •

(R.t)

nJl1(

1

г

t

г

ТА)

*°Bi

#r

«r

and Initial condltl->

•2ТП» .
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7(г) - molecule portion, dissociated during the excitation pulse;
P(r) - the relative amount of atoms. Ionized during the excitation

pulse and going to the DT irall during the lnterpulse period
due to the ambipolar diffusion;

Пвд (г,т) and ng^| (г,т) - atom and molecule concentrations before
the beginning of i-pulae;

i-1/f - time Interval between the excitation pulses;
R - radius ot the DT.

As a result we had obtained a statlonar radial profiles of Bi
(N«n

B1
/ngijl) and Big (M«n

B1
 /n|$ ), which are settled in tube after

a series of exciting pulse! (no? more than 5-10).

Fig.i shows that Bl
2
 particles are predominantly concentrated

at near wall region. The character of radial distribution is
determinated by 7(r), p(r) and frequence factor a

Flg.1. Radial statlonar
profiles of BigQf)
(1-4) and E1(N) (5-8).

P»Q,2; 7=0,5; <e=4 (1,5)
P-0,2; 7=0.S: «-33 (2,6) ,
P-0,2; 7*0.5; ae-109 (3,7) ,

22p , ( ) ;
7-0,5(1-r?7R2);

•030 Q2 0.4 0,6 .
4
o

r / R

Basing on the fact that the laslng action predominantly
occures from those part of DT, where Big diners are concentrated,
we proposed, that laslng mechanism of Bi-vapour laser Is fundamen-
tally different from that of other lasers en selfterminaMng tran-
sitions .namely, the populating of the upper laslng level occures
due to dissotiatlve excitation of В1

2
-а1шэгэ by electron Impact.

Using the Big molecular terms Г2), this process can be expressed
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в + BI^X') - е + BlgtP) * е + Ъ Ц 6 ^ 7 а \
/ г
) + В1(бр

3

A direct experimental evidence of concentrating of Big <Ишегз
at near vail region was obtained during experiment with longtitu-
dial optical pumping of bismuth vapour. When tube Is Irradiated by
ArF laser (193 nm) without discharge, than oscillation due to pho-
todlssotlatlon of Big (472,2 nm, B1I) occures across the whole tu-
be. But when optical pumping Is provided simultaneously with dis-
charge, than laser action due to photodlssotlatlon Is realised on-
ly at near wall region.

So, the main conclusions of present work are the follows:
1. Electron Impact dissotlation of Bl

2
 dlmers Is the main

mechanism of pumping of the upper level for Bl vapour gas-
discharge laser.

2. ?or the first time laser action on the same 472,2 Dm tran-
sition of B1I was obtained by photodlssotlatlon of Big according
to pumping process

hv (193 am) + BigCX*) - Bi(6p
2
 7s **

х/г
) + Bl(6p

3 4
S

3 / 2
) .

ii 1 О.З.Маркова, Г.Г.Штраи • В.М.Чврвзов, Квантовая электроника,
4,1154 (1977).

[£] G.Gerber and H.Broida, J. Chem. Phys., 64, 3423, (1976).
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ELECTECKAGUETIC THEORY OP DIFFRACTION LATTICES

Khoroshun V.V.

Kharkov State University

Ukraine, 310077 Kharkov, pl.Svobody, 4

Electrouagnetic theory of diffraction lattices has

been developed which includes the whole range of electro-

magnetic waves and specifies some ideas of the classical

theory of optic lattices, in particular, conditions of

foimation of intensity extreme values in diffraction

highest orders.

In the classical optics in fraues of elementary theory •'

both the values of intensity of fields scattered by the lattice

in separate orders of diffraction and conditions of fonuing

main and local extreme are easily found. A strict electromag-

netic theory of diffraction lattices allows to specify main

ideas and results of the classical lattice theories,

1. The principal equation of one-dimensional periodic

lattice

<&
л
- diffraction angles, $ - the angle of incidence

э
л,- the

spectrum order, aemg /J £- the period (constant) of the lat-

tice, J - wave length of the incident field) obtained in the

classical optics using the condition of intensity maximum for-

mation in the order of diffraction is true for all the frequen-

cies range and is independent of both the geometry and the mate-

rial of lattice elements and of its period structure and it is

due only to the lattice periodicity.

Considering the conditions for points of harmonic eliding

(2)«е assign a more compact form to

Formula (3) is convenient for construction or directed
rays scattered by the lattice. As an example fig.1 chows di-
rections of propagation the main and highest (к,- +. 3) harmo-
nica for raluease- 3,5. She aought ray direotipn is а пвшаД
to the tangent dra«n from the given point to the arc of
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Fig, 2



I4S

circumference with the radius^ » 3£n. « Ид» 1 corresponds to
л

the case of the normal incidence of the wave to the lattice.

Fig. 2 shows directions of diffraction harmonics propagation ^

in case of a plane wave incidence to the lattice at the an£\ey£

with Zb - 3,5.

2. The key .-structure in the electromagnetic theory of dif-

fraction lattices is the lattice of ideally conducting strips

(bars) with rectangular cross-sections, the special cases of

which are lattices of horizontal and vertical strips with zero

thickness and also lattices of thick wiree (filaments), i.e.

linear lattices which are an electrodynamic analogue of harmo-

nical (sinusoidal) belay's lattice. The lattices from elements

of other profiles can be investigated by means of step-appro»

ximation. The strip lattices keep their key positions in framet

of geometry (ray) optics.

3. The existence of wave-guiding sections in the area of

key structure slits allows to use the condition of phase-syn-

chronism (CPh3), i.e. the equality of longitudinal wave numbers

of diffraction harmonics and the constants of wave guiding

waves propagation. CPho is the base of optimising the spectral

characteristics of the given type lattices and results in the

following*

1,2,...., S-case

,1,2,...., й-саве (4)

where d - width of the lattice slit. With even ̂  we have con-

ditions of minima forming. As it was shown before**, the odd

values of /n correspond to the local maxima of intensity in the

ti-th order of diffraction, and if the width of the lattice

strip equals -* /2, the biggest of maxima takes place (the case

of normal incidence) that is expedient to be called global

(absolute) maximum. The problem of global иауДвню in the theory

of diffraction lattices is closely connected to the phenomenon

of surface resonsnee and is realig*fl in these conditions.

, E.Volf, Principles of Optics, 1973» p.720.
2
 G.S.Iandsberg, Optics (Ihuka, Moscow,. 1976), p.928,

3
 N.I.Ealitievsky, Wave Optios

t
(?yeehaya Sbkola,Hoscow

a
1S78

9
p38%}.

4
 V.P.Snestops-lOY, A.A.Xlril*nko, S.A.M»salov, X.X.6irenko,
Resonance Wave Scattering, Vol.1.Diffraction lattice* (Ншко-
va Duaka, Kiev, 1966), p.232.

5
 V.V.Khoroshun, Eadiottkhnika, No 2, 79 (1990).
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PHOTOPHYSICAL PSOCESSES IN THE &ASSY SEMECOBDUCTOH -
BASED fiECOilDING MEDIA

KLkineshi A. A.

Uzhgorod State University, Uzhgorod, Ukraine

A number of l i g h t s e n s i t i v e ch&lcogenide g l a s s e s , l a y e r s
and structures were developed and photophysical processes were
invest igated which determined the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of opt ica l i n -
formation recording i n these media.

Chalcogenide g lassy semi conductors are known as a model
materials with a great number of physical e f fec t s of technology
prehistory and outer inf luences memory, These e f f ec t s are die -
played usually i n the fora of photo-thermo c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n -
amorphization,or induced s tructural transformations i n amorpho-
use s t a t e l imi t s or i n the change of electrophysical parameters.
All the mentioned e f f ec t s are applicable for high reso lu t ion
opt ica l s ignal image recording i n a real time s c a l e or with an
amplification (see for example 1 ) .

We have considered the peculiarities of l o c a l s tructural
transformations i n the chalcogenide g lasses with chaine or l a y e -
red structure fragments,which are native for anorganic polymers,
free volume theory and structural relaxation processes may be
involved to describe the photo-thermo-induced structural trans-
formations i n such materials .

I t i s shown,that the creat ion of hetero- or multilayer,oom-
posit io&ally modulated structures improved the recording para-
meters. Moreover, new type of nanophase materials were created i n
such a way, which may be useful for optioal recording.

1. Non-silver photographic processes . IHited by Kartuzhansky A.P.
Leningrad, 1984.-376 p .
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ANOMALOUS POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN QUANTUM SUPERLATTICES.

D.V. Korbutyak, S.G. Kryllouk, V.G. Litovchenko

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
Prospect Naukl 45, 252650 Kiev-28, Ukraine

L.V. Troshchenko

Institute of Physics, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
Prospect Nauki 48, 252650 Kiev-28, Ukraine

Light-polarization effects In superlattices (SL) with quantum
wells (OW) can occure due to the different mechanlsnia, auch as the
splitting of two-dimentional (2D) valence bands, lokalization of
excitons, existence of regular microrelief, etc. Ш . The mentioned
mechanisms discrimination can be realized by means of detailed
experimental Investigations of the polarization spectra of radia-
tion (luminescence) at different as the geometry of samples so the
Incidence angles of an exciting beam.

The SLs studied consisted of alternating layers of GaAs and
AlAs of different thickness d,/d

2
 (d, and d^ are corresponding

thickness of GaAs and AlAs layers In Anstroms): 20/20, 30/3Q, 60/60
22/130, 103/104. The layers were grown on СаАз substrates using
molecular beam epitaxy.

Figure 1(a)-(e) shows the photolumineacence (PL) spectra for SLs
with various widths of QWs and barriers at low and high excitation
levels.

In SLs of type I (103/104 A) the PL line of heavy excitons, exec
tron-heavy (EH) hole-transitIon (the most lntenee In the PL spect-
rum). Is splitting Into two, with the peak positions at 1.539 and
1.544 eV. Such splitting Is probably aasoslated with lnhomohenelty
of the well width In the SL (fluctuations about one nonolsyer).
A weak-lntenalty band of a shoter wavelength at 1.559 eV Is attri-
buted to the radiation of light excitons (the electron-light (Ell)
hole-transition) 12J. Calculations of the degree of linear polari-
sation of radiation ve. wavelength have shown that bands of EM and
EL are polarised predominantly in Mutually perpendicular planes (£H
In the plane perpendicular to the layer»). The latter result is
ljnportant for the Identification of the fine structure of the PL
spectra for GaAs/AlAe Sis (1,3J. '
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It should be emphasized that the photolumlnescence radiation
Is polarized along the QW face
by the normal Incidence of ex-
cited light. In this case the
degree of polarization of the
EH line is considerably higher
than that of EL line (P(EH)~
2О5Б). This results in addi-
tional optical anlsotropy,
which could be caused for exa-
mple by submonolayer plane in-
homogeneltles, predominantly
oriented within the layers of
the SL, by heteroboundarles,
etc. 14).

Now we consider the PL
spectra In Sis with thinner
QWs (d*4O A) (see fig. t(a),
(b),(c)> In auch Sis the PL
spectrum usually exibits a
rather Intense X line which,
In contrast to the EH line,
Is weafcly polarized In the
plane perpendicular to the
layers and, hence. It cannot
be considered as due to the
recombination radiation of

heavy excltons. In samples 20/20 and 30/30 the X-line is connected
with radiative recombination of an electron, occurlng In the
X
z
-mlniiiium of the c-band of AlAs, with a heavy hole of GaAs. In

20/20 Ы. a weak PL 11ле Is also observed shifted by AE* 25 roeV to-
wards the UV, this line being due to recombination of an
X

z
-elRCtron with a light hole. The same splitting value (a manifes-

tation oi heavy and light holes) has been observed in photolueines-
cence excitation spectra.

Tha Investigation of the linear polarisation degree of GaAS-AlAs
QsV 3La hive been conducted In the wide range of QWs and barriers
widths (from about 20 to 100 A). We have found some types of pola-
rlzaton dependences connected with both the fundamental properties
of 20 bands (splitting etc.) and the peculiarities of the QW layer-
barrier boundaries with the regular subnonolayer relief. This re-

Flg.1.(a)-(e) PL spectra of SLs
with different widths (at T-4.2K)
excited by argon ( ) and by AIG:
M

5
* ( — ) lasers: , PL exci-

tation spectra; , degree of
PL polarization, (f) The planar
distribution of PL Intensity of
2C/2Q SL In the dependence on the
angle between the vector £ and
[1001 axis.
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lief leads to the anisotropic planar distribution of the PL inten-
sity in the dependence on the angle between the light polarization
vector E and [110] crystallographlc axis (flg.1(f)).

Thus, investigations of the polarization PL spectra in quantum
SLs allow to identify of the PL lines observed and to determine the
,perfectness degree of heteroboundaries. Moreover, obtained results
can be used to fabrication of polarization sensitive devices.

* References
1 A.I.Bercha, V.I.Gavrilenko, D.V.Korbutyak and V.G.Litovchenko,
Ukr. Fis. Zh. 35, 35 (1990).
2 R.Dingle, W.Wiegman and G.H.Henry, Phys. Rev. Lett.33,827 (1974).
3 K.Pujiwara, N.Tsukada, T.Takayama and T.Nishnio, Solid State
Commun., 69, 63 (1989).
4 V.G.Litovchenko, A.I.Bercha, O.V.Korbutyak, V.I. Gavrilenko and
K.Ploog, Thin Solid Films, 217, 62 (1992).
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MEW SCINTILLATION MATERIALS FOR NUCLEAR AND MEDICAL
INSTRUMENTS: SPECTROMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS,

OPTIMIZATION OF DETECTION, APPLICATION

Kosmyna M.B.. Clobus M.E.

Institute for Single Crystals, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences ,
60, Lenin av., Kharkov, 310001, Ukraine

New scintillation naterials are considered, their properties
are compared with those of the traditional scintillator NaJ(Tl),
and conditions of their applying are optimized.

High requirements to the detectors for nuclear and medical
instruments have set forward a necessity for new scintillation ma-
terials the advantage of which includes high time resolution, non-
hygroscopicity, enhanced radiation and chemical resistance, higher
atomic number and density - altogether allowing to combine high
efficiency of registration with small size of scintillators. The
latter is especially important when constructing position sensi-
tive devices and those portable for the radiation monitoring.

Spectrometric, luminescence and optical characteristics of
some new scintillation materials produced by the Institute for
Single Crystals and some foreign companies are shown in the Table 1

Table 1

Parameters

Light output as compared
to NaJ(Tl), %
Atomic number
Density, g/cm3

Energy resolution for137 Cs.%
Thickness of 90 X absorption,
mm, gaama-radiatic 0.150 MeV

Scl
CdWO4

40
65; 66
7.8
9-12

3.5

intillators

10-16
74; 75
7.13

11-15

2.44

|cd2sios

40
58; 60
7.13
8-12

6

As seen from the Table 1 oxide crystal! have a lower
conversion efficiency as compared to NaJ(Tl). Regarding this a
rather efficient light collection Is required to provide high reso-*
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lutioi. -Л the devices. The decrease of light losses due to absorp-

tion in the volume is achieved by special measures both at the

stage of growth and when constructing detection modules with opti-

mized light collection.

The optimization of a multifactor process of the interaction

of gamma radiation with the material and photon collection is a

complex mathematical problem. For obtaining high spatial resolution

crystals of nonstandard shape (long rods and thin plates) are used.

For such shape of a crystal the light collection coefficient т as a

function of scintillation point has large dispersion which produces

a negative effect on operational characteristics of the device.

Achievement of a reasonable compromise between the required shape

of the crystal and uniformity of т requires a mathematical simula-

tion of the system since the empiric approach is inefficient and

expensive.

The known from literature calculations (for example 11J) are

based on an assumption of a cosine or isotropic light reflection

which does not hold for nonstandard shape scinti1lators. We have

developed a general method of the computer simulation of light col-

lection and its optimization in the detectors. The method is based

on a realistic model of the scintillator which allows for the de-

pendence of the reflection indicatrix on the light incidence angle.

Calculations give the allowed range of the scintillator sizes, op-

timal type of reflector, as well an optimal way of joining the

scintillator with photomultiplier which depends on the applica-

tion purpose (Table 2).

Table 2

Joining of crystal with PMT

Crystal - immersion - PMT

Crystal - lightguide - set of
PMTs
Crystal - lightguide - PMT

(or diaphragm)
Thin plate of large diameter

- lightguide - set of PMTs

Application

Detectors for general purpose

Detectors for computer tomo-

graphs
PMT with diameter less than
that of the crystal

Gamma - cameras

The main operational characteristics were calculated: light

output C; intrinsic (for the crystal) and total (for the detector)
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energy resolution, R
Q
 and R; axial and radial nonmiformity of

light output ДС
2
, ДС

г
. For example, some calculated characteristics

of Bi
4
Ge

3
0

12
(BG0) and CdW0

4
 (CWO) single crystals are given in the

Table 3 for KD=0.02 (1c is the coefficient of intrinsic light absor-
ption, 0 is the diameter of the crystal).

Table 3
Spectroiaetric characteristics of oxide, crystals

Reflecting
surface

Totally

rough

Rough top,

polished

side

H/D

0.5

2

4

0.5

2

4

CWO
C, %

31.1

22.9

17.8

28.2

13.8

16.9

V-
5.0

5.9

10.8

14.5

8.9

5.9

дс
г

0

-2

-10

1

1

1

-6

-6

-7

17

10

7

ВСО
С, 7.

13.6

10.4

8.1

14.0

8.7

7.3

R
o
.%

4.9

6.0

13.5

16.3

10.5

7.0

дс
г

0

-3

-15

1

2

1

AC
r

-5

-6

-7

19

12

8

As seen from the Table 3 in the case of a high H-to-D ratio

the reflecting surface type is of particular importance, permit-

ting to diminish significantly the axial nonuniformity of С

The calculated results are in a quantitative agreement with

the experimental data for the crystals grown at the Institute for

Single Crystals (2,3]. For the best samples of CWO the total energy

resolution ,R, with respect to y-line of
 1 3 7

Cs amounts 8.5-9 '/.; for

BGO R-ll-12.5 % , which is on a par with the world level (Table 4).

Table 4

Resolution of domestic and foreign detectors

with BGO crystals

Size

25x25
50x50
25x100

Institute for Single

Crvstals(Ukraine) [2.31

R. %
11-13

11.5-13.5

14-15.5

Tyoe of PMT

PMT-110

• • —
— » a»

Hitachi (Japan)

R. %
10-13

10.5-13

13.5-15

Tyoe of PMT

R 878

— •• ~
•. • —
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The resolution of the crystal-PMT pair of the domestic detec-

tors is somewhat lower as compared to the foreign ones, which is
due not to the crystal quality but to lower spectrometric charac-
teristics of the domestic PMT.

Light output of BGO and CWO crystals is a strictly linear
function of the y-quanta energy in the range of 0.05 +4.5 MeV.
Note for comparison that in the case of NaJ(Tl) the contribution
of nonlinearity to the energy resolution R is 4.25%. Scintillation
characteristics of such crystals persist in a wide temperature
range (from 213 to 333 K).

Due to these properties BGO and CWO crystals are used in nuc-
lear and medical devices; vor example in position-sensitive detec-
tors for the positron-emission tomograph developed at the Kurchatov
Institute; in devices for the measurements of low concentrations
of radioactive isotopes.

Note that for the same efficiency of registration the volume
of BGO or CWO crystals is to be 10-15 times less than that of
NaJ(Tl).

S.E.Derenzo and J.K.Rilers, IEEE Trans.Nucl. Sci., NS-29,
N 1, 191, (1982).
L.L.Nagornaya, O.V.Zelenskaya, Yu. Ya. Vostretsov, M.E.Gkbus
Pribory i tekhnika eksperiaenta, N 2, 66, (1991).
S.F.Burachas, Yu.A.Borodenko, M.E.Globus, A.G.Gukov,
Pribory i tekhnika eksperiaenta, N 4, 53, (1993).
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SHALLOW IMPURITIES NEAR A SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACE WITHIN

THE MODEL OF HYDROGEN-LIKE PARTICLES NEAR A POTENTIAL BARRIER

A.F.Kovalenko. E.M.Sovyak, and M.P.Holcvko

Institute for Condensed Matter Physics,

1 Svientsitsky St., 290011 Lviv-11, UKRAINE

The semi-space hydrogenic wave functions superposed with the bulk

ones in spheroidal coordinates are proposed as a basis that allows

for the anisotropy of the electronio structure of shallow donors

or donor-exciton complexes near a semiconductor surfaoe.

The quantum properties of a surfaoe donor differ widely from

those in the bulk 11,2]. The detailed microscopic description of a

shallow donor near a semiconductor surface is complicated because

of its large localization radius. Therefore it is reasonable to

use a clear model assuming some averaging and simplification. The

semiconductor in the one-particle approximation is considered as a

uniform isotropio medium with a dielectric constant e and an effe-

ctive eleotron mass m*. Inside the semiconductor, the interaction
0

between the valence electron of the donor anl its core with the

effective charge Z* is Coulombio. To esoape from the crystal, the

electron has to overoome a surfaoe potential barrier with height

U
o
. The attractive Coulomb potential of the core on the level with

the. conduotion band is more steep outside the semiconductor than

inside it. Besides the edge region of the short-range surface

potential is about several lattice oonstants, which is much less

than the shallow-donor localization radius. Therefore the effec-

tive potential whioh the eleotron moves in can be approximated by

U
n
 , z$0

-г'е^/гТПгТТГТ"^. z>0

where z_ is the core location, and the energy is measured from the

oonduotion-band bottom. Here image oharge potentials as well as

band bending are Ignored зо as to simplify the problem. However

they can be taken into aooount by the variational method [31•

In the oase of an infinite barrier, the problem has an exact

solution t4). The potential jump
 r
J

n

e
» is equivalent to the addi-
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tional boundary condition Ф(г;а
о
)=0 at Z=0. In prolate spheroidal

coordinates the Schrodinger equation reduces to the radial and

angular equations coupled by the separation oonstant and the para-

meter related to the eigenenergy.To solve them, the radial and

angular wave functions are presented as expansions in some nonor-

thogonal sets of functions, whioh yields two recurrent relations

for the radial and angular expansion coefficients. Besides the

angular expansion has to satisfy the additional boundary oondition

explicitly [4,51. The energy (Figure 1) and separation constant

eigenvalues are obtained solving the recurrent relations.

The case of the core situated behind the hard wall (Z
o
<0)

corresponds to a charged centre located outside a semiconductor

near an insulator/setnioonductor interface. An arbitrary remote

charge originates infinite number of localized states in the semi-

conductor. So all the states of the looalized electron keep up as

the centre escapes from the half-spaoe z>0 (Figure 2). When Z--»-»,

the levels осте up to the continuum.

For a finite value of the barrier U
o
, the problem is no lon-

ger separable. Its solution can be sought as an expansion in the

spheroidal functions of a free hydrogen atom (6]. The expansion in

the wave functions of the discrete speotrum has been performed in

П). To improve the convergence at large U
o
, they are supplemented

with the semi-space hydrogenio wave functions. Such a set is over-

complete but one can hope that the semi-space terms constitute the

best part of the sum. Figure 1 makes a comparison with the exact

results for U
o
=». The elimination of the attractive Coulomb poten-

tial in the half-space 2<0 reduces the donor ionization energy

significantly. Varying U
Q
 from 0 to w only makes a correction to

the energy at z
Q
=0 shifting the ourves to smaller Z

Q
 . Por U

Q

larger than the energy unit whioh is in the order of 0.1 eV, the

energy differs from the case of U
o
*» by ft few peroent.

The model ot a hydrogen-like moleoule in a semi-infinite

spaoe describes a donor-exoiton complex near a semiconductor

eurfaoe. Figure 3 presents the numerical results obtained by the

Heitler-London method (51. Near the wall the bond length lnoreases

nearly twice. The depth of the well remains almost unohanged if

the molecular axis is perpendicular to the wall. Therefore the

localization of an exciton at a eurfaoe donor is as favourable as

at a bulk one. The well widens, whioh affeots the oscillation
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spectrum. For the parallel orientation, the depth goes to zero so

the molecule dissociates. Due to the dependence of the energy on

the molecule orientation, there appear transversal osoillations of

the exoiton about the equilibrium position over the donor. Suoh a

behaviour of the bond energy bas been interpreted as an interao-

tion between the atomic dipole moments U(z^) and d(Z
b
) induced by

the wall for the atoms at the distances z and Z. from it. The

molecule energy can be qualitatively approximated by (5]

where AE(Z
O
)=E(Z

O
)-E(») is the change in the ground-state atomic

energy near the wall, sin
 <
в

а Ь

а
(

а

ь
~

2

л
)/К

л Ь
» *

а
ь is the moleoule

orientation angle, E .^R^) *
s
 *

he е п в г
8 У °*

 а
 tree moleoule

at the interatomio distance R^
b
 which is equal to the separation

between the centres of mass of the atomic orbits. This provides

for short-range interaction of the electron clouds right.

The model of a helium-like atom in a semi-infinite space cor-

responds to a surfaoe two-charge centre. The ground-state energy

and effeotive core oharge obtained by combination of the perturba-

tion theory and the one-parameter variational method 133 are shown

in Figure 4. The correction to the energy due to the core soreen-

lng is nearly oonstant: лЕм0.1. In contrast, the effeotive core

oharge Z*(z
Q
) ohanges drastically so the soreening s«2-Z* from the

routine bulk value
 a

b l k
*0.3 goes into s

e r f
=0.5 at the wall.
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AUTODYNE EFFECT IN HWO WITH CHAOTIC DYNAMICS

V.V.Kulik, K.A.f.ukiii and V.A.Rakityansky

Institute of Radiophyoics and El«r;tronic3, Ukrainian Acuidemy of

Sciences, 12, Acad. Proskura str. , 310085, Kharkov, Ukraine

ADSTRACT

The paper describes the autodyuu behavior of chaotic I)WO. One can

provide a high precision of distance muftHiiremcnt to reflector and its

parameters too using this device. Experiments had carry out with

mm-wave noise signals.

AUTODYNE BEHAVIOR OF DWO

An Influence of reflected signals on oacillation parameters of

chaotic weak-resonant BWO had observed in [1-2]. This articles are

shown that the influence of non-coherent reflected signal tends to

periodical modulation of output power spectrum of chaotic oscillation

In the system. This article present an experimental results of study

of autodyne effect concerning to external detection of noise

oscillator signal using reflected signal, of «small amplitude that does

not tend to bifurcation transfers in the system.

The experimental BWO has two power outputs: bane one from gun end

serving to observe a change of power spectrum and additional one from

collector end of periodical structure using to radiate and to receive

a chaotic signal reflected from an object. Such construction of BWO

allows to measure a power eignal up to some watts and radiate in outer

apace a small signal (less then 100mtf), that is a great advantage of

this system. The signal wan travelling in the waveguide, and reflector

was modeling with attenuator and plunger for change reflected factor

and phase shift. As shown in articles [1*2] the output power spectrum

has a periodical modulation in case if 1>1
O
» where 1 is distance to

reflector and l
c
 is coherence length that la v/fcf, where v is velocity

of travelling wave and Af is spectrum width. The spectrum width in

our experiment waa About 60Ш* and coherent length was about 5m. A

frequency period la determined as

T
H
=v/2l.

A modulation due to interaction of reflected signal and HMD's

OBCillationn la like to processes described in [2], but for autodyne

effect there are some differences.
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Они»Ну аи experimental power spectrum of DWO ia irregular

(Fig.?.n). nut it obtains a periodical Modulation (Fi£.2b) under

к ъ г \
Flg.l. Power apectrum for output signal: a) without reflected

b) with reflected signal.

action of reflected signal. In this case index Modulation can be very

considerable even for a small reflected fraction.

The mor.t Intercut, is in influence of distance on power spectrum.

The frequency period decrease with distance, and the Modulation index

can increase with distance increase even level of reflected signal

decreases. Fig.2 shows an experimental relations for this

Fie.2. Relation of Modulation

Index out of attenuation for

different distance to object

a) 1=5.6a; b) 1=9.8m;

o) l=14m.

ю io 30 jo L,dB

case. One can see a different modulation Index that is observed for

the same attenuation of reflected signal and different length to

object. This effect can be explained if we will chance * real chaotic

oscillator with many independent monochromatic ones(Fourier component

of noise power spectrum). It may be made due to stationary of

generation process. In this case, a frequency of every oscillator

obtains an autodyne frequency shift. Then we add powers of all single
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oscillators having frequencltni in determine frequency interval which

is essentially less then modulation period and essentially more then

line width of single oscillator. As shown a numerical modeling a

modulation index increase with autodyne frequency shift up to value

f^T^/4 where a modulation index has maximum, after this a frequency

shift transits to neighbor frequency period, and in experiment it

tends to transition to monochromatic oscillation behavior. The

relations obtained with this technic are shown in fig.3. As one can

see, a shape of power

. в
Г

6

5

4

5

2

4

0
 to п и to ' «OA/.MH*

spectrum has sharp maximums. These allow to determine of its positions

with accuracy that la more than for usually addition of radiated and

received noise signals as it is describes in [ 1 ].

The shape of output power spectrum under influence of reflected

signal is differed of it without reflected signal. As shown

experiments with external signal it is due to different amplification

for differ arias of power sfiectrua, that Is «ore for fundamental

frequency ( about 12dD ) and less for ends of power spectrum (

about4dB ).

Fig.3.Results of modeling with

such technic for distances to

reflector a) l=5m and b) l=7m.

They are obtained for free

space.

CONCLUSION

Efficiency of Interaction of overbuncbed electron flow with

reflected signal la autodyne OHO baa maximum near the frequency of

main oscillation. The dynaalo ranee of reflected signal can be more

then 20QB. With increase a distance to reflector a modulation Index

can increase even with decrease of reflected signal power. The

increasing ol modulation Indus can be explained with autodyne shift of

Fourier-components of noise signal. A presence of sharp mrixtmuas in

sufficiently wide range of reflection power allows to determinate
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their position with enough accuracy.

These features eive new possibilities for many application of

autodyno beliavior of noise oscillators in practice.
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DIMERIZATION AND CHARGE TRANSFER

IN DONOR-ACCEPTOR MOLECULAR CRYSTALS

V.A.Kuprievich and Z.G.Kudritskaya
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The quasi-one-dimensional model of donor-acceptor molecular crystal is studied xoith the elec-
tron correlation and lattice relaxation taken into account. The Peierls distortion and charge
transfer are calculated by the use of optimited-geminal technique. The properties of the system
near neutral-to-ionic phase transition are considered.

Organic donor-acceptor or charge-transfer (CT) molecular r.ryutalu rcpreeciit important daat
of organic materials with eetniconducting, conducting and superconducting propertied. They
are characterised by quaei-oiie-duueiwional structure with alternating donor (D) and acceptor
(A) molecules arranged in stacke; the slight overiapiug between the stack allow* theoretical con-
sideration of the CT-cryetal properties with the use о/one-chain models taking into account the
Coulomb interchain interaction through effective Madehmg potential. In epite of the aimpticity
of the mode! its treatment encouiitere.i with difficulties becauue the electrons in CT crystal*
are typically in strong correlation regime м> band approaches to this many-body problem are
irrelevant even ae the first approximation. The exact-diagonalization valence-bond calculation*
[1-4] are restricted by the systems with eite number N a little more than 10; to extend the
results for long chain* extrapolation» are ueed. Besides, the consideration in [2,4] of the lattice
structure is based on the perturbatiou calculations. Thus it should be desirable to use simpler
correlation approach with direct determination of the lattice structure.

With thin aim we study the CT-cryetal model using the approach allowing to calculate the
ground-state properties of the correlated eyeteme including several doten» of atoms. In this
approach the many- electron wave function is constructed as an antysymmelrued product of
strongly orthogonal geminals (APSG) which variationally optimised without any restrictions
imposed. As it is shown in [5,6] the APSG wave function involving the main contribution of the
pair electron correlations correctly represents the lattice distortion for Hubbard-Peierls chain*
both slight and strong correlation regimes.

On the basis of this two-electron-SCF approach - we consider the chain • • • DAD AD A • • •
which involves JV donor (JD) and acceptor (A) molecules; one orbital per site is taken into
account, the highest doubly occupied orbital for neutral D the ionisatioft potential of which »
ID w d the lowest vacant orbital for neutral A the electronic affinity of which it AA, the* the
donor and acceptor site energies are

«2>«-(/o + l0, <°л--Лл, (1)

where 27 is the on-stte electron-electron repuLrion parameter assumed to be the same tot D «ad A
sites. Following to [3] the chain is decribed by the Hamiltooian which include the contributions
from noninWacting D and A molecules, charge transfer from D to A site*, intrasite electron-
electron interaction», Coulomb intersit* interactions, and can be written и follow*
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where operator «^„(«w) create* (destroys) au electron with нр'ш <r (<r = f,J) ou site m, nm

и site occupation number, nm = п,^ •+• nn\ and (? m ia total charge of site m, -V w the
energy of Coulomb interaction bctwceu neighbor D and A molecules in their fully ionic form*
D* and A~\ transfer integrals tm between neareat-neighbor «nlos m and m + 1 determine the
interaction of electrons with the lattice through the linear dependence on the corresponding
bond JcformationH (bond - length сЬвп^ев) q.n> t.n = to- £i<J«i. where i\ in a coupling parameter.

To remain in the framework of the Ihibbard treatment the intersite Coulomb interactions
are taken into account in the mean-field approximation [7]. Accordingly, the last term in (2) is
considered through the changes of the «rite energies fn by tbe contribution* from the Coulomb
fields of ocihbouring molecule*. For regular alternation of site charges site energies are expressed
by

(3)

where p = Лл ш charge transfer from I) to A thus measuring degree of ionidty of the system.
The JV-electron singlet ground state is represented by the APSG wave function [5,6]

where | 0) к a vacuum «tate and Gt, are two-electron (geminal) operators which a n defined as
follows

Gh = thAklAJcl + S,AirAlit / = * + Л/, g + tf-1, (5)

where the operator» /lj, are made of site operators a*,, by onnogona! transformatioDs

A.

Ground-state properties of the system under consideration with the lattice relaxation taken
into account adiabatically are determined from tbe mininiura condition of tbe total energy Ет
involving the contribution from the elastic lattice energy

where К w the clastic constant of bonds. The minimum point is achieved by minimisation of
E-t turn-by-turn with respect to all the wawe-function (Cm,*,&) and geometry (qn) variables
only with the restriction that tlte total leugtb of the chain ш fixed. At the mean-field site
energies defined by (3) и dependent on p the computation scheme baaed on this optimised-
APSG approach can be modified to include tbe dependence o» p, a» it m done in [S].

Applying tbe optimiied-APSQ approach to tbe present model we are interested in the de-
pendencies of charge transfer and lattice deformation* on tbe parameters, t°D, t°A, U and V. It is
important that the optimised wave function and, consequently, tbe calculated properties depend
on site energies only through tl • ir difference t9

A-t%mID-A/l + U* 2aa. Conetpondingly,
at попито V tbe calculated p depend on site-energiee including mean-field corrections through
difference la ш « д - ер. Ae a remit of (3),the value of p obtained with some am(eA- « 0 )/2
a t K e 0 m i ^ b e s e l f - « o e e i e t e n t t o r a o y K a t ^ - < ? , « 2 a + 4 V / > . Tberefete, theoptimisatioa
of the wave function it necessary oary for tbe сам V m 0, the reeulta for К )t 0 can be easily
obtained with the me of V m Q ones th— avoiding the self consiilwce with respect to p per-
formed» [в].



Figure 1. Ionicity p sad dimerustion amplitude d as function» of * * (Лд - /j>)/2 + И
calculated ia the model of CT-ciyatal at JV « 30, V » 10, and g « 0.6 for different value* of
the iatemte interaction parameter V.

The calculation» as* performed for the chain including 30 moleculee with the ring boundary
condition» to ezdudt end effect*. With qV > to» that w inherent lor charge-transfer crystab,
calculated propertiet an ilighdy Montive to the apedfie choiee of U, eo U m KKQ Ш ueed far th*
calculation». The choaen value of ti correapond» to dhnaitaionlea» electron-lattice coupfing g *
Ь/у/Щ equal to 0.5 compared with g * 0.37, th* estimation obtained Set polyacetylene with»
the framework of the •am* approach [6]. Fnr rirnrmitnr» тг» rnnairtar inmnlhad bond h»gth
change»<Uж^у/Щ«addimeMJonlwa dimerhatk» a a p a t m d * < J » ( 4 , , - 4 щ ) ( 1 .
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The results of ttie calculations with difereut V are shown in Fig.l presenting the plots
of ionicity p and dimerization amplitude d t* functions of parameter г = {Ал — ID)/2 + V,
half of the energy difference between D°A° and D+A~ pain in the lattice with zero transfer
integrals. For V = 0, e.g. in the absence of the intersite Coulomb interaction, both p and d
moaolonically rise with z, the rapid growth occurs around z = 0. As V increase, the raising of
p and d becomes more pronounced so that beginning from V = 2 the both curves takes 3-like
shape due to appearing a region with negative slope around * = 0. Calculations show thai
the energies in top and bottom points in which the curves p(x) and d(z) intersect the vertical
line z = 0 are equal and the parts of the curves between the intersection point* corresponds
to unstable states. As a result, in the case V > 2 the increase of z produces sharp transition
from ueutral to ionic state accompanied by the jump rise of dimerization which appears to be
at z — 0, e.g. at AA — ID — -2V\ where a slight continuous growth of p and d breaks up.

Thus the presented calculations within the framework of the simple model correctly re-
produces one of the main features of the neutial-to-ionic phase transition: the sharp rise of
dimerization with ionicity in agreement with earlier studies and the experimental results that
the ueutral mixed-stack crystal* generally have regular structure, whereas the ionic ones easily
undergo stack diraerisation [9]. For a profound study, more elaborate models of mixed-stack
crystals should be considered, in particular, with explicit treatment of intersite Coulomb in-
teractions. Using the present technique this can be directly implemented without principal
difficulties.
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ON THE -ITM-IftK" TONE QUftLITY SOUNDING OF FIDDLESTICKS KUSIC
INSTRUMENTS

by U. Lapty

Institute of Radiophysics and electronics flcadetny of Sciences of the
Ukraine. Separate problem - oriented accustic laboratory (SPflL). flcad.
Proskura Sir. 12, Kharkov, 310085. Ukraine.

The proposed original spectrum method for the true tone quality
sounding estimation of music irc-.riraents nade it possible to find the
physical structure of mysterious tone quality sounding for the ancient
violin,made by the outstanding Kremon's craftstmen.The nodes of oscil-
lations generated inside the violin set up an"italian" timbre sounding
and this phenonenon in question uas investigated by hologram methods.

The eain serit of concert music instruments is defined by
tiibre sounding quality. Among the fiddlestick musical instruments the
highest estiffletion of timbre sounding is given in favour the
instruments of italian ancient craftsmen from Krenon. Regretfully, the
uay of making these instruments uas lost, and the sounding quality of
nodern instruments coapres unfavourably with the ancient Kreion's
instruaents in relation to the timbre quality. In the absence of
objective estimation uethods for testing the tiibre sounding quality
of these Musical instruments, it is widespread at present the so call
Delphi Method, that is usually used at. auctions and and concurses. He
are managed to find the objective method, «here the polyspectrtu of
spectral function of U s sounding [11,i.e. the set of the Fourier
discrete transform, being a function of a period uas applied as the
generalized tiibre characteristic. By the Method Mentioned above, the
best ancient italian fiddlestick Musical instrumens, taken froM the
State Collection Fund of the forier USSR in Moscow, ware certificated
on sounding quality. These uere seven violin Made by flsati,
Stradivari,' Guarneri and Guadanini; two altos. Made by ймаМ and
Stradivari; 3 violoncellos. Made by BergoncI, Guarneri and Guadanini.
For coMparlson it uas also certified about 100 regular instriments.
FroM this analysis at hand we мау infer, that the collection
instruments have the standard amplitude - frequency and spectral
characteristics, including sooe peculiar features. The polyspectnm
includes all information sound quality. The intercorrelation
coefficient of the polyspectrun characteristics, which include 2000
values, is respectively equal for violins, altos and violoncellos to
K=0.770-0.785. K=0.88fi and K-0.770. Amplitude - frequency
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characteristics, related to collection fiddlestick musical instruaents
•зге particulory pronounced as the formant structure. The aeplitude -
frequency characteristic of the violin lias four formants at the
frequenses 285 Hz. 440 Hz, 930 Hz. and 2420 Hz with the relative
amplitudes 0.8. 0.9, 1.0, 0.7 respectively. The alto sounding shows
three formants at the frequences 230 Hz, 400 - 500Hz and 840-1300 Hz
with amplitude values 0.9, -i.0, 0.8 respectively The violoncello
sounding sounding also has three formants at the frequences. 100 Hz,
177-355 Hz and 820-1640-2230 Hz with the anplitude values 0.3, i.0 and
0.6. In this case, ue can observe the slou amplitude reductions of the
single - frequency harmonic spectrua conponents in relation to their
number.Thus, the understanding of the "Italian" sounding timbre froa
the physical point of view is adequate t.n the concrete type of the
amplitude - frequency characteristic and spectrum function. These ere
t

K
e tuo features, the polyspectrua» contains' and this is a necessary,

and sufficient condition to set level of sounding correspondence for
the instrunent under study to the sounding timbre for the chosen
reference instrusent. The distinguished features, that allow to find
difference in properties between the regular instruments and the
reference ones is explained by riisrepancies, related о one or several
Signs of their polyspectrui characteristics and namely: the
coefficient of intercorrelation in comparison with the collection
sanple does not exceed the value K-0.65 -0.70, the sharp formant
structure is not observed or some of these individual foments are
destroyed, the decreasing rate of the harnonic amplitude is by far the
fastest then the. sample. The difference between the regular
instruments and reference ones can be paranetrical ly quantifyed, as
follows: frequency, an amplitude and a nunber of harnonic. It SUBS to
be attraitable an idea of correcting the regular instruient to the
level of reference one or Baking the new instrument with the assign
tone quality. Formally it seens to be sufficient to adjust (tune) the
spectral characteristic in accordance with the characteristics of the
chousen sanple. Practically it is a complex procedure, for you must
know the location of oscillating lodes for any particular resonance of
the amplitude-frequency characteristic inside the body of the
instruient, and besides, you Rust be trained to adjast the degree of
•ode excitation. Using the holograi Methods we lanaged to drow up the
catalogue of the typical oscillating lodes for the violin, whose
radiations were recorded in the spectral characteristics of reference
instruments. The «ode photographs for u e central foriant frequences
of the violin (Fig. i) and the polyspectru* - characteristic of the
violin ande by ft. Stradivari in 1720 (Fig. 2). filed as the register
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ni-iirJkT 55 of the State Collection of the former USSR, a shoun as an
illustration to this report, ft should be noted, that the polyspectrwn
uas recorded, when the violin iws excited uith the fiddlestick, -played
by proffessional musician under studio conditions, and the mode
structures wre obtained fron the violin with the fork-tuned strings,
during the natural holding around the neck and the lower klotz.
Excitation of the oscilations in decks was attained by means of
monochromatic loadspeaker sounding of the violin. Many eistakes were
obviated in this work thanks to the use of the preceding long - tera
experience [2.3.4,53.

[13 U. Lapty. Report for Conference "Phisics in Ukraina", Kiev.
1393.

[23 E. Jansson, N.E. Kolin, li.Sundin, Physira Scripta. Uol. 2.
243-256. 1370.

[33 H. Dunnuald, flcustica. Uol. 75. 269-276. 1900.
[43 C.K. Hutchins.Scientifik fleprlcan. Uol. 245, N 4. 126-135.

October 1381.
[53 H. Lottemoser, J. Meyer, Instriwentenbau-Zeitschrift.

EM. 22. К.?. 1-4. 1ЗД8.

285Hz 440Hz 9Э0Н2 2420liz
Fig. 1
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POLISPHCTRUM METOD OF SPEKTRflL FUNCTION FOR ANALYSIS OF PERIOD-
CONTROLLED QUADRUPLES AND ACTIUE TMO-TERMIKAL NETWORKS.

U.Lapty

Institute of radiophysics and electronics acadeiy of sciences of the
Ukraine. . Separate ргоЫев-ог tented acoustic laboratory (SPflL).
flkad.Proskura Str.. 12, Kharkov. 310085. Ukraine.

It was proposed to apply the Fourier discrete transfora, being a
function of a period, as the infornative characteristic for physical
spectra

1
 analysis of quadruples and active two-terninal networks uith

the controlled periodic inpact (drive).

It is known that the spectral functional lethod is applied for
analysis of quadruples on a circuit and signal theory. Let Ui(t) and
U2(t) are the input and output pulse signals respectively, uhere as
Gl(u) and G2(u) are theirs coaplex Fourier transfon. K(u) is the
coiplex transter function of the quadruple. Then, knowledge the unit
input pulse and the transfer function offers a means of determining
the spectral function at the output of the quadruple, as follows:

G2(u)=6Uw) K(u)
The spectral function G(u) can also be abtained by integration the

output pulse response U(t) of this quadruple in the following fori:
-f -Jut

«w)= IJUbe dt

The spectral function, when the unit pulse impact occurs, takes the
form of a contintous function in a frequensy domain. In case uhere the
pulse impact, acting on the quadruple, is represented by the periodic
pulse sequence, then the spectral function becomes definite only at
the points wK = 2ПК/Т, uhere T is the period of the pulse sequense. К
Is the parameter, talcing only the uhole-numbered values. The discrete
spectral function is defined by the coefficients of Fourier series and
is written in the form:

Т/2 Ш

С = i/T jlKU-e T dt

-T/2
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fls ue see, the periodic character of pulse sequence has caused the
radical changes in the fort of the spectral function and its argument.
The spectral function depends on the frequency W. where as the dictate
spectrum is the function of tuo parameters К and T. The reason, why
this difference is ignored in physical analysis is not explained,
apparently because the formal mathematical identity, as uK=2nK/T
exists, but the latter equity is far from the essence the physical
phenominon. In the long run, it is only the discrete spectrum
analysis, involving the dependence on К and at the fixed value T,
became the commonly used instrument for investigation of periodic
pulse processes. In this case it is assumed, that informative merits
of spectral analysis of periodic pulse sequenus are reached the limit
of its discrete spectra» investigation. Let us stray from the
traditional approach and turn to the task of considering the discrete
spectral function as dependable on two parameters. Before all. on
account of the independent variables К and T. the information
representation of the parametric discrete spectrum with two variables
(polyspectrum) exceeds in multiple the representation of the discrete
spectrum at T=const. The latter is the only information spectrum set
of the section and its information merit depends on the definition
domain of the period, and usually makes up the percent unit of total
array. The main advantage of this approach is that it enables us to
investigate the transfer function behaviour in the frequency domain
continuesly by changing of the argument T within an octave, as there
is the frequency overlaping between the first and the second harmonics
for the ultimate variations of the period. Thus, having made the
record of the polyspectrui at the quadruple output over all domain of
argument definition К and T, we should obtain the characteristic of
absolute information completeness and increased frequency resolution.
At T=const the polyspectrum section corresponds to the Fourier
discrete harmonic spectrum, its representation is contiuosly varied,
when a new period value is specified. This harmonic polyspectrum makes
its understanding difficult and do not gives insight into the
frequency and spectrum structure of the quadruple. Ke have proposed a
simple algorithm, applied to digital processing of a polyspectrum by
transforming its harmonic form into a unison form. The unison
polyspectrum form represents the function set of the Fourier
coefficients related to a period, and in this case the functional
related sets are redacted to the common frequency axis Hl=2n7T. This
section in the unison form, when T=const, elves the amplitude set of
the single-valued frequency harmonics, defining the spectrum characte-
ristics at K=const uery functional relation of the set reflects the
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frequency characteristics of the quadruple, including non-1 inear
effects.The unison form of a polyspectrum in coordinates К and H, as
well as the scale reproduction of the functional relations of the set
makes it easy-to-undestand and easy-to-read.We are sure, that the most
effective way of polyspectrum applicatation is connected with the
spectral analysis of active tuo-terminal networks with the controlled
period. L'p to now the generelized method of spectrum and frequency
characteristics does not exist for the system of this kind. The class
of these two-terminal networks covers a wide range of devices and
processes, that can be redused to them. These are. for example, the
following fields of application: master oscillations in radio"
Engineering, radiation processes in radiophysics, including plasma,
ionosphere, radiometry of the Earth surface; music instruments and
audio apparaturs in music acoustics, biological cycles in the field of
medicine, machines of cycle operation and so on. The proposed
polyspectrum method of spectral function was tested in music acoustics,
find again it shoued to be as a reliable and true method of tone
quality estimation for music instruments, allowing to insure the
enhanced frequency resolution and the spectrum component analysis with
the merits, that are out of reach by the over advanud methods. The
high informative level and diagnostic resolution of the polyspectrum
method were confirmed once more, when the spectral analysis was used
for clinic cardio test record (CTR) of a patient. He consider this
field of aplication for the method is praising in the future. The
practical implementation of proposed spectrum analysis method, thanks
to an advanced level of computer facility, is easily resolved, and it
includes several simple operations such as: Fourier transform of the
output pulse periodic signal, a discrete spectrum integration for a
varied period, step of which is needed to resolve the amplitude - fre-
quency characteristic, the digital proceslng of spectrum arrey to
Strive for the form easy to understand, interpolation of the discrete
functional components to obtain kvasicontinuous functions and plot
representation of polyspectrum of the unison form. As an exaipl the
unison sounding polyspectrum of the violin having belonget to fameous
Italian violtneaker Guarnerius del Gesu, made in 1742 (fig. 1) and
also the analogue sounding record, related to another violin of the
same vloHnnaker, made in 1731 (fig. 2) which was being manufactured
bu usual modem technology [2] is presented.

Ш Zinoviev A.L, Filipov L.I. Introduction to the circuit and
signal theory. "Uysshaja shkola". 163-181. 1975.

[21 C M . Hutchins. Scientific American. Uol.245. N4. 135. Oct.1981
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THE SIZE QUANTUM EFFECTS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THIS SCIENCE IN

UXHAINE

by V.G.Litovchenko

Institute of the Semiconductor Physics, Acad.Sci.Ukraine

Kiev-252028, Prospect Kauki 45, Ukraine

The ahort review of the development of low-dimensional phy-

sics in Ukraine,in particular, quantum sire effects, is presented.

Some new effects, obtained during about 10 last years have been

illustrated.

Physics of the site quantum effects began its development in

Ukraine as a branch of solid-state surface science. The effects

of the sixe quantisation appear in the case of thin layers (1-thi-

ckness), when distance between neighbour electron levels Д£ beco-
mes larger than the width of thea*fc/£. ( T is the time for different
mechanisms of scattering), and also the temperature widening kTt

&8 - (Kb / d2) /„•» V f , M?
Actually» there are t#o parallel directions of this science: theo-
retical and experimental investigations. One of the first theore-
tical approach was related to the calculation of the surface spa-
ce charge region (S-SPH) under super nigh induced surface charge*
which leads to degeneration of SCS-carriers /1,2/, or to quantisa-
tion ot them /5/* or to both effects. Firet calculation of quan-
tum effects in S-SCH was performed in a rather simple (non-eelf-
consiatance) approximation of the triangular QW (i.e., liniar co-
ordinate dependence of the potential for SCS). Nevertheless this
approach qualitatively determines the most important features
of dependences, especially for not vry high electric fields of
SCB. Existing on the surface quantised SCR (or high-conductive
2D layer in general) radically changes also the screening of ext-
ernal electrical field and leads to important effects on work fu-
nction of electros, external photoemiesion, field ("cold") emissi-
on of electrons ete. As was demonstrated in work of Pashitaki, DA
chenko and coworkers A / , the long rang* (parabolic) screening
low appears instead of wry shortrange (exp) 3D screening, the co-
mputer simulation experiment was performed by Kryuehenko et «1 fiA
in which was shown the remnrcable increasing of field-emissiom cu-
rrent due to decreasing of work function for 2D quantised surface»
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Next important object of investigation with QW was selecti-

very doped heteroJunction (HJ)
t
 for which transition of free car-

riers from wide-gap material to more narrow-gap creates on boun-

dary of materials large electric field, and QW appears in this

place /6/. Here special attention was paid to HJ with very narrow

gap since here much prononcely occure some predicted phenomena

related to shifting and splitting of electron levels, changing of

energy dispersion curves under interlayer (or external mechanical

stresses), appearing of remarcable gaps for zero-gap materials,

removing of the spin degeneration and hence appearing of the spin

-splitting of minibands etc. The theoretical analysis can explain

such effects as appearing of rather high optical polarization for

QW-вуяterns, some nonlinear effects due to nonparabolicity of dis-

persion curves etc.

Lastly the newest tipe of quantum-size object are man?-QW

systems: duble-QW, periodical QW - so called QW-superlattices &»)

etc. In this case overlaping of WF leads to some tunnelling pene-

tration of WT between tho neighbour QW. The Davidov group /7/ ma-

kes rather detailed calculations for resonance tunnelling (ВТ) in

caee o£ nonlinear (for example* laser exited) situation. This
work stresses, that the tiae of charge coupling in quantum reso-
nator ia very important ao that for тегу short time of current
pulse the ВТ phenomena disappear at all, and for large enough ti-

mes tho effect baa maximum.

Other QS-ef foots connect to tunnelling between superconduc-

tive materials (ao called Josefson effect, squids-aysUrns etc.)

which beoome especially important after high-temperature superco-

nductivity diacovery. This direction in the aenoe of theory is

worked out by groups of low-temperature Phyaico-technical and me-

tallophyaice Institutes .Academy of Scieneea of Ukraine.

•a to experimental investigations, the firet works were co-

ncerning the acattering of free carriera in tho eurface quantised

channel, appearing on the low«temp«rature cleaved eurface of ger-

manium /8/, or on interface of the conventional Al-SK^-Si system

with inversion channel /9/. tola authora demonatrated important

feature for QZ caeet more aoft deoreaae of mobility for the sur-

face charge of SOB (comparing to olaeeioal caae); two-dimeneional

(more lomg-range, than olaaaioal) aoreeningetc.

Seooad group of experimental inveatlgation waa connected with in*
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veetleation o£ the optical and photolumineecence properties of
20 eyetecs.

First indication on the appearing of 2D optical phenomena on
the semiconductor surfaces was obtained in the works of group of
Institute of Semiconductors /10-1?/. The characteristic properti-
es of 2D surface excitone (SE) are quite remarcable: aore deep
energy localization, wider width of radiation line, appearing of
the spikes in reflection spectra in the vicinity of SE-region АУ

more high polarisation of this photolumineacence line than for

bulk (3D) case etc. /14,15,16/.

The excitons in superthin layers also have important feature

being strongly dependent on the thickness of film 1 and material

of substrate on which the films were deposited /1?/. In case of

dielectric substrate dependence of exuiton binding energy £ on 1
has more-or-less classical (decreasing) the law ±£~ 1/1 . But
for metallic (Ag) substrate this dependence has anoaalous, nonmo-
notonic view /17/ , which indicates on the influence of bounda-
ries and connected phases on 2D electron quasiparticles, i.e.,
carrier-phonon interaction (dynamical part), and self-action ef-
fects (electrostatical image-forces polarization (. д £ ** 1/d))
marked by Keldish. Sign of the last factor depends on the relati-
on between dielectric constants £r at the film and that of subst-
rate (,£s ). Under decreasing of 1 the remarcably increase of the
surface factors (surface phonons), occur proving the necessity of
the dynamic effect account.

Under increasing of optical exitation level the 20 excitons
transfom itself into 20 electron-hole surface droplets or create
the plasma layer. As result, we have the quasi-20 nonequilibrium
•lectron-hole plasma, which demonstrates vary specific properties
in comparison to (3D) case. So that, we have have separate branch
of nonlinear physics-quanturn-site nonlinear phenomena. Let ua con-
sider some of them /16,14/. 1) Blstability at the eurface appeara
at rather low intensity of excitation L| 2) Я м same - for appee*

ring of the stimulated radiation} spectral line of whioh la twioe

wider and valua-highar, than that for conventional 3D caaet

3) Polarisation ia specific (more high value», different alga eta)

three new 20-quantum effeots we have obeerved /18/* 1.Мог»

low powar of exoitation for begin&lne ot nonlinear effaeta ctmd

ooncantration tranaitlon to quaei-aetmratlom for drift veloelty

aad of earriera la 2D-aonequilllfcriimi plamma layer.
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'2. Low-level L for stimulated (laser) irradiation and plasma ex-

pansion apart of excitation region in the planar directions;

3. Increasing (of about several times) of the value and the spre-

ading of spectrum band for stimulated (laser) irradiation.

The next directions of experiments were connected with SL

photoluainoscence study in dependence of thicknes of QW(l^) and

barrier layer (1
2
)» including very short-period SL /19,20/. Here

the influence of surface factors was analized, namelly: sharp in-

creasing of about several of eloctron-phonon interaction (which

is important for increasing of critical temperature in supercon-

ductivity); appearing of the abnormal (very high) polarization^

effects, determined by the influence of dimention-determined

splitting of valence band in QW as well as by existence of direc-

ted submonolayer relief of the interfaces in SL; 3) appearing of

XW(interlayer) transition (for shortperiod SL) and damping or

masking of this transition under high L due to renormalisation

of luminescence transition {гиг'*n& X~/*).

In eoneiuoion we would like to stress, that there are a

wide field of activity in the branch of dimentional quantum phe-

nomena. For instance, the structures with coexsistence of SL-s

with different periods and different type of SL, mixing of waves,

the polarisation effects, microroughneas of interfaces, combi-

nation of low-gap and high-gap SL-s etc. in which Ukrainian phy-

sicists will continue the investigations. It is inportante howe» •

stress, that the development of sited-limited quantum physics in

in Ukraine strongly depend on the progress in having working te-

chnology equipment. Until now such installations have only few

industrial (as "8aturn",Kiev) or Academy Institutions. In par-

ticular oae chamber МВБ for preparation wide-gap structures and

IVJ) for preparation narrow-gap structures have Institute of Se-

Biconduotore/£&(3>ohambar МВБ apparature have Institute of Physics
etc. So that Ukraine need In move intensive development of the

experimental b u t for this тегу perspective direction of solid

state physios.
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FREQUENCY-TIME SPLITTING OF REALIZATIONS AND

HARMONIСAL ANAL ГVSIS OF NON-STATIONARY RANDOM PROCESSES

Lukin K.A., Kogila A.A.

Institute of Radiopnysics and Electronics,

Academy of Science» of Ukraine, Kharkov

In this paper will introduce frequency- time representation of

RP, considere condition» of these processes h*rmonizability and

their correlation function, outline a classification of friquency-

time representation»

Let ?<»,M be .an RP set on time axis «*«<-»,•«>), i. т. М ? *

and on the A set of simple events X <X«A).

We Mil! confine ourselves to consideration of non- stationary

RP having finite weighted average power

PU.GI • /. E|e(t-»,T)|
a
|«(»{X)|*d» < m (2)

- »
where

Ej?(t|X)|*-/ j?(t{X) |*P(dX)
A

expectation sing. G(t-*,T)- weighted function assigned in the

general case on И sets system each being a subset of the time axis.

6(.,.) function meets normalisation condition

/|G(t,T)|
e
dt - .«. (3)

Here T- a parameter reflecting some local properties of RP

£(6,M. In the general ease when 6( ) function is assigned on M

sets system T parameter is a matriN correlating the function G<.)

with local properties of RP in every point t-e»*. The form of 6<.>

function itself is determined by the RP non- stationarity

character.

It should be noted that for arbitrary RP R*«H. Let C<t»M ha»

finite average power on Fortet

P - lim 1| S E|?<t»M|*dt < m (4)

For the process under consideration it is not compulsory that

condition (4) btf met. but fer the principal condition (2)

implementation it i» necessary that К set not include points in

which condition (4) i» disturbed. Furl-heron we will say that HP is

related to Я class if it meat», condition (2) and to П class

if condition (4) is «net.



From (3),(4),(2) the following assertion results.

Theorem 1. 1 f RP f(d;X) belongs to Ж class; й«^'; Х«Л and

function G(t-0) is determined on M sets, then RP

U( t,0;X)=G( t-e,T)?<e,M belongs to П class» U<t,»iM«=n.

Consequence 1.1. If <<в;Х)еП, {-*,*>*1 then U(t,0fX»en. '

Consequence 1.2. Subsequent inclusion Пс 1Я i» fair.

That is why the theory of RP of П class after necessary adaptation

determined by the function G(.) presence may b» spread on the

introduced RP U(t,O;X). A process from П class is harvnonizable

analogously with Dragan * in the form of

CD
Л

-to

U(t,9;X) > J-exp(j<od)Z<t,dw;X) (j)

if the condition

/ F(t,t,du,du) < oo
-co

is met, where Z<t,A;X) random spectrum measure of the process

U(t,A;X) or random local spectrum measure of the process
1
 {(6|X)

which engenders a local correlation function on frequency '

F(t
i
,t

a
,A

i
,A

2
) - E Z(t

i
,A

i
|X)2*(t

a
,A

t
|\) (в)

in non- stationaryprocesses representation, being *n additive

function on the sets of the form of M хМ^кД^кД i M ,M «R
1
,

Д ,Д en*, where o'=(-co,+oo) is a frequency axis, and satisfying the

condition of positive determination. From the formula (7) and the

definition (8) harmonizability of the local, correlation function

follows

oo w
R (
 V V W - / /exp(j<w

j
©
i
-o>

2
e
t
)>F{t

i
,t

jt
,d«

i
,d«

Jl
) (9,)

The function F(t ,t^.^.A^) unambiguously determining the

local correlation function R(t ,t ,6 ,» ) has the meaning of the

local spectrum measure. The reverse is also true. An RP assigned by

the local correlation function fully determines the local spectrum

measure F (t
f
, t

f
, A

f
, A

a
)

The derivative of the double- frequency spectrum measure

e Kt
t
.i*

A
iX)t*it

a
,^ix) C")

in the sense of generalised functions will be called a local

spectrum density. In the expression 111) >(.) is the random local

spectrum density having following connection with the process U(.)
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— « z(t,u|X) «-5^- / U ( ,

Expressions (7) and (9) will be called two- parameter or

frequency"" time representation of harmonizable random processes and

their correlation function as the function Z(t,du;X) depends not

only on frequency» but on time too. '

The local spectrum measure F( t
jP
t^A^,Д^) allows to trace

dynamic (in time) change of harmonic structure and correlation

linfcsbetween RP different frequency harmonics. It also allows to

take into account the RP probabilities distribution moments <(&;X)

connected to the highest spectrum distribution moments Z(t,A).

An important assertion follows from (7).

Theorem 2. If the process ?(0|X) belongs to the W class, it

can be presented in the form

1

<(©jX)•• / J" G <t-©>exp(ja>e>Z(t,d*»sX)dt (12)
C

where c=/)G(t>|*dt, and its correlation function

=--- X / / /Bit -0 )6*(t -• i t ^ i V A V i t t d»du )dt dt (13)
с мхыхДхД

Using representations (7) and (9) let us introduce a formal RP

classification with regard to the kind of a local spectrum measure.

In the most general case . the spectrum measure F(t ,t ,Д ,Д ) • is

cistributed in the whole (M ,11 ,Д ,Д ) space. This class of

representations was described above and designated the JR class.

Definition 1. If the spectrum measure F(.) can be presented in

the form

then an RP belongs to the IB
1
 class, ?<ft(X)« »*•

This means that the local random measure is orthogonal on the sets

M
t
xM

a
 i* EZ{M

t
,A

e
jX)z"<M

t
,A

e
!X)«e when ^rti^-в, where • is an empty

set. Using Oirac delta function we can record that

Definition 2. If the local spectrum measure can presented in

the for»

F(M , И .A ,A» - Fin ,И ,Д П A >

then an RT belongs to the X
u
 class, <T(*|X)« «

w

The random measure Z(.) is in this case orthogonal on sets \*\*
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;MZ(M
t
,A ;X)«0 if ^ПД »в.

Definition 3. If the local spectrum measure is presented in

the form

then ?<6;\)e W
t f W

.

Then the random measure Z(.) is orthogonal on sets

<M
f
«M

i(
MA

i
KA

t
), i. e. EZ(M

t
,A

i
;\)z"(M

2
,A

e
j\)-0, if M̂ rtt̂ -в and

Xn this case the function F(.) car. be presented in the form

F.(t ,t.,d6» ,d» )eF(t .d« )«5(t -t ) d ( « « )dto
• Ж а к t a I S ft* • •

The classification may be continued by singling out an evident

definite internal local property of the non-stationary RP

corresponding to the given class by the way of selecting a

numerical function stressingthis property.

1
 Ya. P. Oragan, Structure and Representation of Stochastic Signals

Models (Naukova Dumka Publishing Co, Moscow, 1980), p. 382
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EXCITATION OF INTENSIVE MILLIMETER CHAOTIC OSCILLATIONS

Konstantin A. Lukin, Vladimir A. Rakityanaky

Instiljte of Radiophysics and Electronics of the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
12 Proskura St., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine

In this paper is considered a new approach to excitation of millimeter noise

oscillations with mean power about some watts and using the dynamic properties of

backward wave oscillators. A low quality factor oscillator systems of millimeter

wave band are used for increase in interaction efficiency and decrease in working

current, Autooscillation behaviors of a BWT are studied and a main characteristics

of the excited chaotic oscillations are presented.

Dynamics of the electron-wave oscillator is described by the set of nonlinear

integral-differential equations in partial derivatives which have no analytical

solutions.I Numerical investigation of this equations shows that the increasing of

the working-current to starting-current ratio (further is referred as parameter K)

causes the change of autooscillation regimes of BWT. Result is a more complicated

form of spectral characteristics of the oscillations. At K=30 oscillations become

irregular due to chaotic amplitude automodulation. Chaotic automodulation is

characterized by a continuous frequency spectrum concentrated not far from the

fundamental frequency. Numerical integration of this equations is connected with

great difficulties. Besides, millimeter wave band is characterized by a large enough

values of the electromagnetic field losses in waveguide structures and large values

of the apace charge parameter of the high density electron beam and we cannot

neglected these factors when we create out numerical simulation. This circumstance

makes this problem much acre complicated and that is why the experimental research

becomes mare important.

Providing of great values of К in millimeter wave band devices is very difficult

problem. One of th* way* in the solving this problem is the introducing of the

reflections at the slow-wave structure ends.' Slow-wave structure with low values of

reflection factor fro*) it* end* we name as weak-resonant oscillatory system. Such

system with a large electrical length are used Cor exciting of the chaotic

oscillation* with wide and uniform spectrum. The quality factor of the working «odes

of the system used doe* not exceed of 40. The system investigated is characterized

by two parameters and its dynamic properties ere determined by value* of parameter К

and the complex reflection coefficient R which describe* th* efficiency of the

additional feedback. Experimental results ere given for K, band BUT.

Weak-resonaat BWr's (WBWT's) ere the source* with electron returning of the

frequency spectrum of the oscillations generated. At K>3 Monochromatic oscillation*
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with continuous electron retuning of the frequency within the band of 12'. are

observed. At K>6 the periodic modulation of an oscillation amplitude is developed.

The satellite frequencies near the fundamental oscillation spectral line are

appeared. It is a peculiarity that autorodulation appears in the minimum of the

oscillation power for the fundamental oscillation frequency near the boundary o£

the resonant zone. The frequency of the amplitude modulation can be changed within

the band of 140-ЗООЖг by the changing of the accelerating voltage. At K>11 a

regular autorrodulation becomes quasi periodic one with equidistant: frequency

spectrum. Narrow band chaotic oscillations in WBWT are observed at K=19. Such values

of К are leas than corresponding values for ordinary BWT. Wide band chaotic

oscillations with uf/f=2-3* (at power level of -lOdB) are observed at K=50. Electron

retuning of the mean frequency of the chaotic oscillation carrying frequency of the

ьoak-resonant BWT is discrete due to the strong non-uniformity of the interaction

efficiency. However, the band of the working frequencies is exceeded by electron

retuning due to the narrow interval of the acceleration voltages of the spectrum

quantification.

The packaged chaotic (noise) oscillation sources of the millimeter wave band are

designed with using weak-resonant BWT. The sources of chaotic signals oE middle

power level have the following technical specifications

Mean level of the power spectrum density, mW/MHz 5-10

Spectrum Width, MHz
at power level (-3dB) 300
ac power level (-10dB) 800
Electron retuning of the carrying frequency, I 10
Steepness of electron frequency retuning, Mlz/V 4-10
Cathode voltage, kV . 2-4,5
Cathode current, A 0,1-0,18
Consumption of coolant, 1/h 100
№ s s of device with rare-earth magneticsystem, kg 9-10

Application of the weak-resonant BWT's made possible to increase of the

interaction efficiency. The results is the decrease of working-current corresponding

to the excitation of the millimeter chaotic oscillations. Packaged middle power

chaotic oscillators based on the using of WBWT are designed. The developed sources

of millimeter wave band allow to design radio systems for solution of many

scientific and (echoic problems. They can be used for design of the sensing or radar

systems with high electromagnetic compatibility, correlation and non-coherence

reflectometry for precision determination of plasma cut-off layer position and other

radio electronic systems in a similar way.

1. B.P.Bezruchko, L.V.Bulgakova. S.P.Kuznecov, D.I.Trub*tnkov,Radiot«ch. and

Eiectr., Vol.28,pp. 1136-1142.June 1983,(in Russian).

2. E.P.Efimov, K.A.Lukin, V. A. Rakityanaky.Journal of technical physics,

Vol.58.pp.2398-2400,Decenber 19BB.(in Russian).
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THE ESPECIALITIES OP PK20RESISTANCE OF SILICON

AND GERMANIUM AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES

Maryamova I.J.. Lavltska E.N.. Gortynska I.D., Yatsuk Y.S.

Polytechnlcal Institute» S.Bandery str..12, Lvlv. 290646, UKralne

Тпэ results of theoretical and experimental Investigations of
plezoreslstance of SI and Ge mlcrocrystals have been presented In
the wide range of Impurity densities at cryogenic temperatures and
In magnetic field.

Below Impurity concentration Jf
c
 the carriers in doped semicon-

ductors at sufficient low temperatures are connected with Individu-
al Impurity atoms. Electrical, thermal and magnetic properties of
those relatively slightly doped semiconductors could be expressed
Ш terms of electron-phonon Interaction and they characterized by
activation energy c,. Above the concentration Jf

ob
 the electrons are

in degenerated state. At concentrations between Jf
e
 and Л

сЬ
 semicon-

ductor have some peculiar properties. The electrons In this range
are partially localized and physical influences- mechanical strain,
temperature, magnetic field - should strongly effect the level of
the localization and,thus,the electrical properties of the crystal.
The roost interesting electrical phenomena are near the metal-insu-
lator transition (MIT) because varying critical concentration of
the MIT Jf

0
 one could approach this transition or get away from it.

The low-temperature resistivity p of semiconductor should be
described by the sum of three exponentials [11:

p"
1
 « J p;

1 ezp(-€t/MJ) (1)

The component with activation energy €, (thermal lonlzatlon
energy for the ground state of the donor or acceptor) makes a main
contribution in the conductivity of SI and Ge at the temperatures
- 20...70 К and concentrations of the main Impurity Jf < Jf

o
.

The lntemedlate concentrations region la characterised by the
appearance of the activation energy €2 with the value between €,
and €3. The conductivity with thle activation energy Is due to
carriers in the band composed of the doubly occupied lapurlty
states. The activation energy approximately equals:
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where p Is proportional to the exchange Interaction of the carriers
localized on impurity atoms. The exchange interaction is supposed
to decrease linearly with the average separation of the majority
impurities re =(4/3 % Jf)~

r/3 and, hence, c2 depends linearly on ro.
Mott [2] has showed that activation energy € 3 is proportional

to energy € needed to transfer a carrier from the ionized majority
nearest to the Ionized minority to infinity

€ a - e
2 / к г

с
. (3)

thus, €3 depends on i/rc according to the expression [31:

€3 =* 0.61 ca (1 - 0.29 K
1 / 3 } , (4)

where К is the compensation ratio.
The average distance between the impurities r

e
 could ba

changed in certain direction by the strain or by magnetic field.
This mechanism defines piezo- and magnetoresistance of the crystal
near the MIT. The magnetic field change the localization degree of
carriers approaching the sample to the KIT or moving away from it
and, thus one can say about the magnetic field tuning of the
crystal's plezoreslstance.

The plezoresistance of n- and p-type SI and Ge microcrystals
has been studied. Those mlcricrystals have been grown by chemical
transport reactions as semiconductor whiskers (SW) with 10430 uo in
cross section. They were taken as a modelling material due to their
high structural perfection. Besides that, they are Interesting for
practical applications because of their high mechanical strength,
mlniaturity, stability of characteristics etc. The direction of
their growth [111 ] corresponds to «ячшят piezoresistance In p-type
silicon and In both type germanium. These sspeclalitlea allow to
use SW in miniature mechanical sensors M i .

The estimated values of activation energies €t and pre-expo-
nentials p( for Investigated p-type Si SW were found to be In not
bad agreement with the results for bulk material (11.

The low-temperature piezoreslstance have been measured at 4.2K
In the samples with the dopant levels - 10 1 Т

...5жЮ
1 9
 cm"

3
. The

most Interesting Investigations were made In barely metallic p-type
samples because the appearance of th« Mil can be clearly Indicated
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here due to the plezorealstance sign changing at this region. Fig.1
Illustrates this change of sign in p-type SI sample with boron
concentration Jf

B
 - 7x10

1 8
 cm"

3
 under unlaxlal compression. The

upper dotted line shows plezoreslstance of this sample In magnetic
field В « 3 Т. The arrows show the positions of the minimum at
p(e)/p(O) * /(e) dependences corresponding to the MIT occurence.

In the crystals with Impurity concentrations In the vicinity
of the HIT at Insulating side of It at 4.2 К a very high
longitudinal gauge factor К «Ap/(p

o
«sH0,000+20,000 was observed.

The results of Investigations were used to create mechanical
sensors of different types for operating at cryogenic temperatures
and to optimise their characteristics. The sarnies with very high
gauge factor In the vicinity of the MIT have the sane order of re-
sistivity as at the room temperature due to its temperature depen-
dence. This especlallty allows to use semiconductor crystals with
impurity concentrations near MIT aa a material for mechanical sen-
sors with high sensitivity.?lg.2 Illustrates the dependence of out-
put signal ue strain of the half-bridge circuit containing two si-
licon strain gauges with Impurity concentration near MIT (curve 1).
One of the strain gauge is oompretsed and the second la tensloned.
The line 2 In this figure corresponds to output from analogous
bridge containing two strain gauges on the basis of traditionally
used hea/ily doped crystals at the same supply voltage.
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По-2.

High sensitive strain gauges on

the baa la of specially doped

germanium whiskers were developed

for strain and stress measure-

ments within the temperature

ranges 4.2...300 K; 77...10CR and

at 4.2 K. The gauge factor of

these strain gauges 1я -vSOO for

wide temperature rnnge sensors

and "io,OOf; for the strain gauge

to measure at f.'l K.

The special method based on

computer simulation was developed

to optimize characteristics of

strain gauges for. cryogenic

measurements. It Is based on

Introducing the appropriate

strain of the sensitive element

by bonding of it on the spring element with, the coefficient of

thermal expansion that differs from it for semiconductor material.

By choice of spring element's material and adhesive one can change

this appropriate atraine In wide limits. This measure allows to

тагу strongly the electrical properties of SW, especially the

piezoresistance, at cryogenic temperatures. We believe this method

to be perspective for optimising the parameters of mechanical

sensors for cryogenic measurements.
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MODELING OF NONLINEAR REGIMES

OF AWALANCH TRANSIT-TIME DIODES
P.P.Maximov

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics,

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences.

A simple am fast models of avalanche diodes are needed

demanding little expenditure of usful time and adequate describing

of physical processes in diodes for solution a problems of

optimization of structure and eletrical parameters diodes. Susb

model like was proposed in С13, but proposed approximation of

integral multiplication function brings considerable error in

calculation avalanche current.

In this work a new trigonometric approximation ot integral

multiplication function is presented for fast and sufficiently

precise calculation of avalanche current. The integral

multiplication function can be written as C2J

(1)

where Eft is electrical field on boundary of equivalent layer of

multiplication, Bp la electrical field of static breakdown, a IM

integer, 1=1/2 for abrupt and 1=1/2 for graded p-n junctions.

Electrical intensity £ff/jrp can be approximated by

trigonometrical function til

where zo is dimenstonless component and г* is amplitude of the

electrical field, Jf ia phase displacement between electrical field

and avalanche current in layer of multiplication, £ =wt.

Then trigonometrical approximation of integral multiplication

function can written in form

where

Results of calculation of avalanche current are shown in

-<>+!*&> for

4' = C2o-i<^
W
CS-№ curve l



These results are compared with data which have been received

(curve Э) C23. As seen in Fig proposed approximation of integral

multiplication function (3) yield more precise value of avalanche

current than in Г1Э.

It can be used for calculation and optimization of generation of

avalanche diodes in nonlinear regimes for studing of its chaotic

dynamic.
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DECREASE OF TIMF. RESTORATION OF THE REVERSE CURRENT
IN IMPULSE HIGH-FREQUENCY DIODS.

MAZINOV A.S.

The Simferopol State University. Address: the Ukraine,333000,
Simferopol,ul. Yaltinskaya,4,the Department of Radiophyslcs.

ABSTRACT: Joint action of diffusion and electron irradiation on
microwave diodes has been conducted.Complication of the deep
levels spetrum leads to decrease of the reverse current
restore time.

For increase of work frequencies of impulse quickly
functioning diodes it is necessary to decrease time of
restoring of the reverse current of a diod with reverse
swlcthlng of voltage, hence we must try to get minimum time of
life for the carriers of cliarge in the space charge region for
reverse set of a diod. One of the basic methods of decreasing
time of life is introduction of energy levels in forbidden
zone of semiconductor material by means of diffusion.

Ve conducted the diffusion of gold (Au) and platinum (Ft)
with later irradiation of the diod and constructed the deep
energy levels in the space charge region of tlie p-n-junction.
In the experiment we changed concentration of gold and
platinum for different regimes of diffusion to find out the
optimal regime of diffusion. Then we got basic characterictics
of diodes and conducted comparison for diferent regimes of
driving the admixture for diodes before as veil as after
influence of electron irradiation.

we obtained that in all groups of diodes with diffusion
of gold recharge of two deep levels was observed. Complete
coincidence of thetfT) dependence for two centres with thetfT)
dependence for gold in the silicon showed that in the explored
diodes we had only admixture of gold . lonizatton energy and
the trap section of carriers of charge was determined by
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inclination of theUT) dependence in coordinates ln(tT ) - kT
and had values Ec-0.55 eV and Ec -0. 35 eV.

For groups of diodes with diffusion of platinum we saw
recharge of two deep centres with ionization energy Ec-0. 25 cV
and Ev +0.32 eV, what coincides with literature data within
limits of experimental errors.'"

In investigation of spectrum of deep centres in the
diodes with diffusion of gold and influence of electron
irradiation we obtained that for all regimes of introduction
of gold near the middle of the forbidden zone recharge of deep
centre Ec-0.54 eV with concentration 10 sm was observed. The
small trap section of carriers of charge for this centre shows
that this level can be explained by structure defects or
combination "gold + radiation".

For diodes with diffusion of platinum and influence of
electron irradiation we found follow levels: the centreJ».ith
ionization energy Eo-0.24 eV and trap section 10 sm
conditioned by the top level of platinum;the level with energy
Eo-0. SO eV and section 10 sm , probably it is conditioned by
irradiation break of structure.

Increase of spectrum of deep levels,in our point of view,
leads to increase of the velocity of recombination of charge
carriers in the space charge region of the diode with reverse
bias. This, in its turn,decreases the life tine of charge
carriers in the space charge region of the p-n-junctionn and
hence leads to improvement of the restoring time of the
reverse current. Here it is necessary to note stabilization of
the characteristics of diodes for one tecnology batch,which is
the additional advantage of diffusion together with influence
of irradiation.

1
 ML Brown,С L. Jones,С V. Villoungly.Sol. Stat. Electron

8,763 (1976).
2
С. а Эайнабидимов, Физические основы образования

глубоких уровней в кремнии (Ташкент,1984).
Ŝ. D. Brotherton, P. Bradley, Journ. Appl. Phys. 6,5720 ( Ю82).
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ADAPTIVE PROCEDURE OF EVALUATION OF RANDOM SIGNALS

WITH FINITE AVERAGE WEIGHTED FUNCTION OM NOISE BACKTSROUND

Moglla A. A.

Institute of Radlophyslcs and Electronics of

the Academy of Science of Ukraine, Kharkov

In -this paper; four algorithms of AF function are given which

correspone with four classes ofmodels of the non-stationary RP

suggested In V When synthesizing algorithms the function of the

specific weight of the absolute error magnitude has been used.

Let us consider in the beginning the general case when thelocal

spectral measure F<t ,t ,du ,d<*> ) lsdistributed over the whole

space CM xM хД хД Э
i г 1 г

where ZC. 1 i s random local measure of the process (C&;\). u> «Д .

со еД . When RP fC. > i s such a random process that mean s tat i s t ica l

values can be substituted by mean-ln-tlme values and I t s spectral

function ZC. Э can be presented In form of 2Ct.db>;\3«zCt.6>;XOd<i>.

where zC.Э i s a random local spectral density
1 a>

zCt.wD»——-/«Xt-d. 'nfCMexpC-JtoMd» f СЗЭ

- »
then after having made In CO substitution of variables t *t.

t =t-T, u> »w, w *M-ft we have
FCC.t-T.dw.dC» t

sCt.T.u.O>* —-rr -«/zCt.buz Ct-T.u-t»dt. СЭ5

ш ait

where P l i Integration Interval.

The following algorithm of adaptive processing correspond with

this signal model. The Input signal UCt,0)«eCt-0,T>?C»} and desired

response * are stored In the buffer storage device for data units
л

formation. The time Intervals T during which data units for every

time moment t are formed are different; that i s why during these

intervals different data «.amounts are stored in the units. The

ammount' of input data U i s regulated ' by the input gat* being

controlled from the control1 unit CYYi.This i s a principal mowent

in th» AP function. J st in that way the local part of valid signal

i s separated which will hav» the minimum harmonic composition.

This enables in the best way to separate the valid signal from the

noise and interferences by correcting f i l t er coefficients in the

frequency space. The algorithm of coefficients correction i s based



on 1 he fact what the values of the width of local frequency-time

correlat ion function С 35 In time and frequency domain? are

different for the signal and for the Interferences.

The lnputdata are transformed by means of direct Fourier

transformation F С2Э Into frequency domain. Every input signal z. Ф

of the F transformer presentsasetofcomplex numbers. The values of.

the desired result z »r* averaged and subtracted from the Input

values * on the corresponding frequencies In order t o determine the

sign of the gradient СЭЭ of the error SC t , т ;u>, П5. - Every spectrum

component has i t s individual weighting coef f ic ient H. One

correction of every weighting coef f ic ient i s carried out,for every

data unit. The weighted output s ignals z come t o the operator of

the Inverse Fourier transformationF 'for obtaining output signal U.

To calculate optimum weighting coe f f l c lents . th • method of

accelerateddlscent has been used, i . e . aniterat ive procedure

presenting a method of optimization In which surface gradients are

used t o find i t s minimum. The weighting coef f ic ients are corrected,

according t o the equation

HCt.«,»>«=HCt-l.<*>+juSgnC«>S , CO
л

where « « I O - Z O i s evaluation error, SlgnC.3 I s the s ign

function, p are coef f ic ients determining speed of convergence and

s t a b i l i t y of the adaptive process, S i s determined from С35. The

equation CO minimizes the absolute value of the error on condition

that s e l e c t e d value /j i s small «nought.

The equation for theoutput signal ofU f i l t e r i s an inverse

Fourier transformation F~* of the product of local spectral density

z of jLhe input signal U and corresponding weighting coef f ic ients .

uct.a:>*/zct,UL>exp<jb>»>du. cs>
Д

л
T h e e v a l u a t i o n { o f t h e d e s i r e d r a n d o m s i g n a l { I s a

л ,
convolution of the output signal of U filter and number function ОС

»
л

С6Э

Equations Сгр-СвЭ determine the adaptive rrequency-tlme correlation
f i l t e r CFFTCO.

Zf the local spectral measure FC ) can be presented in for* of
FCt^.t^.d^.dw^-oCt^t^FCt^.dw^.dw^. С7Э

where

FO. ,<*w . <Jv»Os£ZCt .deo ;V>2 CL,du> ; \ Э , С8>
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then the random signal (C.) belongs to the Ж* class. Typical for

this class signals is the presence of mutual correlation

connections between different Сby frequency) harmonic components of

the.*pectral measure FC. ) and the-absence of them for random local

spectra obtained at dlfferente time moments t
(
 and t̂ .

Let us use the assumptions made above with respect toZC. ) and

carry out corresponding substitution of variables in С7Э. Then

taking into account С 8) we obtain followingexpresslon for the

gradient of the surface of the absoluteerror value in t-1

«Ct,w.3-/zCt.t*>z"ct.«4>dt. C9)
t-p'

The algorithm of. AF of the signal corresponding with such

model will be determined by equations C3), С4Э-СО) and CO). I.e.

this means that it differs from the previous algorithm because with

respect'to C O thevalue S is determined from the expression CO) and

not' from С35. For correction of weighting coefficient*, such AF use

the correlation processing of signal spectra In frequency.

If we can present the local measure FC ) in the following form

where

F C t , t ,d<«» ,do> ) « 6 C <•>-<<> ) F C t , t ,

FC t^. t
t
. d«

f
) »E2C t

f
. dw^ ) Z*C t^, dw

f
) ,

then the random signal ?C.) belongs to the 1R° class. Typical for

this signal model is the presence of correlation connections

betweenharmonic components concentrated on one frequency and the

absence of mutual correlation connections between different Cby

frequency) components for random local spectra obtained at

different time moments t and t .
1 2

The AF model being adequate to the properties of this signal

class has the following expression for the gradient of the function

of the value of the absolute error magnitude In t-1
sCt.r.«£»/zCt,u>x Ct-T.wOdt CIO)

t-p
The adaptive processing algorithm of suchslgnal model is described

by the equations C2). С4)-C6) and CIO) and differs from the first

on*-through the substitution of correlation СЭ) by correlation

CIO). For the correction of weighting coefficients In these AF. the

correlation of signal processing in time is used.

Now let us consider the case when ?C.) belongsto Ж*** class

i.e. the function FC.) has the form

P C
.V

wher
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Typical for this class of signals is the absence of mutual

correlation connections between different Cby frequency} spectrum

components for the random function ZC 3 determined at the time

moment t and the absence of correlation connections between
i

.spectrum componentsofthefunctions- ZC. 5 taken at different time

moments t and t .

Let us use assumptions made when deriving the first algorithm

of AF. Then in t-1 the gradient of the function of the absolute

error magnitude will have the form
' t 2

*(t.cA>»J-|2Ct.a>)| dt. (11)
t-p

The model of AF being adequate to the properties of this

s'gnalclass Is determined by equation СЗЭ.С4Э-СвЭ and С11Э. The

correction of weighting coefficients H is carried out in this

filter by calculatlngcorrelation function FC. 5 at zero signal delay

in time and at zero shift of I ts spectral componentts in frequency.

Algorithm of controll chart YY using input gates can be of the

same form for every above AF since i t Is composed on th« Sasls of

the condition being common for all f i l ters

T=Sup u.

S |/ sCt.uOe du|dT
-oo A

/sCt.faOdu

and SCI,fad i s the evaluation of м м local spectrum density of the

vali d si gnal.

A possible version of the functional diagram of the control

unit CYY) are given in *.

' K. A. Lulcln and A. A. Moglla. Ship clvU - engineering. Computer

fac i l i t i es .31. Э С10033. in Russian.

" A. A. Moglla.Uncertainty. Abstract* in Э-rd All-Union Conf. on MM

And SubMM Waves Propagation In Atmosphere С Kharkov, 1OOO) p.iea

Cin Russian). '
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RESEARCHES ON SURFACE PHYSICS IN UKRAINE.

Nakhodkln L'.G.

T.Shevchenko University, 64 Volodymyrs&a Str., 252601. Kiev 17.
Ukraine.

Ptushlnskll Yu.G.

Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 46 TTospect
Naukl,252650,Klev 28,Ukraine.

Тле report consists of three parts.
l.A retrospective review of the researches on surface physics in
Ukraine between 1930*s and 1960's.

2.A brief survey of contemporary activities and scientific Insti-
tutions In the field of surface physics In Ukraine.

3.A synopsis of recent results obtained by Ukrainian scientists In
the following selected directions:
a)Atomic stucture of surfaces and adsorbed layers, phase transi-
tions;
b)Chemlsorptlon of gases;
c)Physlcal grounds of electron spectroscoples.
The results under consideration testify to essential contribu-

tion of Ukrainian scientists to the world eurfaae science.However,
the prospects of further development of these studies In Ukraine
Is not clear due to the economic crisis.
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PHYSICAL PRIHCIPLES OF OPTICAL COMPUTING ASD

THEIR IMPLEMENTATION IN HYBRID OPTICAL-ELECTRONICS PROCESSOR

Nlkolay G.Nahodkin, Vitaly N.Kurashov, Alexandr V.Kisii,

Dnitry V.Podanchuk, Alexandr G.Chunakov.

Kiev Tares Shevchenko University

64 Volodinirska str., Kiev, 252017, Ukraine

Application of the analog coherent optical information

processing for the problem of image recognition is restricted by a

number of difficulties. The principal of then are: the lack of

functional flexibility, the input/output probleus, the difficulties

of realisation of sign selection, adaptation and teaching algorithms

and, finally, the restricted possibilities of the cooperation with

traditional digital devioes when the branched network of computers

is required. In fact Majority of these deficiencies aay be removed

in the hybrid optical-electronic infornation systems. In this

research we have generalized the experience of the authors of Kiev

University Optical Data Processing Laboratory, on investigation and

elaboration of the multifunctional hybrid optioal-electronic

systems, which can be used for analysis and recognition of images,

textures and wide-band time signals.

The suggested principles of information processing in hybrid

optical-electronic system are:

1. Preliminary processing is carried on by analog optical

processor, similar to Van-Der-Lught correlator, using computer

generated holographic filters for ooding, compression,

transformation and clustering of information. Following processing

'of information, compressed with a ratio up to 10*. including image

recognition, pattern reconstruction and output representation is

performed by auxiliary digital computer.

2. Convolved spectrum double-dimensional representation with

strict limiting of amplitude is used for eptieal processing of

single-dimensional signal (fig.I). This representation enables

prooessing of high-capaeity signals (containing up to 2** counts)

and increases noise stability of the system (admissible signal/noise

ratio is 1:1). ^

3^ The recognition problem is treated as the problem of image
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classification on basis of signs, which are extracted fron the iaage

by projecting the nultitude of analyzed images on H-dimensionai

upace of numerical vectors. CGH filters are used to fore sign space

by the extension of iaage on Karhunen-Loeve basis. The calculation

of filters is fulfilled by the utilization of teaching set of

signals, containing noise with known statistical properties. He

choose this method of building the sign space taking into account

the following considerations:

- the nultitude of these signs is "good" in sense that reliable

recognition is achieved in low-dimensional space signs;

- the simple technical solution of sign formation in coherent

optical processor is admitted;

the multitude of analyzed signs is universal for all

realizations of signals in ensemble;

- the system possesses the possibility of adaptation and

teaching, whioh is fulfilled by change of sign structure.

These ideas are put into background of optical-electronic

processor, represented on fig.2. The functions of the principle

units are explained below.

The input information device (IID) is able to work in four

various modes depending on the type of input signal: a) in

TV-standard - for images, formed by video-systems; b) in binary

coded mode with driving frequency up to 256 HC - for analog

wide-band signals; c) in multi-level mode with driving frequency up

to 50 HC required $4 levels - for analog time signals; d) in order

to direct registration of binary ooded pulse sequences - up to 256

Mbit/sec. To agree the speed of data input with the physical

characteristics of light modulator and for the formation of the

two-axis transformation of the one-dimensional input signal the

input device contains epaoe-time format transducer <STFT), which is

although used for scale changes and fragmentation of images when

dialog mod* in used.

The СОН filters, are reoorded on reversal photo-thermoplastic

media by laser photo-*oann«r (IPS) with digital control, which

contain* two-axes ДО-defleotor, АО-modulator and the the automated

registered media processing system. Digital computer is also used

for synthesis and arohivation of filters, as well a« for controlling

their manufacturing.

Output video d*vio« (OVD) can fulfill both funotiona of image

sending to digital computer and its monitoring, and additional



functions of preliminary analysis of correlation responses in

.arallel spac« channels and preprocessing of the output field by

using numerical methods.

The auxiliary computer provides synthesis of the decisive

functions, adaptation and teaching during the иогк аэ well as

controlling the whole system. Utilization of the algorithms of

back-coupling in optical processor both of "output-input" and

"output-filter" types is reserved. All interfaces have been done

with the care of standard protocols of information exchange and ' are

compatible with the PC and LSI-11-conpatible computers.

To illustrate possible application of the designed system не

list the recognition of quasiharmonical one-dimensional signals with

the base of 2*° counts in additional noise (fig 3).

Experimental results proved high efficiency of suggested

methods for high-capacity signals processing in hybrid

optical-electronic systems.

a)

The double-dimensional

a) LF modulation;

fig.l.

representation singl«-dim«nsional signali

b) Sinusoidal frequ*noy aodulation.
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SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF NEW LCD TECHNOLOGIES

P.F.Oleksenko, V.M.Sorokin.

Institute of Physics of Semiconductors

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

Prospect Nauki, 45, Kiev 252028, Ukraine

The creation of pure ecology production, that excludes the

use of harmfull and dangerous chemical substances, is very

importen technologycal problem in the field of development of

liquid crystal displays. Such substances are present in process

of formation pattern's topology, orienting layers dielectric

transparent protective coatings layers. Photolytography process,

SiCL-films deposition (by means of pyrolytic method) and

creatin of orienting structures (coated with organic films and

rubbing) can be removed by using new methods of pattern

deposition by means of magnetic masks and creation of orienting

structure by vacuum methods* In that process the standart

multipositional vacuum technological equpment can be used, that

contains the units for films deposition in plasma of glowing

discharge (magnetron and cathode reactive deposition). The given

technology can be effectively used when the various LCD's with

sufficiently large-size electrode pattern is produced. The ITO

magnetron deposition through spetial magnetic masks enables to

obtain the electrode pattern. The same method enables to deposite

the protective layer of silicon oxide. The orienting layer

deposition by means of reactive cathod sputtering of such

materials as Si, Ge, Ni, etc. is conducted1. In this method the

coincidence deposition on the substrate of targets materials

oxides and its bombardment by highenergetic oxigen ions creates

very thin structure on the surface and LC molecules is

oriented homogeniously. The important paculiarity of such method

is obtaining of the controled LC molecules tilted angles

and various anchoring energies on the interface LC-substrate.

This circumstance is very important in STN LCD's production

espetially for the displays with 240°-270° twist angles, when for

the realization of optimal display characteristics the 15°-28°

tilt angles are needed. On the base of this method various type

of STN LCD are realised ?
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One of the important problem in the creation of light-valve

devices contaning LC is fast response time. One of the most
suitable way to obtain the fast response light modulators is
utilization of electrooptical effects on the glass- nematic LC
interface. In Fig.l glass-oriented LC interface is shown. The LC
molecules is changed director in various planes when the
electric field is applied . The calculation of reflection and

V

i) e)

• M M

/

f \
V

•a.

Fig.l. Electrooptical effects in glass-NLC interface

transmission coefficient were carried for all three types
3
.

One from them (a) was described by Labruni
4
 Bub we chosed the

type (b), that enable us to achieve the following modulation
parameters: contrast 100 %, swiching times order 500 uc, optical
losses in transmission regime 51 %. The dynamic response of the
sample is shown in Fig.l(e) (impuls width is 2 ms). On the base
of this principle the light modulator was created in the fora of
a rule with 128 elements for the image recording on photocarrier
(Fig.Id). The glass was used with refractive index п

к
1.6 and

mixture of cyanobephenyls (n
o
*1.52, n

e
=1.73) have been used in

this modulator. Recording tine of one line was 0.8 ms.

Special interest have structures working on the effects of
bistable orientation in pure neraatic LC. This investigations were
first irsde by Duran

5
 who shown the possibility of high levels

' ;';rast and fast response time when equal probability conditions
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for the two possible director orientation in the plane of one
substrate and with angle between them equal 45° is created. This
is very promising effect £or the creation of LCD's with high
information content and with memory. The orientation geometry
of the cell according5 is conceptualy shown in Fig 2 (a). The
switching from one stable state into another is provided by means
of applying short impulses of different polarity to cell

The another way of bistable structure realization
consists in creation of initial twisted on 45° structure in
superthin nematic cell (1.3-1.7ym). Under applied a short
voltage impulse (50 - 80 V) the stucture is switched into twisted
on 235°, that leads to fast brightness of pixel. Under applied a
shorter impulse of the same polarity the system tend to relax
back to the first state (Fig.2b). The investigations of such
structures was carried by our Institute and Laboratory of Solides
Physics of CNRS-Orsay (France) and have shown the possibility of
the effect utilization and creation LCD's with high information
contents and memory. The method of reactive cathod sputtering of
orienting structures described above is the most optimal
technological method for realization such structures.

«> ъ>

Fig.2. The orientational geometry for realization

bistability effects in NLC

The widespread utilization in the techniqu of information

display have achived the information boards or panels. In recent

time the great attention was attached to the display constructed

from components utilizing the electrooptical effects with memory

on the cholesteric-nematic liquid crystal mixtures. Cne way of

usage of Cholesteric liquid crystal/Polymer Gel Dispertions for

application in a front-lit, reflective color display on a passive

matrix was shown by J.Doane
6
. The polymer gel introduces a useful
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form of bistability to the cholesteric states and substantially
improves the uniformity and color brilliance at wide angles of
view. We also made the development of display elements for the
b-'g screen with the utilization of not the dispersed, but pure
cholesteric-nematic liquid crystals mixture. We have chosen the
mixture compositions providing the strong selective light
refraction in the green region of spectra under the planar
orientation of liquid crystal mixture in wide temperature range.
In Fig.3 the possible transition from the planar texture into
homeotropic and confocal on depending in- the excitation
conditions and optical response time and relaxation time of pixel

м-о

о

о
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V > Маю-

' • '
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Fig.3. Illustration of the textures of nematic-cholesteric
mixture and its optical characteristic

under applied voltage of various amplitude is shown. The
important advantage of the system considered is the possibility
to create display without polarizers. Quaziraultyplex control
regim with minimal energetic consuption can be realize using
effects of memory.

a
V.Sorokin, K.Xuzmin, P.Oleksenko, Y.Kolorazarov, R.Zelinski,
Abstractof European Conference on Liquid Crystals, 1991, Italy,
p.37

2
V.Sorokin, N.Kuzmin, P.Oleksenko, Y.Kolomzarov, R.Zelinski,
Mol.Cryst.Liq.Cryst., 215, 137 (1992)

3
R.Zelinski, P.Oleksenko, V.Sorokin, Semiconductors Technique and
Microelectronic , 10, 54, (1986) (in Russian)

4
G.Labruni, S.Valette, Ibid* 13, 8, 1802,(1974)

5
R.Barberi, G.Durand, Phys.Rev.A, 41, 4. 2207, (1990)

6
D,Yang,L.Chien, J.Deane, TEEE. 8, 49, (1991)
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SIMULATION OF DYNAMIC PROCESSES IN IIPATT STRUCTURES
OF THE MILUKETER AND SUBMILLIfcETER BANDS

A. E. Osadchuck. A. A. Shadrin

The Simferopol State University. Address: the Ukraine.333000,
Simferopol,ul. Yaltinskaya,4,the Department of Radlophysics

ABSTRACT: The non-stationary diffusion-drift model of
I№ATT structures of millimeter and submlllimeter bands is
proposed. Results on simulation of interaction-between the
I№ATT diode and the external non-resonance oirouit are pre-
sented.

Nowadays IMPATT diodes are the most powerful solid-state
devices of the millimeter and submillimeter bands.They are
widely used in drivers and output stages of transmitters.

Numeral analysis of processes in these devices is
necessary due to special features of I WATT structures
connected with their strictly non-linear regime.

Analysis of frequency and time relations made in this
work shows usability of diffusion-drift approach to simulation
of millimeter waves IMPATT structures (100-200 GCs)TlD non-
stationary model takes into consideration warming up of
eleotrones (one-temperature approach),border conditions on
contacts,non-linearity of diode charaoters.The static,dynamic
and frequency charaoters have been obtained as the results of
the numeral experiment. It has been discovered that generation
can appear without an eleotrodynamio system due to the
current-11 mi ting resistor R in the power supply E circuit
(E>50V,R-20-50 0m,f~20 GCs), which can be also caused with
properties of contacts to diode regions. These properties are
accounted in the model too as the static character of the
oontaot. One offers the way of Modulation of generated
ОБО1 Hat ions by replacement of th» usual contact metal
semiconductor by the controlled injecting p-n-junotion.
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Numeral experiments show that stable oscillations caused
with the current-11miting resistor* can exist only in definlt
bands of values of E and R. The capacity ipF accounting the
equivalent influence of construction elements was set parallel
to the diode.The Fig. 1 demonstrates dependencies ID-f(E),the
Fig.2 - Im-f(E), where ID - effective values of the current in
the external circuit for different R,Im - amplitudes of four
harmonics of the current through the diode when R-50 Om.
Amplitudes of harmonics for other values of R (normalized
relatively maximum ones at R-20 Om and calculated at low
borders of generation zones) are cited in the Table 1. The
generation zone moves towards lower E with decreasing R and
its width is cut down.The frequency of oscillations does not
almost depend on E at large R (50,35 Om) and decreases with E
at small R (R-10 OrtuE-60 V,f«43 GCs;E-5O V,f-34 GCs).Graphs of
the Fig.2 confirm possibility of using these osoillations for
excitement of IMPATT generation if the frequency of one of
harmonics lies near the diode work frequency.

The main cause of the effect described is existence of
the negative differential resistance of the diode in this
frequency band (much lower than the IkPATT regime work
frequency). It's important to remark that the minimum of the
voltage on the device during these oscillations is less than
the breakdown voltage. This faot can explain the negative slope
of the static character 10(110),where 10 is the average current
through the diode,Ш - the average voltage on it. Such a
situation allows to classify this effect as the sort of
quasistatic regimes of the W A T T diode.

This effect is important because it promotes to under-
standing mechanisms of excitement of parasite oscillation and
modulation phenomenon in IMPATT-generators. Probably it can be
watched in large-current pulse regimes of IIPATT structures. It
can also be used for modulation of millimeter band
osoillations.
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Table 1

IB InO.dB In4,dB

0 0 0

-8.0 -11.1 -9.44

-3.2 -2.6 -5.1

-14.0 -14.0 -17.1

Кэррол Дж. СВЧ-генераторы на горячих электронах: Пер. с
англ̂ . - U.: мир, 1972. - 383 с.

Стриха Е И. Теоретические основы работы контакта металл -
полупроводник.- К.:Наукова думка,1974. - 264 с.

*De Loach В. С. .IEEE J.Sol id-State Clrcults,1969,0eo. ,SC-4,
376-384.
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LASER PHOTOIOHIZATION MASS-SPECTROSCOPIC ULTRASENSITIVE

DETECTION of RARE ISOTOPES.

G. V. Pltatelev, M.Tu.Marchenko, I. A. Mozalevskaya.

Department of Plasma Physics, Institute for Nuciear Fesearch,
Klev-28,Ukraine. prosp. Hauki 47.

Abstract: The combination of methods of time-of -flight raass-
spectroscoplc resonant photolonization with laser ablation has
been realized. I t gives a possibility ot essential simplifying and
shortening the procedure of samples preparation, and, compared
to o-spectroscopy, increasing sensitivity of elements registration
< for Pb the sensitivity is I0" I 2 g /g with isotopic resolution).
Application of the methodics may help in gathering roor<* detailed
information about the situation with a-nuclldes polluted soils and
meal. In particular» with Pu isotopes.

In this communication the application of laser resonant
photolonlzation mass-spectroscopic me thod /1 ,2 / to the sensitive
element analyses with laser ablation of the samples is reported.

The goal is to develope the long-lived radionuclides and
r a r e element traces detection method, alternative to conventional
methods, in par t icular , a-spectroscopy.

The great advantage of proposed method is the possibility of
very rapid and sensitive analyses with unambiguous element and
Isotope assignment ( fo r example Pu isotopes.Th.U.An and others) of
the natural samples without their special preparation or enrich-
ment. For Pu-239 IO"IOCi/kg (io~3ppb> concentration the expected
analysis duration will be < 100 $ < compare* duration of
ec-spectrosoopio deteotion with preliminary radiochemlcal
enrichment is > 100 h).

The general object of the analyses is necessity of detailed
studying of environmental samples of soil, meal etc. polluted
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metod application
different works

is
in

after Chernobyl accident. The field of this
also ecological control on processing of
nuclear technologies.

The analogeous methodics is successfully applied for Pu
traces detecting in specially prepared Re-sample/3/. and for Au
Isotopes from acceleraror implanted target/4/.

Plasma was used as a source of neutral atoms. Plasma was
formed under the irradiation of metal or попшеШ surfaces by
pulsed UV and IR lasers. Laser power density and pulse width were
varied in the wide range (I0 S -I0 9 ¥/cm2.I0 ns-100 mcs)
respectevely.

Fig.I. represents the scheme of the experimental setup. An
investigated sample was placed into vacuum chamber connected
with time-of-flight <T0F) chamber of mass-spectrometer. Ablation
YAG-laser ( I ) beam was focused on the surface of the sample. The
atoms of particular element were excited by probing beams of two
dye lasers (2,3) tuned on the stepwise resonant transitions. The
excited atoms were nonresonantly ionized by beam of laser <4>,
coaxial with that of (2.3). Dye lasers were pumped by seoond

Fig.I.
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harmonic of IR YAG iaser(4). Power density of lasers <2,3>
satisfied demands of absorption saturation of all transitions,
what excluded dependence on power density fluctuations. Lasers
(2-4) shots were delayed after that of the laser ( I ) . The delay
adjusting has given the information on the atoms temporal

. distribution in expanding plasma /5,6/. Created photolons were
extracted from the chamber by electric field. accelerated,
mass-analysed in TOF chamber and then detected by secondary elect-
ron multiplier.

Ve chose Pb as modelling element. The standardly clean Sn
with 2.3*io~8g/g Pb concentration has been taken for calibration
of the setup. We took homemade Sn-Pb alloys as samples with more
high Pb concentration. As real environmental sample, we took: a
piece of soil from the street. Preparation procedure, lnclud ing
fragmentation, fastening with varnish, pressing and dry ng, took
us less then half an hour. Sample weight was 0.2g, surface square
- 0.5 cm2.

The important goal was to maximize,on the one hand,the qua-
ntity of ablated atoms with minimum number of Lermal and plasma
ions, and. on the other hand, the interception of expanding atomic
plume by laser beams. After studying regimes with different pulse
widths and power density of the first laser we marked two approp-
riate cases- i> the power density of laser ( I ) pulse V *
5*I07 W/cm2, pulse width 10 ns ,E= 20. ..40 mJ; Ш * * I06W/cm2.
100 mcs. E=90. ..100 mJ. In the first case (Fig. 2) the atoms
expansion time is by 10 mcs, atomic velocity Va% 2*10 s cm/s. In
the second case (Fig. 3) Ya< IO4 cm/s, and in spite of long pulse
width, the interception of the majority of atoms is provided with
acceptable laser beams diameter D =1 cm and height above the
surface H=I. . . I .5 cm. In both regimes near I O 1 6 atoms are
evaporated per laser pulse, but the second regime is more
appropriate because of essentially less ionic background.

The additional mass-selection greatly Improved the selectivity
and allowed to resolve simply the isotopic structure of photolons.

Under the optimization in the experiments with Sn - Pb ai-
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t.mcs X.mcs

Fig. 2. Fig.3. Fig. 4.
toys the sensitivity of Pb-atoms detection turned out to be near
IO"1 2 g/g<sI03 ppb) with good isotopic resolution (Fig.4>. So, the
ultra sensitive and selective element analyses using the laser
ablation plasma seems very promising especially for detection of
rare isotopes, including radioactive. Moreover, laser ablation
simplifies the sanple preparation procedure and its duration. The
weight of the samples is minimum.

This work was supported by International Atomic Energy Agency
under research contract Н7200ЛШ.
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THE INTEGRAL THEOREMS OF RAY OPTICS OF
THREE-DIMENSIONAL INHOMOGENEOUS MEDIUMS

IN ASTRONOMICAL REFRACTION THEORY

Prokopov A.V.

Kharkov State Research Institute of Metrology

Mironosilsltaja street, 40. Kharkov, 310078, the Ukraine

On the basis of the integral theorems of ray optics of three- dimensional
inhomogencous mediums the theory of astronomical refraction anomalies is resolved. The
new theory of refraction at large zenith distances is developed.

1. The necessity of determination of the line integrals over the geometrical optics
rays in inhomogeneous medium appears in studies of number of physical phenomena
which are attending the electromagnetic waves passage through the Earth's atmosphere
such as group delay, refraction, Dopier, regular polarization effects [1]. The substantial
difficulties are usually caused by requirements for adequate accounting of three-
dimensional atmosphere profile during such integral calculations.

We can circumvent these difficulties by using the integral representation of ray optics
of three-dimensional inhomogeneous mediums [2]. This integral representation has been
successfully employed to investigate group delay and to devise new high precision
methods of determination of atmospheric refractivky corrections in User ranging [3]. The
present paper к devoted the application of integral theorem in studies of aat monacal
refraction problems which are not sufficiently advanced. These problems «chide the
refraction anomalies and the peculiarities of refraction at large zenith distances.

2. The theory к baaed on integral theorem of ray optics of
inhbmogeneous Earths atmosphere which deduced from Eaier - Marlaarin's series and
modified to aetrooomical refraction conditions

«here П , VtL , (УП.)Г , (7tt)ff . «coroWy refractive index of air.
к» gradient, the first and the third derivatives of andm* with respect to ray coordinate
at die place of observation; £ - the tangent vector to tke ray* trajectory at the place of
observation: CL - »'» observed direction; L - the length of cwvatarad potion of tke
my Injector'.

3. The aaaJytk of refraction anomsfee connected vitk global tib of layers of equal
density к based on equation (1) which к considered at aot-too-knje аеиш distances. la
this case tke contribution of refraction aar—slisi к separated oat ia tke pur» i
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Taking into account only firKt term in riglil side of equation (1) and writing (1) in

rectangular componmU it is no difficulty to find the solutions of equation (1) which
represent* vertical refraction angle oC and lateral refraction *>C£ [4]

T) - £ ,

where

r •

(5)

+ W- 9 (6)

z, A - accordingly tbe apparent zenith diiilance and azimuth; Я , 0. . О.±

accordingly vertical, horizontal and lateral components of gradient of refractive иккж of

air.
In limit cace of one-dimensional profile ( 9 * $x -•= 0) the exprcatkm (2) it

reduced lo well-known Laplace - Oriani'i theorem [4]

in

(7)

Th» «kjMvwion for rtfoicticn anomalie* « ^ i« derived from expantion of famwla (2)

tenm of powm of «null parameier (n-1) after mbinction (/l-tj< ta t t
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I he connection between « ^ and 2 einiilar ( 8 ) ie preeented in [ 5 ] . But in contract to

results [51 formula ( 8 ) ie correct for arbitrary orientation of horizontal axis of Carte*ian

coordinates.

4. T o investigate refractional phenomena at large zenith distances it is necessary to

take into account the terms with (tf/t), frfl) in right side of equation (1). In case of

strictly concentric atmoephere the solution of equation (1) for vertical refraction given by

formula

Co) - l y (9)

where Co = ft. - а-X*- <tx4(4sT^ (SirfZ • C< - Сл).
Here parameter У satisfies the equation

- X -

where

Earth's radius; Ц - the height of ike о Ы м * * * е A w e tl*
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ОТ ОТ . accordingly the first, Uie second, the third derivative* of vertical gradient of

retractive index of air at the place of observation.

In plane Earth approximation (a — 0) the expression (9) is easy reduced to simply

formula (7).

The calculations are performed for standard atmospheric model shows error 1.5" at

the z — 7(f for formula (7) and at the г = 85> for formula (9). So taking account of

Earth's spherisity and fine structure of atmospheric profile with help of parameters <̂ - ,

g, , Ф", gs* expends the field of application of formula (9) in comparison with (7)

one.

It should be noted in conclusion, the theory presented here does not requires any

limiting assumption about character of refractive index depending on height. Therefore the

range of application of this theory is more wide in comparison with analytical theories [5],

which are based on simplified atmospheric models.
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WIDEBAND MILLIMETER BWT OF MIDDLE POWER

7.A. Rakityansky

Institute of Radlophysics and Electronics

of the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine

12 Proskura St., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

In this paper a new approach to creation of the wideband

millimeter BWT is considered. It is proposed the application of

slow-wave structures having a enlarged electrical length. The

peculiarities of the operation of the millimeter BWT are studded.

INTRODUCTION

It is necessary to provide the quality match of the slow-wave

structure with output wave guide and dissipation of a electron beam

power for effective operation of the millimeter BWT in wideband of the

frequencies. In this paper a new approach to decision of the problem

is investigated. Application of the slow-wave structures with a

enlarged electrical length is proposed [1]. The approach has following

advantages: a requirements for match are dropped because a distributed

losses are increased; a smaller values of working current allows to

decrease a load on the cathode. A large limitation of such approach is

to increase in a weight of the magnet focusing system, that can be

compensated with using samarium-cobalt system of optimum construction.

DEVICE CONSTRUCTION

Experimental investigation is carried out for devices Using the

two type of slow-wave structures such as a comb and double-comb in a

rectangular waveguide. Such structures find a wide application in a

many devices of millimeter and submillimeter bands, because ones allow

to dissipate a large level of applied power (2]. The dimensions of

slow-wave structures have been estimated to yield of the more strong

dispersion. The match is carried out using a steeples hog and

E-corner. The dimensions of the matched arrangement are estimated

during the development of the devices. More adjustment does nov

produce.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The dependencies X and P with accelerated voltage for two devices

are presented on Fig.l and Fig.2. Double-comb slow-wave structure has
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a more atгone dispersion and a large value uf coupling resistance,

there for one is more promising for application in millimeter wideband

devices. The BWT using such structure has a large output power and

more wifle band of electron retuning of the frequencies.
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Fig.1.Device with comb slow-wave

structure. l~I
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o
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Fig.2.Device with double-comb

slow-wave structure. 1 -15ma.

Application of the comb structures has a certain features. In the

low-voltage part of the operation range a upper mode of the slow-wave

Btructure can be excited [31. This effect can lead to discontinuity of

the electron retuning of the frequency even thought the match is good

in the operation range of DWT. However the excitation of upper mode is

observed for I <2I *. only. On the other hand the working-current must
О Ям

bn less then GI .. It connected with a possibility of development of

the amplitude aatoeodulation [4]. In the ranee 2I
s t
<I

o
<6I

s t
 the BVT

provide a hich quality signal. This requirements does not more differ

from usual ones that are presented for ordinary millimeter devices.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS OF SURFACE-ADJACENT LAYERS IN SINGLE

CRYSTALS

M.A.Rom, V.F.Tkaohenko

Institute for Single Crystals, Aoad. Soie. of Ukraine, Kharkov

A complex approaoh has 'been worked out to' the problem of

diagnostics of structural and phase transformations in thin

surfaoe-adjaoent layers of single oryetals exposed to external

effeote.

Among numerous problems solved by the X-ray methods the one

of current concern is the diagnostics of eurfaoe-adjaoent areas

in solids. Diffemt type external effeots such as mechanical

treatment, thermal annealing, radiation and laser irradiation

result in the formation of damaged surf асе-adjacent layers (DL)

in single orystala and their further evolution. The study of Ш»

presents both ite own speoifio and praotioal interest.

Phenomenologioally inoluded here are thin films and multilayered

coatings. A complex approaoh to the problem of DL diagnostics

realized in this paper oonsists in: •

- the development of new methods of quantitative analysis of

orystale with structural - distortion - and phase composition

gradient over the depth [1-5];

- mathematical software inoluding a package for a computer that

allowB to analyse the experimental results;

- the development and . oreation • of a universal X-ray 3-oryBtal

diffrabtometerfXTlV [6); •

- the oreation of fast high resolution monoohromators C71;

- experimental study of a wide range of orystals (1-91.

A qualitatively, new level of the analysis is aohieved owing

to the solution of a reverse problem - recovery of the profiles

characterizing the parameters of eruoture perfection and phase

composition during the experimental variation of weight funotion

of the diffraction intensity over the depth and selection of the

registration geometry, depending on the speoifio features of the
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studied objeot. The relation between the parameter 0 profile,

characterizing the gradient of etruotural distortions or phase

composition over the depth z of the analized layer and the

rr^ponse I, observed in the diffraction experiment, is desoribed

by. a set of nonlinear equations:

where a is the 3lip angle of monoohromatio X-ray with respeot ;

to the studied surface, R is the intensity factor, ц(в) is the

profile of the. linear ooeffioient of absorption conditioned by a

variable phase composition
 t
or struoturo. perfeotion. She

parameter С has no additional limitations.

The variation of the angle a in a wide range up to the

oritioal angle of. total external reflection ie aohia?ed by a

discrete rotation of the sample round the diffraction vector end

picking'the rooking ourvee in the asymmetrio Bragg's oaee [3*4].

A possible influenoe of the seoond-kind anisotropy on the stu-

died parameter is minimized by ohoosing the oorreeponding refleo-

ting planes. In the oase of polyorystals, oharaoterized by a gra

dient texture the interference lines ere registered while rota-

ting a deteotor with a narrow window.

The obtained in the experiment dependence I (a) allows to

eolvo the set (1) by numerical methods and recover the profile

C(z). Suoh an approach in combination with the developed high

preoision devioes opened the possibility to solve the problem'of

the DL diagnostios for rather perfeot single crystals at the

stage of their finishing.

Certainly, XTD is utilized not only in this method. It is a

versatile instrument for studying single orysjtale, films and

coatings. Registration with a reference «ad* using 2CM> allowed to

exolude Instrumental oorreotione and thermoetatting of the

samples,'ensured the error of I.KT^.when determining the orystal

lattioe periods (8]. The angular resolution, with th« м п е м

(n,n,-o] used reaohes 1 . The foraation of an intermediate layer

was found, to tak* plao* when preparing ain;!» orystallin» films

by liquid phase epitaxy method; the substrate material' wee found
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to be doped with the eolution-melt during thi« process; the data

on the structural quality of the system film-substrate were

obtained [6].

Рог the solution of problems that do not require so high

oollimation of the primary beam utilized were fast

.monoohromators and the .mode of a two-crystal spectrometer. We

studied DL that had been • formed during meohanioal treatment,

further thermal annealing and X-ray irradiation.

The study of DL in pure and mixed crystals with the structure

CsOl showed that tho polyoryetalline component of pure CeJ is

characterized by a sharp eeoond-kind anisotropy and an axial sy-

mmetry for all lines used is observed in crystals CsJ + A% CsBr.

The recovery of the profiles P(z), desoribing the density dis-

tribution gave the possibility to find the presence of a sharp

boundary of DL just after treatment, to traoe the DL evolution

at room temperature whioh consists in the boundary motion inside '

with a simultaneous increase of a quasi -ieotropio oomponent of

the polyorystalline zone. This testifies to the rotational oha-

raoter of plasticity since forbidden is the easy slip along

[100] and to the decisive role of disoharge phenomenon during DL

formation.Pure OsJ revealed no qualitative differences as compa-

red with NaOl [5J.

It has been found that at the annealing of KDP orystals the.

КРО
Я
 phase is formed in the aurfaoe-adjaoent layer at

temperatures muoh lower than that of the decomposition Т.. The

construction of a conoentrational profile of the new phase has

. been realised using the suggested method with a reformulation of

the problem for the oase of multioomponent phaee mixture. She

profiles ooinoide with an' exponentially deoreaaing profiles of

. Btruotural distortions. Shis shows* that the polyorystalline

component of Db ie a «one with the increased reaotive ability

defining the decrease of Т
л
. She traditional methods of analysis

do hot allow to obtain the information of suoh level.

She praotioal realisation of the suggested approach has shown

its advantages for the study of physioo-ohemioal processes that

; ooour in thin surfaoe-adjaoent layers under the external effeots.
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HOLOGRAPHY AND CHRONOHOLOGRAPHY

SAFRONOV G.S.

Kharkov State University, 310077, Kharkov - 77, 4, Svoboda Sq.

Results of the research on the extension of capabilities of

holography are presented: on the extension of the distance of

hologram formation, registration of the polarization structure of

the signals reflected from objects, vector hologram formation,

creation of a new branch of holography - chronoholography.

In the accordance with the research carried out by Gabor and

Oenisyuk that has become classic ones, the hologram formation is

performed by fixing the interference pattern on the registering

medium that is created by reference oscillation and oscillation

diffracted on the object while its irradiation by coherent

oscillation. It is worth noticing that the distance to register

high quality holograms is defined by the length of coherence of

probing oscillation that irradiate an object.

For two decades at the laboratory of holography of Kharkov

University fundamental and applied research on the extension of

holography capabilities as a means of registration, store and

playback of visual information are carried out. The results may

be formulated the following way:

l.The possibility of synthesis of optical and radio holograms

from the signals remote in space, different in time and frequency

is proved. Two ways of hologram synthesis are studied:

- using probing signals with frequency discretely and

continuously changing in time;

- using probing signals radiated at different

frequencies from a number of points of space and received at the

point of space.

The conditions of hologram synthesis to provide a high

quality playback of images are defined.

2. The possibility of hologram registration at the

distances from an object that do not depend on the length of

coherence of probing signals is studied. It may be obtained by

division of the signal reflected fro» an object in a signal

component and a component designed for the formation of the
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reference oscillation.

The division was performed the following way:

-by the division of the field complex amplitude in two

components; the bigger of them was used as a signal one; the

smaller one was amplified, filtered on angular frequencies and

directed to the registering medium as a reference component;

-by the division of elliptically polarized signals

reflected from an object in two orthogonally polarized elements,

one of which was used as a signal component, and the other one

being amplified and filtered on the space frequencies and after

the turning of polarization plane was directed to the

registering medium as a reference component;

3. A method of vector hologram registration is developed. It

provides the registration of both complex amplitude of signals

reflected from an object and polarization structure.

The registration of the field diffracted on an object is

performed on vector holograms that consist of two scalar holograms.

On each of them one of orthogonal components of polarization

cf the field scattered on an object is registered. The field

diffracted on vector hologram that forms a volumetric image has

a polarization adequate to the field scattered by an object.

This feature of vector holograms gave an opportunity to

define electrophyaical characteristics of the surface

layers of

materials an object made of on the information registered on the

hologram.

4. A method of vector holographic correlometry is studied.

According to the method, a space distribution of the intensity

of the light spot that is obtained through the irradiation of

extrapolated vector holograms with coherent light is proportional

to the correlation integral. The valu« of the latter depends

not only on the forms of the object surfaces «mile it is

registered on each of vector holograms, but also on the

polarisation structure of the signals. *

As a result the correlation integral is maximal if tile

surface layers of the object materials poeseee equal

electro-physical characteristics, for example, conductor *

conductor, dielectric - dielectric. The correlation integral ie

equal to saro if one object ie made of conducting material and
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the other one is made of dielectric.

S. A new branch of holography - chronoholography is created

that is defined as methods and means to obtain 3D color pictures

by transfer of the field over the communication channels using

the variation of space, time and frequency characteristics of

the signal reflected from an object. The application of

chronoholography principles give an opportunity to register

chronoholbgrams on one-dimensional moving medium with consequent

reconstruction of images. The most thorough research is carried

out on the method of the synthesis of chronoholograms in object

irradiation by light waves with the phase center changing in

tine. The signals are received and registered by a number of

receiving elements situated discretely on the section of a line.

The read of the information is performed subsequently in periods

of time equal to time intervals of the probing signals radiation.

This system excludes redundancy of the information that takes

place in hologram registration on plane. The exclusion of the

information redundancy provides the possibility to match the

transfered information volume to the carrying capacity of TV

communication channels.

Thereby chronoholography may be applied as a basis in

creation of 3D color TV systems.

On the theoretical and experimental research carried out

engineering designs are developed. Th-jir novelty is protected by

more than 50 invention certificates.
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THRESHOLD FEATURES IN THE INTERACTIONS OF ELECTRONS WITH ATOUS

S h p e n l k O.B.

Institute of Electron Physics of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

Unlversltetska 21, Uzhgorod, 294016, Ukraine

Data are presented concerning the threshold features of elastic
and Inelastic effective cross-sections for slow monoenergetlc
electron Interactions with atoms and molecules studied by author
and his colleagues using optical, electron and metastable spectro-
scopy techniques.

Considerable successes have been achieved during past decades
In the studies of the peculiarities in elastic and Inelastic In-
teractions of monoenergetlc electrons with atoms and molecules.
To a great extent this Is related to the development of new me-
thods of studies as well as new possibilities of experimental
technique. Besides the conventional optical (spectroscoplc) method
of studying the excitation of atoms, the methods of electron and
threshold spectroscopy, metastable spectroscopy, ejected-electron
spectroecopy, etc. have been used widely In recent years.

Presence of roonoenergetlc electron beam as well as the possi-
bility of extraction and re-

A.A, B, A, A. glstratlon of interaction
products (atoms being In dif-
ferent quantum states, scat- .
tered and ejected electrons.
Ions of various charges,etc.)
are the necessary conditions
of experimental method effi-
ciency. Hence, a variety of
methods do exist with a wide
•spectrum of their names. To
produce and analyse, energeti-
cally the monoenergetlc elec-
tron beam one may use well
developed electron monochro-
mators. Conventional trocho-'Plg.1.
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idal electron spectrometer Is one of them being widely used In our
experiments for many years (see flg.J). Spectrometer comprises two
sequential trochoidai energoanalysers separated by a collision cham
ber. First analyser serves as electron monochromator whereas second
one Is used as an analyser of elastlcally and lnelastlcally scat-
tered electrons. An unique feature of this device Is that It should
be used as backseatterlng spectrometer too (I.e. for measurements
of backseattered (180°) electrons). Due to that property of crossed
electron and magnetic (E x H) fields that the direction of electron
drift In (ExH) fields depends not only on electron direction but on
the direction of (E X H) fields too. This enables one to extract
backscattered electrons. Developed spectrometer provides formation
of electron beams with ** \0 A Intensity and energy spread (FWHM)
about 0.02 eV. Analyser transmission exceeds 90%. This device Is
quite universal one since It Is used to measure both elastic and
inelastic scattering cross sections, excitation and ionlzatlon
cross sections by optical method as well as it serves as electron
spectrometer. In the latter mode, one has a possibility to operate
In three modes: electron loss spectrum mode, energy dependences of
scattering cross section at fixed electron losses and fixed reel-
dual energy mode. In the latter case the threshold spectroscopjr Is
provided, i.e. the analyser detects those electrons which have
lost totally their kinetic energy due to collisions.

Another type of experiments where the threshold feature are
observed Is metastable spectroscopy method. Here detected are not
scattered electrons but metastable particles (atoms or molecules).
A good collimatlon of molecular beam (angular divergence Is less
than 0.5°) allows one to study both angular distributions of meta-
stable particles (differential cross sections with respect to drift
angle) and energy dependences of metastable formation cross secti-
ons at fixed observation angles.

Below we shall present the most exciting (on our opinion) re-
sults which llllustrate the principal near-threshold features of
electron Interactions: specific variations of elastic cross secti-
ons close to inelastic channels (Viegner cusps), resonances due to
the formation of autodetaching states of short-lived negative Ion
states (t «i0~*3fi0~15s) whose decay results In singularities In
the energy dependences of elastic and inelastic scattering, post-
colllsional interaction (PCI) leading to the appearence of the
structure in cross sections close to the autolonlslng states due to
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the Coulomb Interaction of slow scattered and fast ejected elect-
rons. This results In the energy shifts of ejected electrons as
well as in the additional population of highly-excited (Rydberg)
states of atoms. And, finally, due to the momentum transfer from
electron to the atom a kinematic features arise in the differen-
tial cross sections for metastable atom formation.

As an example, fig.2 shows
the energy dependence of to-
total (curve 1) and dlfferen-
tlal (curve 2) cross sections
for elastic electron scatte-
ring by magnesium atoms.Step-
wise behaviour of elastic
cross section Is due to the
influence of excitation of
the 3

3
P«- level.

The influence of resonance
phenomena on electron scat-
tering depends significantlyЯО E. eV 3,5

Fig. 2
Figure 3 shows the resonance

backseatterIng cross sections
of electrons by Ng.
Information on the resonance pro-
cesses may be obtained from the
threshold spectra.For example,the
distinct peaks In the excitation
of Ca atom (fig.4) testify the
considerable role of resonance
processes close to n=3 and n=4
levels.

Up to date, the PCI effect has
been observed In a number of ato-
mic systems. For Instance, a suf-
ficient shift of electrons ejec-
ted In the autoionlsatlon is seen
for the Cd atom (Flg.5). Peaks 6
and 11 which correspond to the
4d

9
5e

?
5pi3/2) and 4d*5e

2
5p[J«21-

states have excitation energies

on the type of target,

structure In total (curve 1) and
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of 12.06 eV and 12.67 eV, respectively. Note, that the presence of
the PCX close to 12 eV has been confirmed by optical excitation
functions for 5 P | - n S

0
 (п=7-11) transitions where the maxima are

shifted towards the higher energies with the Increase of principal
quantum number n of the Initial level.

The manifestation of
kinematic features has
been studied most Inten-
sively In noble gases.As
an example, the energy
dependences of metastab-
le Ne atom yield at dif-
ferent observation ang-
les reveal a fine stru-
cture. One part of fea-
tures clearly corres-
ponds to the known nega-
tive Ne" Ion states,
while some features are
due to the momentum tra-
nsfer effect.Fig. 4

In conclusion we shall
point out that the experimen-
tal and theoretical studies of
threshold features are now
carried out intensively for
new atomic and molecular sys-
tems as well as for electron-
solid surface interactions.
Besides the Improvement of the
energy and angular resolution,
new efforts are done now to
use the polarised electrons.
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THE HEATI2JG OF ELECTIiOIf GAS IK SEMICOtfUUCTOR iiTKUC-

TUBES WITH DEVEL0P3D GEOMETRY OF СОИТДСТЗ-

A.I.STAKIKOV, V.M.SVETLICHWY

310077, Ukraine, Kharkov, sq. Svobotla, 4

Kharkov State University

The heating of carriers 1л semiconductors ia used la new ty- •

pes of solid state microwave electron devices. Particularly, ther-

moelectric effect of hot carriers, that like to Zeebeк effect and

taking place at the aonuolform heating of carriers, 1з used in de-

tectors and high-speed microwave power sensors. In. the detectors

with hot carriers, primarily described by Harrison and Zucker /I/,

the uniformity of heating is achived by means of contacts geometry:

near the small area nonrectifying aemispherical contact the carri-

ers are more heated than near the other contact with the large area

and planar geometry. The results of many works, devoted to the in-

vestigation of the characteristics of similar detectors are given

by us in /2/. Having a number of advantages these devices have lo-

wer sensitivity then Shottky barriers diodes. One of the ways of

increasing sensitivity of hot carriers detectors is division of

the small area contact into some elements /3/. The natural conti-

nuation of this way Is creation of structures with periodic geo-

metry of contacts, but the calculation of the characteriatlcs of

these structures Is complicated essentially*

For calculation of fundamental characteristics of such detec-

tors, resistance and sensitivity, it ia neoeesary to knew the elec-

trio field distribution at the semiconductor volume. If this dis-

tribution la known, therraoelectroiaotlve foroe arising between any

semiconductor points A. and ВЛ inoluding oases when points A* and

B
1
 are on the oontaot surface a A and В ) Is defined by the exprea-

where У is the constant defined by semiconductor parameters. Let

us choose any 1-tube of current, that connects the A and В oontacts

at A. and B. points, and let It have 4 0^ conductivity. Then struo-

ture reeiotanoe

where \f is structure voltage,«7 ia current across it; tho summing

la carried on all tho area of one of the contacts. The thermoelec-

tric voltage between contacts A And 0 ( tho output detector voltage)
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The sum in ( 2 ) an<l (3) in tho limit is replaoed by integra-

tion. If the structure abcorboa the power P~\/J , the sensitivity

A. structure la coopilered that Каз the first planar contact A and

other с о at act В has periodic geometry with period 2t (.Fig.I)

The potentials of A and В contacts r.re equal to aero and V ie ac-

cordingly. In connection with the periodicity of the structure the

potential In the semiconductor volume ie

where К ta any integer. Slnoe the conductivity of metal contact

aurfaoa 1* very great, dV'/dXJyro^O.
It Is proposed that tho eleotrlo field distribution near the

A contact is _

where О ^Сг.
 a r e

 constants predetermined by the conorete geometry

of contact D. Solving the Laplaa equation under the stated oondi-

tlons by means of tho method described 1л /5/# one obtaixa

Since with



where Ot - & $гСЬ f* , 4 - HS

1л (10)„we obtain an equation of fturface, whea (6) takes
plaoe. From (10) the electric field distribution in the scmloonduo-
tor volume Is also obtained

and, therefore this calculation 1» realisable. The structure resis-

tance was defined a.s,R-V/J , whore 3 is the structure current

й =*Jjcti ztJjfiiA - fe B
&
 (U

 }
 ( 12 )

j & i i
where с6 is the element of В contact eurfaoe, b-в is the Intensity

of the electrio field near this contact, G is the conductivity of

the semiconductor. For the structure sensitivity from (3) and (4)

eU ( 13 )

is obtained.

Integrals for resistance and sensitivity of the structure re-

quire numerical calculation that present no difficulty» With small

distances between the contacts, when tf-Zt/f? , analltical solution

is obtained :
 n
 H(1 - >

is number of periods la the struoture, влА the oo»taot

В surface equation is aa follows :

It Is clear that the like solution of the problem will take

plaoe when the electric field distribution near the planar ooataot

С R*f, (6>) will be presented by other perlodlo function.

She above structures are also of interest as with the inoidenoe

of the eleotroaaenetlo wave whloh has the length ooaparable with the
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period, some phase and resonance phenomena arc possible /6/ that

are not considered in the presented investigation.
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STATISTIC SIMULATION OP CATHODE UNIT

EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS.

V.V.Starostenko.M.V.Clumova.A.A.Shadrln,

Simferopol State University.
Radiophyslcs department,

A Yaltlnskaya St., Simferopol, 333036 Ukraine

ABSTRACT:
The methods of statistic simulation with the usage of

accidental number generators were used for the description of
cathode emission characteristics. The designed model allows to
reproduce the cathode units of various geometry with different
kinds of cathode emission.

At present time the cathodes continue to be the objects of
Intent study. Two reasons explain Intent scientific interest to
this problem: firstly, a possible perspective to Increase
current, and, secondly, preventing refusals in the work of
electronic devices connected with cathode emission ability
decrease. Both reasons demands the thorough investigations of
physical phenomena of the emission surface and cathod closed
area.

The full-scale experiment is rather time-taken. That makes
perspective the numerical simulation of process in the cathode
unit and the creation of data bases of various cathode units
using the Investigation models. That data bases can be used for
automatic design of systems of electronic devices. The aim of the
given work was to create an investigation model for studying
physical processes In the near cathode area and on the emission
surface.The developed model allows to reproduce the cathode units
of various geometry with different kinds of cathode emission.

The methods of statistic simulation with the usage of
accidental number generators were used for the description of
cathode emission characteristics. The electron flow seemed to be
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a group of macro-particles. The number of the particles eirmlted
from cathode had equally probable and the Poisson distribution
with the average value. That value was defined from the following
table:

a/from the experimentally found current density;
b According to the Bichardson-Deshman formula

Jt. = AT*exp(-ef/kT>,
where A-ls Rlchardson-Deshman's constant,A=120.4 A/cnf ,T-ls
cathode temperature, ef-ls efficiency of the output;
c)according to the current density formula to oxide cathode

Jee = BT*exp(-ef/kT).
where B-is constant for different oxide coating
lCF-lO'A/rrfgradV

4
;

d According to the formula of Nordgame-Fauler for
electrostatic emission

Ja*=1.55*10-
e
*E/f*exp((-6.85*i0

B
*f''*/E)*G),

where E-ls electrostatic field strength, 6-the function of
relative decrease of potential barrier.

The coordinates of the particles Jn the assumed homogeneity
of emission process had equally-probable distribution. The
constituents of the accidental initial velocity were supposed
to be either equal to zero or were found with the help of sensors
of pseudo-accidental numbers according to Relay and Maxwell
distribution. The number of particles adequate to the
reproduction of collective properties of the plasma conform the
condition n

o
»it where ти, Is a number of the particles in a

certain Deby vicinity. A great change of Deby radiu3 In the
electron cloud near the cathode demanded the Irregular space net,
the step of which adapted to the value of r

D
. Step of the net Ar

and the size of the particle cloud a, were adjusted to conform
the condition:

Ar « a
q
 « Го .

The time- step of At was connected with a maximum velocity of
electrons and a minimum space step: AtV^,,<Ar<a,. To decrease a
spurious modulate of electron beam a spread of particles
according to the time of flying was conducted. In the
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cathode-modulator space the electrostatic fields were defined:
fear each emitted macropertlcle a self-agreeing system of
equations of motion and the Polsson equation to define the fields
of a space charge were solved .

The Polsson equation was solved by means of the quick
Fourier transform; the static fields were defined by the
capacitor matrices method*; the motion equations were solved by
the method which combined the extrapolation formulas of Adams for
velocities and power series for coordinates. Interelectron
Interactions narrow near cathode area were calculated by means of
the method particle-particle. In the cathod- modulator space by
means of the method particle-net4. The described algorithm was
realized the program packages.

The recommended technique took Into account the distribution
of thermoelectrons according to Initial velocities* the cathode
temperature that allowed to prove the error of defining of
current density value according to Chlld-Lengmlor law for
thermuemlsslon cathodes. It reached 20% when current
characteristics of electron projectors were defined. The
formation of minimum of potential near cathode were made by the
selection according to the axial component of the initial
velocity. Its value reached 0.01V. The locally lnhomogeneoua
heating of the cathode made an essential influence on the
position of the potential minimum and Its value. That heating can
be taking Into consideration by means of applying ot the given
methods. The estlnatlng of the Investigations, conducted with the
usage of the above-mentioned technique, shoved Its adequacy.

The suggested approach also allows to investigate the
dynamic processes and tine- dependence in the near cathode area
and to take into account the influence of these phenomena on the
characteristics of the electron beam In the working areas ot the
electronic devices.

References:
1 P..W.Hockney.J.w.Eastwood.Conpiler emulation Using fertfele*.
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SURKILLIKMEB MOLECULAfc OPTICALLY HflilPED LASEBS

(OPL)

V.A. Swich, S.P.Dubko

Kharkov, ЗЮ7?, Svoboda sq . , 4 , Kharkov University.

The report presents a review of invest igat ions and designs oi
•

lasers is submillimeter wave lengths with optical pumping which

have been made at the department of quantum radiophysics in

Kharkov State Wiiversity during 197<3-''99£ Ьу the authors of the
report in cooperation with L.D.Fesenko, V.G.Gerasittov, k.K.Efi-

menko, V.A.fcfremov, K. G»Pokormyakho, A. N.'itoplccv, et al.

The purpose of the present cycle of the work done was a com-

plex investigation of laser effect on rotational transitions of

multiatom molecules excited by OOg laser radiation aimed, in the

end, at developing effective sources of radiation in ЬЫ submilli-

meter range.

The distinguishing feature of the investigations is their

complexity, a wide use of modern techniques and unique experimen-

tal set-ups working in the submillimeter ran^e of wave lengths

using a deep cooling of radiation receivers, precise measurements

of absorption.and generation line frequencies and во on»

The main scientific resultst

' 1» For the first time there has been obtained a generation of

submm waveв on 36 different molecules excited by 00., - laser radi-

ation. The* total number of the found lines of generation in the

2600-50/^» range of wavelengths exceeds 1(r which is about fO% of

the total number of lines which had been discovered by joint ven-

tures of Investigators all over the world by the end of 1990. For

every generation line the wave length, intensity and polarisation

nave been measured* Рог 3?0 lines measurements of the frequency

have been made with accuracy vp to lot
6
 (60% of the total number

of lines with the known frequency). '

2. laser working transitions have been identified on the molecules

пооон, HCOO», <?Vs* ° V » ° V ' ^ V °^clr> Ш 5 Ш < aL5CL' P V
ЖрВ* the number of identified transitions of different uolecuies

exceed* 80, «hieh ia about 40% of the total number ot OH, transiti-

on Identification by th» end of 1990.

$• tw tbm first tim* In the pulsed mode there bat been obtained
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a highly effective generation of OPL radiation with XEA CO^

laser pumping on the molecules D
2

1 8
O, CHjOOH, CHGL with the

total number of generation lines on these molecules more than

150.

4. A possibility of obtaining an effective amplitude modulation

of the output OPL radiation with a double-photon pumping and also

due to stark effect has been demonstrated.

5. A possibility of the frequency retiming of a continuously

acting OPL in the range of some hundreds of megahertz using stark

effect or hyperreuman mode of OPL generation haa been shown.

6. By applying the formalism of the density matrix there have

been solved the problems of calculating the amplification of the

OPL active medium when it is excited by two undirected waves

with close frequencies, the possibility of increasing effective-

ness of pumping by such a signal has been shown
f
 important cases

of three-wave interaction, double-quant luminescence and double-

-photon pumping have been studied theoretically.

7. Sterk effect in OPL has been investigated theoretically and

experimentally in OPLs

- by using this effect 18 new generation lines of OPL on mole-

cules s NHpD have been obtained;

- a possibility of effective retuning ot OPL frequency (by the

example of №L,D and PH_ - lasers) has been proved}

- the effect of saturation decrease and as a result an increase

of output power of OPL at the expence of the action ot a.c. elec-

tric field with correspondent frequency and amplitude on it.

8. The main regularities of OPL active medium properties have

been found; analytic expressions for calculating amplification,

output power and efficiency of generator* have been obtained*

9. A special resonator for TEA COg-laaer for pumping pulsed OPL

with increasing the selection of oscillation type providing an

increase of OPL efficiency has been proposed.

-1С. She values of over 50 molecules constants have been found

and over 200 molecular constants describing submlllimeter rota.-*

tional spectrum of the moleciles used la OPL have been corrected.

This is the main re-ult of ecperimental and theoretical investi-

gations ot rotational spectra of moleciles wnlch were oaxried out

in wimott inaccessible range of frequencies up to 800 GHs mainly

in excited vibrttional states.
 :
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11. For the first time a high-frequency (on the radiospectroeco-

pic level of accuracy) analysis of rotational-vibrational infra-

red spectra of the molecule HOOOH (band ^ and i)^ ) and also

CH,B
?

7 9
 and CH-B^

81
 (band V>

f
 ) has been done. These investiga-

tions were carried out by the method of "putting together" pre-

liminarily measured rotational spectra on the ground and excited

vibrationnl states.

12. First home-made samples of multi-frequency suborn continuous

OPL both universal and specialised have been created.

15. Powerful pulsed lasers of submm range of wavelengths with op-

tical pumping by TEA COp-lesers for plasma diagnostics have been

constructed.

14. Highly sensitive fast detectors of submm range hare been pro-

duced.

15. A complex of devices for experimental investigation of ОРГ.

generation spectre and rotational spectra o£ molecules is the
suborn range has been constructed. It comprises! radiation detectors
wave meters, heterodine frequency meters, radioepectrooeters, meter
of power and so on.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF SUBkM LASERS
The results of tne series of present investigations are widely
used now in the studies of other authors which are investigated
by a lot of references (over 100) to our papers in the articles of
foreign authors* Information on laser radiation spectra of active
media of eubmm OPL proposed for the first time by the authors is
one of the main results, it is of paramount importance is the so-
lution of the problem of creating new-type source* in the submm ran-*
ge. The authors have published table* of OPL radiation lines in
which data on over 1500 generation lines «re systematised, these
tables are text-books for experimentators uaing OPL and scientists
dealing with this subject.

The results of investigating rotational spectra of molecule* in
the subam rang* are of interest not only in tb* narrow *peoial field
(OPL problem) but they are fairly valuable for farther progre** in
the development of J2B and IB *p*otro*oop7 with high resolution ,for
radioaatronomy, for chemical and iaotepic analy***, for metrology
and solution of ecological problem*.

Experimental and theoretical Investigation* were crowned with
working eut recommendations of developing a*ur**e of «antimumis
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action which possess a high monochromaty, which operate on ожег

10 lines in the wave length range of 2600-50^ m with generation

power on вове lines 0»1* 100 m*. Staples of powerful pulsed lasers

with output power up to 500k» and pulse energy 50aJ for studying

plasma by Thonson scattering have been constructed.

The samplee of developed devices are a good basis for experi-

mental designing of devices. 35»ey are already widely used as a

multi-frequency source of radiation in the first home-made wide

range Uffi - radioepectroaeter for investigating spectre of free

radicals in a gaseous phase and kinetics of gas-phase reaction in

IGhPnUAS which was made there in cooperation with Kharkov Univer-

sity. JEfcr its characteristics this device is in line with the best

foreign analogues.

Subaillimeter lasers created during the present series of in-

vestigations are used in Installations tor high temperature plasma

diagnostics in research institutes dealing with diagnostics of

high temperature plasma, spectroacopy of gases, diagnostics of

semiconductors} and so on 1л tJkraine and the former USSR. Obey

are also used in installations for studying sagnetiv resonances»

Potential opportunities of practical application of suomm OHL

are far from being exhausted.
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STOCHASTICALLY AVERAGED KINETICS OF CHARGE TRANSFER

PROCESSES IN MOLECULAR STRUCTURES

Teslenko V.I.

Dogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Ukrainian Academy

of Sciences, Metrologichna str.11—b, 25214-3 Kiev, Ukraine

E-mail: vteslenkoO^luk.anc.orp;

The temperature dependence of the averaged kinetics of charge

transfer processes and its explicit dependence on the parameters

of external stochastic field are investigated* Insight into dif-

ferent nonlinear charge transfer phenomena like current dependen-

cy, gating charge movement, dielectric friction and ionic selec-

tivity is gained. Quantitative comparison between theoretical

resultя and experimental data obtained in direct collaboration

with scientists from Bogoaolets Institute of Physiology UAS and

Palladin Institute of Biochemistry UAS is provided.

This report is due to the development of a general stochastic

approach to the statistical description of the kinetics of char-

ge transfer processes in molecular structures of biological na-

ture in terms of a homogeneous stochastic density-matrix equation

which on the average relaxes to Boltzmenn'e equilibrium. We con-

sider the ion-conducting biological system like ionic channels

interacting with both a reservoir of membrane phonons in accord

with «xact microscopic quantum mechanics and discrete stochastic

field produced by the movement of ions and charged molecular

groups in the membrane interior. The main asset of the stochastio

approach is that the averaged kinetoes ie easily created from the

stochastio and relaxation properties of the molecular system

being under consideration.

To investigate the applicability of tba stochastio approach

proposed we oonaider in more details the effeet of tba trentmea-

brane current of different type* of ions on the gating kinetic*

and selectivity of tingle ionio channels* To do that we have

been working on three problem* that are ooupled to each other.

There arei «ingle channel kinetiee, single channel selectivity,

and influence of ionio flow through the channel on itsfuaotio-
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ning. These problems are central ones in celluer biophysics. We

have investigated three types of single calcium channels, two

types o" sodium channels, and one type of single potassium chan-

nel . Experiments were done by using the patch clamp technique.

Physical background and mathematical algorithm of the experimen-

tal data analysis have been working out basing on the general

results of the proposed approach developed for the application

to biological membranes. As a first step we have established

kinetic schemes of the activation of both single calcium channels

end single potassium channels, and identified independently the

values of all activation rate constants at different voltages

and ion concentrations. Then we have developed the three-site

model of the channel selective filter and reconstructed poten-

tial profiles of different ions flowing through the channel.

Finally, we have taken into account the high-frequency stochas-

tic field induced along ion pathway inside the channel due to

the discreteness of ionic flow, and studied quantitatively

influence of the value of stochastic field frequency on activa-

tion kinetics and selectivity of single ionic channels. Vie have

found that experimentally measured values of rate constants of

different kinetic stages of channel activation depend as well

on the membrane potential and bulk ion concentrations as to a

great degree on both ion type and frequency of ionic flow (i.e.

single channel ionic current). Such a current-dependent effect

has been also prominent for selectivity of single ionic channels.

To describe the experimental results we have analised the quan-

titative» model which coincided well the data obtained. We have

come to a general conclusion that three basic phenomena of sing-

le ionic channel operation, i.e. kinetics, selectivity, and

conductivity, are interdependent ones, end such Interdependence

is ii fundamental feature of biological membranes.
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REGULARITIES OP INJECTED CARRIERS TRANSFER THROUGH DEEP

CAPTURE CENTERS IN HIGH-OHMIC SEMICONDUCTORS

Timan B.L., Karpova A. P.

Institute for Single Crystals of Acad. Sci. of Ukraine,60 Lenin
Av., Kharkov, 310001, Ukraine

The transfer of charge injected into high-ohmic semiconductors
with deep capture levels is studied by theoretical and experimen-
tal methods. In the said semiconductors the mechanism of the tran-
sfer of injected carriers over the forbidden zone may be realized
by means of capture centers. The behaviour of the injection cur-
rent is characterised by some specific regularities.

The transfer of injection charge carriers in electrical field
is one of the most interesting phenomena in high-ohmic semicon-
ductors. The presence of deep capture levels lying below the Fer-
mi level may lead to the transfer of Injection carriers through
them and to the appearance of new effects which have been obser-
ved earlier /1,2/. Theoretical and experimental investigations
of the behaviour of injection current (I) and nonstationary pro-
cesses arising in the such systems, in particular In-CdS-In,
under the effect of constant voltage (V) are carried out.

It is shown that the observed decrease of the current in the
course of time (Pig.1) is.caused by the accumulation of charge
(Q) in the course ot time (Pig.2) within ~10 cm region (d^)
close to the electrode, opposite to the injection one (the back
electrode) and by large values of field strength running into
10 V/cm erise in the said region. The electrical capacitance
(Ck) of the charge accumulation region exceeds the geometric
capacitance of the sample by several times /3,4/. A relation
between the values of the injection current and the charge accu-
mulated during a definite period of time under the effect of
external voltage is stated /2/. This relation is described by
the equation

C ' L 3 •
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Regularities of injected carriers' transfer throur.h «
r;fl

P capture
centres in high-ohrnic semi conduct inn ninplf crystals CdS (sand-

wich system In-CdS-In)
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where L is the thickness of the crystal, 1Ц
е
 is the mobility of

injected carriers transferred through capture centers in the for-

bidden zone /V» The comparison of the expression (1) with the

experimental data presented in Fig.4 allows to determine parame-

ters for crystal (L e i7Oyj/ra): C
k
 e 184 pP, й^=2

т
АВ'Ю"^ cm,

/i/
e
 «4.7*10~

5
 cm

2
/Vs /2/.

In the frames of the said transfer mechanism the differential

equation which defines the charge as a function of time taking

into account conductivity in the back contact region may be writ-

ten in the form /5/:

at C L * ̂  ̂  4yu
 lo

Here 1„= гепак-'З (е is the ion charge, n is the ion concentration,о и
a is the interatomic distance, a/= ]/exp( - T£ ) is the frequen-

cy of the thermally activated transition of ions into neighbou-

ring lattice sites, Uv is the activation energy, к is the boltz-

raann constant, T is the temperature, S is the con-ta^t area).

The quantitative analysis of the nonlinear differential eq.(2)

is in close agreement with experimental data. It shows that fron

the moment when the voltage step is switched on the charge inc-

reases with time; then the growth gradually slows down till the

moment when the saturation value is achieved (see Pig,2). With

the increase of the applied voltage the charge tends to the sa-

turation, too (Pig.3)» Por comparatively small voltage values,

i.e. tor % ftJK « 1, the exact solution of the li-
nearized equation has the following form:

<-^е
W h e r e ^ - 2 f e ( 2 + f b °^-v

Q1 2 ere the roots of the right-hand ŝ ide of the linearized

eq!(2) when dQ/dt . 0; fc » -—%~т 5 f . = ^ % - »

As seen from eq.(3), the charge accumulates only in the case

when 1
e
< T

v
 , This condition allows to estimate the maximal

ion concentration for the ionio current in the back eontaot
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region which favours the charge accumulation. For CdS the concen-
t rat ion of ions must not exceed 10 cm"-*.

The solution (3) of the linearized equation permits to define
the time dependence for the strength of the current flowing with-
in the crystal as

1 — rr- ur I u, — j ) — L — VLK (4)

2

We have considered the limiting cases / i « 1 and yt ^-1. For
the former case the obtained solution coincides with that found
in /1/ if the conductivity of the back contact region is not
taken into account. Por /£«1 the current strength tends to the
saturation value in the course of time; the said current strength
is practically linear with the voltage /5/. Basing on the limi-
ting cases the temperature dependence for the flowing current
and th^ accumulating charge is found; explained are the experi-
mental curves (see Fig.5t6) which show an anomalous temperature
behaviour of the current (solid lines) and the charge (dotted line).
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ELECTRON SPECTRUM IN THIN LflYERS SURROUNDED BY KflSSIU MEDIA

M. Tkach, U. Holovatsky, 0. Uoitsekhivska. U. Paziuk

Chernivtsi State University, Kotsubinskogo 2

The electron spectrum inthin layer with permittivity S sur-
rounded by massive crystals uith different permittivities is stu-
died. He research the case when one medium has bigger (<fv) and the
other has smaller (£*) permittivity than £ . The electron interac-
tion uith both media is accounted as an unliRited range of images.

The Schrodinger equation for the electron in the layer is sol-
ved with the help of Uariational method and Perturbation Theory.
One can see that both method give correlating results. It is sho-
uen that the electron movement is quantized in the direction of OZ
axis perpendicular to the media interface and continious in the
plain Х0У. The quantized energetic states have peculiarities cha-
racteristic both to the Coulomb potential and to the Limitlessly
Deep Rectangle Potential Hell (LDRPH), fig.l.

Fig.i. Energetic levels in the todel under study (
and in LDRPH ( ). £ = — . £ =4. £A=1

-за-

-40-

-eo-

Hhen the layer thickness is
small the discrete electon
spectrum is located in the
region of positive energies.
Hith the layer thickness in-
creasing it shifts into the
region of negative energies
creating the quasihydrogenic
spectrui with the limited
number of levels defined by
the layer thickness and the
ratio between penitivities

The shifting of higher levels respectively to the sale levels of
LDRPH model is of the optical phonons energy order. This shifts have
essential values and are to be taken into account when analysing the
optical phenomena and building the theory of electron-phonon interac-
tion in heterogenuous systems.
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ORIENTATION DEPENDENT TUNNEL ELECTRON TRANSFER BETWEEN

PLANE RING MOLECULE AND CRYSTAL SURFACE

Tolokh I.S.

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,

Metrologichna Str. lA~b, Kiev, 252143, Ukraine

O/ient at/on effect on the rate of long-range tunnel electron transfer between ring molecule

possessing к-elcctron system and the surface of crystal is examined. Only the surface electron

states of crystal are considered. It is assumed that the electron transfer matrix dements vary

roughly as the overlap integrals between donor and acceptor electron states with orientation

and distance. Expressions for orientation dependencies of the overlap integrals arc derived. It

Ь shown that the electron transfer rate crucially depends on the molecule orientation.

Electron transfer properties of a system consisted of the molecules embedded in dielectric

medium (e.g. polymer matrix) placed between electrode surfaces are of great interest as an ele-

ment of molecular electronic device.1'3 The kinetics of electron transfer through such system are

controlled by a number of energetic and structural factors.1'7 We have focused here on the factor

of molecule orientation relatively the surface of electrode as one of the possible control mechanism

of charge transfer.

In this connection we consider a long-range tunnel electron transfer between ring molecule

possessing x-elecUor» system and the surface of crystal. The molecule is supposed to have fixed

orientation and separation relatively the surface in each electron transfer event. In the framework

of Fermi "Golden Rule" and one-electron model the rate constant for this transfer is proportional

to the square of electron transfer matrix element (ETME), M^,, between electron states Ф* of the

molecule and Ф* of the surface

м^ = < * . I //!•*>, (i)
where Я is the electronic Hamiltonian of transferable electron. Because the main contribution

to Mnk i* given d«* to long-distant Coulomb potentials it is assumed in this paper that ETMEs

vary roughly as the overlap integrals between initial and final electron stales with orientation and

distance. Therefore we estimate the orientation dependencies of rate constant by calculating*

S* =<•„,•*>. (2)

The states of transferable electron •» in the molecule are modeled by using cycle potyene

model, according to which

where <f>j(r) it hydrogen-like 2p, atomic orbital (АО) of atom j with decay parameter or.
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(4)

are superposition coefficients and N is a number of atoms in the polyene ring.

Crystal surface is modeled by a plane at which there is a step in potential energy under

the transition from ordered crystal region to adjacent disordered dielectric region. In such surface

region we consider only the surface electron states of crystal which are characterized by exponential

decay in both direction from surface

»J, if) = # % ('") exp(tfcf) cxp(-«* + h)) (5)

where В is normalization constant, u ; ( f ) is the Bloch amplitude function, к is the surface Bloch

wave vector of the state, £ is the decay parameter of surface state under the rapprochement from

surface plane (value of £ is different in the crystal and dielectric regions). Coordinate system is

chosen so that axis г is rectangular to the surface and coordinate centre is situated at distance Л

from the surface plane. In such case к = (kx,kv, 0).

According to Eqns (3-5) we can rewrite (2) in the form

S =< *„ I **, >= £ ) < З Д . ^ =< (2p.)i | ФЛ> > (в)

Because wave functions Ф п and Ф ; decay exponentially and simultaneously in bulk crystal region

(z < -h), the contribution of this region to Sj can b j neglected and integration is carried out

only in dielectric region (z > - / i ) . In this region we suppose function ue(r) to depend weakly on

f and can be taken as a constant.

To calculate 5/ we transform АО f 2p, >y by means of transform matrix T> from the local

coordinate system of atom j to the system (xy y< *J) where axes z\ and tj are paralH to vector

«И and axis z, respectively. In such case

+T?2

with

( ) I % >=

where 7 = ( a * + | £ц | 3 ) 1 / 3 , i^- is the radius-vector of atom j,hj»n distance to the surface plane.
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Now we consider the orientation dependence of S under the turn of the molecule around axis

y' which is rectangular to the vector £ц. In the initial position molecule plane is parallel to surface

plane and the center of molecule coincides with coordinate system center. Under such orientation

change we have If - mn в, Tf2 = 0 and T/5 = coe0 ($ is the angle of turn).

further calculation of overlap integral 5(0) is connected with summation over all atoms of

cycle polyene in (6) that requires of setting of concrete geometry of molecule. But in order to

obtain the analytical expression for estimation of S(0) we can replace the summation over index j

by integration over angle <p

sin в < (2p..), I »S | > +«»0 < (2p.,), | * f | > } , (9)

where CJ. = JV~'/acxp(-tVn). The calculation of (9) leads to rather complicated expressions

for the value of S(0).6 Here we present only the case of small wave vector £ц (| £ц | p <. 1, p is

the radius of cycle molecule). At first we present the expression for the case £ц = О

So(9) - NK coo0[ехр(-£Л)И, 1я(р,) + схр(-7Л){Л3/,,{р2) + em в ^,(/B_,(pj) + / n +,(pj))+

+ bin3 0 /»4(/»-aO>j) + 2/n(pj) + / » + з Ы ) } ] , (10)

where /» is the modified Bessel function, and

With increasing of 9 the absolute values of functions In(j>) are rising. These terms of (10)

are connected with approach of atoms to the surface of crystal and determine the increase of ] 5 0 1

up to its extremum value at в — 0*. But with further change in 0 the decrease of сон 0. connected

with 1p, АО inclinatkMt, determines an abrupt decrease of overlap integral.

In the case £g ф 0 the expressions for real and imaginary parts of .9(0) can be written as

Sk(B) - i( | ̂  | „)W*Sia>(0) - «„0Шр#;>(0), (12)

Im3(0) = | *, | pco.05?>р) + lMtg8Sh(0), (13)

where Sk{0) i. the value of So(0) at J^ ф 0, £&'>(«) иЛ S?\o) are the values of function

in the expression (or which all functions U(p) am replaced by. their derivatives I'Jp) and (p)

respectively, and §ы(в) is the value of function Sk(6), in tht expression of which terms Ai art

replaced by terms Bit
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It is seen from (12.13) that there is only one essential difference in the behavior of | S(0) |

as compared with | So(0) |, that is connected with last term of the expreuion (13) for I m S(0).

This term has a nonzero value at б = тг/2.

In conclusion, we have shown here that the rate of electron transfer between ring rrolecule

and the surface state of crystal in the case of small surface Bloch wave vector of state &ц crucially

depends on the molecule orientation relatively crystal surface. It is seen from the derived expressions

that three main factors effect on the electron transfer probability under the change of molecult

orientation: the changes of atom-surface distances, the inclination of the atomic orbital axes and

the symmetries of initial and final state wave functions, which depend on quantum number n and

vector £ц.
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ESSENTIALS OF NOMSTATIOKARY АЛО NONLINEAR

Tretyakov O.A.

Kharkov State University, Department of fladlophyslcs,
Svobody Sq.4, Kharkov 310077, Ukraine

Abstract. A new approach has been advanced lor solving
boundary value problems for a system of Maxwell's equations with
Initial conditions as to electromagnetic field. The approach needs
no classical restrictions upon both linearity and steady state of
the meadla the field say exist in.

In papers * , a new approach has been proposed for solving
boundary value problem Tor a system of Maxwell's equations In re-
gard to electromagnetic fields in the cavities and the waveguides
both of which say be filled with arbitrary media. The novelty of
the approach consists Just in the absence of agreed-upon lineari-
sation of constitutive relations D(E), B(H), and J(E,H) as for the
strength vectors E and H.

The principal scheme of the approach is demonstrated below
with reference to the problem for the field Inside a cavity of
volume V bounded with geometrically closed singly-connected sur-
face S. A system of Maxwell's equations can be represented In a
concise way as the unique six-dimensional vector equation

f(l/C)(a/*t)D(E)+(4ic/C)<J(E.H)+J
0
(r.t>)]

-^((1/с)<*А*)В(Н) J
 (1)

Here we have Introduced the linear operator R
Q
 which acts on space

variables r In the argument of desired vector X(r,t) and which is

defined below as a pool of rot-differentiation procedure and the

boundary conditions in the following «ay:

X-M- RX«f
 t r o t E

b (2)

where n Is an external normal to the surface S; time t la a para-

meter with respect to the operator f^; 1* Й*.
On the right-hand side of Eq.(!) we пате J

0
(r,t) as a known



function of Impressed forces, and the functions D(E), B(H), and
J(E,H) to be defined by relevant constitutive relations known as
either linear or nonlinear vector functions of their arguments E
and H.

Let*s choose Hllbert functional space LgtY) of slx-dimenslo-

nal vector functions of coordinates X(r) as the space of soluti-
ons. Tla specifying Its snetric by the scalar product In the say

<X
lf
X2> - (i/8*V)/dV(E-E*+ H H

$
) , (3)

irhere (*) denotes complex conjugation and (•) stands for scalar
product In common sense of vector algebra.

Definitions (2) and (3) result In an.Important fact that

<RQX ,X > - <X .RQX >. (4)

This means the operator Is self-adjoint «then the surface S is suf-
ficiently smooth. This also Implies that the operator posesses
a set of eigen-vectors, each of which can be defined as solution
of the following operatory equation:

where K ^ s perform a discrete spectrum of real eigenvalues. From

Eq.(5) follows that the sets of electric and magnetic parts of the

slx-dlmenslonal eigenvectors can be defined In the fora of the

following boundary value problems for the Laplaclan:

J
H
: { iy (4+^)^=0. divi^O, (nI^)|

s
=0 ) ^

t
 (6b)

G
E
: { -v*

a
: (A+ а§)Ф

а
«О. Ф

а
|

3
=0 >£=1 (6c)

=0 )J=1 <6d)
From Eqs.(5) and (6) It Is deduclble that the space of solutions
Is representable as the direct sum of the orthogonal subspaces In
the way

I|(V) J I JH J I 0
° 1. (7)
CH J

where l|(V) stands for standard Hllbert space of three-dimensional
vectors from the domain of the Laplaclan action. It follows from
Bq.(7) and Veyl's theorem4 that sets (6) fora a basis in the
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chosen space or solutions. Hence, the desired strength vectors are
representable via projection onto the basis elements as

- 2 a
a
(t)v® (r) (8а)

ct=l
H ( r

'
t ) s

roIl
h
m

( t ) I
^

( r )
 ' £fylt)**P{T)' (8b)

wherein the time dependant scalar coefficients shall be defined
right below.

A very lmpoitant remark Is to be made at this point. We have
obtained mathematically rigorous complete decompositions (8) of
the fields without yet making use of the constitutive relations
from orlrlnal problem (1). It Is of prime importance as for both
nonstatlonary and nonlinear Ш field theory we Intend to frame.

A probles for the tlse dependant coefficients is obtainable
through projecting Maxwell's equations on the saae basis elements.
This procedure results in the following system, of evolutionary
equations:

(d/dt)D
n
+ tciyig» -U/V)/dV(J(E,H)+J

0
)-^: (9a)

(d/dt)B
m
+ t c k ^ 0: (9b)

(d/dt)A
o
= (l/Y)/dV<J(E.H)+J

0
)-veJ; (9c)

(d/dt)C
m
= 0. (9d)

where D
ro
.B

m
,A

a
,Cfl are also time dependant scalar coefficients

representable through the desired funclons e
m(
h

n
.a

a
,Cp by making

use of the constitutive relations In the following way

- 2 A
a
(t)va>

a
Cr); (10a)

" Cp(t)v*
p
(r). (10b)

Similar to Eqs.(lO) decompositions ought to be carried out
for the remaining constitutive relation JCE.H) and the function of
Impressed forces J

0
(r.t) as «ell. The systea of evolutionary

equations ought to be coaplessented «1th relevant initial conditi-
ons for HS field written in the fora of Eqs. {8} at an instant t=t

0
.

Linear or nonlinear nature of the dei^ndences DCS), B(H) and
J(E,H) does not affect the latter projecting procedure which
results In the evolutionary equations. Hence, the system of
evolutionary equations say be obtained as either linear or nor.ll-
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near ens In strict correspondence with the Юга of the original
constitutive relations.

A couple or examples are cited to demonstrate the ability and

fl»Ou Лал1 1 1 ptiАПО "1*1 О f»Q17i+tr "Ml luH wi+Ь О 1 1nOUT HnV»etQtiAH

morHiim whr^cic потчи"! t H t M t w OTIH потчпааЫ 11+tr trotn» ainnii tonOAiiQlv 1v\
UI^UXUUI IUM/UW ^ i . t U A W Vi. • Д. MJ 4JUlAJk ^UAWVUVXAX «J • lAA. ф UAUIIU, MUtlVOUUA^I ЛАД

time as arbitrary differeiitlable runctlons. The explicit solution
has also been obtained lor lorced oscillations in a cavity with an
Impressed source varying In time аз an arbitrary integrable func-
tion.
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DISPERSED SCINTILLATION MATERIALS USED ИШ LOW BMURGOQSS

RADIAMOH AND OS'IECTORS ON THEIR BASIS

O.P.Verbitsky, V.D.Rizhikov, Y.M.Selegenev

i n s t i t u t e for S i n g l e Crysta l s , 60 Lenin ave. >10001, Kharkov

Dispersed s c i n t i l l a t i o n mater ia l s with a 480 - 720 nm emission,
spectrum have been obtained which, combined with a SI photo-diode,
are suitable for ionizing emissions registration.

As dispersed substance, microcrystal powders based on CdS, ZnSe
and CdWÔ  have been used. Plastic or rubber have served as disper-
sive phase.

The particle size and the nature, of sointillator influence on
the. efficiency of X - ray emission, registration in the 50 - 180
keV energy range has been studied. Optimum parameters for sc iat i l-
lators for ionizing emissions of different energies have been
found and experimental detector samples made.

Combining two different scinti l lation layers helps to obtain
the necessary profile, of the. detector's, photo - response impulse.

Dispersed scinti l lation materials are made in required sizes
and shapes and con cover light-conductor single crystal scinti l-
lators for creating the necessary properties in detectors.
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MAGNETOOPTICAL SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS
FOR OPTICAL PROCESSORS AND THEIR FEATURES

Vlshnevskl V.G., Vllesov Yu.F., Groshenko N.A.
Dubinko S.V., Prokopov A.R., Yaryguln A.V.

"Domain" Design Office at Simferopol State University
Studencheskaya 12, 333610, Simferopol

Experience In development of magnetooptioal spatial light
modulators based on epitaxial garnet ferrite films is pre-

sented with their structural and funotional features.

One of the perspective devices for data Input from a movable
magnetic carrier (MC) In the optical processor path is a magneto-
optical spatial light modulator (MO SLM) £4 ]. As there are no av-
ailable materials with an optimal combination of recording and tra
nsforming MO properties, a number of known optical schemes require
either an Inclined light beam propagation and total Inner reflecti-
on (TIR) at the media interface or a provision of an additional mi-
rror layer. In this report possible deslgnes and associated effects
are considered.

The MO SLM operation is based on the light diffraction on mag-
netic diffraction gratings (MDG) inducted in the MO layer with the
spatially distributed magnetic field of the MC. To produce an ana-
log transformation the MO layer should adequately image MC magnetl
zatlon distribution In a wide range of amplitudes and spatial fre-
quences. If MO SLM have epitaxial garnet ferrite films <EGFF) with
unlazlal anleotropy and the quality factor 0=Н

к
/4тШ

в
»1 as working

media, a corresponding tcagnetostatlc problem can be treated as li-
near one when there Is no local saturation of EGFF and no hystere-
sis and the domain structure (DS) period Is small. But It has been
demonstrated practically that non-removable noise of DS and a llml
ted range of its forced restructuring don't allow to reach, a dyna-
mical range D >30 Db. Thus the use of EGFF with a "planar" anleot-
ropy (Q <1>.

Since analog modulation can be obtained both at the magnetic
moment rotation In the EGFF plane and at Its positioning into the
normal two types of EGFF have been synthesleed, adaptable to таг!*-
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ous geometry of the light beam Input. In a prism-type MO SIM the
light beam input angle ф =45°(~ 33°in EGFF layer) wheres in a pla-
nar one it is 90°. For this reason the massive substrates were
made in form of rectangular prisms and plates with thicknesses of
up to 9 mm. The EGFF components were selected with account of the
Ga-Gd garnet ;GGG) substrate lattice constant, 12.383 A. Taking
into account the restriction for the lattice constant and the need
for a hjgh specific Faraday rotation, Lu^Fe^g (lattice parameter
12,283 A) was chosen as the base matrix, this allowed to introduce
up to 1.5 unit formula of Bi Into the film composition, the substi-
tutions of Fe in octa- and tetrasites being not accounted. But be-
couse this substitution inevitably induces a significant uniaxial
anisotropy.doping Pr and Ca-Si ions were introduced into the EGFF
composition. For the prism type MO SLM (Bi,Lu,Ca)

3
(Fe,Ge)

5
O

12

films were sinthesized, with thickness t=3-7 \m and saturation ma-
gnetization 4idf

s
'
v
 1 kGs.The magnetic moment rotation was provided

by deliberate manipulation with pronounced "hard" and "easy" in-
plane magnetization axes (HA and EA) formation and by HA orienta-
tion along the MO movement direction. The dynamic range maximum
D=201g(H

sHA
/H

oHA
)was reached by balancing coercivity Н

о Н Д
 against

saturation field H
s H A

 comparable to the peak stray fields of MC
(250 Oe). For the planar type MO SLM, on massive GGG substrates
both Bi-Lu- and (Bi,Tm)

3
(Fe,Ga)

5
0

12
 EGFF with thickness t « 2-6

\м and 4яМ
3
<400 Gs were grown. These EGFF were characterized by

an Insignificant anleotropy In the developed In the growth plane
« 5 %) and comparatively small fields of the moment normalization
( H ^ 300-500 Oe). As a rule In both variants the substrate orie-
ntations were (111), though the (110) and (210) orientations were
tried. Besides the "pure" GGG, Ca, Mg, Zr-subetituted substrates
were used.

The functional parameters of the MO SLM samples were determi-
ned by photometry of the Fraunhofer diffraction spectrum (ЫЭ.63
pro) on MUG Induced by the fields of the test harmonlcal signalog-
гаотшз with periods d=20-200 pm and step amplitude gradations with
in a range of 50 Db. Nonlinear distortions of the magnetic record
did not exceed ~ 0.7 X.

The' general relations of the MO diffraction are well-known
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С1-4], but. commonly only binary (domain) gratings are being ana-
lyeert, anrl diffraction on the sinusoidal MDG has been considered
theoretically. In addition to the reciprocal polarisation ortho-
gonality in the even and odd orders the sinusoidal MDG are featu
red with я lower dlffractlonal effectivity (т}

ч
^
п
= 62 % \

i n
) and

•a rapid intensity decrease of higher orders. The sinusoidal MDG
spectrum can be described by (1 ]:

 2

nsin - I
o
 exp(-at)J

n
(8t) (D

where I
o
-Input beam Intensity, в -specific rotation, J

n
 - Bessel

function of an integer order, a -absorption coefficient, n - dif-
fraction order number (Integer,odd). For very small rotations a
reduction is possible:

-1
I

n s i n
= I

o
exp(-at)(n!) 2(6t/2)

2n
(2)

15

e 1

m - .. -

Such a spectrum results In case of an "Ideal" sinusoidal MDG.
If the dynamic range Is determined as D =

 1 0 l
S<

I
i

s
in

/ I
3sin^

 o n e

clearly sees that, Including the case of an "ideal" sinusoidal MDG
It is restricted both by the
specific rotation and layer
thickness, though ahlgh opti-
cal efflciciency, TJ = I.,/I

o
,

requires a large 0 value. The
figure shows a calculated ra-
nge of 6 and t values which

w
 j . «ft provides operation of "ideal*

MOSLU with D not below 50 Db.
The dynamical range restrictions in the prismlc HO SLM could

be brought about by the effect of total inner reflection (TIR) as
this effect results into asymmetry of orders similarly numbered but
oppositely signed. It can be demonstrated that the asymmetry is ca-
used by Fresnel phase shifts at the garnet-air Interface. The pha-
se shifts can be excluded by means of a multilayer dielectric mir-
ror (МШ) with composition A1

2
O

3
 + Ta.

2
O
5
 In combination with an

absorbing dielectric coating, whereas the SiO
2
+ TiO

2
 composition

approaches these shifts to zero but not excludes them totally. A
fundamental feature of MOSIM is suppression of aero-th epatlal fre-
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quencies and associated optical nolaes. Henco polarisjatIon-selecti-
ve properties of the М Ш should be highlighted:the light which has
not been diffracted is absorbed by the outer coating.

TSST of thickness t>3 \xm are shown to have a multilayer structu-
re with various remagnetization fields.Hence nonlinear distortions
and dynamical range narrowing are expectable.

The large majority of the produced priemic MO SlJf have D valu-
es within a region of 40 to 45 Db arid efficiency TJ ~ 0.1 % , whe-
reas for the planar «0 SIJM D values are 33 to 42 w1 th r

t
 " 0.5 % .

Below two photographs are given, one presents a visualised si-
nusoidal MDG ая it is seen 1n the garnet and the other - a diffra-
ction spectrum from this KDG (d = М О

I И

illlLiktl
i <til
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STIMULATED LIGHT FORCE ON ATOMS AND MOLECULES
IN AMPLITUDE MODULATED COUNTER-PROPAGATING WAVES

V.S.Voitsekhovich, M.V.Danileiko, A.M.Negriiko, V.I.Romanenko
and L.P.Yatsenko

Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
prospect IMauki, 46, Kiev-22, 252650, Ukraine

The effect of stimulated tight pressure on atoms and
molecules that arises because of an ordering of photon-
absorption and photon-emission events in the field of
counterpropagating amplitude-modulated waves is investigated
theoretically and experimentally.

The light force that results from the transfer of a momentum hk/{2n)
to an atomic particle in the resonant scattering of photons has been studied
thoroughly and is widely used to control the motion of atoms, to reduce their
kinetic energy, corresponding to temperatures in the range below 1 mK and to
reach in future the ultimate frequency standard. For a travelling plane
wave the momentum of an atom can be changed significantly only if the
interaction of the atom with a laser field can be made cyclic. This is
possible if there is a transition from a ground (or metastable) state to a
short lived level that decays spontaneously to a lower state. For this
case the maximum force is determined by the rate 2y of the spontaneous

decay and is given by / „ „ = My/(2it).

The need for large values of у and for a cyclic interaction of the atom with
the field makes it difficult to observe a radiation pressure exerted on
molecules and most atoms. It is thus interesting to examine the stimulated
radiation pressure (SRP) that can arise in the field of two waves which
differ in propagation direction. Since the pnoton reradiating rate is not limited
by the value of у in this case, one can expect both a radiation pressure
force significantly higher than AAy/(2x)and a substantial increase in the list
of entities which can be studied (including molecules). The ordering of
absorption and stimulated-emission events in such a way that a stimulated
radiation pressure develops can be achieved in the сам of two counter
propagating amplitude modulated waves! 1-7).

The SRP light force on atom* was observed by means of cw two-mode
dye laser with mode separation equals to 1.67 GHz.Tha laser field ia tha field
of two standing waves:



2G8
E = £•„ siiuoj/sin А,г + / „ / ,

and essentially consists of two counter propagating amplitude modulated

traveling waves, for which the amplitude modulations differ in phase by

Ф = (Л, -k7)z. A calculation [2] of the force F acting on a two-level atom in

the field E shows that this force may be substantially greater than

Fnax ~ hky / (2 л) nnd that F Is an odd periodic function of ч> with a period of

я. In our experiment a beam of sodium atoms passes through the resonator in

the direction perpendicular to the laser beam. When the deflecting laser

was tuned to the sodium 0 2 line, we observed a deflection of the atomic

beam, with a magnitude and sign which depended periodically on the phase

difference <p. The maximum force of stimulated light pressure observed was

F = l.2Mcf/(2n).

The main feature of the theory of SRP on atoms and molecules is an
account of a coherent character of interaction of light with atoms and
molecules. Besides the case of two standing waves, SRP is possible in the
field of counterpropagating n pulses [1). According to developed theory, the
equality of the area under the pulse to л is not obligatory for the existence of
SRP. The force of SRP on two-level atom in the field of two
counterpropagating trains of pulses with the repetition period T « 1 / у is

where ф(х) * x(Vl - x + Vl + x)[Vl + x(l + Vl - x1)] , 8 is the area under the

pulse and x , Г - т are the time duration between the counterpropagating
pulses at the position of the atom. It can be seen from the expression for
F, that the condition 8 = я is not cruicial for the occurrence of a stimulated
radiation force.

The SRP on molecules sufficiently differs from the case of atoms,
because after each event of spontaneous emission the molecule drops back
to a vibration - rotation level that can't absorb laser light, therefore only the
molecules that have not emitted light spontaneously can be investigated. For
the case yr « 1 and iT » 1 the momentum distribution of molecule can be
derived analytically. After n cycles of interaction the probability to find
molecule with the momentum mk / x is

" JA {m-Mn -J- m)\j\j\



where . jUkU - min{»i, я - /«,l« / 2J}
The dependence of ground state population on the area under pulse after

10 and 50 cycles of interaction is presented on figure 1. On figure 2 the
dependence of ratio of average momentum of molecules to the momentum of
n photons is shown. It can be seen that SRP light pressure occurs for
arbitrary areas » of short pulses and the condition 8 = я is not necessary.
For example, in the field of 0.8 л pulses the momentum of approximately 15%
of molecules can be change on 100 photon momentum, so the SRP on
molecules in the field of shot counterpropagating pulses can be observed.

Z0.5-

2.0 i

I»
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0.0

Ю/
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Fig. 2.
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SECONDARY EUXTIUON EMISSION FBOM QUARTS SURFACE IN THE

PULSING DISCHARGE

Yu. V. Vovchenko

Radiophysics Dept., Kiev University, Postal Address:
Vladimirekaya Str. 64, 252017 Kiev-17, Ukraine (CIS)

Pulsing discharges arc frequently
used in high temperature
electronics, lasers and in plaani
display panels. Electrodes of dis-
charge cell are often covered
with dielectric layers. Pulsing
discharge operation comprises the
mechanism of the secondary electron
beam corresponding to electrons
which are emitted from the surface
of dielectric layer and are
accelerated at by-cathode potential
drop. Plasma kinetics depends on the
secondary electron emission
coefficients, especially in the short
pulsing discharge. Our measurements
for this case have shown that these
coefficients in the argon filled
discharge cell with the quartz
covered electrodes depend on the gas
pressure due to not only ion impact,
but also due to photons. Using
balance equations and the results of
EOF measurements the values of
secondary electron emission
coefficients have been obtained.

In the short pulsing discharge the
distance between electrodes is a few
free paths of charged particles and
mechanism of ionization is provided
by electrons accelerated in
by-cathode potential drop (II. The
global secondary electron emission
coefficients у « N./Ni < N», Ni -
total number of electrons emitted
from dielectric surface and ions
desorbed at dielectric surface,
respectively) have been determined in
the short pulsing discharge as the
result of probe measurements of
electron energy distribution F(£) in
discharge cell am) seamreminf of
external discharge characteristics
(duration т and amplitude 0 of
voltage pulses and discharge current
t >

so that

/"
<n»>-V •

where

<n.> =..-•/ / F<c,r)dedV
V
 Vo

V - discharge volume,

Q = / I(t)-dt
о

ct - mean energy that is needed to
ionize one atom by high energetic
electrons I2J, emitted from
dielectric surface and accelerated in
by-cathode potential drop in our
case.

Pulsing discharge in argon filled
cell was generated by voltage pulses
with duration of 14 цв, frequency of
2 kHz and amplitude of (600 - 1200) V
which were applied between electrode
0 covered by quartz layer and two
grounded molibdenium electrodes Б
(Fig.l). Die diameter of Mo
electrodes and distance between than
are 35 mm and 10 am respectively.
The thickness of quartz layer and
diameter of six molibdenius» wires,
covered with quarts are 0,1 им and
0,6 mm. The electron energy
distribution function was measured by
second derivative by using «utOMtie

ring set-up (1).
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Figure 2 shows secondary electron
emission coefficients у with
respect to anplitudr» of voltage
infill BOB U measured at different
argon pressure P.

Figure 3 shows coefficient у with
respect to pressure P measured at
voltage anplitude 700 V. It is clear
from the figure that values of у
increases with pressure. It is
natural to suggest that this effect
is due to photon's electron emission.
The extrapolation of y<P> to P = 0
gives ion-induced secondary electron
emission coefficient yi ~ 0,12. This
value corresponds to the results in
(31 for RF discharge oonditiona.
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MODELS AND MECHANISMS OF QUANTA AND NEUTRAL
PARTICLES CHANNELING IN PERFECT CRYSTALS.

Vysccskii V.I.

Kiev University

The paper discusses the results of investigation on physics of
short-wave quanta and neutral particles channeling in perfect
crystals carried out in Тага» Shcvchenko Kiev University since
1978 and partially presented in /1-6/.

The research was focused on search for the mechanisms of
channeling, transport, focusing and modulation of X-ray and
gamma-quanta streams, quick and thermal neutrons both in ideal
monocrystals and crystal with zeolite-type microchanncls.

For neutrons at least three mechanisms providing stable
orientational motion have been found. For the quick and thermal
neutrons there's an interaction of proper magnetic moment with
ordered magnetic crystal structure. It is shown that the existence
of spin or acoustic wave .synchronous with particle in interband
(interaxis) space leads to the appearance of periodic system of
parabolic-type moving potential pits able to hold neutrons /I/. In
the same paper the peculiarities of neurons orientational motion at
their successive transition of domain boundary system. Such
system may function as a focusing neutron telescope /1/.

Another mechanism of ordered neutron interaction is
connected with Schwinger coherent interaction of quick neutron
magnetic moment with effective magnetic field of nonmagnetic
grid appearing in coordinate system moving with neutron /2/.
Amplitude of this field reaches a value of

4O*o*, Q
sufficient for a stable orientational movement. Structure of
umdimensional potential barrier V(x) and channeling levels zone
structure for this mechanism is shown in Fig.l /3/ Here

At V m a x < l the neutron motion is delocalizod. At Vn(AX~10 the
first level of channeling motion appears in the system.
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The third mechanism of orientational neutron-grid

interaction is connected with averaged Fermi pseudopotential

It leads to the appearance of a system of potential barriers (pits)
of the height

as is shown in /4/.The paper investigates the peculiarities of this
channeling mechanizm optimization for resonant neutrons /4/ .

In / 5 / the peculiarities of non-resonant X-ray and gamma-
quanta channeling in perfect and microchannel crystals have been
studied. It is shown that quanta channeling process is not a
threshold one ( by the channel width a ) and occurs at any small
value of a>d.

Held structure in microchannel with a>d and in periodic grid
with a—d are shown in Fig.2.

The channeling decreases the absorbtion coefficient by the

In homogeneous grid the quasichanneiing with perpendicular
field structure modulation takes place.

In the case of Mossbauer effect the additional gradient terms
appear in the wave equation structure. It results in change of
effective sencitivity ~

and essentialy changes quanta channeling conditions.
The peculiarities of quanta and neutrons channeling in hollow

zeolite microchannels.
We have also considered a principally new method of

providing a stable orientational motion of neutral particles with
internal electromagnetic structure. In conditions of spatial
resonance of such particle with periodic grid field the electric
moment is induced on the particle, and it interacts with grid field
and provides channeling /1,6/. The potential barrier height at
such regime may reach Vmax-O.l-i eV.
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DEVELOPMENT OP NEW PRINCIPLES OP GENERATION SHP OSCILLATIONS

V.BI.Yakovenko
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Instability of surface waves arising of the p-n junction boun-
dary due to the injeotlon of charge oarriers is predicted. The in-
stability growth rates are found and possibility for stimulated ge-
neration of osoillatlons in the submilllmetre range are discussed.

One of the important problem of modern eleotronics is the mas-
tering of the short wave part of the millimetre (M) and submillime-
tre (SM) ranges of electromagnetic waves. This problem can be sol-
ved with the help of two approaches. The wide group of physical ef-
feots whioh is oonneoted with semiconductor eleotron gas heating by
eleotrio fields are used for the relatively low frequency fields
(diodes and transistors of different types, etc.).

As for relatively high frequencies there are some attempts the
laser generation prinoiple in SM. This prinoiple was successfully
realized In eemioonduotor laser for the frequencies more than 10

1 3

Hz.

In this report we present the further development of ideas of
applying laser principles of generation in the submillimetre sub-
range. The results of theoretioal Investigations of both surface
electromagnetic oeoillatlon Instabilities and longitudinal osoilla-
tlons on a boundary of a p-n junotion Is presented ( 1 Ы 3 1 .

The Instability neohanism is band upon elementary reoombi-
natlon processes or on a transient radiation of charge oarriers
wi thing their injeotlon through a p-n junotion. This oeoillatlons
are the most suitable for the radiation under the mentioned above
conditions for the frequenoy whioh Is less than Langaure one for
charge oarriers with the smallest effeotive mass.

Leu; as denote by у » 0 the boundary jetween two mediues with
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dielectric permetivity e (u) < 0 end cAti) > 0 oorrespondently.
1 2

Then the surface wave with a dispersion law

oan propagate along the boundary (X axis). Here q = (q , q ) - wave

veotor, о - light velocity, c^ c
Q
~ «^/[«(u + ft»,)], e

0
- dielec-

tric permetivity of .the lattice (i)
ol
=(4Jie

z
n

ol
/ra

J
)

1/2
- Langmure

frequencies of charge carriers, e , m , n , v - their charge,

mass, oonoentration and oollision frequencies oorrespondently.

Using the standard calculation soheme are can obtain the se-

oondly quantised hamiltonlan of weak interaction between oscil-

lations and injected carriers.

Instability inorement of oscillations у is determind by the

ratio of the number of radiated quantums of field and their total

numbers in the system. It desoribes by the expression

Oit n о

7 = ir i |И\ , !"$(£ - E- hU)(n - nj (2)
h L ' l « 1 q k 2

l 1 2 J 2

Where Wki k2- interaction matrix element, E{(k) - energy oi' a ohar-
ge carrier with the momentum bk, klx= kSx+ qx; k^ = k2 , nl - par-
ticle distribution Junction. In the case of oonduotion band - va-
lent band transition in the degenerated electron - hole gas ( n ^
nc f nzs nv^ the 1 п 8

*
а Ь 1 1 : 1

*У growth rate takes'the form
S(2ra ) 3 / 2

«
 r
 2*h|q |m £ .1/2

~ ! s—-—s~s—

- n ) . (3)

where ff = ~ ! s—-—s~s— • Я - the number of an elemeh-
m bus\&tfHtt+ е я ) \ >

tary cells in the aotlve domain, S - transversal seotion of the
sample,

- E ) U

fto"o " n v = f ц -

E is the width of the forbidden band, U
o
 and U

y
= U

o
~ eU Fermi qua-

si levels, whioh Is oounted off the oonduoting band bottom, U -
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eleotric drop on the p-n function, T - temperature of oharge oar-

riere in the energy units.

It .follows from eq.(3) that 7 is a positive value in the case

when the condition eV > hU > E is satisfied. However for the in-

stability development the radiation of field quanturns must exoeed

their deoreasing u" which is determined by dissipative process. Our

estimations shown that the most suitable material is Cd Hg Те for

the registration of the recombination instability with the frequen-

cy 0) ~ W ^ s ^ a t T < 10 К, Е a b meV. x = 0,172.
ч

Por the nongenerate electron-hole gas (internal transitions)

the matrix element of interaction hamiltonian will become:
w

o
g

x
U

Integrating eq.(2) by momentums of monoenergy partiole flow (2*->0),

nAk) = (2nl
3
n

nu
8(k )8(k )6(k - fi'fli v

n
) with parabolio dispersion

I Ob X 9C у 4 О

k
у

law one oan

0 e

Here m v*/2 » hU.

Instability inoreament for longitudinal oscillation with the

dispersion law d /e (и) + d
a
/e

a
(u) = 0, where d

{
 - sizes of "n

1
* and

N
p

H
 domains correspondently Is also presented (31.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE SCATTERING FROM A PENETRABLE CYLINDER
EMBEDDED INTO A STRATIFIED MEDIUM

Yarovoy A.G.

Kharkov State University, Department of Radiophysics
310077, Ukraine, Kharkov, Svobody Sq.,4,

Abstract
A numerical technique which may be used to calculate

scattering from a homogeneous cylinder with an arbitrary smooth
cross-section shape inside a stratified medium has been developed.
Some numerical examples for the scattering and mode conversion of
guided modes of the slab waveguide are presented.

Introduction
Analysis of scattering from inhomogeneities inside open

waveguides has been of great interest recently in connection with
the design of various optical and millimeter-wave components such
as filters, grating couplers, and distributed feedback lasers

1
.

The unboundedness of a structure causes continuity of the
eigenmodes spectrum and presence of radiated waves. That is why
the problem is more difficult than that in a closed waveguide.
When dimensions of an obstacle in a slab are much smaller then a
wavelength the asymptotic method

2
 can be applied efficiently. For

larger obstacles different diffraction problems have been solved
for circular cylinders С in 2-D case) only

3
. In this paper

numerical technique has been developed which may be used to
calculate scattering from a homogeneous cylinder with an arbitrary
smooth cross-section shape inside a dielectric slab waveguide.

Formulation of integral equations

Consider a dielectric slab occupying region 5<2<0 (b<0) in
the three-dimensional space -oo<x,y, z<+te. A dielectric cylinder is
embedded in the slab along x axis. Cross-section S of the cylinder
is bounded by an arbitrary smooth curve Z. Permittivities of the
slab and the cylinder are designated as c

%
 and e

p
 correspondingly.

Assume that sources homogeneous along x axis excite the
incident TM-polarized electromagnetic field E^rJ.WjCr),
r«C0,y,z),in the slabCwithout cylinder). In view of the geomtry
and the characteristics of the incident field, this is a
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two-dimensional problem and the scattered electric field has only
an x-component. Nonzero components of the scattered magnetic field
are derived from the following relations: H

tyi
=(ik Г

х
д E'**,

H'l^ti/kjd E
(
l>. The time factor is assumed to be expC-iwl) and

suppressed throughout this paper.
The scatte. ad CE

s
) and total СП electric fields satisfy the

equations:

d
y
 + d

z
 + K

o
eCz) ] E

s
Cr)=0, r$CS+D; CD

d
y
 + d

z
 + k

o
e
p
 ] £Cr)=O. reS; C2)

3 П0. reZ; C3)
л

with modified radiation conditions
4
 for scattered field E

e
(r) whene

£eCr)=£>C0)exp(t*rO/ /kT + J ^C^J^Cz.^^expC+i^y). C4)
n

Here kQ is a wavenumber in free space; function eCz) is equal to
c9, when b<z<0, and eizi-\, when z<b or z>0; ( D ^ - E j is the
difference between limiting values of function E inside C£2) and
outside C£j) curve E; derivative along outer normal to curve S is
designated as dn; DC6) is the scattering diagram outside the slab;

$Cz,X.n) is я-th eigenmode of the slab and *n
~^-\ is a wavenumber

of this mode; sign'V corresponds to the wave propagation in the
direction y-»+oo and sign "-" - in the y* -co direction.

Let's represent scattered field outside ? and total field
inside 5 by means of surface potentials

9
 p.y as follows:

<?
2
Сг,р); Е

в
Сг)=/ф yCp) ^Cr.p). C5>

S S
The functions G

l
, G

2
 are 2D Green's functions of the slab and

the homogeneous space with permittivity с correspondingly. The
explicit form of this functions is well-known.

Representations C5) satisfy equations (1),(2). Substituting
С5) in conditions (3) one may receive a system of two Integral
equations: •

/ dp (rfp) G
a
Cr,p)- tfp) G

t
Cr,pi] * E

t
M. C6)
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2
where reS. The kernels of the first equation from С65 have
logarithmic singularity, while the kernels of the second etyuation
are bounded functions.

Solution procedure ^
Let's convert from the unknown functions p.у to the functions

x
a >
, x

< 2 >
, where х

(1>
5[р(т)-^Ст)]|г'Ст)|. х

(а)
г1^(т)+^т))/2. As

the system С6) has a unique solution in the class of continuous
smooth functions and the curve 2 is smooth, than the functions
x

a )
, x

< 2 >
 can be represented by Fourier series:

х
С1>
СгСт))=Т x

<n
exp(in.T), х

(2
'Сг(т))=5' x

<2)
exp(iar), С7)

n n

where теС0,2л] and index n changes from -a to +ш. We assume, that
parameterized form of the curve 2 г=г(т), т€[0,2п], is known. Then
utilizing the orthogonality of the functions exp(inr) in the sense
2П

/ dr expCinT)expC-imr) = 2m?
n n
, one may reduce the initial system

(7) to the infinite system of algebraic equations

(8)

"A-

Here y^^nX*!', У"'»"'; К
П
«С2ЯГ*}А|Г'СТ)|«ФС-4ПТ);

L
e
-21n2, I^-lnr

1
,!^); «„«я*

1
 ISr У

о
Ст)«р(-*пт>, р

п
<2яГ

1
 }5т'

•Сч^^^СтЗЭехрС-Спт). The values P*}J ar» th» Fourier
coefficients of the snooth kernels:

Q
l6

2t х
СгСт) ,рСт

о
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J ; f f o n o 2 > 1 o
The system C8) is the Fredholm's type system of the second kind
and can be solved numerically by means of reduction with arbitrary
accuracy.

When the values of potentials <p,yi are known the total and
scattered field can be calculated using (5). In the far zone of
the cylinder in the upper or the lower halfspaces using the
asymptotic expression of Green's function 6

X
, the scattering

diagram 2X0) can be obtained.

Numerical examples
The scattering and mode conversion of the lowest order guided

mode of the slab waveguide and the plane wave incident from the
upper halfspace by cylinders with different cross-section shape
have been analyzed by the proposed method. The dependencies of the
scattering diagrams, total scattered power outside the slab and
the mode conversion coefficients of the frequency, geometric
characteristics and permittivities are investigated numerically.
The physical explanation of the revealed effects are proposed.

Conclusion
A numerical technique which may be used to calculate

scattering from a homogeneous cylinder with an arbitrary smooth
cross-section shape inside a stratified medium has been developed.
The radiation and «ode conversion of the guided modes of the slab
waveguide and plane waves by the smooth dielectric cylinders
embedded into the slab have been analyzed.
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THE GREEN'S TENSOR FOR CRYSTALLINE ACOUSTIC RESONATORS
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Calculation of spatially restricted vector acoustic field propa-

gation and diffraction in anlsotropic elastic medium is a problem

of significant practical value when developing various crystalline

acoustic or plezo-acoustio devices. To. get any solution of the

problem, the scalar field approximation is usually utilized which

is ignoring the very special features of the crystal elastic anlso-

tropy described by the tensor of the rank four. Naturally, one can

obtain the accurate solutions when using the Green's tensor for the

crystals being of interest. However, the explicit expressions for

the Green's tensor components are yet unknown because of complexity

of the crystal elastic anisotropy.

In this work, the problem of the Green's tensor calculation for

the crystalline anisotroplc elastic media has been oonsldered.

The Green's tensor components could be obtained by «sans of the

three-dimensional Fourier transformation technique. But the final

expressions, In general, could not be written analytically. In this)

case, the solution of the original problem of the aooustio field

propagation is given by a set of the fivefold improper integrals of

the oscillating funottons with a number of poles of different rank.

The Integrals of that kind should be oaloulated numerically, and

this is a very difficult problem.

A single ease, however, has been shown to exist when the problem

Is extremely simplified. It Is the ease of the hexagonal crystals

whloh have, in faot, the axial elastio anisotropy being described

by the five Independent elasticity modules о ц , еде» 033, 044, озд.

In suoh a ease, the Green's tensor has the two different oomponent*

only, and the both of them are reduced to the onefold integrale of

the funotlons with no poles. The. Iattar Ic •• result of the anial

anlaotropy whloh helped.to take «II the Integral* over the astmu-

thal angle «* , to find that only the diagonal components of the

Green's tensor left non-zero, and to мае the theory of residues to
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calculate the Integral* of the oscillating functions. The final

expressions obtained for the Green's tensor component* Сц<?) •

• G
2 2
(r> * G33<r

>
) which determine the vector field u(r) generated

at th . point г by the vector source 3(5) , could be written in

the following for*:

1

Gjj<r) KGjiCr.e) « / 1ц<г,6>,х) dx , (1)

О

^ € - 2 2 *'2 «i

,x>—2» la Г Re« \ С ^ к . х ) ^ J <p<l-x
<e
) ) exptiqx)}, (2)

]r|where p • кг sin© , q • kr cos© , x • cosd , г * ]r| , в Is the

angle between the hexagonal crystal axis С and the radius-vector ?,

* is» respectively» the polar angle between the saae axis С and the

vector t, к • |tc 1 , kj - kj<e> < j-1,2.3 > are the poles of the

functions G
it
(k,6> * 0

и
(к,6)/0(к,в) which determine the longitu-

dinal and the transversal acoustic wave anisotropy in the crystal

< Re kj > О ), J
o
<x) is the Bessel function of the zero order, and

the functions D{i<k,0> and D<k,0) being as follows:

°22

*
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c
e e

> # i n
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Thus, in order to use the Green** tensor for the hexagonal orystals,

one should calculate numerically only the integrals of the kind (1).
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PHYSICS OF ELECTRONIC AKD IONIC COLLISIONS

I.P.Zapesochny
Institute of Electron Physics .Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

A short historical survey of colllslonal physics In the
world and Ukraine is treated. I discuss results that gave a
rise to deep understanding of elementary process mechanism*.
The subject of the physics of electronic and atomic collisi-

ons are elementary processes that occur on two-body collisions of
electrons, atoms, simplest molecules. Ions and photons.The first
experiments on electron excitation of atoms were carried out at -
the end of the 20~30s. However, limited experimental possibilities
on that time gave only extremely simple knowledge about the essen-
ce of elementary processes.In 50s and 60s a vigorous splash In the
development of electronic and Ionic collisions stimulated by a se-
ries of major scientific and technical problems of XXth century
begun.The most vast Investigations took pice in USA, later In Rus-
sia and In some other developed states.During last three decade 17
international and 11 all-union conferences treated this problem.
Particularly, the 4 all-union conferences took place In Ukraine (3
in Uzhgorod and 1 In Charkov).

As regards electronic collisions, the first Investigations
not only In USSR but all over the world were carried out by author
of this paper In 1953 (at Leningrad State University)(1].As a re-
sult of these Investigations the fine-structure of mercury opti-
cal excitation functions was discovered .Later (In 1956) the au-
thor organized In Ukraine (at Uzhgorod University) the studies of
slow electron collisions with atoms and the simplest Molecules.
Nearly at the sane time Ya.M.Fogel from the Charkov Physical-Tech-
nical Institute started Investigations of the collisions of hydro-
gen Ions with atmospheric molecules while M.D.Gabovlch from the
Institute of Physics of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (Kiev) - the
Investigations with Ion beams.

An Important stage of development of colllslonal physics In
Ukraine was made In 60s supported by Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
(UAS), when the problem-oriented laboratories at the Uzhgorod and
Charkov Universities as well as at the Low-Temperature Physical-
Technical Institute of UAS were organised. Especially Intensive
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investigations were organized In Uzhgorod, first, as It was men-
tioned above, at the Uzhgorod University, and later, since 1931
at Uzhgorod Department of Institute for Nuclear Research of UAS,
which was reorganized In 1992 to the Institute of Electron Physics.
Here, together with the development of conventional Investigations,
of electron-atom and electron-molecular collision processes rela-
ted to the outer electron shells of atoms and molecules, the stu-
dies of the phenomena In the Inner electron shells of atoms, pro-
cesses of electron-Ion collisions(Including multiple-charged Ions)
and processes In slow Ion-atom collisions were developed. At last,
the investigations of nonlinear Interactions of photons and atoms
started.

Below we shall dwell upon only some aspects of most Interes-
ting results obtained by the author and his colleagues In Uzhgorod.

1. Electron-Atom Collisions. For the first time the most re-
liable and accurate data on excitation cross sections of resonance
levels for all' alkali atoms were obtained [2]. Figure 1 shows a
good agreement between experiments for sodium atom (curves 1,3)
and theoretical Born-approxlmatlon data from 20 threshold units
(curve 2 with energy scale of 0-300 eV) and close-coupling data
In the threshold region (see curve 4 with energy scale of 0-30eV).
Observed features In energy dependences of lonlsatlon cross-sec-
tions for K, Rb and Cs atoms (the second and the third maxima In
the curve 5) were explained unambiguously for the first time as
related to the contribution to the s-lonlsatlon cross section of
excitation and ionisatlon of the subvalence p-electron (curve б

Is the semlclasslcal calculation) (3).
Particularly remarkable was the discovery of the fine stru-

cture In the excitation functions for a series of atone, especial-
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ly, for Hg atom (see curves 7 and 8 In Pig.1).The resonance nature
of features Is due to the formation and decay of short-lived nega-
tive Ion states as well as cascade transitions from high-lying le-
vels [4]. It should be noted that the analysis of the structure in
the excitation functions for Zn, Cd, Hg and Mg using Fano and
Brelt-Wlegner theories resulted In the discovery of a wide class
of fine effects unknown earlier in atomic physics.

2. Electron-Ion Collisions. As a consequence of extremely co-
mplicated experiments on the investigation of electron-Ion colli-
sions, the reliable Justification of the hypothesis of incident
electron-capture by ions was made . Autoionizing states of neutral
atoms arising In this process decay via electron and photon chan-
nels populating lower Ionic excited states In a resonance way.This
causes an appearence of a prominent structure In the excitation
functions for related radiative transitions of alkali and alkali-
ne-earth Ions (see curves 1-4 in Flg.2) Г5.63. Theoretical calcu-

«20 50 200 500 3 5 30 40 SOU

latlons confirm these experiments. In particular for Kg* ion (see
curve 5). In the case of dielectronlc recombination, a decay of
superexclted states leads to the radiative stabilization of the
neutral atom (see curves 6- 8 In Flg.2) [5,71, although the agre-
ement between experiment and theory (curve 9) Is not reached yet.

3. Collisions of alow ions with atoms. In this experiments,
not only effective cross-sections were measured but also the fine
mechanisms of the resonance charge-exchange(see Flg.3a )(8)

(
 exci-

tation of levels (see Flg.3b)l9J and polarization of accompanying
emissions (see Flg.3c)MO] were discovered. Observed regular osci-
llations in charge-exchange and excitation cross section as well
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&s polarization rates of spectral lines are explained excellently
by the theory as a result of Interference of short-lived quasimo-
lecular states.
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Prom above mentioned, a fundamentally conclusion follows: re-
sults presented here changed essentially our knowledge on the na-
ture of electronic and Ionic collisions. They demonstrated the
whole complexity and depth of mechanisms of related "elementary"
processes.
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Tl II: INFLUENCE OF MAGNETIC FIELD AND IRRADIATION
ГО С I1ЛОТ1С CURRENT OSCILLATION IN GAAS:CR

Zolotarev E.S., Kalmykova L I , Prokhorov E.D.
Kliiirkov,310077, sq.Svoboda,4, Kharkov state university

The influence of magnetic field and irradiation by electrons whith
energy 5 MeV to amplitude of chaotic ascillations in GaAs:Cr are
investigated.

The chaotic current oscillations in semicoductors and semiconductors device»

call interest for creating of wide frequency range noise generators [ 1) .

In present work were investigated chaotic current oscillations of GaAs:Cr diodes

in transverse magnetic Held and in condition of high energy electrons irradiation.

The diodes presented the structures with different squares and length from lmm

to 50 /<m. The contacts were produced from AuGe-Ni alloy. Current-voltage

characteristics of diode are line at the low voltage, but at high voltage (electric field

2-5 kV/cm at dependence of structure length) it is observed rapidly increasing of

current and appearance of chaotic current oscillations, if diode is in resistive circuit.

Hefore this sharp increasing current at electric field 100-400 V/cm the samples

generate low frequency current oscillations (hundreds Hz). The sharp increasing of

current lead to jump over to high frequency chaotic oscillation (hundreds kHz,

MHz). Both tipes of oscillations can present at the same time ( 2 ].

The transverse magnetic field changes the current-voltage characteristics:

The threshold voltage, when rapidly increasing current takes place,twice as much

increases ( for 1 T ) . This fact is coordinated with magnetoretistance theory. The

experiments showed:

1. With increasing voltage and current of diode the value Hkp of magnetic field*

when amplitude of current oscillations rapidly decreases,- increase;

2. The value Н|ф of magnetic field increases with decreases of diode length

(for I - 500 я m, H ^ -0.2-03 T; for 1-40/tin, Нц» - 1 T ) ;

3. ForsomedoidesatH < H^tneampytudeofchaotko*dBatk)mprkiiaryuKieaie*,

but then decreases, achievning the minimum at H^p. The nub of H ^ to Hg^^ at which

the ampHdude of chaotic osdlatkm is maximum «qual to 1.5-2 (flg.1).

The experimental dependences can be qualitathiy explained by help either the

nMxfclofrecomMnatkmhighffelddo<ittifies,orbym
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Fig. I. Amplitude haotuc current

oscillatlo&s(ln relatlreljr unit) lr
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(sharp increasing of diode current at certain voltages is caused by ionisation electrons

captured at the deep layers, such as Cr layers).
The influence of irradiation by high electrons with energy 5 MeV and dose

5» 101 4 - 1015 cm"3 leaded to follow results:
1. After sample irradiation it is observed the increasing to 13 - 3 time voltage, at which

' sharp increasing of current take plase (one can see the dependence at doide length);

2. The diode resistance increases to one order;

3. The amplitude of chaotic oscillations is changed. The long samples
(1 - 50Q»m ) have either low current amplitude, or the oscillations disappear;

4. After samples burning at hidrogen atmosphere diring 1-2 hours the charac-
teristics restored, but don't completely (fig. 2 ) .

These results can be explained by appearence of point defects ( anti-position
AsGa ),that decrease of electrons concentration and mobility. The traps, that
werecreated by irradiation can have different times of capturing and liberation of the
electronsin corporation with the same times that have the Gr layers. If these times
longer, that for Cr layers, then may be primary the capturing of great electrons
concentration by traps, that leads to current stabilisation.

It was investigation the equivalent capacity of structures with chaotic current
oscillations. The experimental values of samples capacities increase to 2-3 time, when
current rapidly increase (fig3 ). For some diodes are observed the dependence C(V),
that has maximum at the certain voltage, when diode current rapidly increases. It is
possible to explain by influence of blocking contacts capacities (with the voltage increase
the equivalent diode capacity increases, but the blocking contactcapacity decreases).

1. Pozela J,Tamasevidus A.,Ulbikas J. Solid State
Elcctronics,v.31,N3/4,.805,1988.

2. Kalmykova L.I4Polynski N.E,Prokhorov E.D. Herald of the Kharkov
university.Radiophisica and Electronics, v.371,22,1992.
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MICROWAVH NOISES IN DIODES
WITH CATHODE STATIC DOMAIN

Zololarev E.S. Prokhorov E.D.

310077,Ukrain. Kharkov,sq.Svoboda 4

Kharkov State University

Diodes with cathode static domain were analysed it was shown, that DCSD
are encctiw sourses of microwave noise in frequency range: 20 - 150 GHz.

New sources of microwave noises diodes with cathode static domain ( DCSD )

[ 1,2). Were reported a few yars ago. 'Hie microwave noise of such diodes caused by small

short fluctuation is the result of the electron and Hows in the cathode static donicin.

The diodes were of m- n"- n - m structures (fig. 1-a) and were make of n-GaAs

epitaxial films, grown on semiinsulating substrate GaAs. n" layer thickness was 2-5

mm and was made of semiinsulating GaAs with lower concentration of electrons

(n"*10 cm ). n layer thickness was »15/<m with the concentration of electrons

«6,7* 1 0 1 5 cm" 3. The cathode and anode contacts ( m ) were made of ( AuGe ) e v t

+Ni aloy, evaporated on plates.

In wear fields ( 5-6 V) DCSD have practically simmetricvolt-ampcr-charac-

teristics. It's resistance was -110-180 a. Increasing the voltage ( 10-12 V )

volt-amper-characteristic becomes nonelincar and approaches the satiation that is

caused by static domain formation of strong field near the cathode (n"-layer). With

the further increasing of voltage on diode a great increasing of current ( avalanche

clamp in cathode static domain) and generation of microwave noise occurs. Spectral

density power of noise of such diodes was «10 4-10* - k T o , where к - is a constan

of Boltsman, T - 300 К (fig.l-b).

It should be noted:

1. The current of DCSD is nesessary to obtain a uniform level ofnoiscinthe

given frequency range.

2. Increasing the frequency SDPN DCSD is decreasing at tow frequencies

(-10-20 GHz) SDPN of some DCSD are equal 10 6 кТ» and at frequencies

/ г 100 GHz SDPN is decreasing to lQfcr» and at frequencies «1 SO GHz.

The level SDPN for some diodes remains uniform in a definite frequency range.
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3. The correlation between multiplication zone width and frequency spectrum

in the diode is observed.

4.Regurality of DCSD noise is broaden in the direction of higher frequencies

with cecreasing n'-layer length. SDPN DCSD in the shot microwave part of mm

range is defined by the diode n'-layer parameters.

In a number of practical application a simultaneous registration of generation

microwave noise at the definite frequency ranges is necessary in practice. As a rule,

it is made using several sourses of microwave noise. We experimentiy showed that

the simultaneously generation in several ranges of cm and mm-wave (1040 GHz)

is possible from DCSD. The diode was plased into H-chamber of 2 cm wavelength

range. The cell with the diode is joined with a measuring supergeterodine receivers.

The frequency dependence on spectral dencily power of noise atj-90 mA and

V -17 V is shown in fig.2. The values of SDPN of DCSD are shown for the case, when

the diode operates in the microwave waveguide of corresponding range, that is better

agreement of impedance in the diodes studied microwave waveguide is obtained.

The experiments showed, that DCSD are practicable sourses of microwave noise

in mm range (3-100 GHz).

1. Zolotarev E.SnProkhorov E.D. Radio engineering and
electronics.V.35,N 9,2221,1990.

2. Zolotarev EJS4Prokhorov E.D. Radio engineering and
electronics.V35,N 10,2219,1990.
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